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Abstract
Trapped atomic ions are currently among the most advanced platforms for quantum
information processing. While the individual elements of a universal quantum computer
have all been demonstrated, it is an outstanding challenge to increase the system size to
where it becomes computationally useful.
In this thesis, we describe the work towards building scalable trapped-ion quantum
information processors. We discuss the construction and operation of a cryogenic (4K)
vacuum system designed for testing novel ion traps. We present the laser setups used for
cooling, manipulating and measuring the ions. Particular emphasis is placed on developing
a narrow-linewidth high-power qubit control laser.
The ion trap at the heart of the cryogenic system is a novel surface-electrode trap with
integrated photonics. In contrast to previous demonstrations, where all the lasers were
delivered free-space, the qubit control light is delivered through optical fibres, coupled into
trap-integrated waveguides, and focused onto the ions using dielectric grating couplers. This
allows us to reduce beam-pointing fluctuations, and create small spot sizes which result in
high laser-ion coupling rates.
We extensively characterise multiple traps with integrated photonics, finding several
challenges associated with material charging and heating rates. Nonetheless, we demonstrate
high-quality quantum control using trap-integrated light. Notably, we implement two-qubit
gates based on the bichromatic Mølmer-Sørensen interaction. We use them to prepare
maximally-entangled states of two 40 Ca+ ions with 99.45(13)% fidelity, limited by wellcharacterised error sources.
In addition to laser-based control of the optical qubit, we use global radio-frequency
magnetic fields to manipulate the Zeeman qubit. We propose a novel protocol for generating
two-ion entanglement by collective optical pumping. In our scheme, the optical qubit control
and the Zeeman qubit control are combined with controlled dissipation. We experimentally
verify the performance of the protocol and produce maximally-entangled states of two ions
with 99.3(1)% fidelity. In contrast to the unitary control, we show that collective optical
pumping produces the same entangled output state regardless of the input state.
We further explore the toolbox and advantages of multi-level control of trapped ions. We
demonstrate the ability to encode, manipulate and readout a qutrit (quantum three-level
system) encoded in a single 40 Ca+ ion. This is used to experimentally demonstrate quantum
contextuality through a violation of two non-contextuality inequalities.
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Riassunto
Gli ioni atomici intrappolati sono attualmente tra le piattaforme più avanzate per l’elaborazione
dell’informazione quantistica. Se da un lato è stato dimostrato che è possibile realizzare
tutti i singoli elementi di un computer quantistico universale, aumentare la dimensione del
sistema fino renderlo computazionalmente utile rimane ancora una sfida eccezionale.
Il lavoro presentato in questa tesi contribuisce allo sviluppo di processori scalabili per
l’informazione quantistica basata su ioni intrappolati. Discutiamo la costruzione e il
funzionamento di un sistema a vuoto criogenico (4K) progettato per testare nuove trappole
ioniche. Presentiamo il sistema di laser utilizzati per il raffreddamento, la manipolazione e
la misurazione degli ioni, con particolare enfasi sullo sviluppo di un laser di controllo del
qubit ad alta potenza e ridotta larghezza di riga.
La trappola ionica al centro del sistema criogenico è un nuovo tipo di trappola ad elettrodi
di superficie con fotonica integrata. Contrariamente agli esperimenti precedenti, nei quali
tutti fasci laser venivano direttamente allineati sugli ioni, nel nostro apparato la luce di
controllo del qubit è inviata attraverso fibre ottiche, accoppiata in guide d’onda integrate
nella trappola, e focalizzata sugli ioni usando emettitori dielettrici a reticolo. Questo
permette di ridurre le fluttuazioni di puntamento del fascio e di focalizzare fortemente la
luce laser, il che si traduce in un alto tasso di accoppiamento laser-ione.
Abbiamo accuratamente caratterizzato diverse trappole con fotonica integrata, trovando
numerose sfide associate all’accumulo di cariche nel materiale e al tasso di riscaldamento
degli ioni. Tuttavia, abbiamo dimostrato di poter ottenere un alto grado di controllo
dello stato quantistico degli ioni utilizzando la luce integrata nella trappola. In particolare,
abbiamo implementato porte logiche a due qubit basate sul meccanismo di Mølmer-Sørensen,
utilizzate per preparare stati massimamente correlati (entangled) di due ioni 40 Ca+ con
fedeltà del 99.45(13)%, limitata da fonti di errore ben caratterizzate.
Oltre al controllo del qubit ottico basato su laser, usiamo campi magnetici a radiofrequenza globali per manipolare il qubit Zeeman. Proponiamo un nuovo protocollo per
la generazione di entanglement tra due ioni mediante pompaggio ottico collettivo. Nel
nostro schema, il controllo del qubit ottico e il controllo del qubit Zeeman sono combinati
con un meccanismo di dissipazione controllata. Abbiamo verificato sperimentalmente le
prestazioni del protocollo, e abbiamo preparato stati massimamente correlati di due ioni
con fedeltà del 99.3(1)%. Contrariamente al caso di controllo unitario, dimostriamo che il
controllo mediante pompaggio ottico collettivo produce lo stesso stato entangled in uscita
indipendentemente dallo stato di ingresso.
Abbiamo ulteriormente esplorato le possibilità e i vantaggi del controllo di più livelli
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elettronici, dimostrando la possibilità di codificare, manipolare e leggere un qutrit (sistema
quantistico a tre livelli) supportato da un singolo ione 40 Ca+ . Grazie a questo, proponiamo
una dimostrazione sperimentale di contestualità quantistica basata sulla violazione di due
disuguaglianze di non contestualità.
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1. Introduction
A Quantum computer is a device that harnesses the full computational power allowed by the
laws of physics to solve otherwise intractable problems. However, it appears that quantum
computers are darn hard to build. This thesis describes my contributions to this large and
ongoing quest.
The idea of quantum computation was pioneered by P. Benioff, Y. Manin and R. Feynman
in the early 1980s [Ben82; Fey82]. In 1985, D. Deutsch made it concrete by proposing the first
quantum algorithm, and demonstrating that a quantum computer can do something that a
classical computer cannot [Deu85]. Deutsch’s vision1 sparked a wave of discoveries of possible
advantages of quantum computation, such as the Deutsch–Jozsa [Deu92], Bernstein–Vazirani
[Ber97], and Simon’s algorithms [Sim97]. The most celebrated results of this era, the
quantum search algorithm by L. Grover [Gro96] and the factoring algorithm by P. Shor
[Sho94], remain the major driver of a lot of modern quantum computing research.
Back then, it was not obvious whether quantum computing can scale given the presence
of unavoidable operation errors [Har96]. This was because, unlike classical information,
quantum information cannot be copied [Woo82], and thus classical error correction methods
cannot be applied. This changed due to landmark results obtained by P. Shor [Sho95] and
independently by A. Steane [Ste96] describing the possibility of quantum error-correction
(QEC). Soon it was shown that QEC allows for fault-tolerant quantum computing [Got98;
Ste99]. Those results established that quantum computing is feasible in the real world,
motivating all subsequent experimental research.
Among the early suggested methods about how to perform quantum computation, the
1995 proposal by A. Cirac and P.Zoller for a two-qubit trapped-ion gate was arguably the
most influential [Cir95]. Only 7 months after the publication of the proposal, C. Monroe et
al. published a demonstration of the first two-qubit CNOT gate in a trapped-ion system
[Mon95]. By 1997, D. Wineland et al. published a review entitled “Experimental issues in
coherent quantum-state manipulation of trapped atomic ions” [Win97] (commonly referred
to as “The Bible”) which has to this day remained a remarkably complete description of
the physics of quantum information processing with trapped ions.
Following seminal demonstrations of multi-ion ground-state cooling [Kin98; Roo99],
individual-ion addressing [Näg99] and multi-qubit entanglement [Sac00], trapped-ion research
began to focus on how to scale a small quantum information processing unit into a large-scale
1

While Deutsch’s seminal work was motivated by convincing the community of the Many-Worlds interpretation of the quantum theory, that was ironically the one part of his proposal that was not widely
accepted.
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processor. The seminal idea put forward by D. Kielpinski et al. in [Kie02] was to employ a
quantum charge-coupled device (QCCD) architecture, whereby quantum gates are applied
locally to small registers of co-trapped ions. Multiple such registers are located on the same
trap chip, and ions are physically transported between different registers to connect them.
Following the proposal, numerous experiments demonstrated individual components of the
QCCD architecture, such as ion splitting and shuttling [Hom09b; Bow12], mixed-species
and mixed-isotope cooling [Kie00a; Hom09a], mixed-species gates [Tan15; Hug20], and
junction transport [Bla09]. A number of experiments demonstrated small-scale prototypes
of a QCCD chip [Hom09b; Pin21].
Large-scale realisation of the QCCD architecture requires scalable trap fabrication and
parallelisable optical and electrical control. To facilitate that challenge, J. Chiaverini et
al. proposed a surface-electrode trap (SET) layout [Chi05], whereby ions are trapped
above a planar microfabricated chip. Such traps can be fabricated with high precision in
industrial foundries, and accommodate advanced on-chip features. However, SETs are more
challenging to operate with low noise, requiring for example cryogenic environments [Lab07]
and trap surface treatment [Hit13] to suppress the “anomalous heating” associated with
short ion-electrode distances [Tur00]. They are also no panacea, and difficulties scaling up
optical and electrical control are among the many reasons the QCCD project has not yet
reached its full promise.
This thesis describes our attempts at performing quantum information experiments in
cryogenic SETs. Its most important contribution to the quantum computing quest is
the first demonstration of two-qubit entanglement driven by laser fields delivered through
trap-integrated waveguides [Meh20]. This work, presented in Chapter 8, together with
simultaneous complementary demonstration by R. Niffenegger et al. [Nif20], shows a path
towards scalable optical control of trapped ions. Our work is one of a few examples of
functional SETs with integrated features. Recent experiments also demonstrated ion trap
operation with chip-integrated voltage sources [Stu18] and chip-integrated detectors [Tod20].
Thus, it appears we are approaching an inflection point where ion trapping may become a
fully integrated technology.
It is also very encouraging that despite their limitations, SETs have become commonplace
in the community, and we have learned how to manage most of the challenges they
impose. Indeed, while until 2019 all the highest-fidelity entangling gates were performed in
room-temperature three-dimensional traps [Sac00; Lei03b; Ben08; Bal16; Gae16], recent
experiments demonstrated state-of-the-art fidelities in cryogenic SETs with mere 30 µm
ion-electrode distance [Sri21; Cla21]. While large traps with tens of ions in a single potential
well are still a workhorse of the most advanced quantum simulation experiments [Mon21],
the largest quantum volume (a measure of computational power introduced in [Cro19])
reported in any system to date was obtained in a SET [Hon21]. Thus, it is very likely
that SETs with advanced on-chip features will lead the way towards large-scale quantum
computing with trapped ions.

2

Trapped ions are only one of the many experimental platforms where quantum computing
may be feasible. In the recent years, high-fidelity multi-qubit operations were demonstrated
with superconducting qubits [Bar14; She16; Gar20; Kja20], neutral atoms trapped in
optical-tweezer arrays [Lev18; Mad20], nitrogen-vacancy centres coupled to nuclear spins
in diamond [Ron15; Bra19], and spins in silicon [He19; Hua19]. In photonic platforms,
recent works demonstrated a method to construct arbitrarily large two-dimensional cluster
states of continuous-variable qubits [Asa19; Lar19], and programmable on-chip quantum
information processing within the dual-rail encoding [Qia18]. The project of building a
quantum computer is also gradually broadening from universities into startups and industrial
labs.
This explosion of interest and competition is valuable, as the field as a whole is nowhere
near building a useful universal quantum computer. While state-of-the-art demonstrators
operate on few tens of qubits, breakthrough applications in fields such as chemistry will likely
require millions [Bab18; vBur20]. This is predominately because even the best quantum
gates, with error rates as low as 10−6 [Har14], are extremely unreliable when compared
to classical gates, whose error rates are as low as 10−17 [Har19]. Thus, any algorithmic
quantum speedup is reduced by the daunting overhead of QEC, which aims to suppress
this noise. For example, according to the resource estimates in [Suc13], for a gate error of
1 × 10−5 , QEC with the surface code increased the qubit count by 3-4 orders of magnitude,
and the gate count by 5-6 orders of magnitude compared to an error-free system. As a
result, real-world quantum computers may provide no speedup for many problems where
ideal quantum computers would [Bab21; Liu21].
The challenge of experimental quantum computing in the year 2021 has therefore two
facets. On one hand, the field faces an engineering challenge of implementing the existing
ideas with lower noise and at larger scales. At the same time, even 25 years after the CiracZoller proposal, new ideas are needed more than ever. It is unlikely we can “brute-force”
our way into a useful quantum-computational advantage. Instead, sustained experimental
and theoretical innovation is necessary to decrease the overheads of QEC and overcome
some of the long-standing technical roadblocks. For example, recent seminal experiments
with trapped ions [Flü18] and superconducting qubits [Gao19] began to explore ways of
encoding qubits into quantum harmonic oscillators. This may reduce the overheads of error
correction, as a single noisy oscillator may replace multiple noisy qubits [Tzi19]. Another
idea, which is explored in Chapter 9, is to engineer dissipation to create entangled states in
the steady-state [Ver09]. Dissipative engineering may one day become a highly practical
method of creating resource states for quantum error correction [Bag21], and its application
in bosonic systems [Kie17; dNee20] is also exciting.
It is worth keeping in mind that, if quantum computing is to fulfil its promise, then
2021 is still just the beginning of the story. Not only is it still unknown what physical
system is best suited for quantum computation, but we also understand little about why
and when quantum computers excel over classical ones. For example, despite suggestive
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evidence in favour [Joz02; Yog19], it is still unknown whether entanglement is needed
for quantum advantage. While Bravyi et al. recently proved that there is a complexity
separation between some quantum and classical computing models [Bra18; Bra20], the
quantum speedup for most problems of practical interest remains a conjecture. Finally, while
the “non-classicality” of quantum computing concerns its ability to violate of the extended
Church-Turing hypothesis [Aar10], it is still unclear how this relates to the Bell scenario
[Bel64] and “quantum contextuality” [Bud21] as a whole, where “non-classicality” refers to
the inability ability to reproduce experimental observations through certain hidden-variable
models (Chapter 6). In [How14], M. Howard et al. linked these notions together by showing
that quantum contextuality is a necessary resource for universal quantum computation via
magic-state distillation. However, their work also showed it not to be a sufficient resource,
leaving open the question of what is. Furthermore, to a surprise of many, Zurel et al. showed
recently that quantum computation can be in fact described through a non-deterministic
hidden variable model [Zur20]. These results emphasise that we are yet to grasp where
quantum computers get their power from.
This thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter 2 introduces the basic theoretical concepts of controlling atomic systems.
It then discusses the methods of trapping and manipulating individual ions.
Chapter 3 presents the experimental setup including the cryogenic vacuum system,
SETs and signal delivery methods.
Chapter 4 presents the laser systems used for both free-space and integrated-optical
light delivery.
Chapter 5 presents experimental results trapping, cooling and quantum control of
individual 40 Ca+ ions in SETs with integrated waveguides.
Chapter 6 reviews the theory of quantum non-classicality, with emphasis on quantum
contextuality and its experimental testability.
Chapter 7 presents experimental violations of two non-contextuality inequalities
with a single ion.
Chapter 8 presents experimental results of quantum manipulation of two trapped
ions. It demonstrates entanglement generation using laser light delivered through
trap-integrated waveguides.
Chapter 9 introduces and experimentally demonstrates a novel protocol for entangledstate generation using a collective optical pumping process. The experiment uses
engineered dissipation to create Bell-states with 93(1)% fidelity, the highest of any
dissipative experiment to date.
Chapter 10 summarises the results and gives an outlook on future work.

4

I hope you enjoy it!
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2. Quantum information with individual
trapped ions
This chapter presents the basic toolbox of quantum computation with trapped ions. I begin
by discussing how ions can be created and trapped, and introduce the specific type of trap
we use, called a SET. Sec. 2.2 introduces our ion of choice – 40 Ca+ – and the elements of
atomic physics involved in using it. Then I present two ways to encode a qubit that will
be used in subsequent chapters. Sec. 2.3 delves into how to perform quantum operations –
such as single-qubit gates, state initialisation and readout – on qubits encoded in 40 Ca+ . It
also introduces some of the complications that arise due to the presence of spectator atomic
transitions. Sec. 2.4 describes the MS gate, which is our two-qubit gate of choice. Finally,
in Sec. 2.5 we describe the motivation and methods for cooling the ions to their motional
ground states. This chapter serves as a general introduction to subsequent experimental
chapters, where some of the results are going to be be further refined and compared with
observations.
The results discussed in this chapter are also presented and derived in a number of
trapped ion review papers and atomic physics textbooks, e.g. [Win97; Lei03a; Häf08; Ste07].
Instead of reproducing all the calculations, I chose to only present the key steps and their
implications, and spend more time discussing the intuition behind the equations.

2.1. Trapping ions
2.1.1. Why trapped ions?
Quantum systems experience a general trade-off of accessibility versus isolation. On one
hand, a qubit should be completely decoupled from its environment in order to maintain
coherence. However, a completely isolated system is also completely useless1 . As soon
as a system can be manipulated from the outside, it becomes susceptible to decoherence.
Trapped-ion qubits are well-placed on this spectrum: their internal states are extremely well
decoupled from the environment, but the use of laser beams propagating through the free
space nonetheless allows fast control. As a result, errors are dominated by the imperfections
in the control fields. One of the reasons for this isolation is that the trap potential is
state-independent, i.e. the ion is trapped in the same well regardless of its electronic state.
1

Furthermore, completely isolated systems probably do not exist in nature. And if they do, it impossible
to find out anything about them!
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This allows us, for example, to measure the internal state without losing the ion. When
multiple ions are trapped together, their internal states do not couple directly, and thus the
ion’s coherence is not affected by its neighbours. At the same time, high-fidelity qubit-qubit
coupling can be engineered on-demand using laser fields at rates of > 10 kHz.

2.1.2. Paul trap
The ions in this thesis are confined in an radio-frequency (RF) Paul trap. In a Paul trap, a
charged particle is confined by a combination of oscillating (RF) and static (DC) potentials.
The linear Paul trap is created by four parallel rods, where an RF voltage is applied to two
of them, while the other two are held at RF ground (Fig. 2.1) [Rai92]. This configuration
RF

RF

z
RF GND
(DC)

y
r0

RF GND
(DC)

RF GND
(DC)

RF GND
(DC)
trap axis

RF

RF

Figure 2.1: Symmetric linear Paul trap. The ion (red) is trapped at the pseudopotential minimum
at the centre. The confinement along x is obtained by applying DC voltages to the endcaps, or to
the segmented DC electrode. The DC electrodes are RF grounded but can be offset from the DC
ground.

allows one to confine a charged particle in two dimensions (y and z) close to the centre,
and by applying a DC voltage to the electrodes in the third dimension x, the particle
can become trapped. The DC voltage can be applied to additional electrodes called the
end-caps, or to individual segments of the rod electrodes.
Mathematically we can describe the potential at the centre of the trap as:
Φ(r, t) = ΦDC (r) + ΦRF (r, t),
where the DC potential
ΦDC (r) =


1
ux x2 + uy y 2 + uz z 2
2

and the RF potential
ΦRF (r, t) =

8


1
vx x2 + vy y 2 + vz z 2 cos(ΩRF t + φ).
2
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~ 2 ΦDC (r) = ∇
~ 2 ΦRF (r, t) = 0, implying that ux + uy + uz = 0
Laplace’s equation imposes ∇
and vx + vy + vz = 0. For a infinitely long symmetric trap, the latter condition implies
(vx , vy , vz ) = vRF (0, 1, −1) for the RF potential. The DC potential is confining along x
(i.e. ux > 0), and one usually sets uy 6= uz in order to break the radial mode degeneracy
(Sec. 2.1.3). Given this potential, the ion’s time-dependent position ~r = (rx , ry , rz ) can be
found by solving the equations of motion
d2 ri
e ∂Φ
=−
2
dt
m ∂ri
for each direction i = (x, y, z). We define
ai =

4eui
,
mΩ2rf

qi =

2evi
mΩ2rf

where e is the charge and m is the mass of the ion. Then, the equation of motion can be
written as
d2 ri
+ (ai − 2qi cos(2τ )) ri = 0
dτ 2

(2.1)

where τ = (Ωrf t + π)/2. Eq. (2.1) is a well-studied differential equation known as the
Mathieu equation, with solutions described e.g. in [McL64]. It turns out that only certain
combinations of ai and qi allow for stable trapping. We work in the limit of (|ai |, qi2 )  1,
known as the first stability regime. The position of the ion trapped near the trap centre is
then well-described by:
ri (t) ∝ cos



βi
Ωrf t
2



1+

qi
cos (Ωrf t) ,
2


(2.2)

q

where βi = ai + qi2 /2. Eq. (2.2) implies that there are two dominant components to the
motion of the ion. In the first approximation, the ion is a three-dimensional harmonic
oscillator with eigenfrequencies ωi = βi Ωrf /2. We can can interpret this harmonic oscillation
along y and z as arising due to a static pseudopotential created by time-averaging the RF
field. Formally, the RF pseudopotential is given by
Φpp (r) =


1 0 2
vy y + vz0 z 2
2

where
vi0 =

e
v2.
2mΩ2rf i
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The harmonic oscillator frequencies are then given by
ωi =

r

eq
ui + vi0 .
m

The oscillation frequency along x in an infinite-length symmetric linear trap is simply set
p
by the DC curvature, i.e. ωx = eux /m, while the radial eigenfrequencies ωy and ωr are
influenced by the RF frequency and curvature, as well as by DC (anti)confinement.
The second component in Eq. (2.2) is the RF micromotion, which modulates the slow
oscillations at ωi with a component at the RF frequency. For an ion placed at the RF
pseudopotential null and cooled down to the motional ground state, this effect can usually
be neglected. However, additional micromotion, with sufficient magnitude to significantly
modulate the laser-ion interactions, can arise if the DC minimum is not RF null. This
can originate from two sources. First of all, more complex trap chips, such as the SETs
described in Sec. 2.1.3, do not have a symmetry of the the idealised infinite linear trap, and
the RF electric field may have a component along the trap axis ~x. As a result, for a given
x, the pseudopotential minimum may not be a pseudopotential zero. This can also happen
in a linear trap due to edge effects of rod misalignment. The micromotion caused by this
geometric effect is called the intrinsic micromotion 2 [Ami11]. Second, undesired (stray)
electric fields with a component along ~y or ~z can displace the DC minimum from the RF
minimum, causing so-called excess micromotion. This effect can be compensated by adding
additional static control fields with techniques discussed in Sec. 5.1.2
These calculations also allow us to estimate the amount of confinement produced by an
ion trap. For ion-electrode distance r0 and RF voltage amplitude VRF , the RF curvature
vRF = d0 VRF /r0 , where d0 ∼ 1. The trap depth Etrap can be estimated by assuming the
charged particle needs to reach a ground potential to escape the trap. The associated energy
can be calculated as [Pea05]:
Etrap =

2
e2 VRF
d0 .
2
4mr0 Ω2rf

(2.3)

Typical trap depths of linear four-rod Paul traps are in the order of a few electron-volts.
This corresponds to tens of thousands of Kelvin, significantly exceeding the temperatures
of atomic ovens and background gas molecules.

2.1.3. Surface-electrode traps
In an SET, the tracks defining the RF and DC voltages are all placed on a single planar
surface. The DC electrodes are segmented to provide confinement along x, and more
segments allow for finer control, transport, and multizone operation [Wri13; Pin21]. This
2

10

Some publications, such as [Kel15], use a different nomenclature, where intrinsic micromotion refers to
the last term in Eq. (2.2) and is unavoidable even in a perfectly symmetric infinite-length trap. Here, we
follow the definition from [Ami11] instead.
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geometry was first proposed to enable scalable microfabrication of large traps and trap
arrays [Chi05]. In principle, the four rods can be patterned as four tracks on a chip, and the
ion can be trapped above. However, in such a design, segmenting the middle DC electrode
requires the use of multilayer routing and vias, which is more challenging to manufacture.
Instead, experiments typically opt for a five- or six-rod design, where the outer DC lines
are segmented, but the inner ones need not be, as shown in Fig. 2.2.
DC

a)

b)

DC (segmented)
h

insulator

h

RF
Figure 2.2: The electrode arrangement of an SET. The ion position (pseudopotential minimum) is
shown in red. The confinement in the plane out of the image is obtained by DC voltages applied
to the segmented electrodes. (Left) Five-rod configuration. (Right) Six-rod configuration. Both
configuration allow for multi-zone operation without segmenting the middle electrode(s).

As is the case for a four-rod trap, for an infinite-length structure, the pseudopotential is
locally symmetric around the trapping position, and the radial modes frequencies are equal
unless the DC potential breaks their degeneracy. This is important since a degenerate mode
structure cannot be efficiently laser-cooled, see Fig. 2.3 [Ami11]. In a symmetric design,
a)

b)

DC
insulator
RF

+

-

Figure 2.3: The effect of radial mode degeneracy on laser cooling with a single laser parallel to the
trap surface. (Left) Radial modes are degenerate. The cooling laser lifts the degeneracy and cools
the mode parallel to the trap surface. The mode perpendicular to the trap surface is not cooled
and gradually heats up due to spontaneous emission. (Right) Radial modes are non-degenerate and
tilted with respect to the trap surface. Now all the modes of motion are coupled to the cooling laser,
and the ion can be efficiently cooled close to the ground state.

the degeneracy can be lifted by applying different voltages to opposing DC electrodes.
Alternatively, the trap can be made asymmetric, which changes the distances to opposing
DC electrodes. The radial eigenaxes should also not be perpendicular to the cooling laser
beam (Sec. 2.5.2). In most SET experiments, laser beams travel parallel to the chip surface
to avoid scatter. It is then necessary to tilt the eigenaxes away from horizontal/vertical.
Arguably the most challenging aspect of SETs is that the pseudopotential quickly becomes
anharmonic as the ion is displaced from the field null. This leads to a significant trap
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depth reduction, since the energy necessary to move the ion from the RF null to the nearest
pseudopotential saddle point is significantly lower than Etrap in Eq. (2.3) [Pea05]. While
it can be optimised, typical trap depths for SETs are a few tens of milli-electron-volts,
approximately two orders of magnitude less than linear traps [Hon16]. This has a few
important implications. Since the trap depth is now less than the mean energy of the
particles effusing from atomic sources, loading SETs is less efficient. Once trapped, the
ions are more likely to escape upon collisions with background gases. This effect limits
ion lifetimes in typical ultra-high vacuum (UHV) environments to a few hours (with laser
cooling constantly on), and cryogenic environments are useful to extend it [Ant09; Lei09].
There are other challenges associated with using SETs for ion trapping. The small gaps
between electrodes limit the allowed range of voltages to avoid breakdown [Hug11]. Because
of this, high trap frequencies (beneficial to reduce the electric-field noise) require short
ion-electrode distances: all of the traps in this thesis were designed for h = 50 µm ion height.
However, bringing the ion close to the surface increases noise and experimental drifts. This
happens for a number of reasons:
1. Electric-field noise increases in the vicinity of the trap surface. Published measurements
observed scalings such as h−2.6 [An19], h−3.5 [Des06] and h−4.0 [Sed18b] . This
“anomalous heating” can limit the performance of quantum information experiments in
SETs. The physical mechanism underlying of this error is not well-understood [Bro14;
Ber21], although there is evidence there are multiple mechanisms at play [Sed18b].
2. As h decreases, it becomes more challenging to align the laser beams onto the ion
without scattering light off the chip. Some laser scatter is benign, but blue and
ultraviolet photons are found to charge the trap surface in many experiments, as
lower-wavelength photons are more likely to exceed the work function of impurities
present on the chip electrodes and dielectrics [Wan11; Har10]. This charging changes
the electric field and/or its curvature at the ion location, necessitating frequent
calibrations [Ami10; Sri21].
3. As h decreases, a fixed amount of technical noise on the electrodes (e.g. caused by
cable pick-up) causes a larger electric field noise, and thus an increased heating rate.
Technical noise is not fundamental and can be eliminated through careful design and
noise investigation [Sed18a], but still poses an experimental challenge, especially in
complex setups with large numbers of connections [Pin21].
All in all, when using SETs, it is simply very easy to stumble upon problems that cause
noise, drifts or prevent one from trapping altogether. It wouldn’t all be worth it if they
didn’t provide us with serious benefits. Luckily, SETs have a number of strong points acting
in their favour:
1. Since they’re open from above, ion fluorescence can be collected with very high
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numerical aperture (NA). Some modern SETs include a slot in the middle3 , allowing
for high-NA addressing with low laser scatter as well [Rev20].
2. Short ion-electrode distances mean that high potential curvatures can be produced
with modest voltages, making it easier to create dynamic waveforms. It is also
indispensable when coupling to ions with near-field microwave gradients [Osp11].
3. By leveraging mature cleanroom fabrication processes, traps can be manufactured at
high complexity with low defects, high reliability and yield. This is particularly true
for traps fabricated in commercial silicon foundries [Meh14].
4. The fabrication processes allow for integration of potentially game-changing features,
such as electronic [Stu18] and optical components [Meh16]. A large fraction of
experiments in this thesis were made possible by using integrated optics embedded in
the trap.

2.1.4. Producing ions
Every trapped-ion experiment begins with an atomic source. To produce 40 Ca+ ions, we
first generate a beam of neutral calcium atoms, either from a resistively-heated atomic oven
or from an ablation target [Lei07]. The atoms travelling through the trap region are then
ionized with a two-photon process, as illustrated in Fig. 2.4 [Luc03].
Continuum
390 nm
4s4p 1P1
423 nm
4s4s S0
1

Figure 2.4: Level structure of neutral calcium. The neutral fluorescence laser at λ = 423 nm drives
a cycling transition, which can be used for isotope selectivity. The second laser at λ ≤ 390 nm
ionizes the neutral atom, creating an ion.

A λ = 423 nm laser drives the 1 S0 ↔1 P1 transition in neutral calcium. The desired
isotope can be selected by tuning the frequency of this laser4 . The isotope used in this thesis,
with the mass number 40, is the most common one, with a natural abundance of 96.9%.
Following a state transfer to 1 P1 , a laser with λ < 390 nm is needed to excite the electron
into the continuum5 . In our experiments, we used both λ = 375 nm and λ = 388 nm sources
for this purpose, which do not need to be single-mode.
3
4
5

Although users of “real SETs” do not always consider those to be “real SETs”
The shift between subsequent isotopes is ≈ 300 MHz
Jargon for “kicking it out”.
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Following photoionization, the ion with sufficiently low initial energy is laser-cooled
(Sec. 2.5.2) into the regime where its motion becomes quantum-mechanical. Following
a successful loading event, we will see a single particle scattering light (Sec. 2.3.6) into
a photon detector. This indicates a presence of an ion. The photoionization lasers are
switched off once a desired number of ions is detected.

2.2. Controlling ions
Once trapped, the ion’s electronic state can be manipulated with electromagnetic fields.
We discuss the atomic physics involved in driving internal-state transitions in trapped ions,
largely following standard treatments found in [Lei03a] and [Win97].

2.2.1. Level structure
The level structure of a 40 Ca+ ion is shown in Fig. 2.5. The level names are denoted as LJ ,
with the total orbital angular momentum L and the total angular momentum J. All the
levels correspond to different states of a single valence electron, and so the spin quantum
number S = 1/2.
mJ = +3/2

P3/2

P3/2
P1/2

mJ = -3/2

mJ = +1/2
mJ = -1/2

P1/2

854

mJ = +5/2

866
397

D5/2

Zeeman effect

mJ = -5/2
mJ = +3/2

D3/2

mJ = -3/2

729
S1/2

S1/2

D5/2
D3/2

mJ = +1/2
mJ = -1/2

Figure 2.5: Calcium ion level structure. (Left) The fine-structure states and the corresponding
laser wavelengths (in nm) used in our experiments. The states are denoted by LJ (Right) The
Zeeman effect lifts the degeneracy of the fine structure, splitting each fine-structure state into 2J + 1
sub-levels with equal spacing.

We can distinguish two classes of transitions. Lasers at λ = 393 nm, λ = 397 nm,
λ = 849 nm, λ = 866 nm and λ = 854 nm can excite electric dipole transitions. These
generally can be driven fast and with low power, but have short lifetimes, see Tab. 2.1
(left). Lasers at λ = 729 nm and λ = 732 nm excite electric quadrupole transitions. These
transitions are forbidden by the dipole selection rules. As a result, the excited states D3/2
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and D5/2 are meta-stable: they decay to S1/2 is slow, and hence they can be suitable for
storing quantum information.
Table 2.1: (Left) 40 Ca+ transition wavelengths and linewidths. The top section contains the lasers
used in the experiments presented in this thesis (Right) Branching ratios for different decay channels
in 40 Ca+ . Within the Zeeman sub-levels, the branching ratios are specified by the Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients (App. 11.1)

Transition
S1/2 ↔ P1/2
S1/2 ↔ D1/2
P3/2 ↔ D5/2
P1/2 ↔ D3/2
S1/2 ↔ P3/2
S1/2 ↔ D3/2
P3/2 ↔ D3/2

λ(nm)
397
729
854
866
393
732
849

τ (ns)
7.4
1.17 × 109
117.9
107.5
7.4
1.17 × 109
1.03 × 103

Γ(2πMHz)
21.6
1.36 × 10−7
1.35
1.48
21.5
1.35 × 10−7
0.15

P3/2
P1/2
D5/2
D3/2

S1/2
.92
.93
1
1

D3/2
.0079
.073

D5/2
.07

Tab. 2.1 (right) lists the decay channels for different short-lived and meta-stable states.
While both D3/2 and D5/2 exhibit a long lifetime, the absence of a P1/2 → D5/2 decay
channel means that the cycling transition at λ = 397 nm can be used measure whether
the ion is in D5/2 or not (Sec 2.3.6). This is the main reason we choose to store quantum
information in D5/2 .
In our experiments we use a small static magnetic field B (between 3.5 G and 6.5 G) to
define the quantisation axis, thus lifting the degeneracy of the atomic fine structure. This
splits each level LJ into Zeeman sub-levels of well-defined mJ = (−J, −J + 1, . . . , +J), as
shown in Fig. 2.5. The frequency splitting between adjacent sub-levels is given by:
∆ω = gJ µB B/~,
where µB = 1.4 MHz/G is the Bohr magneton and
gJ =

3 L(L + 1) − S(S + 1)
−
2
2J(J + 1)

is called the Lande factor [Ste07]. The value of B can be adjusted over a large range
depending on experimental desiderata. For very small magnetic fields, it is difficult to
spectrally seperate different transitions and their sidebands, while for very large magnetic
fields, it becomes challenging to address nearby transitions with a single laser beam.

2.2.2. Electric dipole transitions
Consider an ion illuminated by a travelling electromagnetic plane wave. We treat the
interaction as dominated by the electric field, and ignore the magnetic field component. We
also assume the radiation to be classical, which is a good approximation for quasi-classical
coherent states of light produced by single-mode lasers. When the light wavelength λ
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significantly exceeds the ion wavepacket size z0 (we will revisit this assumption later), we
can treat the external E-field as a time-dependent perturbation at the ion location:
H1 (t) =

eE0
(r · ) cos(ωt + φ)
2

where r is a position operator,  is the direction of E-field polarization, ω = 2πc/λ is the
plane wave frequency and φ is its phase. Consider any two atomic levels |ψ0 i, |ψ1 i with
energies E0 and E1 respectively. Their bare Hamiltonian is given by
H0 (t) = E0 |ψ0 ihψ0 | + E1 |ψ1 ihψ1 |.

(2.4)

Let us now expand H1 (t) in the basis of the two atomic levels. Due to atomic parity,
e = eE0 hψ0 |(r · )|ψ1 i/2, we can write the
hψ0 |H1 |ψ0 i = hψ1 |H1 |ψ1 i = 0. Defining Ω
perturbation Hamiltonian as




e 0 ihψ1 | + Ω
e ∗ |ψ1 ihψ0 | cos(ωt + φ).
H1 (t) = ~ Ω|ψ

(2.5)

We move into the interaction picture with respect to H0 with a transformation |ψi i →
eiH0 t |ψi i. Defining ω0 = (E1 − E0 )/~ and taking the rotating-wave approximation to
eliminate terms oscillating at ω + ω0 gives an interaction Hamiltonian
Ω
HI (t) = ~ |ψ0 ihψ1 |ei(ω−ω0 )t+φ + H.c.,
2

(2.6)

where the dipole Rabi frequency [Jam97]
Ω=

eE0
|hψ0 |(r · )|ψ1 i|.
~

(2.7)

and “H.c.” stands for the Hermitian conjugate. Eq. (2.7) describes how the strength of a
dipole transition depends on the polarization of the driving radiation and on the properties
of the atomic orbitals. For the case of an atom with a single valence electron6 , transitions
with non-zero dipole Rabi frequencies obey the following dipole selection rules:
∆L = ±1;

∆J = 0, ±1;

∆mj = 0, ±1,

which explains which transitions in 40 Ca+ are dipole-allowed. Once an atomic matrix
element is non-zero, Ω will be non-zero if the radiation is polarised along an appropriate
direction. By expanding r in spherical harmonic basis along the quantization axis B we

6
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find that:
∆mj = 0
|∆mj | = 1

for  k B
for ⊥B, circularly polarized.

Fields which only couple levels with ∆mj = 0 and |∆mj | = 1 are known as π and σ
drives respectively. Their orientations and polarizations are shown in Fig. 2.6. Any  can
mJ = +1/2

ε

b)

mJ = -1/2

σ- polarization

π polarization

mJ = +1/2

ε

ε

σ+ polarization

a)

B

mJ = -1/2
Figure 2.6: a) Dipole transitions between two levels with J = 1/2. Blue lines show transitions
with ∆mj = 0. b) Beam and polarization () orientations which select specific atomic transitions.
∆mj = 0 transitions are driven when  k B, which requires the beam wavevector to be perpendicular
to B. Transitions with ∆mj = ±1 are driven by circularly polarized light with ⊥B. This requires
the wavevector to be along the quantization axis.

be decomposed onto this eigenbasis, which determines the strength with which it drives
different transitions.
Finally, we find that the Rabi frequency is closely linked to the transition linewidth Γ.
This is unsurprising since the spontaneous emission is a result of a dipolar perturbation
driven by the vacuum fields. The difference is that spontaneous emission is amplified by
the density of states, which scales as λ−3 in free-space. The result is given by the Fermi
golden rule
Γ∝

Ω2
=⇒ Ω ∝ Γ1/2 λ3/2 .
λ3

(2.8)

While this is strictly true only for a two-level system, it does offer valuable insights into
laser powers necessary to drive different transitions. We calculate these in Sec. 2.3.4.

2.2.3. Electric quadruple transitions
Optical dipole transitions are easy to excite, but the excited state decays very fast, making
it a poor contender for storing quantum information. For that purpose, we require long-lived
atomic states, transitions between which are likewise harder to drive.
It turns out that many dipole-forbidden transitions can be coupled by the next-order
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expansion of the electric field. Suppose that the dipole coupling between |ψ0 i and |ψ1 i is
zero. The second-order perturbation is caused by the instantaneous electric field gradient
along the direction of propagation of the plane wave, which is proportional to the wavenumber
k = 2π/λ. In the rotating-wave approximation, we interaction Hamiltonian is still given by
Eq. (2.6), but with a quadrupole Rabi frequency [Jam97]
Ω=

eE0 k
|hψ0 |(r · )(r · k)|ψ1 i|.
2~

(2.9)

As for the dipole transitions, a number of selection rules can be established for the quadrupole
Rabi frequency. These read [Cor06]:
∆L = ±0, 2;

∆J = 0, ±1, ±2;

∆mj = 0, ±1, ±2,

which explains how S1/2 can be coupled to D3/2 and to D5/2 , and why D5/2 cannot be
coupled to P1/2 . The coupling strength is now determined by the direction of both  and
k with respect to B. If k⊥B, transitions with ∆m = 0 cannot be driven. If in addition
 k B, only |∆m| = 1 is coupled, while for ⊥B, only |∆m| = 2 is selected. Transitions with
opposite signs of ∆m are always coupled with equal Rabi frequency. Full calculation of the
geometric factor can be found in [Leu15]. Finally, we note that the Fermi golden rule in
Eq. (2.8) applies to quadrupole transitions as well.

2.2.4. Magnetic dipole transitions
The Fermi golden rule implies that the transitions with the narrowest linewidth are those
with the smallest energy difference. In 40 Ca+ these correspond to different Zeeman sub-levels
of the same LJ manifold. To use these states as a qubit, it is desirable to drive transitions
with ∆L = 0 and at RF/microwave frequencies (MHz to GHz). This is achievable with
a pair of optical beams driving a Raman transition [Oze11]. The alternative is to use a
magnetic dipole coupling [Kes11]. The magnetic perturbation Hamiltonian is given by
H1 (t) = B0 (µ · ) cos ωt,
where B0 is the strength of the oscillating B-field, µ is the magnetic dipole moment of the
ion,  is the magnetic polarization direction and ω is the field oscillation frequency. We find
the magnetic dipole Rabi frequency
Ω=

B0
|hψ0 |(µ · )|ψ1 i|.
~

The appropriate selection rules now read
∆L = 0;
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allowing to drive transitions within the same Zeeman manifold. Transitions with ∆J = 0
and |∆m = ±1| can be driven most efficiently when ⊥B. In such case, the perturbation
analysis from Sec. 2.2.2 gives
Ω=

B0
gJ µB .
~

While the magnetic dipole coupling is caused by every electromagnetic plane wave, it is
generally significantly suppressed, since B0 = E0 /c. On the other hand, in the low-frequency
regime (kHz to GHz), oscillating magnetic fields can be generated by electrical currents,
which is particularly efficient in the near field. This allows us to effectively drive magnetic
dipole transitions within the same Zeeman manifold.

2.2.5. Sideband transitions
We have thus far assumed that the ion is a point particle in free space, and neglected any
recoil effects. In reality, the ion is trapped ion a three-dimensional harmonic potential,
and the interaction with external drive fields affects the motional state as well. Consider
a two-level atom coupled to a single harmonic oscillator with frequency ωm . The bare
Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.4) gets modified to [Lei03a]:
H0 (t) = E0 |ψ0 ihψ0 | + E1 |ψ1 ihψ1 | + ~ωm



1
a a+
.
2
†



(2.10)

The perturbation Hamiltonian H1 (t) gets modified to account for the direction of travel of
the plane wave. The light will perturb the motional state if the wavevector ~k has an overlap
~ is given by:
with the oscillation direction. Formally, the ion’s position R
~ = Rr̂0
R

where

R = z0 (a† + a).

where (a† + a) is the harmonic oscillator position operator, r̂0 is a unit vector specifying
the oscillation direction, and
s

z0 =

~
2mω

quantifies the size of the zero-point motion wavepacket (z0 = 11 nm for ωm = 1 MHz). The
full perturbation Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.5) gets modified to:




e 0 ihψ1 | + Ω
e ∗ |ψ1 ihψ0 | cos(ωt − ~k · R
~ + φ).
H1 (t) = ~ Ω|ψ

(2.11)
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If k makes an angle θ to r0 , we can re-write the new coupling term for a single motional
mode as
~k · R
~ = η(a† + a)
where the so-called Lamb-Dicke parameter
η = kz0 cos(θ)

(2.12)

quantifies the strength of the motional coupling (η ≈ 0.07 for z0 = 11 nm, λ = 729 nm and
θ = 45 deg). Once again we can obtain the full interaction Hamiltonian by moving H1 (t) in
Eq. (2.11) into the interaction picture of H0 from Eq. (2.10) and taking the rotating wave
approximation. We now discover a series of terms which are resonant at different drive
frequencies:
HI (t) =

X1

~Ωn,n |ψ0 , nihψ1 , n|ei(ω−ω0 )t+iφ + H.c.
2
n
X1
~Ωn,n+1 |ψ0 , n + 1ihψ1 , n|ei(ω−ω0 −ωm )t+iφ + H.c.
+
n 2
X1
~Ωn+1,n |ψ0 , nihψ1 , n + 1|ei(ω−ω0 +ωm )t+iφ + H.c.
+
2
n
X1
+
~Ωn,n+2 |ψ0 , n + 2ihψ1 , n|ei(ω−ω0 −2ωm )t+iφ + H.c.
2
n

carrier terms
first blue sideband
first red sideband
second blue sideband

+ ...
where
† +a)

Ωn,m = Ω|hn|eiη(a

(2.13)

|mi|.

Ωn,m can be evaluated analytically for any n, m, and the resulting Hamiltonian can be
simulated once the Hilbert space is truncated. We can however dramatically simplify the
problem, and gain intuition in turn, by assuming the ion wavepacket to be much smaller
than the wavelength λ of the incident plane wave, which is experimentally well-justified
close to the motional ground state. The ion wavepacket extent hzi = hR2 i1/2 along r̂0 can
be calculated as an expectation value of the operator
q

z = z0 (a† + a)2 .
For example, for a motional Fock state n, the wavepacket size hzi =
motional regime where
hzi  λ
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is known as the Lamb-Dicke limit. For those states, the laser-ion interactions can be
simplified with an approximation of:
q

η (a† + a)2  1.
The Rabi frequencies Ωn,m in Eq. (2.13) can be then expanded in the first order of η, leading
to:
Ωn,n = Ω + O(η 2 )
√
Ωn,n+1 = Ωη n + 1 + O(η 2 )
√
Ωn+1,n = Ωη n + O(η 2 )
Ωn,n+j = O(η )
j

Carrier
Blue sideband
Red sideband
Higher-order sidebands.

As a result, we can approximate the interaction Hamiltonian with just three terms, each
at its own resonant frequency:
Ω
HI (t) = ~ |ψ0 ihψ1 |ei(ω−ω0 )t+iφ + H.c.
2
Ω
+ ~ η|ψ0 ihψ1 |a† ei(ω−ω0 −ωm )t+iφ + H.c.
2
Ω
+ ~ η|ψ0 ihψ1 |aei(ω−ω0 +ωm )t+iφ + H.c.
2

Carrier

(2.14)

Blue sideband
Red sideband.

Any interaction with a monochromatic drive of frequency ω will then be dominated by the
closest resonant term, and the other terms will act as spectator modes. A common way to
present it is using these three Hamiltonians:
Ω
HC (t) = ~ σ+ ei(−δt+φ) + H.c.
2
Ωη
HB (t) = ~ σ+ a† ei(−δt+φ) + H.c.
2
Ωη
HR (t) = ~ σ+ aei(δt+φ) + H.c.
2

Carrier, ω = ω0 + δ

(2.15)

BSB, ω = ω0 + ωm + δ
RSB, ω = ω0 − ωm + δ

where σ+ = |ψ0 ihψ1 |. Note that, since the strength of sideband transitions scales as η, it is
very inefficient to drive motional couplings with long-wavelength radiation. For example, for
a plane wave at the Zeeman qubit splitting frequency of ω = 2π × 16 MHz and z0 = 11 nm,
the Lamb-Dicke parameter η < 4 × 10−9 . Furthermore, due to the Fock-state dependence
of Ωn,n+1 and Ωn,n−1 , the mode’s temperature can be measured by measuring the motional
sidebands. We will present a detailed description of ion thermometry techniques in Sec. 5.6.1,
together with experimental results.
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2.2.6. Full Hamiltonian
Eq. (2.14) is the full approximate Hamiltonian for a two-level system (energy splitting ~ω0 )
and a single harmonic oscillator (energy splitting ~ωm ) interacting with monochromatic
radiation. This Hamiltonian is described by three resonances, at frequencies ω0 and ω0 ± ωm .
To complete the picture, we need to include the effect of more energy levels, multiple ions
and more harmonic oscillator states.
If an ion contains M + 1 energy levels |ψ0 i, |ψ1 i, . . . , |ψM i with energies E0 , E1 , . . . , EM ,
then each of the M (M − 1)/2 pairs of states has its own HI (t) of the form in Eq. (2.14),
and the total interaction Hamiltonian HI,tot (t) is the sum of those, with resonances
ω0 , ω1 , . . . , ωM (M −1)/2 . The motional state of N ions is described by a set of 3N harmonic oscillators with frequencies ωm,1 , ωm,2 , . . . , ωm,3N . For each ion, the Hamiltonian
HI (t) is then extended to include 3N blue sideband terms and 3N red sideband terms at
frequencies ωi ± ωm,j , each with a different Lamb-Dicke parameter. Finally, any single-ion
operation on ion K is constructed by replacing |ψi ihψj | → 1⊗K−1 ⊗ |ψi ihψj | ⊗ 1⊗N −K in
Eq. (2.14), where 1 is the identity operator on the internal states. Multi-ion Hamiltonians
are obtained by adding together the constituent single-ion Hamiltonians.

2.2.7. Encoding a qubit
In trapped-ion experiments, quantum information can be encoded either in the internal state
(electronic levels) or the external state (motional harmonic oscillator) of the ion [Flü18]. In
this thesis, we used the former, and the motional state was only used to mediate ion-ion
couplings.
In the upcoming chapters, we use two different types of qubits. The optical qubit is
encoded within one transition from the S1/2 to the D5/2 manifold. The example choice
in Tab. 2.2 is the transition with the minimum B-field sensitivity. The coherence time
of the optical qubit is influenced by both the B-field noise and the laser frequency noise.
The Zeeman qubit is encoded within the S1/2 manifold [Oze11], and the qubit spacing and
coherence is essentially influenced by the B-field alone7 .
In our experiments, the Zeeman qubit is a superior way of storing quantum information.
This is because, in addition to a prolonged lifetime, it is easier to stabilise the magnetic
field than the laser frequency. Furthermore, global single-ion operations can be produced
fast and with low noise via magnetic dipole transitions (Sec. 2.2.4). However, the optical
qubit and its λ = 729 nm drive are still necessary to read out the qubit, as we discuss in
Sec. 2.3.6.
As discussed in Sec. 2.4, ion-ion coupling is driven by sideband interactions, which are
inefficient for long-wavelength radiation. This prohibits us from entangling Zeeman qubits
as easily as the optical qubits. There are two standard ways around this problem. Zeeman
qubit sideband coupling can be driven by a pair of Raman lasers or by near-field microwave
7
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In our experiments, for the Zeeman qubit, the reference oscillator linewidth is negligible compared to
other sources of decoherence
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Table 2.2: Comparison of the typical encodings of the optical qubit and the Zeeman qubit. The
hybrid encoding benefits from the long coherence and the single-qubit drive from the Zeeman qubit
but mediates entangling and addressing interactions through the optical qubit.

Qubit states

Optical qubit

Zeeman qubit

Hybrid

|0i = |D5/2 , m = −1/2i

|0i = |S1/2 , m = +1/2i

|0i = |S1/2 , m = +1/2i

|1i = |S1/2 , m = −1/2i

|1i = |S1/2 , m = −1/2i

|1i = |S1/2 , m = −1/2i

Single-qubit drive

λ = 729 nm
(electric quadrupole)

State preparation
Read-out

Optical pumping
State-dependent fluorescence

RF field (magnetic
dipole) or Raman
transition
Optical pumping
Via optical qubit

Lifetime
Coherence

1.1 s
Laser limited
λ = 729 nm
sideband coupling

∞
B-field limited
RF near-field gradient or
Raman sideband coupling

Entanglement

RF field (magnetic
dipole)
Optical pumping
Via optical qubit
∞
B-field limited
Via optical qubit

gradients. These techniques also allow for single-ion addressing. In this thesis we began
developing an alternative approach, using a hybrid Zeeman-Optical qubit8 . This encoding
borrows the coherence and single-qubit drive quality from the Zeeman qubit but uses the
optical qubit to mediate entangling interactions and single-ion addressing. In Chapter 9 we
describe a method of dissipative pumping into entangled states which utilises the hybrid
encoding. In the thesis of Chi Zhang, he will describe a hybrid Zeeman-Optical qubit gate,
which allows for universal computation in the hybrid qubit encoding [Zha21].

2.2.8. Closed and open-system dynamics
For a closed system, the full interaction Hamiltonian HI provides all the information
necessary to compute the system’s evolution. The time-dependent unitary transformation
U (t) is then given by:
 t

Z

U (t) = exp  dt0 HI t0 

(2.16)

0

which can be directly integrated if HI (t0 ) commutes with itself at different times, or expanded
into Magnus series (Eq. (2.26) in Sec. 2.4.1) if it does not. Given U (t), an initial pure state

8

To be clear, the “hybrid qubit” is a set of techniques to perform computation on the Zeeman qubit, not
a different qubit per se
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Table 2.3: Lindblad operators for different error channels for the qubit (top rows) and the oscillator
(bottom rows) [Tur00]. γk lists some common names of relevant time-scales. All the noise processes
are assumed to be Markovian.

Error name

Lk

γk

Example causes

Qubit decay

σ−

1/T1

Qubit dephasing

σz

1/T2

Spontaneous emission
Drive frequency noise
Magnetic field noise

Motional heating

{a†m , am }

{ṅ, ṅ}

Motional dephasing

a†m am

Γdephase

Electric field noise at ωm
Spontaneous emission on phonon sideband
Motional frequency fluctuations

|ψ(0)i at t = 0 evolves into
|ψ(t)i = U (t)|ψ(0)i.
at time t.
However, the full interaction Hamiltonian of the system only describes the dynamics
that we fully understand and can keep track of. In addition, unwanted environmental
interactions induce non-unitary dynamics. These dissipative processes lead to decoherence,
which limits the performance of quantum computations. We can simulate the effect of
closed or open-system dynamics using a master equation in the Lindblad form [Lin76]:
X
1
1
1
γk Lk ρL†k − L†k Lk ρ − ρL†k Lk .
∂t ρ = [HI , ρ] +
i~
2
2
k




(2.17)

Here ρ is the density matrix of the ion-oscillator system and HI is a full interaction
Hamiltonian. The non-unitary evolution is described by a set of jump operators Lk and
their associated weighs γk . For a typical error channel, the decoherence time scale tk = 1/γk .
Tab. 2.3 lists the single-ion jump operators corresponding to different common error processes
in the Markovian limit. These operators are used in simulations and calculations throughout
the thesis.
It should be noted that while dissipation leads to qubit decoherence, it is also a necessary
component of any computation. We use dissipation for state preparation (Sec. 2.3.5) and
motional cooling (Sec. 2.5). Finally, in Chapter 9, we show how controlled dissipation can
be harnessed to directly create entangled states.

2.3. Quantum control
We now know how to encode a qubit and how to describe its interaction with external fields.
In this section, we describe the toolbox which turns those drives into quantum operations.
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2.3.1. Rabi oscillations
We begin by showing how the laser-ion interaction Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.6) can be used for
single-qubit rotations. Consider two qubits states |0i, |1i with energy splitting ~ω0 driven by
a laser with frequency ω and phase φ. Suppose that the detuning δ = ω − ω0 is significantly
below the detuning of any spectator transition, and so we only consider the carrier term
from Eq. (2.15):
HI (t) = ~


Ω
σ− e−i(δt+φ) + σ+ e+i(δt+φ) ,
2

where σ− = |0ih1| and σ+ = |1ih0|. Using Eq. (2.16), we can derive the associated
propagator (in the frame of H0 ). An alternative method transforms the total Hamiltonian
into a time-independent operator. We transform HI (t) from the rotating frame of the qubit
to the rotating frame of the drive with a unitary U (δ) = |0ih0|eiδt/2 + |1ih1|e−iδt/2 . The
resulting Hamiltonian

Ω
δ
σ− e−iφ + σ+ eiφ
HI0 = ~ σz + ~
2
2

(2.18)

is time-independent with σz = |0ih0| − |1ih1|. This allows us to write the propagator as
0
U = e−iHI t/~ . A simple calculation gives us a propagator for a Rabi oscillation:
UI (t) =

cos (Ωδ t/2) − i (δ/Ωδ ) sin (Ωδ t/2)
−i (Ω/Ωδ ) sin (Ωδ t/2) e−iφ
−i (Ω/Ωδ ) sin (Ωδ t/2) eiφ
cos (Ωδ t/2) + i (δ/Ωδ ) sin (Ωδ t/2)

!

(2.19)

√
where Ωδ = Ω2 + δ 2 is known as the generalised Rabi frequency and we introduced a
standard vector notation
|0i =

1
0

!

,

|1i =

0
1

!

.

In our control system, the phase φ is referenced to the drive frequency ω, and thus one
may look at the drive frame as the natural reference frame for our experimental operations.
When δ = 0, a qubit in state |0i undergoes a resonant Rabi oscillation:
|ψ(t)i = UI (t)|0i =

cos(Ωt/2)
i sin(Ωt/2)

!

e−iφ .

Measuring the qubit at time t, we find the system in |0i with probability P (0) given by:
P (0) = cos2 (Ωt/2) =

1
(1 + cos(Ωt))
2

(2.20)

with a full population transfer (P (0) = 0) at t = π/Ω, which is known as the pi-time.
Example resonant and detuned Rabi oscillations are shown in Fig. 2.7.
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1.0

P(0)

0.8
0.6
δ=0

0.4

δ=3Ω
0.2
0.0
0

1

2

3

4

5

Time (Ω/π)
Figure 2.7: Rabi oscillations of a qubit prepared in |0i at t = 0. The y-axis shows the probability
to measure the system to be at |0i, given by P (0) = |h0 | ψ(t)i|2 . Resonant Rabi oscillations (red,
δ = 0) are slower and have a large contrast, while off-resonant oscillations (blue, δ = 3Ω) are faster
and have a lower contrast.

In the language of quantum computing, any single-qubit X- or Y rotation can be implemented by adjusting the time and phase of the resonant drive:
θ

R(θ, φ) = e−i 2 (σx cos φ+σy sin φ) = I cos(θ/2) + i (σx cos φ − σy sin φ) sin(θ/2).
with θ = Ωt [Häf08]. We note that single-qubit Z rotation Zθ = exp(−iθσz /2) generally
does not need a physical implementation, as it can be performed by changing the phase of
subsequent X and Y rotations (known as a virtual Z gate) [McK16].

2.3.2. AC Stark shifts
Whenever one transition is driven on resonance, many other transitions are coupled offresonantly. In the first approximation, those interactions are neglected. However, when
considering the limits of control, it is essential to understand the effect of a far off-resonant
Rabi drive.
One way to understand single-qubit rotations is through a dressed-state picture. The
eigenstates and eigenvalues of HI0 in Eq. (2.18) are given by:
|ψ+ i = cos (β/2) |0i + sin (β/2) |1i

E+ = +~Ωδ /2

|ψ− i = − sin (β/2) |0i + cos (β/2) |1i

E− = −~Ωδ /2

where the mixing angle β is defined through tan(β) = Ω/δ. On resonance, the eigenstates
are split by ~Ω, which provides an alternative way of understanding Rabi oscillations. In
the far off-resonant limit δ  Ω, we can expand the solutions up to the leading order in Ω,
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resulting in:
Ω2
|1i
2δ 2
Ω2
|ψ− i ≈ |1i − 2 |0i
2δ

~δ Ω2
+
2
4δ
~δ Ω2
E− = − −
.
2
4δ

|ψ+ i ≈ |0i +

E+ = +

(2.21)

Dressed state splitting

The leading-order contribution to the eigenvalues ±~δ/2 simply represents an energy shift
between the qubit frame and the drive frame, rather than a physical coupling9 . The nextorder term ±Ω2 /4δ represents a physical interaction known as the AC Stark shift. Even in
absence of a population exchange between |0i and |1i, the qubit states will experience a
differential phase shift whenever an off-resonant drive is applied.

2 levels
3 levels

Detuning

0

Figure 2.8: Illustration of the effect of a spectator mode on a qubit transition. When a spectator
mode with detuning ∆ and Rabi frequency Ω2 is present in the system, the qubit transition frequency
shifts by Ω2 /4δ. This is illustrated as an offset of the dressed state splitting minimum (avoided
crossing). The dresses state splitting magnitude is also affected due to mixing with |ei.

The relevance of the AC Stark shift can be clarified by considering a three-level system
shown in Fig. 2.8 (left). Suppose we wish to perform a resonant Rabi oscillation at a Rabi
frequency Ω1 , which is done by setting δ = 0 in the two-level picture. However, an additional
transition |0i ↔ |ei with detuning ∆ is present in the system. The laser drive couples
off-resonantly to that transition with Rabi frequency Ω2 , and we assume for simplicity there
is no coupling between |1i and |ei. In the frame of the drive, the interaction Hamiltonian
reads:


0
Ω1 /2 Ω2 /2


HI = ~  Ω1 /2 −δ
0 
Ω2 /2
0
∆−δ
where we set the zero-point energy to E0 . By diagnonalising HI we can find the dressed
states in the presence of the spectator mode.
The result is shown in Fig. 2.8 (right). For Ω2 = 0, the dressed-state splitting is ~Ω1
9

One way to convince yourself of that is to note that the shift persists in the limit of Ω → 0
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and the resonance occurs at δ = 0. Once Ω2 > 0, the resonance shifts to δ ≈ Ω22 /(4∆),
assuming δ  ∆. This means that, to drive the qubit on resonance, we need to set the
drive frequency at ω0 + Ω22 /(4∆). Furthermore, if quantum information is encoded in |ei,
driving the qubit on resonance for time t will cause a phase shift of |ei of ≈ Ω22 t/(4∆). This
phase offset will be further discussed in Sec. 7.1.4, where it becomes relevant for quantum
information processing with three-level systems.

2.3.3. Transition broadening and off-resonant excitations
Eq. (2.19) indicates that the contrast of Rabi oscillations is given by C = Ω/Ωδ . Expanding
this expression for δ  Ω, we find that the contrast loss associated with a small detuning is
given by
1−C ≈

δ2
.
2Ω2

This decreased sensitivity to detuning errors with increased Rabi frequency is a result of the
power broadening of a transition. Increasing Ω causes the transition linewidth to increase,
which reduces errors associated with detuning (caused by drive or qubit frequency drifts).
The power-broadened transition has a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) = 2Ω.
In Sec. 2.3.2 we showed how the dressed state splitting is affected by spectator transitions, but what about the dressed states themselves? Eq. (2.21) implies that a spectator
transition with Rabi frequency Ω2 and detuning ∆ mixes into the qubit dressed states with
amplitude ±Ω22 /(2∆2 ). In the computational basis, this corresponds to fast oscillations of
the population in |ei with amplitude ∼ Ω22 /∆2 . Consequently, once the pulse is switched off,
some of the population might be left in |ei. This can limit the fidelity of certain interactions,
especially when a strong sideband drive off-resonantly excites a spectator carrier mode.
The solution to this problem of off-resonant mode excitations is to smoothly shape the
amplitudes of the drive pulses. Suppose that a two-level system in |0i is driven off-resonantly
with detuning δ and a time-varying Rabi frequency Ω(t). The mixing angle β(t) and the
eigenstates |ψ± (t)i are now time-dependent, and we can write the state at time t as:
|ψ(t)i = A+ (t)|ψ+ (t)i + A− (t)|ψ− (t)i
By writing out the differential equations for A± (t), it can be shown that in the so-called
adiabatic limit:
dΩ(t)
Ω3 (t)
 δ
dt
δ
the time-dependent coefficients remain constant:
A± (t) = A± (0)
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and thus the system returns to |0i once the drive is switched off [Sch08]. Of course, no pulse is
(nor should be) perfectly adiabatic. Nonetheless, ramping the Rabi frequency at a timescale
t ∼ 1/δ typically does not prolong the interactions significantly, yet significantly suppresses
off-resonant excitations [Bal14]. I am not aware of any simple analytical expressions for the
residual error magnitude, so I typically simulate it on a case-by-case basis. As an example,
the entangling gates described in Sec. 8.3 operate with Ω ≈ 2π × 270 kHz. The gate pulses
are near-resonant with the motional sideband which is detuned by δ ≈ 2π × 2 MHz from
the carrier. In a square-pulse implementation, this would lead to a significant off-resonant
excitation error of δ 2 /Ω2δ ≈ 2%. By smoothly ramping the 66 µs square pulse over 2.5 µs we
suppress this error by more than three orders of magnitude in the simulation. We note that,
in this regime, the exact pulse shape does not matter much, and many window functions
can be used to achieve comparable results.

2.3.4. Decay and saturation
We have thus far treated the atomic dynamics as a closed system with no decay. We now
examine the effect of the finite transition linewidth Γ on Rabi oscillations. This treatment
is relevant for both quantum gates (where Γ  Ω), as well as for driving electric dipole
transitions (where Γ and Ω are comparable). Formally, we consider a two-level system
driven with Rabi frequency Ω and detuning δ, and solve the master equation with a single
√
jump operator L1 = Γσ− (Tab. 2.3)
In the limit of Γ  Ω, we find that the contrast of the first resonant Rabi flop is reduced
to
C ≈1−

Γ
.
Ω

In Sec. 8.3.2, we will show how this effect sets the lower bound on two-qubit gate errors
achievable with a given laser power10 .
When Γ is comparable or exceeds Ω, Rabi oscillations decay fast. Once the coherence is
gone (t  1/Γ), the steady-state is a mixed state with a density matrix
ρ = p0 |0ih0| + p1 |1ih1|,
where the excited state population [Ste97]:
p0 =

Ω2 /Γ2
1 + 2Ω2 /Γ2

We can calculate the power necessary to efficiently drive a dipole transition by introducing

10

While the limit affects both single- and two-qubit gates, the latter error is bigger by a factor of 1/η, and
hence more relevant
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Table 2.4: Saturation parameters for dipole transitions in 40 Ca+ . Saturation intensity is calculated
from Eq. (2.22), which assumes a random polarisation. Saturation power is calculated at the centre
of a Gaussian beam with 30 µm waist radius.

λ (nm)

Isat (mW/cm2 )

Psat (µW)

397
854
866

135.4
0.85
0.89

1.9
0.012
0.013

393
849

138.9
0.1

2.0
0.001

the saturation intensity11 [Ste07]:

~ω03 Γ
.
(2.22)
4πc2
The ratio s0 between the drive intensity I and the saturation intensity Isat is known as the
saturation parameter. It is possible to show that
Isat =

s0 =

I
Isat

=

2Ω2
,
Γ2

and therefore when I = Isat the excited state population p0 = 0.25. The saturation intensity
can be calculated from the atomic properties (Tab. 2.1), allowing us to infer laser powers
necessary to efficiently drive dipole transitions. This is done in Tab. 2.4, where we list both
the saturation intensity and the corresponding laser powers for a 30 µm waist radius.
For a drive detuned by δ from the atomic transition, the the steady-state excited population
is given by:
p0 (δ) =

(Γeff /2)2
1 s0
2 1 + s0 (δ 2 + Γeff /2)2

implying that, for a given saturation parameter s0 , the effective transition linewidth broadens
√
to Γeff = Γ 1 + s0 . The maximum steady-state population in the excited state is achieved
in the limit of s0 → ∞ and δ = 0, when p0 → 1/2.

2.3.5. State preparation
The starting step of every quantum computation is to prepare all the qubits in a well-defined
initial state. Throughout this thesis, we initialise the ions in |1i = |S1/2 , mJ = −1/2i. The
state preparation is the first dissipative protocol we discuss so far.
The first way to initialise the ion is by optical pumping on a dipole transition (Fig. 2.9 a)
A λ = 397 nm beam travelling along the quantisation axis is circularly polarised such as
11
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Note that the definition of Isat assumes the laser light is unpolarized. If the polarization is aligned for
maximum Rabi frequency, the saturation intensity decreases by a factor of 3.
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a)

P1/2 mJ = -1/2

854

b)

P3/2
854

866

D5/2

866

397 σ

-

729

mJ = +1/2

S1/2
mJ = -1/2

S1/2

mJ = +1/2

mJ = -1/2

Figure 2.9: Different methods of state preparation. a) Optical pumping on a dipole transition
uses polarization selectivity to pump into |S1/2 , mJ = −1/2i b) Optical pumping on a quadrupole
transition uses frequency selectivity to pump into |S1/2 , mJ = −1/2i.

to only excite the |S1/2 , mJ = +1/2i ↔ |P1/2 , mJ = −1/2i transition. Every spontaneous
emission from the excited state populates |1i = |S1/2 , mJ = −1/2i with probability 1/3
(this is specified by the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in App. 11.1). Thus, after approximately
three scattering events, the state is prepared in |1i. This optical pumping is a very robust
and reliable method of state initialisation, and we use it throughout the thesis. However,
the fidelity is fundamentally limited by the purity of the polarization and by the beam
alignment with respect to the magnetic field. We observe this limitation experimentally in
Sec. 5.2.1.
These limitations can be overcome by optical pumping on a quadrupole transition (Fig. 2.9
b). A λ = 729 nm laser beam drives a |S1/2 , mJ = +1/2i ↔ |D5/2 i transition, which is
followed by a repump pulse using λ = 854 nm and λ = 866 nm light. This can be done in a
pulsed or continuous fashion, and any D5/2 sub-level except |D5/2 , mJ = ±5/2i is suitable12 .
After a few cycles, the ion decays into |1i. The quadrupole scheme uses frequency rather
than polarization sensitivity and hence can achieve much lower errors, limited only by
off-resonant excitations. On the other hand, the dipole scheme requires lower powers and is
much faster. In experiments, we typically begin with dipole optical pumping, followed by a
few cycles of quadrupole pumping to further purify the state (Sec. 5.2).

2.3.6. Optical qubit read-out
The optical qubit can be measured by state-dependent fluorescence. Lasers at λ = 397 nm
and λ = 866 nm are applied onto the ion as shown in Fig. 2.10 a). The former drives
12

|D5/2 , mJ = +5/2i decays with overwhelming probability to |S1/2 , mJ = +1/2i due to dipole selection
rules, while the transition from |S1/2 , mJ = +1/2i to |D5/2 , mJ = −5/2i is forbidden by the quadrupole
selection rules.
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continuous excitation and emission on the S1/2 ↔ P1/2 transition13 , while the latter is
applied at high intensity to strongly saturate the D3/2 ↔ P1/2 transition. The fluorescence
at λ = 397 nm is collected on a photon detector. If the ion started in |1i, we observe a large
number of scattered photons, while the ion in |0i ideally appears dark [Mye08]. In reality,
some photons are also collected in the latter case due to laser scatter and spontaneous
emission of |0i, which is discussed in more detail in Sec. 5.3.1.

a)

mJ = +1/2

b)

mJ = +1/2

P1/2 m = -1/2
J

P1/2 m = -1/2
J
866

866

D5/2
397

397

729
shelves
S1/2

S1/2

mJ = +1/2

mJ = +1/2
mJ = -1/2

mJ = -1/2

Figure 2.10: a) Optical qubit readout. Light at λ = 397 nm drives a cycling transition, causing
the ion to emit fluorescence. Another laser at λ = 866 nm repumps the population from D3/2 . b)
Zeeman qubit readout can be performed by first applying a number of λ = 729 nm shelving pulses,
followed by the optical qubit readout.

The measurement is the usually the most efficient when the detection laser at λ = 397 nm
is applied on resonance (δ = 0) and with power comparable to the saturation intensity. As
the drive intensity I increases above Isat , the fluorescence asymptotically approaches the
maximum possible value while the background increases linearly with I. The ideal intensity
depends therefore on the amount of measurement background. When the ion is in state |1i,
the mean number of scattered photons measured in a time window τ is equal to:
µ1 = η × τ × n P × Γ

(2.23)

where η is the overall detection efficiency, nP is the fraction of the population in P1/2 and Γ
is the transition linewidth. Since the fluorescence does not occur in a pure two-level system,
it is actually not possible to to obtain nP → 0.5 in the limit of I → ∞. Instead, for the
three-level system composed of S1/2 , P1/2 and D3/2 , we find [Mye08]:
nP =
13
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We use a π-polarized beam, but any drive which is not purely σ ± suffices
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where s0 is the saturation parameter of the S1/2 ↔ P1/2 transition, and we assumed the
D3/2 ↔ P1/2 is maximally saturated. In the limit of s0 → ∞ we find nP = 0.25, i.e. the
population inversion is half of that available in a two-level system. The intuition about
this correction is as follows: when s0 → ∞, all the sub-levels of the S1/2 , P1/2 and D3/2
have equal populations. That means half of the population is in D3/2 , which is four-fold
degenerate (2J + 1 = 4), while S1/2 and P1/2 both have a quarter of the population due to
their lower two-fold degeneracy (2J + 1 = 2).
Once the fluorescence is collected, we use a simple technique of histogram thresholding
to determine the measurement outcome. By preparing and measuring the ion in states |1i
and |0i, we build a histogram H(n) of photon counts observed in a time window τ . For one
ion, we fit the histogram with two Poisson distributions H(n) = S(n) + D(n), where
µnD e−µD
n!
µnB e−µB
S(n) =
n!

D(n) =

with µD and µB as the mean counts for the background and the bright ion respectively.
The optimal threshold is then given by [Bur10]:
nth =

µ B − µD
.
ln (µB /µD )

In subsequent experiments, the final state is quantified as |1i if the number of collected
photons exceeds nth , and as |0i otherwise.
By repeating the experiment many times over on the same input state, the thresholding
technique allows us to extract the probabilities P (0) and P (1) that the ion was in states |0i
and |1i respectively prior to the measurement. Suppose that the experiment was repeated
N times, with n trials returning |0i. Our best estimate of the true probability is the sample
mean P (0) = n/N . The uncertainty can be calculated by noting that each experimental
repetition constitutes an independent Bernoulli trial, with the outcomes described by a
binomial distribution. Typically, this distribution is well-approximated by a Gaussian
distribution (central limit theorem). The resulting uncertainty on P0 is known as the
quantum projection noise and is given:
s

σP (0) =

P (0)(1 − P (0))
.
N

(2.24)

The only exception to this rule is when P (0) ≈ 0 or P (0) ≈ 1, resulting in a failure of
the central limit theorem. In that case, the sample variance calculated from Eq. (2.24)
systematically underestimates the population variance for small N . This is a well-known
problem is statistics, and can be solved by applying Laplace’s succession rule. This imposes
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a minimum uncertainty of:
σP (0),min =

1
N +2

on any probability obtained from an experiment with N repetitions [Hem14].
Multiple ions in a single crystal can be simultaneously read out by magnifying the image
and sending the fluorescence of each ion to a separate photon detector or a different camera
pixel. In this thesis, we used a simpler technique of collective fluorescence measurement,
where the emission of multiple ions is sent to the same photon counter. For two ions, the
detection histogram can be then fitted with three Poisson peaks with means µDD , µDB , µBB ,
where µDB ≈ µB and µBB ≈ 2 × µB , from which two thresholds are found. By repeating
the experiment many times over, we extract the probabilities P (00), P (01 + 10) and P (11).
The middle outcome corresponds to the sum of the populations of |01i and |10i. While this
method can significantly simplify two-ion experiments, it does not scale favourably to larger
√
ion numbers, since a Poisson distribution with mean n has a variance of n. Therefore,
for N ions, while the distribution means are spaced by µB , their variances increase all
√
the way to N × µB for N bright ions. For large enough N , the variance will exceed the
peak-to-peak spacing, rendering the readout useless. Already for two ions, we find that the
histogram broadening is a limiting factor of our measurement fidelity (Sec. 8.1.4)
The fundamental limit to the readout fidelity comes from non-Poissonian statistics
originating from the qubit decay. Finite optical qubit lifetime T1 introduces a readout error
of ≈ τ /T1 for a detection time τ . Consequently, the two-ion peak discrimination error
can be reduced by increasing τ only until it becomes comparable with the decay error.
In Sec. 5.3.1 we quantify the measurement errors introduced by the qubit decay in our
experiments.
There are a host of techniques to correct measurement errors. Many of these rely on
measurement post-processing – that is, require averaging over multiple runs of the same
experiment – while others remove the biases introduced by the thresholding method in
a single shot [Mar20]. In this thesis, we only apply a simple linear transformation in
post-processing to correct for large readout errors. This method is described in Sec. 5.3 for
one-ion readout, and in Sec. 8.1.4 for two-ion readout.

2.3.7. Zeeman qubit read-out
Unlike the optical qubit, the Zeeman qubit states cannot be directly distinguished by
closed-cycle fluorescence. Instead, we employ auxiliary optical qubit states to perform this
detection. We begin the readout with a number of λ = 729 nm shelving pulses, as shown in
Fig. 2.10 b), which transfer the population from |0i to several states in the D5/2 manifold.
Afterwards, we perform the optical qubit measurement as described in the previous section.
While any λ = 729 nm pulse is prone to errors, shelving can be performed with probability
significantly exceeding a single-qubit rotation contrast. This is the case for two reasons.
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First, since the only goal is to transfer the population, shelving pulses do not require precise
phase control. Second, once a pulse was executed, another pulse can be applied on a
different transition from |1i to improve the state transfer probability. Therefore, the Zeeman
qubit readout can be usually performed with the same fidelity (but with a slightly longer
duration) as the optical qubit readout. Any residual imperfections can also be corrected by
post-processing, as discussed in Sec. 5.3.2.

2.4. Entangling ions
The ability to entangle ions is a necessary ingredient of all known quantum algorithms. Any
pure state quantum computation can be written as an N -qubit unitary UN applied to an
initial state |0i⊗N , followed by an N -qubit measurement. The unitary UN can be in turn
decomposed onto a set of single- and two-qubit operations. In the previous section, we
discussed how single-qubit rotations can be implemented on qubits encoded in 40 Ca+ ions.
In this section, we describe how to create a two-qubit entangling gate [Bla08]. This gate,
together with single-qubit rotations, form a universal set of operations, and any UN can be
constructed out of them [Häf08].
Of course, entangled states are interesting in their own right. Aside from quantum
computation, they are a resource for quantum key distribution [Eke91] and quantum
metrology [Tót14]. They are also philosophically important, as they seem to capture the
non-classical nature of quantum physics. We discuss the mathematics and philosophy of
quantum entanglement in more depth in Chapter 6, while in this section, we focus on the
method of applying entangling gates on trapped ions.

2.4.1. State-dependent force

Im(α)

0

+1 e’state

-1 e’state

Re(α)

0

Figure 2.11: (a) State-dependent force is generated by applying a bichromatic drive with detunings
±(ωm + δ) from an optical qubit transitoin. (b) The resulting trajectory in the position-momentum
phase space.

Before discussing the construction of an entangling gate, it is worth understanding the
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concept of a state-dependent force as applied to a single ion. Consider the situation in
Fig. 2.11 a), where an ion is simultaneously driven close to the BSB and the RSB. The drives
have phases φb and φr and detunings ±δ from the BSB and RSB respectively. Ignoring the
terms oscillating faster than |δ|, the interaction Hamiltonian is given by the sum of two
terms from Eq. (2.15):
HI (t) = HB (t) + HR (t) =


~ηΩ 
σ+ a† e−i(δt+φb ) + σ+ aei(δt−φr ) + H.c..
2

We define the spin phase φs and the motional phase φm as:
1
φs = (φb + φr )
2

1
φm = (φb − φr ).
2

and

This allows us to re-write HI (t) as:
HI (t) =


η~Ω  iδt iφm
σφ ae e
+ a† e−iδt e−iφm ,
2

(2.25)

where σφ = e−iφs σ+ + eiφs σ− . The logic of this substitution is evident from Eq. (2.25): the
spin phase enters the spin operator σφ and selects the qubit basis of the interaction, while
the motional phase multiplies the oscillator operators only.
We can calculate the effect of applying HI (t) using Eq. (2.16). Since the Hamiltonian is
time-dependent, we need to be careful regarding operator ordering. One consistent approach
is to apply the Magnus expansion [Bla10]:
i

U (t) = e− ~

Rt
0

H(t0 )dt0 +

1
2~2

R t R t0
0

0

[H(t0 ),H(t00 )]dt0 dt00 +...

(2.26)

The first term in the exponential:
i
−
~

Zt
0

i
H(t )dt = −
~
0

0

Zt
0


η~Ω  iδt0 iφm
0
σφ âe e
+ â† e−iδt e−iφm dt0
2



iηΩ
=−
σφ sin(δt/2) âeiδt/2 eiφm + â† e−iδt/2 e−iφm
 δ

= α(t)â† − α∗ (t)â σφ ,

(2.27)

where
α(t) = −

iηΩ −iδt/2
e
sin(δt/2)eiφm .
δ

(2.28)

To evaluate the second term, we first calculate the commutator:
0

00

HI (t ), HI (t ) =
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η~Ω
2

2

2i sin(δ(t0 − t00 )).

(2.29)
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where we used the fact that for any σφ2 = 1 for any φ. Now we can calculate the second
term in the exponential:
1
2~2

Zt Zt0

[H(t0 ), H(t00 )]dt0 dt00 = i



0 0

ηΩ
2δ

2

(δt − sinδt)

= iβ(t),
where I defined
β(t) =

η 2 Ω2
(δt − sin δt).
4δ 2

(2.30)

Finally, observe that the commutator in Eq. (2.29) is a scalar (and not an operator).
Therefore, all the further commutators in the Magnus expansion in Fig. (2.26) are zero, and
the propagator is exactly given by:
† −α∗ (t)a)σ̂

U (t) = e(α(t)a

φ

e−iβ(t)

= D(α(t)σφ )e−iβ(t) ,
†

(2.31)

∗

where in the last line I introduced D̂(α(t)) = e(α(t)â −α (t)â) , a displacement operator which
transforms the vacuum state of motion into a coherent state with amplitude α(t).
We can now easily interpret the result as shown in Fig. 2.11 b). The initial qubit state can
be written as a superposition of the ±1 eigenstates of σφ . Under the application of HI (t),
these eigenstates become displaced in opposite directions ±α(t), but acquire equal phases
β(t). The displacement occurs in a loop of diameter |α| = ηΩ/δ in a direction specified by
φm . The displacement returns the motional state to the origin at times specified by:
α(t) = 0 ⇐⇒ t =

2mπ
,
δ

where m ∈ Z. At those times we find:
β(t) =

η 2 Ω2 mπ
2δ 2

which is proportional to the area enclosed by the loop in the phase space of position and
momentum.

2.4.2. MS gate
The MS gate extends the SDF Hamiltonian to two ions addressed with a global beam [Sør99;
Sør00]. As discussed in Sec. 2.2.6, we can construct the two-ion Hamiltonian by adding two
single-ion Hamiltonians HI (t). This requires a replacement of η with a two-ion Lamb-Dicke
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parameter
s

η=k

s

~
cos θ → η = k
2mω

~
cos θ
4mω

which reflects the increased total mass14 . Furthermore, σφ is replaced with a sum of two
single-ion operators:
σφ → Sφ = σφ ⊗ 1 ± 1 ⊗ σφ .
We call Sφ the total spin operator 15 , and the sign depends on whether the ions oscillate
in phase (+ sign) or out of phase (− sign) for the mode in question. All the gates in this
thesis were done with the out-of-phase (stretch) axial mode, where Sφ has four eigenstates:


1 
1 
|±±iφ = √ |0i ± eiφs |1i ⊗ √ |0i ± eiφs |1i ,
2
2








With eigenvalues:
Sφ |+−iφ = 2|+−i
Sφ |−+iφ = −2|−+i
Sφ |++iφ = 0
Sφ |−−iφ = 0.
Aside from this replacement, the first term in the Magnus expansion remains the same.
The second term is more complicated since the total spin operator does not square to zero.
Instead, we find:
Sφ2 = 2 (1 ⊗ 1 + σφ ⊗ σφ ) .
Because of this, the commutator is no longer a scalar, but proportional to Sφ2 . Still, Sφ2
commutes with all other qubit operators in HI (t). Therefore, all the subsequent commutators
are still zero, and we can write the total propagator as:
2

U (t) = D(α(t)Sφ )e−iβ(t)Sφ .
This propagator can generate a maximally entangling gate by setting the detuning δ to:
δ = 2Ωη

14

15
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Formally, for any single ion, the Lamb-Dicke parameter is reduced due to a decreased contribution of the
motion of any one ion to the normalised normal-mode eigenvector.
Although it is misleading, because the ions are spin-1/2 systems, not spin-1 systems

Im(α)

Im(α)

0

0
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Re(α)

Re(α)

0

0

Figure 2.12: Phase space loops corresponding to an MS gate on the stretch mode. a) States |+−i
and |−+i become displaced, and return to the origin at time t = 2π/δ, by which time they have
accumulated a geometric phase of π/4. The figure shows the displacement right before t. b) The
states |++i and |−−i remain at the at all times origin, and do not accumulate a geometric phase.

and selecting the pulse time t = 2π/δ to ensure α(t) = 0. The resulting propagator then
affects the internal state only, and is given by:
π

2

U (t) = e−i 8 Sφ .
We can understand U (t) through its action on the internal-state eigenstates, which is
illustrated in Fig. 2.12 and evaluates to:
π

U (t)|+−i = e−i 2 |+−i = −i|+−i
π

U (t)|−+i = e−i 2 |−+i = −i|−+i
U (t)|++i = |++i
U (t)|−−i = |−−i.
Such U (t) implements a controlled-phase gate in the |±i basis, and is a universal gate when
combined with single-qubit rotations. We can transform back into the computational basis
to find:
U (t)|00i =
U (t)|01i =
U (t)|10i =
U (t)|11i =

1
√ |00i + ie2iφs |11i
2


1
√ |01i + i|10i
2


1
√ i|01i + |10i
2


1
√ ie−2iφs |00i + |11i
2
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up to a global phase. This representation makes it explicit that U (t) can transform an
initial separable state into a maximally entangled state.

2.4.3. Phase-modulated MS gates
One of the main challenges of implementing high-quality entangling gates is in ensuring
α(t) = 0 at the end of the sequence. This requires precise calibration of the gate detuning
and pulse time and is affected by errors such as trap frequency drifts. Fortunately, the MS
gate scheme can be modified to suppress certain errors (usually at a cost of amplifying
others).
The first possible modification comes from dividing the single phase-space loop into
multiple smaller ones. Formally, we implement a K-loop MS gate by setting:
δ=

√

K2Ωη
2πK
t=
δ

The resulting unitary is the same as in Eq. 2.4.2. This construction changes the error
sensitivity of the gate. Smaller loops suppress the effect of detuning errors and heating rates,
√
but they prolong the gate by a factor of K, making it more sensitive to qubit dephasing
and uncompensated AC Stark shifts. This is discussed in further in Sec. 8.3.3.
Once the gate is divided into K loops, another trick can be used to gain further error
resilience without losing time. This can be achieved by time-modulation of the drive phases
[Hay11]. At any time t, the direction of the state-dependent force is set by the motional
phase φm (t), while the spin phase φs (t) sets the eigenbasis of the interaction. By modulating
φm (t) and keeping φs (t) constant, the states |+−i and |−+i can traverse any loop in the
phase space. As long as α(t) = 0 at the end of the interaction, the resulting unitary
corresponds to a pure internal-state operator. This allows us to make each loop a different
shape, or make each loop run in a different direction.
Multiple schemes have been proposed in the literature to exploit this loop shape freedom
to create gates robust to different static or time-dependent errors. In this thesis, we use
two different phase modulation methods, each applied to a K = 2. The first method is the
Walsh modulation, which can be considered a kind of spin-echo for displacements [Hay11].
For K = 2, it involves simply increasing φm by π between the first and second loop, which
changes the direction of the second loop relative to the first. In the presence of timing or
detuning errors, this reduces the final residual displacement of |+−i and |−+i relative to
each other, as illustrated in Fig 2.13.
Following the calculation in Eq. (2.27), a MS gate segment of length running from t = 0
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Figure 2.13: a) A two-loop MS gate with a fixed detuning error. The first loop does not return
to the origin, and the second loop increases the final error. b) A two-loop Walsch-modulated MS
gate with a fixed detuning error. The first loop does not return to the origin, at which point the
direction of the state-dependent force is reversed. The second loop cancels the error of the first loop
in the first order.

to t = τ with detuning δ and motional phase φm introduces a displacement given by
α(τ ) = k

Zτ

eiδt eiφm

0

where k = −iηΩ/2. Consider a two-loop modulated gate of length t = 2τ with segment
length τ = 2π/δ. The motional phases are given by
φ1 = φm

and

φ2 = φ1 + φ0

for the first and second segment respectively. The final displacement evaluates to:
α(2τ ) = k

Zτ

dte e

iδt iφm

+k

dteiδt eiφm eiφ0

(2.32)

τ

0

=−

Z2τ

ieiφ
δ



−1 + eiδτ



1 + ei(δτ +φ0)



To compare the effect of a detuning error  on modulated and unmodulated gates, we can
expand this expression around δ = δ0 +  for a segment length τ = 2π/δ0 . This gives a
residual displacement magnitude of
4π
 + O(2 )
δ02
4π 2
|α(2τ )| = k 3 2 + O(3 )
δ0
|α(2τ )| = k

φ0 = 0, unmodulated gate
φ0 = π, modulated gate.
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Figure 2.14: Aussie-style phase modulated MS interaction. By adjusting the phase modulation in
proportion to the interaction time, the population always returns to the origin.

In other words, adding phase modulation removes the residual spin-motion entanglement to
the first order in . More generally, by using K loops and (K − 1)−order Walsh modulation,
we can reduce this error to O(K ). This is important, as residual spin-motion entanglement
creates a gate error ∝ |α(2τ )|2 (Sec. 2.5.1).
Sometimes it if valuable to ensure that α(t) = 0 even if the pulse area does not result
in a maximally entangling gate. This can be achieved by “Aussie-style” phase modulation
[Mil18b]. For K = 2 loops, loop closure is achieved by setting
φ0 = π − δτ

modulated gate, Aussie style.

Plugging this to Eq. (2.32) we find that α(2τ ) = 0 for all τ , which is illustrated in Fig 2.14.
2
This method of phase modulation allows us to implement a general unitary U (t) = e−iβ(t)Sφ
where β(t) can be adjusted by simply changing the total interaction time. Sec. 9.3.1
demonstrates the experimental implementation of such phase modulation. Aussie-style
phase modulation reduces to Walsh modulation when τ = 2π/δ, and provides the same
suppression of detuning errors in the leading order.

2.4.4. Measuring entanglement
Since two-qubit gates are typically the most challenging aspects of quantum computing
experiments, it is important to measure and benchmark their quality. One method of achieving that is through quantum process tomography, where the full operator description of the
process is estimated and compared with the ideal entangling operation. Unfortunately, the
full process tomography is challenging to implement for a number of reasons. First, process
tomography requires single-qubit rotations to prepare and read out in a tomographically
complete basis. This creates more stringent setup requirements than the MS gate itself,
which only needs a global beam. While late in the thesis we developed a method of single-ion
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addressing, it is currently much noisier than the entangling interaction itself (Sec. 9.3.5).
Second, process tomography requires single-ion readout, whereas our experimental setup
only measures the total number of ions in the state |1i (Sec. 2.3.6).
A common workaround in our field is to use a two-qubit gate to prepare a maximally
entangled state. The fidelity of the resulting Bell state can be measured with only global
rotations and read-out, implementing so-called partial state tomography. We then use this
fidelity to benchmark the quality of the entangling interaction itself16 .
Formally, we define the state fidelity as
F(ρ, φ) ≡ hφ|ρ|φi
where |φi is the desired pure state and ρ is the actual density matrix. How can we estimate F
with only global rotations and measurements? Let us begin by discussing fidelity estimation
in the traditional Bell state basis:
1
|Ψ± i = √ (|00i + |11i)
2
1
|Φ± i = √ (|01i + |10i)
2

(2.33)

This basis can be defined as eigenstates of two-ion parity operators σi ⊗ σi for i = (x, y, z).
A nice property of the parity operators is that they can be measured with only global
rotations and readout. Specifically, by post-processing a global readout we extract
hσz σz i = P (00) + P (11) − P (01 + 10)
as defined in Sec. 2.3.6. We can likewise extract hσx σx i and hσy σy i by applying a global π/2
“analysis” pulse before the measurement, and the performing a parity readout. Specifically,
R(π/2, π/2) ⊗ R(π/2, π/2) maps the the X-basis onto the computational basis, and allows
us to measure hσx σx i, while R(π/2, 0) ⊗ R(π/2, 0) maps the Y-basis onto the computational
basis, and allows us to measure hσy σy i.
Armed with the ability to measure parities, we can extract the fidelities in the Bell basis.
Consider a general two-ion density matrix [Hom06]



ρ=



16



w p q r

p∗ x s t 

q ∗ s∗ y u 

r∗ y ∗ u∗ z

While it is common for trapped-ion papers to measure the Bell state fidelity and call the outcome “gate
fidelity”, it is an unwarranted leap unless the noise model is extremely well understood.
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where w = 1 − x − y − z. By direct calculation we find
hσx σx i = r∗ + s∗ + r + s,
hσy σy i = −r∗ + s∗ − r + s,
hσz σz i = 1 − 2x − 2y.
Similarly, the fidelities of interest can be written as
1
(1 − x − y ± r ± r∗ )
2
1
F(ρ, Ψ± ) = (x + y ± s ± s∗ )
2
F(ρ, Φ± ) =

which results in experimentally useful formulae:
1
F(ρ, Φ ) = 1 + hσz σz i ± (hσx σx i − hσy σy i)
4


1
±
F(ρ, Ψ ) = 1 − hσz σz i ± (hσx σx i + hσy σy i) ,
4


±



(2.34)

which imply that three global parity measurements with appropriate settings suffice to
determine the Bell state fidelity of any two-qubit state. We will use those equations directly
in Chapter 9 to determine the fidelity of |Ψ− i obtained by collective optical pumping into
the entangled states of the Zeeman qubit.
In Chapter. 8, we benchmark an optical qubit MS gate acting on |11i. Such interaction
does not prepare a Bell state of the form in Eq. (2.33). However, our method can be readily
adapted to any maximally entangled state of the form |Φφ i = √12 (|00i + eiφ0 |11i). This

is because |Φφ0 i can be transformed into |Φ± i by a global Z rotation. As mentioned in
Sec. 2.3.1, this rotation can be performed virtually by changing the phase of the analysis
pulse. Formally, we define a general measurement basis as σφ = cos(φ)σy + sin(φ)σx . We
can map onto this basis with a global R(π/2, φ/2) ⊗ R(π/2, φ/2) pulse. Then, the fidelity
between ρ and a general Bell state |Φφ0 i is given by:
1
F(ρ, Φ ) = 1 + hσz σz i + hσφ0 σφ0 i + hσφ0 +π/2 σφ0 +π/2 i .
4
φ0





Note that, while three measurement settings suffice to extract the fidelity, these must be
tailored to the expected value of φ0 . It may be challenging to determine this phase a
priori, since it is influenced by the time-dependent AC Stark shifts. Therefore, following a
measurement of hσz σz i, it is common to simply scan φ and find the maximum and minimum
values of the parity curve. Thus, the expression for the fidelity is often recast in the form:
1
F(ρ, Φ ) = P (00) + P (11) + C
2
φ0
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(2.35)
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where C is the contrast of the parity curve:
hσφ σφ i = C cos(2φ − φ0 ).

(2.36)

However, for more complicated experiments, it is useful to keep track of φ0 . This also allows
one to optimise the entanglement fidelity more efficiently.
Finally, can we adapt our global rotations to calculate the fidelity with respect to a general
odd Bell state |Ψφ i = √12 (|01i + eiφ |10i)? Alas, the answer is no. As will be discussed in
Chapter 9, global rotations leave |Ψ− i invariant, and so we cannot transform to the desired
measurement basis at will.

2.5. Cooling ions
Most quantum information experiments with trapped ions begin by cooling the ions close
to the motional ground state. This is not necessary for trapping – in fact, ions can remain
confined for a long time with all the cooling lasers switched off – but it turns out that
ion temperature affects the quality of coherent operations. In this section, we review the
cooling requirements and show how motional mode cooling is implemented.

2.5.1. Role of ion temperature
There are a number of coherent control issues that arise when the ion is far from the
motional ground state. The exact amount of cooling required depends on the operation to
be implemented and on the desired fidelity. Here, we present an overview of ways in which
temperature may induce undesired operation errors.
Higher-order sidebands
In writing the approximate light-ion interaction Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.14), we assumed
p
η (2n + 1)  1 for all motional modes, which is only the case close the the motional
ground state. When the ion is hotter, more terms need to be included in the Hamiltonian,
corresponding to higher-order motional sidebands. Once more motional modes are included,
this also gives rise to cross-coupling terms between different harmonic oscillators. Since
sideband couplings become stronger as n increases, the problem of spectator transitions
becomes accentuated for higher n. The resulting spectral crowding and spectator mode
broadening makes it more challenging to avoid off-resonant excitations and to keep track of
the AC stark shifts.
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Rabi frequency fluctuations
In the first approximation, the carrier Rabi frequency Ωn,n in Eq. (2.13) is independent of
the motional state n. Adding the next-order correction gives:
!

Ωn,n

η2
= Ω 1 − (2n + 1) + O(η 4 ).
2

This correction would not introduce a decoherence path if the ion was in a Fock state.
However, since the oscillator state after laser cooling is a thermal distribution, this leads to
a shot-to-shot fluctuation in the Rabi frequency. Suppose that the ion is coupled to a single
harmonic oscillator mode in a thermal state with average phonon number n̄. Every shot of
the experiment, the mode occupation n is then sampled from a thermal distribution:
Pth (n) =

(n̄)n
.
(1 + n̄)n+1

(2.37)

This means that the Rabi frequency is sampled from a distribution of
† +a)

Ωth (n) = Pth (n) Ω |hn|eiη(a

|ni|

We can find the mean Rabi frequency hΩn̄ i and its variance σΩn̄ by evaluating the first and
second moments of this distribution. The result is:
hΩn̄ i = Ωe−η

2 (n̄+1/2)

(2.38)

q

σΩn̄ ≈ hΩn̄ iη 2 n̄(n̄ + 1)
where the last equation assumes the Lamb-Dicke limit [Win97]. While Eq. (2.38) describes
the contribution of a single motional mode, in reality, it must be multiplied over all motional
spectator modes of the ions. This result (with small modifications) applies to sideband
operations as well. This expression tells us that, as temperatures increase, the shot-to-shot
Rabi frequency fluctuations increase as well. Therefore, fidelity of quantum operations
can be increased by ground-state cooling spectator modes with significant Lamb-Dicke
parameters.
Increased entanglement error sensitivity
As discussed in Sec 2.4, qubit-qubit entanglement is driven by transiently entangling the
internal state with the motional state. Consider a single ion driven by a state-dependent force
with spin phase φs = 0. As shown in Eq. (2.31), the residual qubit-motion entanglement
can be described by a unitary displacement D(ασx ), where α quantifies the strength of the
residual entanglement. The qubit error caused by D(ασx ) can be quantified by taking the
partial trace over the motional states. For an initial qubit state |0i we find a bit-flip error
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probability of:
P (|1i) = 1 −


1
2
2
1 + e−2|α| e−2|α| n̄ .
2

For |α|  1, we can approximate this error as
P (|1i) ≈ |α|2 (1 + 2n̄).
In other words, thermal occupation of the motional mode makes it more challenging to
entangle and then disentangle with the oscillator. While the process can in principle be
perfect, any errors get amplified by a factor of (1 + 2n̄) when performed on a thermal state.
Mode frequency couplings
In the first approximation, the frequency of every mode is set by the external potential.
When multiple ions are trapped in a single harmonic well, their normal modes depend on
the competition between the external fields and the ion-ion repulsion. Higher Fock states of
radial modes increase the distance between the ions and hence lower their mutual repulsion.
This is illustrated in Fig. 2.15. When the radial modes are thermally occupied, this results
in a shot-to-shot fluctuation of some normal modes frequencies [Roo08].

a)

c)

b)

Figure 2.15: a) Equilibrium spacing of two ions (black line) determines the axial stretch mode
frequency ωs b) Higher fock states of the radial breathing mode (red) result in larger mean spacing
between the ions (black line) c) As a result, the axial stretch mode oscillator (blue) is coupled to the
radial stretch mode oscillator (red).

As an example, consider the axial modes of two trapped ions. When the radial modes
√
are in the ground state, the axial stretch mode frequency is given by ωs = 3 × ωz , where
ωz is the centre-of-mass frequency of one ion. When a radial mode at a frequency ωr is in
Fock state nr , the axial stretch mode frequency experiences a cross-Kerr frequency shift of
δωs = χnr , with17 :
χ = −ωs

1 2
ω
1
+ 22 s 2
2 4ωr − ωs

!

ωz
ωr



2~ωz
α2 mc2

1/3

(2.39)

where α is the fine-structure constant and m is the mass of one ion [Nie08]. When the
17

Beware: the original paper [Roo08] has a mistake in the formula
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radial mode is thermally occupied with mean Fock state n̄r , this results in a shot-to-shot
axial stretch frequency fluctuation of
D

E

δωs2 = χ2 n̄r (2n̄r + 1) .

(2.40)

On the other hand, the axial centre-of-mass frequency is set only by the external potential
and is therefore left unaffected by this coupling.
As this example illustrates, certain motional modes exhibit frequency fluctuations when
other modes are thermally occupied. This can limit the fidelity of sideband operations
(and hence two-qubit gates). However, assuming that the heating and dephasing rates are
low enough, the motional frequencies are nonetheless constant over the duration of each
experiment, allowing one to suppress this error channel through gate phase-modulation
(Sec. 2.4.3).

2.5.2. Doppler cooling
Doppler cooling is the first stage of cooling the oscillator towards the ground state. It is
implemented by applying a red-detuned laser on a cycling transition. In the classical picture,
the Doppler shift increases the scattering cross-section for particles counter-propagating
with the laser light, and so emitted photons have larger average energy than the absorbed
ones. This leads to an overall cooling of the atom [Ste86].
We can quantitatively analyse the limits of the process by combining the results from
Sec. 2.2.5 and Sec. 2.3.4. The Lamb-Dicke approximation does not apply at the start of
the cooling, but close to the steady-state when we can think of the process in terms of
carrier and first-sideband interactions. Typically the transition linewidth Γ exceeds the
mode frequency ωm , and so all three terms in Eq. (2.15) are driven simultaneously. For a
lineshape function p0 (δ), this gives:
PB ∝ η 2 (n + 1)p0 (δ − ωm )
PC ∝ p0 (δ)
PR ∝ η np0 (δ + ωm )
2

BSB excitation probability, |ni → |n + 1i
Carrier excitation probability, |ni → |ni
RSB excitation probability, |ni → |n − 1i

By picking δ < 0 we make the RSB excitation (which takes away a quantum of motion)
more likely than the BSB excitation (which adds a quantum of motion). The following
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atomic decay branches at a ratio of:
PB0 ∝ ηs2 (n + 1)
PC0
PR0

BSB decay probability, |ni → |n + 1i

∝1

Carrier decay probability, |ni → |ni
RSB decay probability, |ni → |n − 1i

∝ ηs2 n

where the Lamb-Dicke parameter for spontaneous emission ηs is different from η since the
outgoing photons do not have a well-defined direction (ηs2 = k 2 z02 /3 for isotropic spontaneous
emission).
The combined effect of excitation followed by emission at a rate of Γ is that the motional
state n heats at a rate R+ ∝ Γ(PC PB0 +PB PC0 ) and cools at a rate of R− ∝ Γ(PC PR0 +PR PC0 ).
The final temperature can be found by equating the heating rate with the cooling rate. With
this analysis, we find that the final temperature is the lowest when the effective transition
linewidth is the narrowest. For any given transition, this is achieved in the limit of no power
broadening, and so s0 → 0. The lowest temperature is then obtained when δ = Γ/2 and for
a two-level system is given by [Esc03; Ste86]:
n̄ =

Γ cos2 θ + 31
ωm 4 cos2 θ

(2.41)

where θ is the angle between the cooling laser and the oscillator mode. For θ = 0, we find
n̄ = Γ/(3ωm ), while θ = 45 deg gives ≈ 0.4Γ/ωm . At the angle of θ ≈ 65 deg, the Doppler
temperature increases by a factor of two from the optimum.
Doppler cooling is typically the longest step of our experiments, although the cooling
rate can be increased at the cost of increasing the final temperature. Note that the cooling
occurs for all the normal modes in parallel, with the final temperature inversely proportional
to the mode frequency. Finally, Eq. (2.41) implies that that n̄ diverges for θ → π/2, further
highlighting the need to tilt the radial modes in SETs, where the cooling beam typically
travels parallel to the chip surface (Sec. 2.1.3). For the λ = 397 nm cycling transition and a
typical axial frequency ωm = 2π × 2 MHz we find Γ/ωm ≈ 11, limiting the temperature to
n̄ ≈ 3.5 in the two-level approximation. Further cooling is therefore necessary to reach the
true oscillator ground state.

2.5.3. EIT cooling
As evidenced by Eq. (2.41), the lower the transition linewidth, the lower the final temperature.
electromagnetically-induced transparency (EIT) cooling allows us to cool below the Doppler
limit by narrowing the excitation linewidth, thus limiting the carrier excitations. In this
section, I describe the intuition behind this technique. An interested reader is encouraged
to consult [Roo00; Mor00] for detailed mathematical description of the cooling process and
its limits.
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EIT cooling is related to a phenomenon called coherent population trapping [Ari96].
Consider a pair of drives as shown in Fig. 2.16.

Figure 2.16: Λ configuration necessary for coherent population trapping. Whenever δ1 = δ2 , the
population gets pumped into a dark state of the qubit, whereby it stops emitting photons.

Whenever δ1 = δ2 , there is a so-called dark state
|ΨD i =

Ω2
Ω1
|0i +
|1i,
Ω
Ω

q

with Ω = Ω21 + Ω22 for which the drives destructively interfere, removing any chance of
excitation to |ei. As a result, if |ei can decay to both ground states, the population will be
pumped to |ΨD i, at which point it stops scattering photons. Therefore, when we scan the
drive detuning δ1 , we will find an excitation suppression (or a “dark resonance”) at δ1 = δ2 .
This phenomenon is exploited in EIT cooling as follows. A strong σ-polarized “pump”
drive is far-detuned by δ2 from the atomic transition |0i ↔ |ei. This creates a Starkshifted “bright” dressed state, which can be resonantly excited from |1i at the frequency of
δ1 = δ2 + Ω21 /(4δ2 ) by a weak π-polarized “probe” beam (Fig. 2.17). Setting
δ1 = δ2 ,

and

Ω2 = 2 ωm δ2
p

(2.42)

aligns this resonance with the RSB of the “probe” drive. On the other hand, the carrier
excitation is completely suppressed, since δ1 = δ2 is a dark resonance18 The BSB excitation
can be make weak by setting δ2  Γ, since the next (wide) resonance is at δ1 = −Ω21 /(4δ2 ),
as shown in Fig. 2.17 b).
Since the carrier excitation is completely eliminated, the final temperature is now predominantly limited by the residual BSB excitation. This results in the cooling limit of
[Mor00]:
n̄ =
18
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4δ2
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It turns out that, in the EIT scenario, this dark resonance persists even when the pump and probe fields
are not phase coherent [Kha15]. This is in contrast to the standard coherent population trapping.
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a)

b)

P1/2
mJ = -1/2

Narrow
resonance
397 σ-

397 π

Dark state

397 π

Broad resonance

mJ = +1/2

S1/2
mJ = -1/2

mJ = -1/2

Figure 2.17: EIT cooling configuration. a) Necessary laser transitions. EIT is achieved by combining
a strong σ-polarized pump beam with a weak π-polarized probe beam. Both beams must be detuned
by the same amount from the excited state to create conditions for coherent population trapping.
b) The resonant excitation structure as seen by the probe beam. A dark state at δ1 = δ2 results
from coherent population trapping. Optimal cooling is achieved by aligning the drive RSB with the
narrow resonance.

Thanks to this relationship, the cooling is only limited by how much the lasers can be
detuned, which is a technical limitation and not a fundamental one. We usually operate
with δ ≈ 2π × 50 MHz, which should be sufficient to cool a 40 Ca+ ion to n̄ ≈ 0.01. We
do not reach such low temperatures in practice, likely due to polarization impurity and
quantization axis oscillations (Sec. 5.2.1). Nonetheless, EIT does allow us to cool close
to the motional ground state (Sec. 5.6.3). EIT can cool multiple modes in parallel since
the carrier suppression is power-independent, but the optimal AC Stark shift in Eq. (2.42)
can only be achieved for one mode [Lec16]. The the cooling rates are proportional to
the overlap between the oscillator mode and the wavevector difference of the “pump” and
“probe” beams.

2.5.4. Resolved sideband cooling
A different way of suppressing the carrier and BSB excitations is to use resolved sideband
cooling. Each cycle of sideband cooling consists of two steps, labelled (A) and (B) in
Fig. 2.18. Consider an ion prepared in the internal state |1i and Fock state |ni. In the
step (A), the ion is excited on the RSB of a narrow-linewidth optical qubit transition,
changing the combined ion-oscillator state to |0i ⊗ |n − 1i. Afterwards in step (B), the ion’s
internal state is reset to |1i by optical pumping on a dipole transition (Sec. 2.9). Thus, at
the end of the cycle, the ion’s internal state is returned to |1i, but the motional state is
reduced to |n − 1i. As a consequence, after sufficiently many cycles, the ion is pumped
into the motional ground state, regardless of the input state. Since different Fock states n
√
correspond to different RSB Rabi frequencies Ωη n, one cannot tailor the RSB drive to
be an exact pi-pulse for a thermal state of motion. To make the cooling most efficient, we
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√
ramp the pulse time from an initial value of t ≈ π/Ωη n̄ to the final value of t ≈ π/Ωη.

D5/2

n=0

S1/2
n=0

n=3

n=2

n=1

n=3

n=2

n=1

Figure 2.18: Resolved sideband cooling is composed of two steps. Drive (A) is an RSB drive on
an optical qubit transition (any transition can be used for this surface). The decay step (B) is
stimulated by applying the repump lasers. After applying (A) and (B) in sequence, the motional
occupation reduces until it reaches n = 0.

In the leading order, the limit to the temperatures achievable with resolved sideband
cooling comes from off-resonant carrier and BSB excitations (Sec. 2.3.3). For square pulses,
the final temperature is given by [Ita]:
Ω2
1
ηs2 + η 2 .
2
ωm
4


n̄ ≈



Since off-resonant excitations be reduced by pulse shaping or by decreasing Ω, the practical
limit on n̄ is set by how long we’re willing to spend sideband cooling. However, the
Rabi frequencies for quadrupole transitions are lower than for dipole transitions, and thus
sideband cooling is naturally slower than Doppler or EIT cooling. When slowed down
further, the achievable temperatures might become limited by mode heating rates.
Unlike the other cooling methods, sideband cooling is single-mode. When the quadrupole
beam is global, only one mode can be cooled per round, and cooling M motional modes
requires M separate sub-cycles, each at a different RSB frequency19 [Mor99]. Therefore,
the sideband cooling time grows linearly with the number of ions N . However, if N ions in
a chain are individually addressed, it is possible to perform N cooling cycles in parallel,
and thus keep the cooling time approximately constant20 [Che20].

19

20
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In our experiment, we sideband-cool the motional modes with the highest heating rate last to achieve
the lowest average temperatures
Assuming the amount of available laser power grows ∝ N

3. Experimental setup
Trapped-ion quantum information experiments require complex setups combining laser
optics, electronics and vacuum systems. Our setup was designed and built to operate
planar Paul SETs in a cryogenic environment. The trap is housed inside a copper chamber,
which is cooled down to 4 K using a closed-cycle cryocooler. The chamber is placed under
vacuum, and heat-shields protect it from excess room-temperature black body radiation.
Stable trapping is achieved by a combination of DC and RF voltages applied to trap
electrodes. The 4 K chamber houses an RF amplifier, “low-pass” RC filters, as well as
various ancillary electronics. The light emitted by the ion is collected by a cryogenic
objective and focused onto a photo-multiplier tube (PMT) and/or a camera outside the
vacuum chamber. Quantum control is achieved primarily through laser pulses, delivered
either free-space or via integrated optics.
The experimental system underwent significant changes during my time in the group. This
was motivated by the obstacles and limitations we encountered in the original setup built by
F.M. Leupold and J. Alonso, henceforth dubbed setup 1.0, which is described extensively
in [Leu15]. As a result, different experiments were performed in different setups and traps,
as shown in the timeline Fig. 3.1. In this chapter, I present the updated cryogenic setup
2.0, built together with C. Zhang, with significant help from T.-L. Nguyen and J. Alonso.
Original setup
In every section, I discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the original design, and
how they influenced the upgrade process. To clearly separate the old elements from
current ones, the original setup is presented in boxes like this one.
Sec. 3.1 discusses why we use cryogenic environments, and how the cryogenic vacuum
system was reconstructed. Sec. 3.2 focuses on the 4K chamber design. In Sec. 3.3 we
describe all the ion traps tested in this thesis. Finally, Sec. 3.4 describes the improvements
to the electrical control and the magnetic field stabilisation. Since I spent a comparable
amount of time on the laser setup as I did on all the other parts of the experimental setup
combined, the optics and light delivery is discussed separately in Chapter 4.

3.1. Cryogenic vacuum system
Traditionally, ion-trap experiments were conducted in room-temperature (RT) UHV systems.
In Sec. 2.1.3 we highlighted the difficulties created by miniaturised SETs. A cryogenic
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Bang-bang control (F. Leupold)
PhD start
Contextuality experiments (Chapter 7)
Fast switching (C. Zhang)
Gold on quartz
(J. Alonso)
Cryogenic setup 2.0 (Chapter 3)
Narrow-linewidth 729 laser (Chapter 4)

Experiment upgrade

Trapping unsuccessful

CMOS trap (C. Zhang)
Trap #1: Trapping unsuccessful
Trap #2: Ion trapped!
Trap #3: Rabi flops through waveguides
Trap #4: Two-qubit gates (Chapter 8)
Waveguide-integrated
traps (K.Mehta)
Traps #1 - 2: Only metal layers
Traps #3 - 5: Integrated optics

Trap #5: Dissipative entanglement
(Chapter 9)

Figure 3.1: Timeline of my PhD.
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vacuum environment allows us to fight many of these problems by:
1. Reducing heating rates. Anomalous heating can be suppressed by using a cryogenic
environment [Lab07; Des06]. This is thought to be because a lot of the conjectured
mechanisms involve thermally activated noise sources [Bro14].
2. Improving ion lifetime. Ion lifetime is determined by the trap depth and the
frequency and energy of background gas collisions. Cryogenic temperatures allow for
the generation of ultra-low pressures, and the remaining background gas molecules
have a lower energy [Pag19; Ant09]. This extends the lifetime of a single laser-cooled
ion in a typical SET from a few hours to essentially forever1 .
3. Increasing reconfigurability. Unlike RT chambers, cryogenic systems do not
require baking to achieve UHV. As a result, they allow for easy changes of in-vacuum
instruments, such as trap chips or electronics. This makes them perfect for testing novel
components [Stu18]. Furthermore, material constraints are also relaxed compared to
RT experiments.
However, low temperatures create a number of challenges and constraints:
1. Vibrations. Cryogenic cooling generally causes additional vibrations of the trap.
While the strength and spectrum of vibrations strongly depend on the type of cryostat
and how it’s mounted, typical displacements are ≈ 1 µm for wet cryostats and ≈ 10 µm
for closed-cycle units [Bra16a]. Vibrations in a closed-cycle system can be reduced to
nanometre-scale only through careful structure design and vibration isolation [Mic19].
2. Limiting heat load. Maintaining low temperatures requires limiting the thermal
load on the 4K stage. While black-body radiation is effectively suppressed by heat
shields, care must be taken to minimise heat flow through the cables, as well as
thermal dissipation from passive and active electrical components.
3. Temperature compatibility of components. A lot of standard electrical, optical
and mechanical components do not function properly in cryogenic environments. For
example, thermal contraction distorts tightly toleranced components (such as imaging
objectives) and doped semiconductors change their behaviour at low temperatures2 ,
causing some active electronics to malfunction.
Our cryostat is a closed-cycle pulse tube (PT) cryocooler3 . The 2nd stage reaches the
temperature of 4 K with 0.9 W cooling power, while the 1st stage is specified for 31.5 W
at 45 K. PT cryocoolers generally suffer from considerable vibrations induced by the flow
of helium in and out of the PT, at a frequency of 1.4 Hz. In 2010, engineers at Cryomech
1
2
3

In our experiments, single-ion lifetime is limited by how often lasers come out of lock
Due to so-called carrier freeze-out
PT410-RM from Cryomech
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showed that they can reduce 2nd stage sample vibrations to below 0.5 nm by opening a gap
between the PT and the sample and using helium as heat exchanger gas [Wan10]. The
associated cooling power decreased slightly, to 0.7 W at the 2nd stage and 30 W at the 1st
stage. While reducing cryogenic vibrations is important, the figure of merit for ion trapping
is not absolute vibrations, but rather differential vibrations between the ion and the laser
beams. In [Wan10], the PT was rigidly attached to the table, while the cryogenic sample
was freely suspended from the bellows, as shown in Fig. 3.2 (a).

a)

Pulse tube

b)

Bellows
Helium dewar
1st stage
exchanger
Heat shield
Vacuum
chamber
2nd stage
exchanger
4K chamber
Figure 3.2: a) Schematic of the cryostat in [Wan10]. The PT is rigidly mounted onto the table.
The vacuum chamber, heat-shield and cryogenic chamber are suspended from steel bellows. b)
Schematic of the cryostat initially used in our lab. The vacuum chamber is rigidly mounted onto
the table, hence fixing the position of the cryogenic chamber. The PT is floating on steel bellows.

If used in our experiment, it would have meant that the position of the ion trap was not
directly referenced to the optical table, raising a number of possible issues regarding laser
alignment. Therefore, in the setup 1.0, a decision was made to attach the vacuum chamber
rigidly to the optical table, as shown in Fig. 3.2 (b). It meant that the PT was directly
floating on the steel bellows. While this setup allowed successful trapping, it had several
disadvantages.
Cryogenic vacuum system 1.0
Weakness: Vibration issues
It rapidly became clear that the PT, when freely floating on bellows, induced
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significant (≈ 10 µm) vibrations of the ion trap relative to the optical table. This
happened for three reasons:
1. The PT is relatively light. Therefore, even small momentum kicks from the
helium flow cause significant displacements and, in turn, the 1st stage heat
exchanger collides with the shield cooling station at every compression cycle.
2. The PT connects to multiple helium lines. These are positioned asymmetrically,
tilting the PT and creating a permanent contact between the 1st stage heat
exchanger and the shield cooling station.
3. The surface on an air-floated optical table moves significantly in response to
momentum kicks.
The initial solution was to create an additional rigid attachment between the PT
and the vacuum chamber using three posts with adjustable heights. We would then
change the tilt while roughly measuring vibrations by monitoring the transmission
of a laser beam focused onto the trap. This was a very long and tedious process.
Furthermore, while it was possible to significantly decrease vibrations, their impact
on coherent operations was clearly visible and was one of the dominant decoherence
mechanisms. The reason was two-fold. First of all, this attachment eliminated the
original premise of the mechanical decoupling, allowing PT vibrations to propagate
to both the ion trap and the optical table. Secondly, as I shall discuss in Sec. 3.1.1,
it is likely we never managed to align the PT well enough to fully avoid mechanical
contact.
Weakness: Assembly issues
While in principle reconfigurable, the ability to open and modify the cryogenic
system was hindered by the optical table, which blocked the path to sliding the
vacuum chamber and the heat shield on and off. In order to access the insides of
the setup, the whole cryostat, including its mounting structure and the helium lines,
had to be lifted off the optical table with a crane. In addition to making opening up
time-consuming and laborious, this prevented any build-up of permanent optical or
mechanical structures around the experiment (e.g. frames to isolate vibrations by
attaching the PT to the ceiling).
Weakness: Beam pointing drifts
While mounting the vacuum chamber directly to the optical table helped reduce drifts,
it did not eliminate them completely. One dominant issue was that any changes to
the 4K chamber temperature resulted in visible trap displacements. Most annoyingly,
after running the atomic oven (located inside the 4K chamber) for a few minutes, one
had to wait a few more minutes for the beam pointing to return to the original state.
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While we suspected this to be caused by thermal expansion of mechanical parts, it
turned out to be caused, almost entirely, by the pressure change of the helium buffer
gas.
The remainder of this section describes how the cryogenic vacuum chamber 2.0 was
designed and built to eliminate the problems highlighted in the box above. The schematic
of the redesigned cryostat is shown in Fig. 3.3. It addresses the vibration issues by rigidly
mounting the PT to the ceiling through a 3D translation platform, and by increasing the
clearance between the PT and the dewar walls. Opening and closing are significantly easier,
thanks to a two-piece construction of the vacuum chamber and the heat shield. The beam
pointing drifts are largely eliminated by dewar pressure regulation, and by placing the oven
at the room-temperature stage.

Pulse tube ceiling mount

xyz

Helium dewar
pressure control
Enlarged pulse
tube clearance
Two-piece chamber
and heat shields
Modular 4K chamber

Figure 3.3: Schematic of the updated cryostat design.

3.1.1. Pulse tube stabilisation
One of the big unknowns of the setup 1.0 was the exact clearance between the PT and the
dewar. In early 2018, I took out the PT and measured the gap to be a mere 0.3 mm over
a length of 3 cm, insufficient to ensure mechanical decoupling (the alignment is done by
tilting the top of the PT approximately 20 cm away). We decided to enlarge this spacing at
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the expense of reduced cooling power4 . The PT diameter was decreased on a lathe from
129.5 mm to 127.0 mm, widening the gap to 1.6 mm. The PT was subsequently tested for
performance in vacuum, and the 2nd stage heat exchanger was buffed to remove observed
corrosion5 . All the adjustments were performed by Cryomech, and the modified PT was
mounted back in the dewar. Afterwards, Cryomech sent us foam that they forgot to
re-attach into the PT. Since taking the PT out is a very disruptive and delicate process, we
have not re-installed the foam6 .
In order to isolate its vibrations, we attached the PT to the ceiling. We constructed an
alignment platform7 shown in Fig. 3.4 which allows us to position and tilt the PT before
clamping it in place. The PT is attached to a 10 mm thick stainless steel (SS) top plate
with four M6 bolts. An 80 deg cut-out in the top plate provides clearance for the helium
inlet tube and electrical connections of the PT (not shown). The tilt is adjusted using three
M10 tilt screws at a radius of 170 mm. Afterwards, the top plate is fixed to the middle
plate using three locking bolts. The middle and bottom plates are both 6 mm thick SS
squares, with a cut-out that allows them to be inserted from the side. They are separated
by 4 mm rubber spacers, which allow the middle plate to slide when pushed by M8 bolts
housed inside aluminium blocks attached to the bottom plate. The middle plate can be
translated by ±10 mm in two horizontal directions and is afterwards fastened to the bottom
plate using four bolts and (optionally) table clamps. The bottom plate is attached to the
ceiling with four 50 mm extruded aluminium profiles and square brackets.
The alignment of the PT was performed with an accelerometer attached to the cold plate8 .
Vibrations were induced either by a remote motor or artificially with a computer fan
attached to the PT. We then moved the position of the top and middle plates until the
measured vibrations were minimised. At those positions, we do not record any transmission
of vibrations from the PT onto the cold plate.
Unfortunately, even in the absence of PT perturbations, the accelerometer records
movements of > 100 nm, which prevent us from measuring the vibrations with an interferometer. We observe structural resonances at 99 Hz, 139 Hz and 310 Hz, and find that
the low-frequency hum of the air conditioning clearly enhances the vibrations9 . Despite
improvements to the mounting structure (such as in Fig. 3.5), these could not be completely
eliminated. Compared to other similar cryogenic systems in our laboratory10 , the difference
4

5

6

7
8

9

We did not receive information from Cryomech about the exact relation between the two, so we had to
guess and hope for the best
The speculation is that this was caused by helium impurity. Our heat exchanger helium is labelled as
99.996% pure, but perhaps this does not reflect the reality.
The exact role and impact of the foam remains mysterious to me. The manufacturer’s reply when asked
about the purpose of the foam was: “The foam can help to improve the cooling a little. The system will
work without it”
Based on a design by R. Matt
In systems with rubber bellows, it is possible to check for a collision between the PT and the dewar
electrically. However, since our bellows are SS, this method was not successful
There are possibly more acoustic resonances at lower frequencies, but we did not have an appropriate
signal generator to excite them
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Locking holes
Ceiling
connection

Locking clamp

Translation
block

Tilt screw

Top plate

Middle plate

Bottom plate

Figure 3.4: PT mounting assembly rendering. Top plate controls the tilt, the middle plate controls
the horizontal position, and the bottom plate mounts directly to the ceiling.

is that our helium dewar is simply less rigid. Gently pushing the 4K chamber with a
finger results in significant oscillations, which begin at low frequency, and become faster
before dissipating a few seconds later. It seems that our cryostat efficiently picks up the
environmental noise, leading to pronounced vibrations even with the cryocooler switched off.
This might be further influenced by the stiff SS bellows – the other low-vibration cryostats
in our laboratory are fitted with rubber ones.

3.1.2. Helium dewar pressure control
In the absence of mechanical contact, heat is transferred to the PT via helium buffer gas.
We have discovered that the change of helium pressure is a dominant cause of trap chip
displacement when cryogenic thermal load changes. To stabilise the trap position, we have
installed a simple helium pressure regulation system. When the temperature rises, the
helium pressure inside the dewar increases until pmax , when a pressure relief valve (PRV)
10
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Figure 3.5: The last stage of the mounting structure improvement was the clamping jack, which
rigidly attaches the bottom of the vacuum chamber to the optical table. While the structure does
not directly attach to the experiment, nonetheless it decreases the trap vibration amplitude by
≈ 20%, presumably by eliminating a resonance of a freely oscillating vacuum chamber.

opens the flow to the building recovery line. When the temperature decreases and the
pressure falls below a threshold value pmin , a regulator opens a valve from a helium bottle
to keep the pressure constant.
Before filling with helium, we evacuate the air from the dewar and its circuitry using a
turbo-molecular pump (TMP). At the pressure of 1 × 10−5 mbar the pump is disconnected
and the regulator is set to pmin ≈ 1.8 psig, slightly below the PRV opening pressure
pmax ≈ 2.1 psig. Figure 3.6 shows dewar pressure over a typical work day. Within this
pressure range, we do not observe trap position drifts.
In July 2017, during a cryostat cool-down, a leak opened on the helium dewar. We first
noticed that, even at room temperature, the vacuum pressure in the main chamber quickly
rose when the dewar was filled with helium and decreased when the dewar was evacuated.
We then removed the vacuum chamber and located the leaks directly by keeping the dewar
helium pressure at 2 psig and using a helium leak detector in a “sniffer” mode. We identified
a total of three leaks on the dewar brazes. The leaks were sealed11 , but it is an ongoing
concern that they may open at some point.

11

using Stycast 2850FT
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Dewar pressure (PSI)
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Figure 3.6: Helium pressure over a typical work day. Sharp pressure rises mark loading events,
when the oven increases the radiative heatload. At the pressure of 2.1 psig the outlet valve opens,
and once the oven is switched off, the pressure returns to equilibrium

3.1.3. Modular radiation shields
In order to enable access to the 4 K chamber without removing the setup from the optical
table, a single copper radiation shield was replaced with two aluminium shields shown in
Figure 3.7a. The top shield is attached to the shield cooling station with brass screws and
spring washers. To ensure maximum heat transfer, the bottom shield is tightly fastened to
the top shield with twelve steel M5 bolts through a layer of Apiezon12 .
The bottom shield features ten openings: on the surface of the cylinder there are eight
40 mm diameter holes for laser and fibre access, and a 8 mm hole for neutral atoms. A 35 mm
diameter hole on the end of the cylinder is used for imaging ions from the bottom. Since
these cause significant heat load on the 2nd stage, we cover the openings with aluminium
flaps, in which we open smaller holes, tailored to whatever laser configuration we want to
use.
Under typical trapping conditions, the shield cooling stage thermalises to ≈ 57 K. This is
significantly higher than ≈ 48 K recorded in setup 1.0, and probably reflects reduced cooling
power due to decreased PT diameter. We also recorded a shield temperature increase of
≈ 3 K when the PT was aligned for minimum mechanical contact. The bottom part of the
lower heat shield is ≈ 6 K warmer than the top of the upper heat shield, indicating a good
thermal contact between the pieces.
After the new radiation shields were manufactured, they did not fit the cryostat. It
turned out that the helium dewar is noticeably13 crooked, resulting in ≈ 0.6 deg tilt of the
heat shields with respect to the vacuum chamber. This caused a near contact of the shield
joining ring with the room temperature vacuum chamber (Figure 3.7b). We have since
enlarged the holes on the top radiation shield and used this added degree of freedom to
gain extra clearance.
12
13
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Compression cuts

Joining ring

M5 bolts

Hole covers

(b)
Access holes

(a)

Figure 3.7: (a) Two-piece radiation shield. (b) Bottom view of the cryostat during assembly. The
4K mounting plate (coppler, middle) is surrounded by the radiation shield joining ring and by the
upper vacuum chamber. The shield joining ring is well centered with the 4K mounting plate, but
nearly contacts the vacuum chamber in the bottom-right corner of the image.

3.1.4. Two-piece outer vacuum chamber
A new, two-piece vacuum chamber was made to house the experiment. It is made out of SS
304 pieces connected to each other, and to the top cryostat plate, with rubber seals. On
the top plate, we cut off and permanently sealed the four existing flanges to make room
for the vibration isolation assembly. Cables are now routed through six KF flanges14 in
the top chamber. The bottom chamber features nine DN40 CF flanges (eight on the sides,
one on the bottom) and one DN16 flange. The unusual choice of CF flanges on the bottom
was made in the hope of avoiding the 4K viewport coating we periodically observed in the
cryostat 1.0. Indeed, we never observed any viewport deterioration in cryostat 2.0, though
an increased viewport temperature (Sec. 3.2.3) could also explain this.

3.1.5. Room-temperature oven
In order to facilitate loading without imposing a high heat load on the cryogenic stage, we
mounted a resistively heated oven on the vacuum flange. The discussion of oven design and
cryogenic atomic sources is presented in Sec. 3.2.5. Here, I just show the key parameters of
the oven, which is shown in Fig. 3.8.
14

DN40KF
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Figure 3.8: Flange-mounted oven before assembly.

The resistively heated oven consists of a 1.27 mm inner diameter SS316 tube with tantalum
wires spot-welded to either end. It is held in place by copper wires, which are themselves
clamped through a Macor spacer on an aluminium L-bracket. The oven itself is initially
mounted in a Macor spacer to centre it on the flange. Once the copper wires are clamped,
the spacer is removed in order to reduce thermal losses. The oven aperture is ≈ 135 mm
away from the trap, with apertures in between used to collimate the neutral plume (Fig. 3.9).
300K

50K

1.27 mm Ф

4K
1.5 mm Ф

135 mm

1 mm Ф

96 mm

20 mm

Figure 3.9: Schematic of the room-temperature oven layout. The first aperture is on the heat
shield, and it shields the 4 K stage from excess black-body radiation of the oven.

Due to the aforementioned manufacturing misalignments of the cryostat, the centre
of the vacuum flange is offset from the optical axis by a few millimetres. To align the
oven to the aperture of the trap chip, we mount the flange on a port aligner15 . The port
aligner is first roughly adjusted by looking through the opposing viewport. Once under
vacuum, its position is further adjusted by maximising the neutral fluorescence observed
with a λ = 423 nm beam aligned at the trap centre. During the initial alignment, we use
a current of 5.5 A, which creates a very large neutral fluorescence signal of ≈ 5000 counts
in a τ = 250 µs detection window, visible also to the naked eye. For loading, we operate
the oven at 3.6 A, where the neutral fluorescence is just about visible on the PMT. The
15
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alignment procedure needs to be repeated after opening and closing the system, which is
annoying but not very difficult.

3.1.6. Pumping and cool-down
The closed chamber is pumped with a roughing pump and a TMP until the pressure of
≈ 2 × 10−5 mbar. At that point, we switch on the cryostat compressor and begin the
system cool-down. A typical trace of recorded temperatures and pressures is shown in
Fig. 3.10. The system reaches the final temperature within approximately 20 hours. As
cold plate
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Figure 3.10: Logs of a typical cooldown. (Left) Temperatures of different elements. The heat
shield sensor is mounted on the 1st stage heat exchanger. (Right) Pressured measured at a roomtemperature gauge.

the pressure drops below 1 × 10−6 mbar, the TMP is no longer useful and is disconnected
to avoid vacuum degradation. In the setup 1.0, the chamber would cool down to 4.5 K
with the RF on, while the base temperature measured near the trap in the current setup is
6.0 K, likely due to the aforementioned PT and heat-shield changes. We continue to refer
to the cryogenic chamber as the “4K chamber”, even though most of the experiments were
performed at ≈ 6 K.
Note that the base pressure reading of ≈ 1 × 10−7 mbar does not represent the pressure
in the UHV chamber, but only the residual effect of the cryo-pumping at room temperature.
Furthermore, starting approximately a year ago (late 2019), we began recording periodic
pressure spikes of ≈ 3 × 10−6 mbar every one hour. We have not found any correlation
between the spikes and the ion lifetime.

3.2. 4 K chamber
At the centre of the cryogenic vacuum system is the 4 K chamber. It houses the ion trap,
electronics (electrode filters and RF resonator) and the imaging objective. The thick and cold
copper walls of the chamber attenuate magnetic field fluctuations (Sec. 3.2.1) and provide
UHV environment for the ions. The experiments described in Chapter 7 were performed
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using a trap housed in chamber 1.0. Following that work, we decided to start using more
complicated traps. This necessitated a chamber re-design to improve its reconfigurability,
practicality and performance.
4K chamber 1.0
The original setup has a number of strong points we aimed to replicate, as well as
several drawbacks to improve upon:
Strength: Magnetic field shielding.
At cryogenic temperatures, copper is extremely conductive. The middle part of
the chamber was a single, hollowed-out high-purity copper block. This meant that
electrical current could run in a loop of very low resistance, without encountering
mechanical joints. Those 2 cm-thick walls effectively cancelled oscillating external
magnetic field noise (Sec. 3.2.1), resulting in long (≈ 10 ms) coherence times of
Zeeman qubits.
Weakness: Lack of modularity
The chamber featured only three feedthough slots. When we decided to include
additional connections (for a heater wire and temperature sensors), we would simply
pull the cables out through a large open pinch-off flange, which raised vacuum concerns.
Furthermore, a large helical resonator was taking up a majority of the usable space
inside the chamber, making it challenging to add or reconfigure components.
Weakness: Cabling and assembly
This original process of chamber assembly was tedious and prone to errors. It
was difficult to ensure that cables didn’t block laser access or short together. The
“card edge” connectors (HCC08DREN, HCC20DREN from Sullins) delivering the
DC voltages were very difficult to slide onto the filterboard, resulting in a tedious
assembly. The force applied to those cables put a strain on the feedthoughs, which
required re-soldering numerous times. Finally, soldering cables meant the chamber
could not be kept as clean as it ideally would be.
Weakness: Oven heat dissipation
The only atom source in the original setup was an effusive oven placed next to the
trap. As a result, every loading event produced a significant thermal load on the
cryogenic chamber, increasing its temperature and spoiling the vacuum.
The re-designed chamber, shown in Fig. 3.11, improves upon the issues highlighted in
the box. The assembly and reconfigurability are made dramatically easier with an open
and modular layout. Removable side panels provide easy access, tidier wiring and signal
filtering at the same time. Heatable viewports eliminate the need for periodic warm-ups. In
addition, changes to electrical components (discussed in Sec. 3.4.1) allow us to place more
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elements and improve resonator impedance matching.
Welded
shell

Imaging
viewport

Electrical
feedthroughs

Trap
mount
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Electronics

Figure 3.11: 4 K chamber 2.0. (left) Chamber with closed panels. Removable panels are coloured
brown for clarity - in reality, the whole chamber is silver-coated. (right) Chamber placed upside
down with panels removed. Copper mouting structure is shown in false colour for clarity. The
imaging objective and its piezo stack are omitted for clarity.

3.2.1. Magnetic field shielding
A key strength of cryogenic ion trap systems is the reduction in magnetic field noise [Bro11].
A conductive metal chamber will shield its contents from an oscillating B-field by allowing
the flow of induced eddy currents [Cel08]. While the exact calculation of the expected
attenuation is complicated and geometry-specific, we can use analytical formulae for a
simple geometry to guide our intuition. Consider a spherical shell of radius r0 and thickness
∆  r0 made out of a material with conductivity σ and relative magnetic permeability µr .
The shell is placed in a uniform external magnetic field Bext oscillating at a frequency ω.
The skin depth of the material is defined as
s

δ=

2
ωµ0 µr σ

where µ0 = 4π × 10−7 Hm−1 is the vacuum permeability. In the limit of ∆  δ, an exact
calculation gives the field inside the chamber [Cel08]:
Bint

√
3 2µr δ −∆/δ
= Bext
e
.
r0

The key takeaway is that the external field is strongly attenuated when the shell thickness
is much larger than the skin depth (∆  δ). Furthermore, attenuation can be improved by
using a large shield or low relative permeability.
Many of the main sources of magnetic field noise in trapped ion experiments are synchronised
to the socket power line. Therefore, it is beneficial for the magnetic field attenuation to be
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effective already at 50 Hz. At room temperature, the conductivity of oxygen-free electronic
(OFE) copper σ = 5.86 × 107 Ω−1 m−1 corresponds to a skin depth of δ ≈ 9.3 mm at
ω = 2π × 50 Hz. It is not realistic to shield the experiment with walls orders of magnitude
thicker than δ. Therefore, we cannot use such a simple shield to cancel the mains noise
effectively. However, the situation changes considerably at cryogenic temperatures, where
metal conductivity increases by a factor called the residual-resistance ratio (RRR), which
can be as high as 1000 for high-purty copper. For copper with RRR of 150 (realistic for
off-the-shelf OFE copper plates [Blo14]), we find the cryogenic skin depth of δ = 0.75 mm.
Therefore, by enclosing the experiment in a chamber with ∆ = 20 mm, we can expect to
significantly attenuate magnetic field fluctuations at frequencies of 50 Hz and higher.

3.2.2. Welded shell
The calculations presented above assumed a monolithic shield with bulk conductivity.
However, a fully enclosed design allows no access. Once we allow the chamber to be
disassembled, its effective conductivity decreases due to finite contact resistance between
the bolted parts. This can impair the ability of the system to shield magnetic fields.
Our solution, which aims to strike a trade-off between shielding and modularity, is shown
in Fig. 3.12.

Figure 3.12: 4 K chamber 2.0. (left) Welded cryogenic chamber shell. The top plate attaches to
the cold plate, and the bottom viewport is used for imaging. (right) Chamber with side panels can
be inserted into the remaining six sides. While the removable panels are shown in a different colour,
in reality, the whole chamber is silver-coated gold.

A monolithic shell is formed by the bottom, top and two side panels. This loop is
oriented perpendicular to the quantisation axis for the most effective B-field shielding. The
remaining six panels are removable, which allows for easy access to the contents of the
chamber. While the shell can be created by milling out a single high-purity copper block
[Bra16a; Leu15], such a solution is costly and time-consuming. An alternative method
is to weld individual panels to form the shell. However, this fusion must be performed
under vacuum, to avoid polluting the joint with oxygen, and over a large depth, to ensure
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maximum conductivity. An ideal method for achieving this is electron-beam (EB) welding.
In this process, electrons are focused on the interface between the two pieces. Upon impact,
the material melts, fusing the pieces. The whole process is performed in vacuum, ensuring
a clean and oxygen-free interface. Fig 3.13 shows the welded shell prior to silver-coating.

Figure 3.13: 4 K chamber 2.0 after welding, prior to silver-coating and cleaning.

The top and bottom lid are 14 mm thick. Inside, numerous screw holes allow for attaching
side panels and flexible mounting of chamber contents to the top lid. The bottom plate has
holes for mounting an Attocube piezo stack, a charcoal getter and an imaging viewport with
37.1 mm diameter. Both plates feature many more screw holes than currently necessary,
such that the experiment can be flexibly modified in the future. The two side panels are
20 mm thick and each contains a single φ = 12.7 mm hole for laser access. All the pieces are
manufactured in-house out of OFE copper16 without a specified RRR17 . The four pieces
are then EB-welded together18 . By welding and then cutting a test piece, we verified
fusion occurred over the whole 20 mm of the contact area. Following that, the chamber
was silver-coated19 to reduce emissivity and improve thermal contact. A ≈ 5 µm-thick
layer of silver was applied onto the copper directly, without the usual nickel layer, to avoid
unwanted magnetisability. A final inspection revealed that the top and bottom lid were
slightly deformed during the EB welding process. We then had to sand some parts to allow
side panels to slide in.

16
17
18
19

C10100, > 99.99% purity copper from Px Precimet SA
In hindsight, that was a mistake
Swissbeam
Work done externally by Doerrer AG in Zurich
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3.2.3. Chamber panels
Six out of eight panels of the 4 K chamber are removable. Each silver-coated OFE copper
panel features a cut-out for mounting feedthroughs and a 23 mm diameter hole for laser
access20 . Each feedthrough is mounted in a copper plate of an identical size21 , such that connections can be swapped and modified without replacing the chamber panels. Feedthroughs
are recessed into the panel to avoid the cables protruding. The feedthoughs we currently use
are described in Sec. 3.4.1. Unused feedthrough cut-outs are closed with blank copper flanges.
Unfiltered cables
In cryostat 1.0, only the DC and RF lines were filtered close to the trap. Otherwise,
there were a number of unfiltered connections - for the oven, trap heater and the
attocubes - as well multiple unconnected cables, which were connected to the room
temperature feedthrough but were simply hanging loose inside the 4K chamber. We
found that injecting white noise into some of the unconnected cables resulted in an
increased axial heating rate. This made us suspect that those connections could be
responsible for the anomalously high heating rates observed in setup 1.0 [Leu15].
To avoid this problem in the cryostat 2.0, we now make sure to filter all the cables
entering the 4 K chamber22 . First of all, any unused cables are grounded onto the filterboard.
Furthermore, any cables which do not attach to the filterboard - such as the oven or the
temperature sensor - are connected through filter feedthroughs on the panel, which simply
provide a capacitive path to ground. In Sec. 3.4.1 we list how exactly each connection is
filtered and grounded.

Figure 3.14: Viewport mounts with slots for heating wire (not shown).

Optical access holes are closed by windows mounted as shown in Figure 3.14.
20
21
22
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One panel has a 35 mm diameter hole to allow an ablation beam to enter 12 mm off-axis
30 mm x 55 mm
Except the Attocube lines
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4K window contamination
In cryostat 1.0, these windows would periodically fog up. The contamination could
be removed by warming up the whole system to the room temperature and back.
To prepare for the contamination, we made the windows heatable. This way, a contaminated window could be individually heated up to remove the fogging. Each viewport sits in
an aluminium mount, where a nichrome wire wrapped around the ring allows us to heat up
the glass. The metal mount is attached to the chamber panel using Macor to thermally
isolate the window from the chamber. In the three years of operation of the cryostat 2.0, we
never observed any window contamination, and so it was not necessary to use the heaters.
One explanation could be that the KF seals on the outer vacuum chamber were causing the
contamination, and so replacing them with CF flanges alleviated the problem. Alternatively,
it is also possible that since the windows are no longer well-thermalised to the 4 K chamber,
contaminants coat the chamber rather than the viewports.

3.2.4. Trap mounting
The trap mounting stack was designed with modularity in mind. The ion trap chip is
glued inside a shallow pocket on a carrier printed circuit board (PCB). The electrodes
are wire-bonded onto exposed pads of the PCB (Sec. 3.4.1) and the tracks are routed to
exposed pads on the back-side. The filterboard features a matching pad pattern. Electrical
connection between the two PCBs is established through Fuzz Buttons23 inserted inside
a home-made Macor interposer. Each PCB is screwed onto the interposer, compressing
the Fuzz button and establishing a robust connection that is maintained at cryogenic
temperatures. The carrier PCB also holds a resistor24 , which acts both as a trap heater
and a temperature sensor. Originally, the trap was surrounded by a copper Faraday cage
with small openings for laser access, which was removed when we started testing traps with
attached fibres. A fine mesh “roof” shields the trap from the objective and can be used to
increase the trap depth (Sec. 3.4.1).

3.2.5. Atom sources
In cryostat 2.0, we decided to keep the old cryogenic oven as a backup, while adding two
additional loading methods: a resistive oven mounted on a vacuum flange (described above
in Sec. 3.1.5) and a target for ablation loading. The resistive oven is a thin-walled stainless
steel tube filled with calcium granules. Originally, we intended to eliminate the need for
manual oven alignment by placing the tube inside a fixed Macor mount [Pag19]. The
electrical connection was made by pressing the oven down with a thin SS flap, and wrapping
a copper wire around the fixing screws. While elegant and simple, the oven failed to heat up
23
24

Gold-plated Beryllium Copper Fuzz Buttons from Custom Interconnects
PT1000
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efficiently. After iterating on the design, we returned to a more typical construction with a
free-floating oven. Doing this, we learned about a few important oven design considerations,
which are presented in this section.
Oven angle
Theoretically, the neutral flux can come from any direction relative to the photoionization
light. However, whenever possible, it is worth orienting the atom flux approximately
perpendicular to the neutral fluorescence beam at λ = 423 nm in order to minimise the
Doppler broadening. Consider atoms of mass m effusing from an oven at temperature T .
Their speed probability density function is given by [Blu10]
f (v) =

m2 3
mv 2
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2
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For an angle θ between the neutral flux and the laser beam, the resonance is Dopplerbroadened by
σf =

σv cos (θ)
,
λ

where λ is the laser wavelength. When σf becomes comparable to the transition natural
linewidth σnat , the excitation probability decreases.
For an oven at a temperature of T = 700 K effusing 40 Ca atoms, which absorb λ = 423 nm
light on a transition with natural linewidth σnat = 35.4 MHz, we find that σf < σnat only
for θ = 90 ± 3 deg [Luc03]. At an angle of θ = 45 deg (where we initially mounted an oven),
we find that σf ≈ 17σnat . Following this observation, we decided to always position the
oven approximately normal to the λ = 423 nm laser25 .
Oven geometry
To maximise power dissipation and minimise thermal conductivity, a high-resistance oven is
beneficial. This is achieved by using a long and thin-walled tube and making it out of a
highly resistive material. For a given temperature, the neutral flux increases proportionally
to the area of the oven opening (as long as the size of the subsequent aperture is also
25
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The angle with respect to the photoionization laser is irrelevant, as we drive a wide transition to the
continuum
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increased).
Perhaps a less obvious geometric consideration comes from noting that, for any given
current, the oven will be hottest in the centre and coldest at the ends. Therefore, by placing
the opening near the end of the tube, we risk that the effective vapour temperature will be
reduced. In our designs, we place an opening closer to the middle of the tube, as shown in
Fig. 3.15.

Figure 3.15: Schematic representation of different oven designs. Thick grey areas represent a metal
tube filled with calcium. Thin grey stands for a crimped tube, where the electrical connection is
made, and the atom plume is depicted in blue. Top: Oven aperture near the end of the tube. The
opening is not as warm as the middle of the tube, which can result in a lowered atom flux. Bottom:
Oven aperture near the middle of the tube. The opening is near the warmest region of the tube.
The ovens assembled in this thesis are most similar to the middle design.

Mechanical clamping
To achieve high oven temperatures with low power dissipation, it is necessary to minimise
heat conduction to the environment. The dominant heat flow channels are the mounting
structure and the electrical cables. In the first design, we placed the oven on a 6 mm-thick
Macor spacer, attached directly to the 4 K chamber. Subsequent estimates revealed this
to be a terrible idea: despite Macor’s low thermal conductivity, maintaining the oven at
T = 700 K would cause a heat flow on the order or 10 W. It should be possible to decrease
this number by reducing the contact area, but generally speaking, a rigid cryogenic oven
mount with negligible heat conduction would be challenging to build. For this reason, we
since suspended the cryogenic ovens only by their cables. The room-temperature oven was
initially positioned on a Macor mount, but we removed it as well, which allowed us to
operate it at a lower current. To provide mechanical stability, we instead clamp the oven
wires (see Fig. 3.16).
Electrical connection
In the initial design, the oven tube was directly connected to cryogenic copper cables.
While this created a good electrical connection, the thermal connection was too good.
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Later calculations revealed that, since the oven cables were thermalised to 4 K, this design
effectively held the oven ends at cryogenic temperatures. To address this problem, we
retreated to a more traditional design, where an intermediate wire (made out of tantalum)
is introduced between the oven and the cables to sustain large temperature gradients.
The exact optimal length of the tantalum wires can be, in principle, calculated. However,
the model depends on the exact boundary conditions introduced by copper cables and
gets furthermore complicated by the temperature dependence of thermal and electrical
properties of copper, tantalum and SS. Simplified calculations26 indicated that, for our set
of parameters, the tantalum wire should be of comparable length to the steel tube, and
that increasing either length generally increases the temperature in the middle of the oven
for a fixed power. Consequently, one can think of the tantalum wire as a flexible way to
make the oven longer. In experiments, we generally make the tantalum length comparable
to the oven tube length.
Employed designs

Figure 3.16: Atomic sources inside the 4 K chamber. Neutral plumes travel approximately perpendicularly to the λ = 423 nm neutral fluorescence laser. In the image, the assembly is not finished:
the resistive is later moved to ≈ 2 mm to the side, in order to clear the optical axis.

With those considerations in mind, we employed the atom sources as shown in Fig. 3.16.
26
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Assuming copper wires are held at a fixed temperature, and all the material parameters keep their
room-temperature values
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The resistive oven is a ≈ 20 mm-long SS tube with outer diameter of 1 mm and 100 µm
thickness27 . The tube is opened and bent close to its centre, and its ends are crimped.
Tantalum wires28 of ≈ 20 mm length are spot-welded to each end of the tube and clamped
to rigid insulated copper cables, which are then clamped through a Macor piece to provide
mechanical stability. The oven aperture is placed ≈ 30 mm away from the trap chip centre.
An additional aperture of 10 mm height is placed 20 mm away from the chip centre to
collimate the atom beam. The oven is positioned by hand by bending the copper and
tantalum wires. The tube is placed ≈ 2 mm off the optical axis to allow optical access
through the chip centre. This results in θ ≈ 86 deg angle between the neutral flux and the
neutral fluorescence beam, producing minimal Doppler broadening.
The ablation target is placed on the other side of the trap chip. The block is held with
a screw, its flat side oriented towards the centre. The ablation beam travels along the
long side of the trap and focuses on the target. The plume of atoms then leaves the target
perpendicular to the surface and flies across the chip at θ ≈ 84.5 deg angle to the neutral
fluorescence beam. However, since the ablated atoms travel at speeds much higher than
typical for thermal sources, even this small angle results in a clear Doppler shift (Sec. 5.1.3).
A Faraday cage hole (not shown in in Fig. 3.16) was used to aperture the ablation plume.

3.3. Ion traps
As shown in Fig. 3.1, we worked with multiple different traps throughout this thesis. While
I did not design or fabricate any of the traps myself, this section summarises their main
features.

3.3.1. Gold on quartz trap
The only trap used in the setup 1.0 was a gold-on-quartz chip shown in Fig 3.17. The
trap was based on a 5-wire asymmetric design [Chi05], with the outer DCs segmented into
nine electrodes each. The gold electrodes were 8 µm thick with 6 µm gaps, and the ion was
trapped 50 µm above the surface. The design was intended for a single-zone operation close
to the centre, with additional control electrodes used for fast potential modulation. The
whole chip was 10 mm × 10 mm in size. Laser access was possible along the trap axis and
at ±45 deg, while the direction perpendicular to the trap axis was blocked by wirebonds.
The trap was designed by F. Leupold and J. Alonso, and fabricated by J. Alonso in the
ETH Zurich cleanroom [Leu15].
Unlike the later traps, which can be easily swapped, the original trap was pretty much
fixed in place by the electrical connections. The wirebonds connected the trap to larger
gold wires, which were mechanically fixed by a PEEK interposer and soldered onto the
original filterboard.
27
28

McMaster-Carr 89935K63
0.5 mm diameter
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Figure 3.17: Gold on quartz trap in the setup 1.0. a) Picture of the trap wirebonded onto the
interposer and soldered onto the filterboard b) Trap electrode layout. Electrodes shown in orange
and green supply DC voltages, and the yellow electrode is the RF.

The quality of the coherent operations achieved in this trap is discussed at length in
[Leu15], and Chapter 7 presents the non-classicality experiments which were also done in
this original system. Aside from the technical noise, which we believe originated elsewhere
in the setup, the trap itself functioned very well and we did not observe any laser-induced
charging. Unfortunately, the fast potential switching experiments – for which the system
was originally designed – hit some fundamental roadblocks, which are discussed in the
thesis of C. Zhang [Zha21]. Eventually, we scrapped this project and upgraded the setup to
operate traps with more novel features.

3.3.2. CMOS trap
The first trap we attempted to use after the experiment upgrade was designed by C. Zhang
during his Master’s thesis. The chip was our exploration into the space of fabricating
ion traps with commercial CMOS processes [Meh14]. The trap implemented a symmetric
5-wire design, with 31 DC electrodes and the RF electrodes shaped to minimise the axial
pseudopotential curvature.
We experienced a lot of problems with reliable wire-bonding of the chip to the carrier PCB.
Initially, we aimed to avoid using a magnetic nickel layer common to many standard PCB
finishes. We therefore used an immersion silver finish, which should adhere to aluminium
wirebonds. However, the process proved difficult to optimise, with at least 10% of wirebonds
unconnected. Owing to the small chip and pad dimensions, we also couldn’t place multiple
bonds per pad. Subsequently, we replaced the carrier PCB finish with EPENIG29 , which
allowed for reliable wirebonding.
After the wirebonding problems were resolved, an outstanding issue was a non-Lorentzian
lineshape of the resonator reflection curve at temperatures below 20 K. We speculate that
29
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this was caused by a design error: some regions of the trap did not include a ground
plane to shield the RF signals from the silicon substrate. We attempted to trap for several
weeks, both at 4 K and with the chip locally heated to above 20 K, but never observed any
signatures of ions. Around that time, we received the first samples of the integrated optics
traps, and we decided to try trapping in those instead.

3.3.3. Waveguide-integrated traps
The traps with integrated waveguides were designed by K. Mehta and fabricated by a
commercial foundry30 . In this section, I describe the electrical and mechanical design, while
Sec. 4.6 goes into the details of the waveguide components. The electrode layout, shown in
Fig. 3.18, implements a symmetric six-wire design with three zones [Chi05]. The outer DC
electrodes are segmented into nine electrodes each, and the centre DC electrode is split in
two. At each zone, two large openings in the centre DC electrodes expose the ion to the
light from the chip. The stack cross-section is shown in Fig. 3.18. The gold (Au) electrodes

Figure 3.18: (left) Microscope image of the waveguide-integrated ions trap wirebonded onto the
carrier PCB and connected to the fibre array. (right) Cross-sectional cut of the layer stack. Note
that the Si substrate extends significantly below the image, and forms the majority of the chip.

are only 300 nm thick, and are deposited on a glass (SiO2 ) dielectric. A platinum (Pt)
ground plane shields the electrodes from the underlying silicon (Si), although the ground
plane has openings to allow grating light to come out. Silicon-nitride (Si3 N4 ) waveguides
are patterned in two layers underneath the ground plane, and the structure is fabricated on
a silicon substrate.
Note that there is no electrical shielding of the grating coupler, and the ion has line-of-sight
exposure to the glass, the waveguides, and the substrate. Additionally, along the whole
trap axis, the dielectric of the gap between the electrodes is directly below the ion. This
can influence the heating rates and cause charging [Har10; Tel21]. Originally, we were really
worried that this dielectric exposure, which amounts to ≈ 20% of the solid angle, would
prevent us from trapping at all. This turned out not to be the case, but substrate charging
remains a major limitation and annoyance for the experiments (Sec. 8.2.2).
30

LioniX International
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The first two traps we tested had the same the top metal layer as used in the final design
but did not include the Si3 N4 waveguides. This way, we had time to figure out the ion
trapping without worrying about unnecessary complications, while simultaneously working
on the optimisation of the fibre-waveguide coupling.
Trap #1: unsuccessful trapping
We spent about three months, and multiple cool-downs, trying to trap in the trap #1.
Initially, we found it challenging to be confident about the beam alignment since the trap
was very reflective, which made it difficult to see diffuse scatter. Sec. 4.5.3 describes the
laser and imaging alignment method we settled on. In the end, we discovered an accidental
large focal shift of the λ = 375 nm laser, which meant that while other lasers were focused
onto the trap location, this laser was scattering off the chip, thus charging the trap surface
over many months (Sec. 4.5). We then decided to swap traps before trying to trap again.
Trap #2: ion trapped!

Measured axial frequency (MHz)

In addition to reducing λ = 375 nm scatter, we implemented two changes. First, we placed
four drops of conductive epoxy at the four corners of the trap, to better ground the Si
substrate. Second, we placed the resonator PCB in a copper box to reduce the amount of
RF radiation picked up by the DC electrodes. One of these three changes allowed us to
finally start trapping ions.
2.5
2.0
1.5
Trap #2
1.0

Trap #4

0.5
0.0
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

Nominal axial frequency (MHz)
Figure 3.19: Stray curvature found near the metal layer opening. (Red) In Trap #2 the stray
potential is positive (confining). (Blue) In subsequent traps, the stray potential is negative (anticonfining). The measured anti-confinement is comparable for traps #3 to #5.

We only performed a rudimentary set of measurements on Trap #2 in order to compare
its performance to the setup with integrated light. The main surprise was a strong positive
stray axial potential curvature around the coupler openings (Fig. 3.19). This resulted in an
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axial centre-of-mass frequency ω = 2π × 2.06 MHz even when all the DC electrodes were
grounded! We also performed a set of heating rate measurements (Sec. 5.6.4) for comparison
with traps with integrated waveguides.
Trap #3: Rabi flopping through integrated waveguides
The next trap included fibres and integrated waveguides. Shortly after the first cool-down,
we discovered an issue with the fibre feedthrough and decided to warm up the cryostat
and open the chamber. During the warm-up, two of the electrodes got damaged as shown
in Fig. 3.20. While scanning the literature for possible explanations, we stumbled onto a

Figure 3.20: Metal layer damage following a warm-up and chamber opening with voltages applied
to electrodes.

suggestion that such an effect could arise due to a phenomenon of electrochemical migration
caused by water contamination (from humid air) in combination with a voltage applied
to electrodes [Dom08]. Indeed, we did set the DC voltage sources to 0 V before exposing
the chamber to air. After confirming that no electrical shorts occurred, we nonetheless
continued to operate the trap but working in a zone which was not adjacent to the damaged
electrodes.
After trapping, we were able to perform the first coherent Rabi oscillations using light delivered through the waveguides. We found that the substrate on this trap and all subsequent
traps still produced stray curvature, but this time it was anti-confining (Fig. 3.19). We also
found and mitigated charge transients caused by silicon photoconductivity (Sec. 8.2.1).
We then made the first attempts at loading the trap from an ablation source, which are
discussed in Sec. 5.1.3. While we were able to load ions using this technique, it was not
efficient and lead to significant substrate charging.
Trap #4: Two-qubit gates
The next trap was a clean sample without damaged electrodes or ablation-induced charging.
Shortly after installing the trap, we were able to tune up and benchmark our quantum
operations more thoroughly, as described in Chapter 5. A few months later we succeeded at
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creating the first entangled states using λ = 729 nm delivered through integrated waveguides,
as presented in Chapter 8.
Trap #5: Dissipative entanglement
After operating trap #4 for several months, the ion lifetime started to deteriorate, and
we decided to fix several suspected issues. Since the fibres attached to the trap were
epoxied through a vacuum flange, the trap had to be discarded as well. After installing
a room-temperature oven and a reusable fibre feedthrough (Sec. 4.6.4), we cooled down
the final trap #5. This chip stayed in vacuum for a year, and was used in the dissipative
entanglement experiments described in Chapter 9. This trap behaved very similarly to
the trap #4, except for a puzzling discrepancy in the effective anharmonicity of the trap
potential (Sec. 9.3.3).

3.4. Electrical control
In this section, I describe all the electronics used to control our experiments. I will first
describe the components closest to the ion trap, and then gradually zoom out to see the
whole picture. Sec. 3.4.1 describes the electronics in the 4K chamber. The following
Sec. 3.4.2 describes the devices outside the vacuum system, and how these are connected to
the inside.

3.4.1. Cryogenic electronics
Fig. 3.21 presents the schematic of electronic connections inside the 4 K chamber. All the
connections to the ion trap are made through a single filterboard which routes the DC, RF,
Zeeman and trap heater lines. The soldered filterboard is shown in Fig. 3.22.
DC connections
Original DC connectors
In the original design, the DC connections were delivered to the filterboard through
card-edge connectors. We found it very challenging to reliably slot them in and out.
The filter outputs were soldered and wirebonded directly to the trap, so swapping
traps meant replacing the filterboard as well.
In the upgraded design, the DC voltages are delivered with a micro-D 51-pin cable31
onto the filterboard. Twenty-nine voltage lines are cleaned with a first-order “low-pass” RC
filter, while the rest are grounded. The experiments presented in this thesis used R = 180 Ω
and C = 33 nF to achieve a cut-off frequency of ≈ (2π) × 27 kHz. The capacitors are all
31
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Figure 3.21: Overview of cryogenic electronics
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Figure 3.22: (Left) Trap filterboard PCB (ion trap placed on the back side) (Right) Trap assembly
right before it is inserted inside the 4K chamber. The trap is shielded from an imaging objective
(not shown) is a transparent gold mesh. The mesh is connected to a dedicated DC line.

C0G (NP0) ceramic, which has the most stable performance at cryogenic temperatures
[Tey10]. All the signal lines and a ground line are connected through an interposer to the
carrier PCB and wire-bonded onto the trap. The ground connection is made through four
wire-bonds in the four corners of the trap, and additional conducting epoxy grounds the
silicon trap substrate [Meh20].
One DC connection does not go to the trap but is instead routed to a mesh which shields
the ion from the imaging objective. Originally, the mesh was placed 2 mm above the chip,
and simulations indicated a 6-fold increase in trap depth when +10 V was applied to it
[Leu15]. We therefore used the mesh as an electrode to increase the loading rate. Once we
started using traps with integrated optics, the mesh had to be moved up to make room for
the fibre attach. Now it is placed 10 mm above the chip and has little influence over the
trap depth.
RF circuit
Helical resonator
The old RF resonator was a bulky helical resonator based on a design in [Siv11]. It
had a high quality factor, but was difficult to impedance-match and took up a lot
of space. It was also designed for dual-species 40 Ca+ - 9 Be+ operation, and thus its
resonance frequency was much higher than necessary for trapping 40 Ca+ alone.
Strength: High quality factor.
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High electrical conductivity of copper at cryogenic temperatures allowed to increase
the resonator Q-value, and hence the voltage gain. We obtained Q ≈ 400 at
2π × 105 MHz, as measured at 4 K with a test 6 pF capacitor. However, a reduced
value of Q ≈ 100 at 2π × 93 MHz was obtained with the trap connected and the
resonator placed inside the setup. This happened largely because the trap and the
filter board did not create a purely capacitive load.
Weakness: impedance matching
The helical resonator was matched to a 50 Ω source by translating and rotating
a small in-coupler antenna while measuring reflection with a spectrum analyser.
Despite improving the in-coupler’s mechanical stability by increasing coil thickness
and locking it with a set screw, the impedance matching was unreliable since the
antenna could only be adjusted when the 4 K chamber was open, and subsequent
cooldown always introduced significant shifts. The best impedance matching at
cryogenic temperatures was obtained by introducing a small deliberate mismatch at
room temperature. However, it was difficult to make this process reproducible.
The upgraded resonator is a small circuit board. The resonator was built by C. Zhang
based on a design presented in [Bra16c], and more details can be found in his thesis [Zha21].
RF voltage at ω = 2π × 34 MHz is delivered with an SMA cable and amplified by a factor
of g ≈ 14 with a PCB resonator. We used Rogers as a PCB substrate to minimise RF
losses. Impedance matching is achieved over a few temperature cycles by measuring the
change of the reflection coefficient at cold temperatures, modelling the change in system
capacitance and inductance, and adjusting the values of the matching elements accordingly.
The resonator PCB is enclosed in a grounded copper housing32 , and its output is soldered
onto the filterboard through a short wire. On the filterboard, we removed the ground plane
underneath and around the RF track to minimise load capacitance.
To monitor and calibrate the applied RF voltage, the resonator output is picked off
with a capacitive voltage divider and rectified to DC with a Zener diode [Joh16; Reu17].
This monitor signal leaves the resonator chip with a separate SMA cable. While we found
systematic differences between this monitor and the RF voltage inferred from the trap
frequency measurements, it is nonetheless a very useful tool for approximately setting the
trap voltage and monitoring any drifts. We have not yet attempted to use the rectifier for
active trap potential stabilisation33 .

32

33

We introduced the housing after a few months of unsuccessful trapping attempt to reduce the RF pickup
on DC electrodes
If I were to do that again, I would pick off RF voltage and only rectify it close to the controller to avoid
low-frequency noise pickup
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Zeeman drive
We employ a current-carrying wire to produce an oscillating magnetic field that directly
drives the Zeeman qubit. To that end, a signal at the Zeeman qubit frequency is delivered
with an SMA cable and filtered with a band-pass current filter, again described in the thesis
of C. Zhang [Zha21]. The output of the Zeeman filter PCB is screwed onto the filterboard
with an SMA elbow. The oscillating current then passes through a track located on the
carrier PCB underneath the ion trap chip, as shown in Fig. 3.23.

Figure 3.23: a) Side view of the current track in the trap carrier PCB. The oscillating current
creates a vertically oscillating B-field at the location of the ion 1.1 mm away. b) Top view of the trap
wire-bonded into the carrier PCB. The red line shows the current track underneath the ion trap.

The two-wire configuration creates a magnetic field oscillating perpendicular to the trap
surface. Since the quantization axis is aligned with the chip, this configuration drives
the Zeeman qubit ∆mJ = 1 transition efficiently. The ground plane of the trap provides
shielding from electric field noise caused by finite track impedance.
We can calculate the coupling strength by assuming the wires to be infinitely long. At a
B-field of 5.9 G the Zeeman splitting is 2π × 16.5 MHz. This corresponds to a wavelength of
20 m, and so we can consider the currents in the two tracks to be in phase to a good level
of approximation. This current creates an oscillating field of ≈ 3 G/A, resulting in a Rabi
frequency of:
Ω = 2π × 4.3 kHz/mA.
We typically operate at a Rabi frequency Ω = 2π × 76 kHz, which corresponds to ≈ 18 mA
on the track.
Trap heater
The back-side of the trap carrier PCB houses a PT1000 resistor that we use as a heater
and a local temperature sensor. Since the interposer is a thermal insulator, this allows
us to locally raise the trap temperature without affecting the vacuum environment. We
used this method to measure the trap temperature dependence of heating rates from 4K up
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to 150K (Sec. 5.6.4). We also regularly use the heater to keep the trap warmer than its
surrounding during cool-downs, which should reduce cryo-pumping and contamination of
the chip surface. The temperature can be measured by reading out the heater resistance,
although calibration curves are only available down to 77 K.
To avoid putting large DC currents through the system ground path, the heater current
is delivered through a floating twisted cable pair that plugs into the filterboard with pin
heaters. Additional C = 100 nF shunt capacitors provide a ground path for high-frequency
noise and RF pick-up.
Other electronics
Other connections are routed outside the filterboard. A twisted pair delivers current to the
resistive oven. Two temperature sensors are placed inside the chamber – one on the base
and one on the resonator – with their leads attached to a single D-sub 9-pin connector. All
of these connections are filtered on the chamber panel feedthroughs. Finally, the imaging
objective nano-positioner x/y/z control and read-out lines are connected to a single D-sub
15-pin connector. We were advised by the manufacturer34 against shunting those, as it
could cause problems in movement or position readout. We do however ground the body of
the nano-positioner by directly screwing it into the chamber.

3.4.2. Signal delivery
An overview of main signal delivery channels is shown in Fig. 3.24.
Grounding considerations
We opted for a “star ground” configuration, where the 4K chamber (which is an excellent
conductor) serves as the voltage reference. Unfortunately, the 4K chamber is unavoidably
connected to the building earth through the helium dewar and the PT. We therefore
embraced the fact that the vacuum chamber is connected to earth, and did not attempt to
isolate it from the (earthed) optical table.
All signals are sent differentially, with the return current path connected to the ground
only at the 4K chamber. Whenever a source forces an earth connection – as is the case for
the RF synthesiser, the RF amplifier and the DDSs – we place a balanced-to-unbalanced
transformer (balun) in the chain to avoid ground loops. These devices are now placed all
around the lab in a way shown in Fig. 3.25.
The DC current return path is created by a single low-resistance connection from the
4K chamber to the DAC. The helium dewar is used as the lowest-resistance line between
the 4K chamber and the vacuum chamber. We then use a thick metal braid to connect the
vacuum chamber to the DAC (and to shield the DC cable simultaneously). Unused DAC
lines can also be optionally used as ground connections.
34

attocube systems AG
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Figure 3.24: Cryogenic signal delivery overview. Blue lines indicate ground connections, with
the lowest-resistance ground connections (DC current return path) highlighted in thick blue. Red
elements indicate connections to the building earth.

Cryogenic cabling considerations
When connecting a cryogenic environment to a room temperature environment, one must
pay attention to avoid excessive heat load. Since good electrical conductors are usually
good thermal conductors as well, most standard cables conduct away a lot of heat. This
is not a big problem for a cryostat with a lot of cooling power and a few cables but can
become an issue when scaling to larger numbers of connections [Kri18].
Consider a cable of length d and cross-sectional area A connecting a hot reservoir of
temperature TH with a cold reservoir of temperature TC . From the Fourier equation, the
amount of heat flowing into the cold end per unit time:
A
Q̇ =
d

ZTH

κ(T )dT,

TC

where κ(T ) is the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity of the cable. The quantity
R TH
TC κ(T )dT is known as the integrated thermal conductivity of a material and can be
looked up in engineering tables [Dut15]. The expression for the total DC resistance R is
more complicated since the cable thermalises with a conductivity-dependent equilibrium
temperature T (x) at point 0 < x < d and the total resistance requires integrating over
temperature-dependent conductivity.
To gain intuition about a general material, we assume that the thermal conductivity
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Figure 3.25: A balun during the setup process. The unbalanced end (left) is connected to the body
of the transformer, which may or may not be in contact with the earth ground. After connecting a
coaxial cable to the floating (balanced) output (right), we clamp a plastic hose around it. This way,
the balun can be moved around without the balanced end contacting any metal pieces and shorting
to ground.

decreases with temperature. This allows us to write:
Q̇ <

A
∆T κ(TH ),
d

where ∆T = TH − TC . Likewise, the electrical resistivity generally decreases with temperature, leading to
R<γ

d
ρ(TH ),
A

where ρ(TH ) is the electrical resistivity, which can be related to κ through the WiedemannFranz law:
κ(T )ρ(T ) = LT
where L = 2.44 × 10−8 W Ω/K2 . While the Wiedemann-Franz law is not exact, it is a
decent approximation for most metals at most temperatures [Sim13]. Combining these
expressions gives:
Q̇ < L

∆T TH
.
R

(3.1)

which allows us to bound the heat loss for a given DC resistance35 . This is shown in Fig 3.26.
35

Note that this R is the resistance at the equilibrium temperature, and will be lower than the resistance
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Figure 3.26: Upper bound on heat flow caused by a cable of resistance R, obtained by evaluating
the right-hand-side of the inequality in Eq. (3.1).

This calculation reveals several insights. First of all, we can minimise the heat load
on the 4K stage by thermalising the cables to the 1st stage heat exchanger, assumed to
be at 55 K. This allows us to install a few low-resistance connections since the 1st stage
can handle significantly larger loads. Installing a standard low-resistance cable (with 1–10
mΩ resistance) directly between the cryogenic stage TC = 4 K and the room-temperature
environment (TH = 300 K) is a bad idea, as it can conduct > 100 mW of power. On the
other hand, 100 wires with 10 Ω resistance can result in a very acceptable heat load of
< 1 mW even when not thermalised at the first stage. We follow those design principles
in our experimental layout, and all lines are clamped at the 1st stage exchanger before
travelling down to the 4K chamber.
DC lines
Up to 51 DC voltages are generated by a homemade high-precision voltage source36 and
controlled through a serial port. The voltage source is based on a 20-bit AD5791 DAC,
with ±10 V output and < 0.1 nV/Hz1/2 measured noise at ω = 2π × 0.5 MHz (post-filter)
The output voltage was sufficient to produce the desired ω = 2π × 2 MHz axial confinement
in most traps but was only marginally sufficient for the integrated optics traps with strong
stray anti-confinement. We then added an intermediate amplifier between the voltage source
and the trap. It features 51 channels of ADA4522 op-amps in a non-inverting configuration
with a gain of 2.5 and a post-filter at 8 kHz to remove an op-amp noise peak at 800 kHz. Pin
headers connect the channels which are in use to output cables, and the unused channels are
left with their outputs floating. The DC signals are then delivered through two cables to a
pair of Micro-D 25-pin vacuum feedthroughs, with the ground connected through the cable
36
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shield to the vacuum chamber body. Inside the vacuum, the DC lines are delivered through
high-resistance Manganin wires of d = 1.4 m, R = 70 Ω. The wires are taped together with
Kapton tape and thermalised at the 1st stage heat exchanger by a copper clamp. The wires
are soldered to a single Micro-D 51-pin connector on the 4K chamber side, which plugs into
the 4K chamber feedthrough.
Coaxial lines
There are three coaxial lines (RF, rectifier, and the Zeeman drive) connected to the 4K
chamber. The RF signal is generated by a low-noise signal synthesiser. After an optional
“tickling” circuitry [Leu15], the signal is passed through a balun to remove a ground loop and
sent to the vacuum system with a coaxial cable. The RF monitor signal exits the vacuum
system with a coaxial cable and is plugged into a (floating) voltage logging device. The
Zeeman drive pulses at ω = 2π × 16.5 MHz are synthesised by mixing two phase-coherent
DDS sources at ω1 = 2π × 150 MHz and ω2 = ω1 + ω. The signal is then low-pass-filtered to
remove the component at ω1 + ω2 , passed through a balun and sent to the vacuum chamber.
All the three lines enter the vacuum chamber through a ground-isolating feedthrough
and connect to vacuum coaxial cables.
Cryo-coaxial
The coaxial cables used in the setup 1.0 were discovered to be 75 Ω models and
subsequently discarded. No wonder impedance matching was never great in the setup
1.0!
The replacement high-resistance semi-rigid cables were problematic since their shields
were not insulated. To avoid shorts and ground loops, we taped the cables with Kapton, but
this was not reliable and made us worry about virtual leaks from the tape. In the current
iteration, we took a hybrid approach. The cables are all low-resistance UHV-compatible
insulated coaxial cables. After thermalising at 55 K, the coaxial lines are attached to the
4K stage through high-resistance semi-rigid coaxial elements, which reduces the heat load
on the 4K stage.
Current-carrying lines
The oven and heater lines are driven by remote-controlled power supplies. The cables are
connected through a single filtered D-sub 8-pin feedthrough. Those wires are an exception
to the design considerations presented earlier in this section; it is counter-productive to
increase the resistance of lines that carry significant currents since Joule heating can easily
overwhelm thermal conduction. Therefore, our oven and heater lines are simply twisted
pairs of 0.5 mm diameter copper wires (R ≈ 30 mΩ), terminated with pin headers.
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Temperature sensors
There are a total of four temperature sensors in the cryogenic system: one is placed on
the 2nd stage exchanger inside the PT, and three in the vacuum chamber. After the setup
upgrade, we placed them in various positions to verify system performance. Nowadays,
we keep one in the 4K chamber, one on top of the chamber and one on the 1st stage
heat exchanger. The temperature sensors are all calibrated silicon diodes37 , whose forward
voltage drop is proportional to the temperature. Aside from the thermal load considerations,
the cables connecting to the sensors should be resistive to allow the sensor to thermalise to its
environment – we learned this the hard way. Thin copper wires offer a good compromise by
minimising heat flow while introducing little added resistance that can bias the temperature
readout. Our temperature sensors are connected through thin 0.1 mm diameter copper
cables with about 2 Ω resistance38 .
Piezo control
The imaging objective is mounted on a 3-axis piezo stack, whose position can be adjusted
and capacitively measured with a dedicated controller. The drive and measurement signals
- five per axis - enter vacuum via a separate Micro-D 15-pin connector, and a 15-wire cable
provided by the manufacturer takes the signals down to the base of the 4K chamber. This
is the only connection we have not modified. However, during a recent cool-down, one of
the cables broke, and we now lack the ability to read out one axis39 . The cable is also stiff
and difficult to handle in confined spaces, so I would recommend making a new one.

3.4.3. Magnetic field coils and rings
Beginning around the year 2016, many groups in the ion trap community began using
permanent magnets produce magnetic fields, after it was shown that their noise can be
similar or lower than the noise of current coils [Rus16]. Since our experiments do not require
fast modulation of the B-field strength, we also decided to trade the flexible B-field control
for superior coherence. Our permanent magnet “coil” is a circular array of small cylindrical
~ i . A dipole
magnets. We model it as a set of N magnetic dipoles arranged at positions R
~ i creates a magnetic scalar potential:
with magnetic moment m
~ at position R
ψi =

37
38

39
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Si-410 from Scientific Instruments
In hindsight, since we decided to read out the voltage through a four-wire measurement, the cable
resistance should not introduce any bias, and lower-conductivity manganese wires can be used instead.
It is not the first time we lost the position read-out, and we are used to working like this by now
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~ 0 [Gri17]. The total field is calculated from:
at position R
ψ=

N
X

ψi

and

~ = µ0 ∇ψ.
~
B

i=1

The magnetic moment of a small permanent magnet with volume V magnetised along ẑ is
given by:
m
~ = V Br ẑ/µ0 ,
where Br is the magnetic remanence of the material. Consider a pair of permanent magnet
coils placed at ±ẑd from the trap. Each coil consists of N permanent magnets with
magnetisation m,
~ arranged in a circle of radius r = ηd. One can now calculate that the
total field at the centre is given by B = B0 ẑ, where
B0 =

N Br V
2 − η2
.
d3 2π(1 + η 2 )5/2

At the exact centre of the coils, the B-field gradient is zero. However, to ensure robustness
to misalignment, the ratio η can be selected such as to minimise the curvature of the
2
B-field, thus minimising the gradient in a large region of space. Setting ∂∂zB = 0 reveals
a “Helmholtz-like” configuration can be achieved for η = 0.59 or η = 2.76, and the first
solution is generally preferred as it produces a stronger field. Interestingly, the permanent
magnet coils can be smaller than the traditional Helmholtz coil, which requires η = 2.
Fig. 3.27 illustrates the B-field orientations for different values of η.

Figure 3.27: B-fields created by permanent magnet coils located at ±d = 142 mm for increasing
values of η. B-field direction is indicated by the blue lines, and the magnitude by the colour, with
white corresponding to the largest fields. η = 0.84 produces a large region of B-field aligned primarily
along ẑ. Is it also the configuration with the lowest field curvature along ẑ, but that is not clearly
visible from the plots.
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The original design used a pair of coils with ion-coil spacing of d = 142 mm and coil
radius r = 0.59d ≈ 84 mm. We opted for SmCo magnets, which have a lowest temperature
sensitivity of any permanent magnet material (∆Br /Br ≈ 5 × 10−4 /K). Each magnet40 is a
cylinder of 3 mm radius and 4 mm height, and an average specified remanence of Br = 1 T.
We used N = 52 magnets per coil to create a field of B0 = 4.25 G. Each coil is an aluminium
ring with machined cylindrical slots to which the magnets are glued.
During the cryostat upgrade, we had to increase the ion-coil distance, and we simultaneously decided to increase the magnetic field. We now place N = 192 magnets per
coil in two circles with average radius r = 103 mm, producing B0 = 5.9 G at d ≈ 150 mm.
The ratio η = r/d = 0.68 is no longer optimal for curvature suppression. We deliberately
decided to ignore this design constraint, since the trap axis is oriented at 45 deg to the
quantization axis, and no value of η allows to eliminate curvature along that direction.
In the experiments, we record a magnetic field gradient of ≈ 3 G/m along the trap axis
(Sec. 9.3.4). This gradient can be reproduced in simulations by introducing ≈ 5 mm of
misalignment between the coils and the trap centre, which is consistent with the observed
trap-chamber misalignment and the coil positioning accuracy. We also observe long-term
B-field drifts consistent with the specified thermal dependence of Br , and thus we think
that magnetic field stability can be improved by temperature-controlling the coils.

3.4.4. Device control
To operate the experiments, a large number of electrical and optical devices need to work
at the same time. Some require dynamical control with well-defined timing, while other
tasks can be handled asynchronously.
Synchronous control
Experimentally time-critical components are synchronised and controlled by a master FPGA
board programmed from a control PC [Neg18b]. It allows generating the input and output
signals at well-defined intervals. In our experiments, synchronous i/o was used for:
• Generating laser pulses
• Generating Zeeman drive pulses
• Modulating RF for micromotion compensation (a.k.a. “RF tickling”)
• Generating TTL signals for pulse sequence monitoring and occasionally for device
triggering (e.g. Sec. 5.1.3)
• Reading out the ion fluorescence signal from the PMT
• Real-time measurement randomisation (Chapter 7)
40
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The output pulses are generated phase-synchronously by DDS modules, controlled by
the FPGA and clocked with an external atomic clock [Neg18b]. We have twelve available
channels across three cards. Each channel can only output one frequency, and so bichromatic
control requires two channels to be combined. Low-frequency signals likewise cannot be
directly generated, so RF tickling and Zeeman drives require mixing multiple channels.
The maximum output power of a DDS source is 0 dBm, and so the DDS output is usually
followed by an amplifier.
One important consideration is that if two DDS channels are triggered simultaneously,
the relevant laser pulses will likely not be applied at the same time. This happens due
to other differential delays in the chain, e.g. different cable lengths (≈ 5 ns per metre of
cable length difference) or acousto-optic modulator (AOM) rise times (≈ 100 ns for 0.5 mm
distance difference from the transducer, Sec. 4.1.3). In our experiments, it was not necessary
calibrate and compensate these delays, since there is usually a possible pulse ordering that
does not require strict simultaneity, but only assumes one pulse ends before the other41 .
We enforce this inserting an additional pulses of 1.4 µs duration, which is the minimum
pulse length in the control hardware, but long enough to exceed any natural differential
delays in the lab.
Another important feature of the DDS hardware is phase tracking [Neg18b; Mar20].
Recall that the Rabi oscillation Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.18) is written in the rotating frame
of the drive. Whenever multiple drives require phase-synchronisation, or when a single
drive changes frequency over time, the rotating frame needs to be updated. The solution
implemented in the DDS hardware is the following. In every shot of the experiment, a
certain time is set as t = t0 . Whenever we wish to apply a pulse with frequency ω and phase
φ at time t = T , the DDS actually outputs a pulse with phase φ0 = ω(T − t0 ) + φ. This
way, the desired phase φ is applied in the rotating frame of the drive. One consequence of
that is that pulses of different frequencies do not have a fixed phase relation. Instead, their
relative phase depends on the choice of t0 ! This is sometimes sub-optimal for sequences of
phase-modulated MS gates, as we will discuss further in Sec. 9.2.
Asynchronous control
For most laboratory equipment, there is no need to synchronise their control with the
experimental pulses. Most of these devices are controlled digitally from the control PC.
These include:
• PDH laser proportional-integral-derivative (PID) locks (Sec. 4.1.2)
• Fibre phase noise cancellation units (Sec. 4.4.4)
41

For example, Doppler cooling usually assumes the λ = 397 nm and λ = 866 nm light is applied simultaneously. If the λ = 397 nm is switched off first, the ion will decay into the ground state S1/2 , as it should.
However, if the λ = 866 nm laser switches off first, the system can become trapped in a meta-stable D3/2
state. For Doppler cooling to function well, we therefore only need to enforce that the repumper switches
off last.
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• Trap DACs (recently upgraded to synchronous)
• Slow shutters
• Atomic oven power supply
• Trap heater
• Some laser current/temperature settings.
• Fixed-frequency RF sources
Unfortunately, a number of electrical devices still need to be adjusted manually, although
we are in the process of converting them to remote operation:
• Fast lock of λ = 729 nm laser (Sec. 4.4.1)
• Injection locks (Sec. 4.4.5)
• Some laser current/temperature settings.
A lot of laboratory devices allow remote control only through serial ports, such as USB. At
the start of my PhD, we would daisy-chain those to the control PC through serial adapters.
However, this approach was not scalable due to frequent adapter failures and changes in
serial port allocation. Other devices only needed a serial port for re-programming, after
which they ran stand-alone. This was likewise cumbersome, and I spent hours hunting down
hidden devices and their drivers.
Thanks to a lot of work from other group members42 , we converged onto a better approach.
All the remotely controllable devices are now connected to the laboratory LAN and are
accessible from any computer in the network. Aside from the control computers, the network
comprises a large number of Rasberry Pi units scattered around the lab. Whenever a device
requires a USB connection, we plug it into the nearest Pi, upload the drivers, and the device
becomes accessible from the network. For most of the communications, we use a custom
plug-in system, which allows us to quickly set up a webpage for the device interface. The
exception is the PID locks, which have a dedicated GUI.
Lab monitoring
We use an array of sensors for monitoring laboratory conditions. These include:
• Laser powers
• RF power monitor
• Oven current
42
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• Lab temperature, pressure and humidity
• Ion trap temperature
• Dewar helium pressure
• Compressor helium pressure
• Vacuum pressure
All the parameters are logged to an InfluxDB database and displayed in real time on a
Grafana dashboard. For devices without a dedicated network or serial connection, we
developed a series of circuit boards for plug-and-play monitoring. DC voltages (e.g. output
by photodetectors) are connected to small ADC breakout boards43 , which are powered and
interfaced with the lab network through a single ethernet cable connected to an Ambient
box, developed by O. Wipfli. The Ambient box houses an Arduino microcontroller which
logs the digital inputs and sends them to Grafana.
Currently, the weak point of lab monitoring is the laser powers. Due to space constraints,
photodetectors could only be added to the existing beam paths in awkward places. That
means that it is not trivial to infer the problem when the signal changes. Nonetheless, the
monitors do alert you that something has happened and demands your attention.

43

Adafruit ADS1115 breakout board
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In this chapter, I present the optical setups used to control and read out the state of the
ions. In Sec. 4.1, I introduce the basic tools of the trade. I then present the laser systems
used in our lab for loading, cooling, detecting and repumping ions. In Sec. 4.4 I present the
λ = 729 nm laser used for optical qubit control, and the specific techniques necessary to
narrow its linewidth. Sec. 4.5 discusses the free-space light delivery and collection. Finally,
Sec. 4.6 discusses the traps with integrated optics and their methods of laser delivery.

4.1. Basic laser control
4.1.1. Gaussian beams
The fundamental mode of a laser beam or a rotationally symmetric waveguide is the
Gaussian mode [Bro03]. Consider a Gaussian beam of waist radius w(z) propagating in free
space along z. The transverse intensity profile in the paraxial approximation is given by:
I(x, y) ∝ e−2(x

2 +y 2 )/w(z)2

.

The beam waist radius w(z) evolves along the propagation direction z. Suppose the beam
is the smallest at z = 0, where w(0) = w0 . The length-scale for beam expansion is called
the Rayleigh range and is given by:
zR =

πw02
,
λ

and the waist as a function of propagation direction is given by:
q

w(z) = w0 1 + (z/zR )2 .
Throughout this thesis, “beam radius” refers to w(z) and “beam diameter” means 2w(z).
One implication of the Gaussian beam mathematics is that no beam is truly collimated,
and will eventually diverge. To neglect this divergence, we use beams with large w0 for
optical routing. For example, a λ = 729 nm beam with w0 = 1.5 mm has a Rayleigh range
of zR = 10 m.
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Gaussian beam focussing
It is interesting to ask to what extent the familiar ray optics formulae get modified in the
Gaussian picture. Consider a Gaussian beam with waist w0 and Rayleigh range zR0 incident
on a thin lens with focal length f > 0. The beam waist is located at distance z0 from the
lens. Using the Gaussian beam propagation formulae, we can calculate the focus location
z1 of the transformed beam on the other side. The result reads [Sel83]:


z2



z0 z0
R0
z1
f
f − 1 + f2
.
= 
2
z2
f
z0
− 1 + R0

(4.1)

f2

f

This expression is plotted in Fig. 4.1, together with the geometrical optics prediction:
1
1
1
+
= .
z0 z1
f

(4.2)

The predictions coincide in two limits. The first is zR0  f , when the input beam waist is
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Figure 4.1: Focus location z1 of a Gaussian beam transformed by a lens with a focal length f
versus the focus location z0 of the input beam. The plot evaluates the expression in Eq. (4.1) for
different values of zR0 and compares it to the geometrical optics prediction in Eq. (4.2).

very small and rapidly expanding, and the Eq. (4.1) converges to Eq. (4.2). The second
is when zR0  f , and so the input beam is very large and collimated, and we find z1 = f
regardless of z0 . This matches the geometrical optics prediction that a collimated beam is
focused distance f away from the lens. In the latter limit (and generally whenever z1 = f ),
the focused waist size is given by:
w1 =

98

λf
.
πw0

(4.3)
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Thus, tightly focused beams can be created by focussing a large input beam through a short
focal length lens. Eq. (4.3) specifies a lower bound for achievable spot sizes, and the spots
created in practice will be larger unless some care is taken. For a typical singlet lens, w1 is
limited by spherical aberrations, which are more pronounced for shorter focal length lenses.
Better performance can be achieved by using multi-element objectives and aspheric lenses.
Diffraction-limited aspheric lenses allow us to produce w1 as low as the diffraction limit,
but only in a very small region around the optical axis.
An observant reader will notice a peculiar feature of Eq. 4.1, namely that it is always
satisfied by z1 = z2 = f . In other words, a Gaussian beam focused z1 = f away from a lens
gets re-focused at a distance z2 = f on the other side. Doesn’t that starkly disagree with
the geometrical optics prediction that an image at the focal point of a lens gets imaged
onto infinity? Actually, the Gaussian beam calculations clarify the geometrical formula,
which exhibits a discontinuous singularity at z1 = f . This “f − f configuration” changes a
magnification (as given by Eq. (4.3)), unlike the familiar 2f − 2f configuration, which only
moves the image without affecting its absolute size [Hec16].
Small beams in SETs
Suppose we wish to use free-space laser beams to individually address several ions in a
one-dimensional crystal in a SET as illustrated in Fig. 4.2 a). In order to minimise cross-talk,
we require that the focused beam diameter 2wx is significantly smaller than the ion-ion
spacing ∆x. However, rapid expansion of highly focused laser beams poses a challenge to
this method, since a beam is likely to clip on the electrodes, causing loss or scatter, as shown
Fig. 4.2 b). For a chain of two ions of mass m in a potential well of axial centre-of-mass
frequency ωcom , the spacing is given by [Jam97]
∆x =

2e2
2
4π0 mωcom

!1/3

where e is the electron charge and 0 is the vacuum permittivity. For a pair of 40 Ca+ ions
with ωcom = 2π × 1.2 MHz, we find ∆x = 5 µm, which is a typical ion spacing in this thesis.
However, reducing the beam waist to values comparable or below ∆x leads to significant
clipping even for a short distance d between the ion and the trap edge, as shown in Fig. 4.2
c).
There are several approaches to this problem. First, tight focusing can be achieved by
using elliptical beams, whose intensity profile is given by:
I(x, y) ∝ e−2(x

2 /w 2 +y 2 /w 2 )
x
y

.

Ions aligned along the trap axis x can be then individually addressed by decreasing wx
below the ∆x. On the other hand, wz should be made as large as necessary to avoid
unwanted scatter. We explored this approach early in my PhD, and a prototype system with
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Figure 4.2: a) An illustration of the free-space single-ion addressing method in an SET (top view).
A focussed pair of laser beams (indicent from the left) can be used to address individual ions in a
chain (red dots) if 2wx  ∆x. b) Side view of the challenge associated with the free-space addressing
method. A tightly-focussed beam with diameter 2wz at the ion expands rapidly, leading to scattering
on the chip edge distance d away from the ion. c) Calculated fraction of power clipped on the edge,
assuming a beam focused at the ion trapped h = 50 µm above the surface. The calculation assumes
a one-dimensional Gaussian beam.

wx = 1.72(3)µm, wy = 6.83(8)µm was designed and tested by A. Militaru in his Master’s
thesis [Mil18a].
The second approach is to not worry about the scatter, and make sure that the light
hits the ion before hitting the chip. This can be achieved by addressing the ions through a
high-NA objective above the trap. While this method certainly creates danger of significant
cross-talk and charging, it might work for certain wavelengths and trap materials. This is
also an obvious approach for the SETs with a slot through the electrode surface [Bra16a].
The third approach, which we explored in detail in this thesis, is to send the light from
the chip through trap-integrated waveguides [Meh20]. The waveguide is terminated with a
diffractive grating coupler, which acts as a lens. Since the lens is now very close to the ion,
small spots can be created with modest-size diffractive elements, allowing for multi-zone
scalability. The clipping is not a worry, since the effective focusing distance is on the order
of the ion-electrode spacing.

4.1.2. Frequency stabilisation
An ideal laser would produce light at a single frequency, but in the real world, the frequency
is never fixed. We typically distinguish between two timescales of frequency changes.
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Frequency changes which are fast compared to the timescale of our operations - typically
in the order of µs - are referred to as the linewidth, while slower changes are called drifts.
A typical laser in our laboratory has a free-running linewidth of Γ ≤ 2π × 500 kHz at 5 µs
time-scale.
As discussed in Sec. 2.3.4, every transition has a certain natural linewidth, and the exact
drive linewidth is not important if it is significantly below the natural one. This separates
frequency stabilisation requirements into two camps. For dipole transitions, the free-running
linewidth is sufficiently low, and we only need to stabilise the laser to avoid frequency
drifts. On the other hand, the quadrupole laser at λ = 729 nm requires significant linewidth
narrowing before high-fidelity qubit operations can be executed.
laser

isolator

phase
modulator

PBS

QWP

Cavity

RF oscillator
phase shifter

low pass

photodetector

mixer

Figure 4.3: General PDH layout. Adapte from an image by Kondephy (CC BY SA 4.0)[Kon16]

Our method of choice for both linewidth narrowing and frequency stabilisation is the
PDH lock, where a stable optical cavity is used as a length reference. A detailed description
of the technique can be found in multiple references, e.g. [Dre83; Fox03]. Briefly, a portion
of the laser beam is picked off and phase-modulated with an electro-optic modulator (EOM).
The EOM output is coupled into the reference cavity, and a fast photodetector (PD) records
the cavity reflection signal. This signal is then demodulated and passed to a PID controller
which feeds back on either the current or the laser grating piezo voltage.
The achievable precision of frequency locking is set by the cavity linewidth and by the
speed and resolution of the electronics. For the dipole lasers, the cavity linewidth exceeds
the free-running laser linewidth, and slow locking electronics only protect from long-term
drifts. For the quadrupole laser, the cavity linewidth is below the free-running linewidth,
and fast locking electronics are used to create a much tighter lock. Tab. 4.1 lists the relevant
frequency parameters for different lasers in the lab [Lin11]. Further details of the different
cavities and frequency locks are discussed in subsequent chapters.
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Table 4.1: Laser and cavity linewidths of the sources used in the experiments.

λ(nm)

Free-running linewidth

PDH cavity linewidth

Locked laser linewidth

397
854
866
729

< 500 kHz
< 500 kHz
< 500 kHz
100 kHz

40 MHz
40 MHz
40 MHz
11.5 kHz

< 500 kHz
< 500 kHz
< 500 kHz
≈ 10 Hz − 100 Hz

4.1.3. Acousto-optic modulation
An AOM is essentially an electrically-activated diffraction grating. An incident RF signal
at a frequency fRF shakes a piezoelectric transducer, creating a travelling sound-wave with
phase velocity vs inside the crystal. A laser beam of wavelength λ is incident at an angle θ
to the acoustic wavevector. When θ = ±λfRF /(2vs ), the Bragg condition is satisfied and
the light is strongly diffracted (Fig. 4.4). Typically up to ≈ 85% of power is scattered into
the first order, and travels at an angle of 2θ = ±λfRF /vs with respect to the undiffracted
beam [Iso].

f0

θ

θ
θ

f 0+f RF
f0

fRF
Figure 4.4: AOM aligned to the +1 order

After a distance L, where the different difraction orders are sufficiently separated, an
aperture is placed to only transmit the first order beam. This way, the transmitted power
can be turned on and off on a time-scale of tmod ≈ φ/vs , where φ is the beam diameter.
For a typical TeO2 crystal (used for red-to-infrared wavelengths) vs = 4260 m/s resulting in
tmod ≈ 100 ns for a φ = 0.5 mm beam.
In addition to modulating the intensity, an AOM changes the light frequency as well.
This is because the diffraction process can be thought of as three-wave mixing between the
incident photons and the travelling phonons [Don05]. Following a +1/ − 1-order scattering
event, the outgoing photon sees its initial energy hfL increased/decreased by the energy
hfRF of the absorbed/emitted phonon. Consequently, the transmitted laser frequency is
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given by
fL0 = fL ± fRF .
where the sign of the shift depends on which diffraction order we consider. We use this
process to tune laser frequencies over 10s of MHz.
Double-pass configurations
Unfortunately, changing the laser frequency by changing fRF is not straightforward, since
different RF frequencies result in different angles of diffraction, thus modifying subsequent
beam-pointing. This severely limits the diffraction bandwidth, since all our lasers are
fibre-coupled after frequency modulation. To alleviate this problem, we place the frequencyscanning AOMs in a so-called double-pass configuration, for which one of the setups is
shown in Fig. 4.5 [Don05]. When the AOM is turned on, the input beam is diffracted and
f0 +2f

∆x

RF

f0

fRF

d
f

f

Figure 4.5: AOM in a double-pass “type A” configuration aligned to +1 order. A quarter-wave
plate (QWP) (green) rotates the polarization of the out-going beam with respect to the incident
one, allowing them to be separated on a polarising beam splitter (PBS) (left).

incident on a lens which aligns it along the optical axis. The light is then retro-reflected by
a mirror, and diffracted once again. By placing the lens f away from the AOM, we ensure
that the beam hits the mirror at the same angle regardless of the angle of diffraction. And
by placing the mirror f away from the lens, we guarantee that an initially collimated beam
returns collimated as well. The returning beam is frequency-shifted by ±2fRF but travels
along the same direction regardless of the diffraction frequency.
To separate beams travelling to and out of the double-pass AOM, we employ two different
methods. The “type A” configuration, shown in Fig. 4.5, relies on polarization discrimination.
The beam travelling towards the AOM is linearly polarized by a PBS. It then passes twice
through a QWP aligned to make the returning beam’s polarisation orthogonal to the
incident one. As a result, the returning light is separated from the incoming light on the
PBS. While this configuration is the most straightforward, it can only be applied when
the AOM diffracts both H- and V-polarised light efficiently. This is the case for all of our
TeO2 AOMs (which pulse the λ = 729 nm, λ = 854 nm, and λ = 866 nm light). However,
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the fused silica AOMs used for λ = 397 nm control only efficiently diffract V-polarized light,
and exhibit very large losses otherwise. For those beams, we use what will be referred to
as “type B” configuration, where the returning light is still V-polarized but is vertically
displaced by a cat-eye retro-reflector and thus returns at a vertical angle to the incident
light [Don05; Leu15].
As discussed in Sec. 5.4.1, laser pulses must be well-extinguished to avoid the detrimental
effects of light leakage. A double-pass AOM setup can provide sufficient extinction ratios,
but problems can be caused by undesired reflections and scattering, as well as beam profile
distortions. Ideally, leakage should be measured and corrected if necessary. Appendix 11.4
describes the design principles which minimise the risk of having a problem in the first
place.
Multi-tone operation
One situation where a double-pass configuration is not desirable is for a multi-frequency
operation. Suppose we wish to modulate the beam at two frequencies, f1 and f2 , e.g. to
drive an MS gate (Sec. 2.4). Upon the first pass, this creates two orders, at frequencies
f1 /2 and f2 /2 from the carrier. After the second pass, however, both of the orders undergo
another diffraction and travel in the same direction. The outgoing light is now is modulated
at three frequencies: in addition to the desired modulation at f1 and f2 , half of the power
ends up modulated at an undesired frequency (f1 + f2 )/2. In addition to losing optical
power, this cross-term would create an unwanted carrier drive during an MS gate. Therefore,
for multi-tone operation, we only use AOMs in a single-pass configuration. To extend the
diffraction bandwidth, we place the AOMs in the Fourier plane between two lenses. The
first lens also focuses the incident beam to a small size, reducing the rise time which may
be beneficial for fast pulse amplitude modulation. However, focused light is diffracted less
efficiently, since a converging beam cannot satisfy the Bragg condition exactly [Iso]. Later
in this thesis, we began using single-pass AOMs which are directly fibre-coupled. They are
described in Sec. 4.4.7.

4.1.4. Optical fibers
Optical fibres are fundamental to any atomic physics laboratory. In addition to allowing
the transmission of laser light between distant locations, they have a practical advantage
of splitting the setup into separate “modules”. In this way, optical components can be
adjusted before the fibre, and as long as the fibre coupling is re-optimised, the component
alignment after the fibre remains unaffected.
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Single-mode fibres
A step-index optical fibre consists of a high-index core surrounded by a low-index cladding.
The fibre emits and accepts light at the numerical aperture of:
NA =

q

n21 − n22 ,

where n1 and n2 are the indices of refraction of the core and the cladding, respectively. The
normalised frequency parameter, also known as the V-number, is defined as:
V (λ) =

2π
a × NA
λ

where a is the core radius and λ is the guided wavelength [Sny83].
In our setup, we almost exclusively use single-mode (SM) fibres. This increases fibre
coupling losses but cleans the beam profile, which means that mode distortions do not
accumulate along the beam path. To achieve SM operation, the V-number of a fibre must
satisfy:
V (λ) < 2.405.
However, V  1 is also undesirable to limit the optical losses in the cladding. Therefore,
each fibre can therefore only support a limited range of wavelengths [Bir97].
Fibre coupling
Fibre coupling requires the incoming Gaussian beam to match the mode size propagating in
the optical fibre. While the NA can be used to calculate the mode size at any wavelength,
it is not always a very good approximation. The most precise approach is to deduce the
fibre mode diameter MDF(λ) by measuring the divergence of the out-coupled beam at the
desired wavelength λ. A simpler but still pretty good approach is to use a mode diameter
measurement at some other wavelength λ0 to extract the effective NA, which is largely
wavelength-independent. Some manufacturers specify the effective NA of their fibres directly,
while others only provide MDF(λ0 ), from which the effective NA can be calculated as:
NAeff =

2λ0
.
π × MDF(λ0 )

The condition for the input gaussian beam of radius w0 focused by a collimator with focal
length f to match the MDF(λ) then reads:
w0 = f × NAeff ,
and the same formula applies to fibre outcoupling. Typical SM fibres in our lab have NAeff
ranging between 0.07 and 0.10, and we use lenses with f ≈ 5 − 11 mm to create collimated
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beams with w0 ≈ 0.3 − 1.1mm.
Single-mode Photonic Crystal Fibres
In order to simplify beam delivery, we wish to deliver light at different wavelengths through
the same fibre. Light at different wavelengths can be simultaneously guided in a single-mode
photonic-crystal fibre (PCF) [Kni96; Bir97]. A PCF cross-section contains a solid-core
centre surrounded with air holes running through the cladding. As the wavelength increases
and the light becomes less confined, more of the mode overlaps with the hollow cores, which
have a lower index of refraction. Consequently, the effective index of refraction decreases
with the wavelength, thus keeping the V-number approximately constant. As discussed in
Sec. 4.5, this technique allows us to combine all the light necessary for loading and trapping
into a single fibre.
Polarization and PM fibres
An optical fibre distorts the incident polarization due to birefringence. Even in a perfectly
symmetric step-index fibre, the stress-induced birefringence causes sufficient phase shifts to
effectively randomise the output polarization. To stabilise the polarization, we have two
choices: either use a polarisation-maintaining (PM) fibre [Nod86], or carefully stabilise the
fibre mechanically [Boc18; Ste19].
A PM fibre is created by deliberately introducing a large degree of birefringence into the
fibre core. In this way, the polarization eigenaxes x and y are fixed along the propagation
direction, and mechanical stress does not couple them together. As a result, light polarized
along one of the two eigenaxes remain so, and linear polarization of input light can be
faithfully preserved. Define Px and Py as the fibre output powers after a polarizer aligned
along either x or y, respectively. The quality of polarization preservation can be then
specified through the “polarization extinction ratio”, defined as
PER =

Px
Py

for light aligned to the x-axis at the fibre input.
We routinely use PM fibres in the lab. Prior to use, one must linearly polarize the input
light, and align it to the fibre axis. This can be achieved by minimising the output polarization drifts while mechanically disturbing the fibre1 . Typically, we achieve polarization
extinction ratios of PER ≈ 20 dB, although a few fibres in the lab have significantly worse
fluctuations.
One empirical observation about PM fibres is that as soon as the beam is not wellaligned to the principal axis, one observes very large polarization fluctuations. I have
not systematically gathered any data about this, but my feeling is that a misaligned PM
1

Heating coiled fibre with a heat gun works excellent
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fibre introduces more polarization noise than a typical SM fibre. Whether true or not,
PM fibres face a challenge when assembled into longer sequences of components, as each
subsequent fibre needs to be well-aligned to the previous one. For example, an in-fibre
AOM connectorised with PM fibres will generally have a much worse PER than a PM fibre
alone, unless the manufacturer does a good job aligning the fibre axes together2 .
Therefore, in applications where polarization stability is key, the best choice may be to
use a standard SM fibre and carefully protect it from external disturbances. The added
advantage is that multiple standard fibre components can be then connected. The final
polarization can be selected by using a fibre polarization controller, or with waveplates
placed before or after the fibre. We use this method to connect the fibre components to
our integrated optics trap, which features PM waveguides. This resulted in low noise and
excellent long term stability without the need for PM fibres. The only downside is that the
components do not naturally return to the same equilibrium, and if the fibres are sufficiently
disturbed, the polarization requires realignment.

4.2. Photoionization lasers
4.2.1. λ = 423 nm beamline
Originally, the λ = 423 nm laser was produced by frequency-doubling a λ = 846 nm externalcavity diode laser (ECDL)3 . The doubling setup4 was however unreliable. Occasionally,
the doubling efficiency would drop significantly, and could only be improved by slightly
unscrewing and poking the input fibre. Additionally, the crystal’s temperature was sometimes
difficult to stabilise, resulting in oscillations of output power.
The latest setup is shown in Fig. 4.6. The λ = 423 nm light is produced by a frequencystabilised diode laser5 . The light is attenuated6 to ≈ 10 mW and fibre-coupled, and 1% is
coupled off with a fibre splitter7 to the wavemeter for frequency monitoring. The remaining
light is then collimated with an adjustable coupler, split between two different experiments,
and coupled into a PCF which combines the light with other wavelengths used in the
experiment. We typically use ≈ 160 µW for loading.

4.2.2. 375 nm beamline
Originally, λ = 375 nm light8 followed the same beam path as the old λ = 423 nm laser. This
had several drawbacks. First and foremost, an unacceptable focal shift of the λ = 375 nm
beam spot at the trap went unnoticed in the original design (Sec. 4.5). We subsequently
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Alexander Erhard, private communication
DL 100 from Toptica
Fibre-based unit based on a PPKTP waveguide chip from ADVR
DL pro
At full power, we observed fibre tip degradation
TW470R1A1 from Thorlabs
iBeam smart
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To other experiments
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854

397p

Figure 4.6: Photoionization laser beamline. The lasers enter the laboratory and become combined
with other dipole beams on the PCF. Shaded: λ = 375 nm light temporarily guided to a separate
fibre (see main text).

routed laser into a separate fibre, as shown in Fig. 4.6 (semi-transparent). Even after this
change, the focal shifts of fibre couplers resulted in low coupling efficiencies and prevented
us from increasing loading rates (Sec. 5.1.1)

4.2.3. 388 nm beamline
In a bid to increase the loading rates further, we substituted the λ = 375 nm source with a
free-running laser diode operating closer to the ionization threshold. This is accomplished
with a λ = 390 nm laser diode9 . Since the diode has a ±2 nm tolerance, we asked the
manufacturer for a diode with a low measured wavelength, noting also that it is often
possible to lower the emission wavelength of a laser diode by cooling it [Tob16]. For our
particular diode, we measured the wavelength of λ = 388.32(2) nm at a temperature of
25 ◦C with an optical spectrum analyser (OSA). We also found that the wavelength increases
with temperature with a slope of
∆λ
= 0.059(2) nm/K
∆T
between 18.5 ◦C and 30 ◦C, and that the wavelength is independent of the applied current
(above the lasing threshold). We typically operate it at 20 ◦C and 110 mA. The diode is
strongly multi-mode, so we do not monitor it on the wavemeter.

9

RLT390-50CMG from Roithner Lasertechnik
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4.3. Dipole lasers
4.3.1. Repumper beamlines
The beam paths for repumping lasers at λ = 866 nm and λ = 854 nm are shown in Fig. 4.7.
In some sense, these are the easiest lasers, since their transitions have the lowest saturation
intensities (Sec. 2.3.4). The λ = 866 nm light is produced by an ECDL10 , PDH-locked
and frequency-shifted by a double-pass AOM11 . The light is coupled to a PM fibre and
delivered onto the optical table in our lab. It is then frequency-shifted once again and
split off between different experiments. The beam is pulsed with a double-pass AOM and
coupled into a PCF which delivers it to the experiment. The λ = 854 nm light follows a
very similar pattern: it is produced by a diode laser12 , coupled into a PM fibre going into
our lab, frequency-shifted, split-off between experiments, pulsed with a double-pass AOM,
combined with the other repumped with a dichroic beamplitter13 and coupled into the same
PCF. This laser requires extra care to avoid 0th diffraction order light leaking into the fibre
(Sec. 5.4.1)

4.3.2. 397 nm laser
Light at λ = 397 nm is produced by frequency-doubling λ = 794 nm light, which is generated
by a ECDL and a tapered amplifier (TA)14 . The λ = 397 nm light is coupled into a PM
fibre going into our lab. It is then frequency-shifted and split-off between two branches, as
shown in Fig. 4.8.
The light on the π branch, used for Doppler cooling and detection, is pulsed with a
double-pass AOM, combined with the other repumpers and the photo-ionisation (PI) light15 ,
and coupled into the common PCF, which delivers light to the experiment. The light on
the σ branch is pulsed with an AOM with a higher central frequency, such that its power
is maximal when ≈ 2π × 60 MHz detuned from the π light. This creates good conditions
for EIT cooling (Sec. 2.5.3.), while still providing some power on resonance for optical
pumping. The λ = 397 nm laser requires more regular maintenance than any other light
source. Typical issues involve:
• Drops of the laser output power, solved by adjusting the alignment of either the
λ = 794 nm TA seed or the doubling stage. When the position of the doubling crystal
is adjusted, the subsequent fibre coupling needs to be optimised as well.
10
11

12
13
14
15

DL Pro from Toptica Photonics
This AOM is run with its shutter open, thus producing bichromatic light with a frequency splitting of
240 MHz. Only the (+1,+1) order is useful for us, but the (0,0) order is necessary for another experiment
DL Pro from Toptica Photonics
Di02-R442-25x36 from Semrock
TA-SHG pro from Toptica photonics
Dichroic beamsplitter ZT860lpxr from Chroma Technology is used to combine with the other repumpers,
while a bandpass filter FF01-390/18-25 combines the light with the PI lasers
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Figure 4.7: Repumper laser setup. Lasers at λ = 854 nm and λ = 866 nm are individually pulsed
and combined on a dichroic, and then combine with other dipole lasers in the PCF.
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Figure 4.8: 397 laser setup. Light enters through a PM fibre from the laser table, and is split into
two branches. One branch provides π-polarized light, which is coupled into a common PCF. The
σ-polarized light travels through a separate fibre.

• Laser-induced damage of the first PBS. The doubler outputs a 120 mW beam with
elliptical Gaussian diameter of 0.68 mm x 0.39 mm. The resulting peak linear power
density of ≈ 6 W/cm is well below the ≈ 70 W/cm damage threshold for the PBS16 .
Nonetheless, the two cubes17 we used got damaged over time, with optical losses as
high as 50% after 1 year of operation. Displacing the cube can eliminate the loss,
allowing it to be recycled multiple times. To make the maintenance simpler, we placed
this PBS on a translation stage. No damage was observed on PBSs placed further
along in the beam path, which handle up to 20 mW of optical power.
• Polarization fluctuations. None of the dipole laser beams has their polarisation cleaned

16
17

PBS25-405-HP high power PBS from Thorlabs
The other one was a custom 397 PBS from Altechna, for which the continuous-wave (CW) damage
threshold is not specified
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directly after entering our lab via optical fibres18 . This is a problem for the λ = 397 nm
light, since the AOM efficiency is polarisation-dependent. Despite introducing an
additional waveplate to match the fibre output polarisation to the AOM, the problem
remains. The issue is further amplified by the fact that PBS placed right after the
AOM is used to split light between different branches. Therefore, as a small drift of
fibre polarisation affects both the AOM efficiency and the π/σ splitting ratio.
• Laser-induced fibre facet damage, which results in a beam profile distortion. It is
solved by re-polishing the fibre face. We only ever observed the damage on the output
end of the fibre entering our lab. To maximise the fibre lifetime, we block the light
with a TTL-controlled shutter when not in use.

4.3.3. Dipole laser frequency control
The dipole lasers are frequency-stabilised using low-finesse cavities, as described in Sec. 4.1.2.
The frequency tuning proceeds in three steps. First, the diode current and piezo voltage
are tuned until the laser is single-mode and within ≈ 100 MHz of the correct frequency,
as observed on a wavemeter. Then, each laser is PDH-locked to a separate optical cavity.
These in-vacuum temperature-stabilised resonators provide a frequency reference with a
typical drift of < 5 MHz over 12 hours. Finally, once an ion is trapped, the laser frequency
can be fine-tuned by scanning the cavity length. We adjust the frequency of the λ = 397 nm
and λ = 866 nm lasers by observing ion fluorescence, while the λ = 854 nm frequency can be
fine-tuned by measuring the repumping speed. While this was never studied systematically,
we had some indications that laser frequencies drift more when cavities are scanned more
frequently. For this reason, we try to limit cavity adjustments and change laser frequencies
with AOMs whenever possible.

4.4. Quadrupole laser
4.4.1. High-finesse PDH lock
The λ = 729 nm laser is generated by an ECDL19 amplified with a TA20 . Frequency
stabilisation and narrowing are achieved with a PDH lock to a high-finesse cavity. A portion
of the diode output is picked off and sent through a phase-stabilised optical fibre (Sec. 4.4.4)
to an acoustically-isolated breadboard, which houses the cavity. The reference cavity is a
ultra-low expansion (ULE) glass sphere kept close to its “zero-crossing temperature” of
−4.4 ◦C, where the cavity length is first-order independent of the temperature. Its high
finesse of F = 270, 000, combined with a fast locking module with 1 MHz bandwidth21 , allow
18
19
20
21

This is how the setup was originally designed, and there is no space for modifications
DL pro
BoosTA pro
FALC 110 from Toptica Photonics
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us to reach linewidths below 10 Hz [Flü19; Sep12]. The cavity temperature is measured
using two 10 kΩ resistors and controlled with a thermoelectric cooler (TEC) element in
a PID loop. The whole breadboard is further cooled to 15 ◦C to reduce potential cavity
temperature gradients. However, the cavity temperature controller has enough cooling
power to operate standalone, and the breadboard cooling may even be detrimental due to
added vibrations and noise from the chiller22 . While this warrants further investigations, we
have operated with the chiller turned off for a few months, and nobody noticed any difference
one way or another. The acoustic noise is suppressed by using a vibration-insensitive cavity
design [Lei11] and placing the vacuum chamber in an acoustic enclosure sitting on top of a
vibration-isolating platform. Nonetheless, as discussed in Sec. 4.4.8, we have found acoustic
noise on the laser frequency, although more experiments are needed to determine whether
it originates at the cavity.

4.4.2. Servo bumps
While the PDH lock narrows the linewidth of the main peak, the resulting spectrum is not
strictly Lorentzian, as the lock has finite bandwidth. This produces a phenomenon called
“servo bumps”, whose influence on the laser spectrum can be measured with an ion, as
shown in Fig. 4.9 [Xie17; Fox03]. The servo bump appears around the unity-gain frequency
1.0
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- 1.0
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Figure 4.9: Servo bumps seen on the ion in the setup 1.0.

of the controller, where the π phase-shift between the error signal and the correction signal
leads to noise amplification, rather than suppression. We can increase the frequency of the
servo bump by increasing the lock bandwidth, either by decreasing the hardware response
time (through shorter cables, faster PDs etc.) or by increasing the lock gain. Nonetheless,
servo bumps pose a serious limitation to coherent sideband operations, since it is difficult
to ensure they are decoupled from the motional sidebands, especially for multi-ion crystals.
22

Not to mention these chillers tend to leak and are loud
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While the light with servo bumps was used for all the experiments in setup 1.0, we later
upgraded the setup to obtain a cleaner spectrum for multi-qubit quantum logic.

4.4.3. Upgraded quadrupole beamline
To improve spectral purity, a new path was created, with the high-finesse cavity used as
a spectral filter, extending on the work descibed in [Flü18; Ger15]. This beamline is now
used for coherent waveguided operations, while the original light (referred to a the “debug
729”) is occasionally used for probing micromotion.
The new beamline is shown in Fig. 4.10. A small amount (≈ 10 µW) of spectrally filtered
light is transmitted through the high-finesse cavity. The light is used to injection-lock a
diode, which amplifies the power to ≈ 40 mW, serving two experiments. After travelling
through a phase-stabilised fibre, ≈ 2 mW are used to injection-lock another diode, while the
rest is sent to other experiments. The injected output seeds a TA, whose ≈ 400 mW output
is fibre-coupled and sent to the AOM stage. Pulsing is achieved with a double-pass AOM,
while an in-fibre single-pass AOM is used to provide multiple tones for MS gates. In the
subsequent sections, we discuss in detail different sections of the upgraded beamline.

4.4.4. Fibre noise cancellation
Long optical fibres introduce acoustic phase noise onto the light, resulting in increased
linewidth. To perform high-quality coherent operations, the laser phase needs to be stabilised.
The components we use for that purpose have been developed in-house and are described
in [Opp15]. Here I give a brief overview of the principle, discuss the operational challenges
and their solutions.
The fibre noise cancellation (FNC) system is based on a beat-note measurement between a
signal beam, which measures the fibre phase distortion, and a reference beam [Ma94]. Our
implementation of an FNC system is shown in Fig. 4.11. The signal beam is diffracted in
+1 order on an AOM before entering a fibre. We aim to stabilise the phase φ of light leaving
the fibre, which is a sum of phase φAOM imprinted by the AOM and φfibre introduced by
propagation in the fibre. A small fraction of light is retro-reflected and travels back through
the fibre, accumulating extra phase φ0fibre . For acoustic and mechanical distortions, the
time-scale of variations (up to ≈ 50 µs) is significantly slower than light round-trip time
(100 ns for a 15 m fibre), therefore it is safe to assume φ0fibre = φfibre . The returning beam is
then passed again through the AOM, and the undiffracted order is aligned on a PD. The
reference beam is transmitted through the AOM, retro-reflected, and diffracted on the AOM
in the −1 order. As a result, the PD records a heterodyne signal with frequency difference
2fAOM and phase difference 2φ = 2(φAOM + φfibre ). The PD output is AC-coupled to remove
the DC component, amplified and mixed with a local oscillator at 2fAOM to extract the
phase difference 2φ. The phase information is then fed to a PID controller, which adjusts a
voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) to keep φ at a desired setpoint.
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Figure 4.10: Narrow-linewidth λ = 729 nm laser beam path
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Figure 4.11: A FNC system. Light travelling through the fibre and back is combined with a
reference signal. The resulting heterodyne beat-note contains the phase information about the fibre
phase distortion, which is fed back onto the AOM. POISON is the board used for the fibre-noise
cancellation, EVIL is the lab PID control unit, and LO stands for the local oscillator.

Photodetectors
A high-bandwidth detector is necessary to detect oscillations at 2fAOM . Our PDs are
based around reverse-biased S5973-series photodiodes from Hamamatsu, whose bandwidth
exceeds 1 GHz. Our homemade build is similar to the KPD110 circuit described in [Kei07].
Based on the measurements of the original circuit, we expected the gain of ≈ 200 V/W.
Unfortunately, different detectors used in the lab were built by different people at different
times, usually without adequate documentation. Consequently, the level of noise and the
gain vary significantly between supposedly identical boards. One cause of this - identified
by R. Oswald - was a mistake in voltage regulator filtering23 , and fixing it removed a lot of
noise spikes. Still, lacking a reproducible and large signal, we started replacing the PDs with
ET-2030A boards from EOT. These budget detectors produced a significantly larger signal
(by ≈ 10 dB), while keeping the noise comparable, thus improving the signal quality overall.
√
Given their specified gain of 450 V/W and noise-equivalent power (NEP) of < 60 pW/ Hz,
we can approximately spec our home-built KPD PDs at a gain of ≈ 120 V/W and NEP
√
< 60 pW/ Hz in the frequency range of 200 MHz − 350 MHz. All FNCs in our lab are now
being upgraded with ET-2030A detectors, while KPDs are still used for PDH locks.
Phase measurement and locking
While some of the FNC locks are almost unconditionally stable, others come out of lock
frequently. Another odd feature is that some locks need to be locked to a setpoint of
≈ 0, or they become unreliable otherwise. While writing this thesis, I discovered a likely
explanation of both issues. In order to measure the RF phase of the PD signal, we use
23

It seems likely that some people in the group realised it before. I once removed and opened one particularly
well-performing detector, and found that its voltage regulator was removed and bypassed with a wire.
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a mixer as a de-modulator. Suppose a signal E1 = <(|A1 |eiωt+φ ) is mixed with a local
oscillator E2 = <(|A2 |eiωt ). The output signal is then filtered by a low-pass filter with
cut-off frequency  ω. The output is then
E3 = k|A1||A2| cos(φ).
Measuring E3 allows us to extract φ, but there is a danger in this mode of operation since
the value of the signal depends on |A1| and |A2|. While we can usually ensure that the
strength |A2| of the local oscillator is constant, we often don’t have the same certainty
about |A1|. Fast changes of φ may change the AOM diffraction angle sufficiently to affect
|A1|, causing a feedback loop failure. This explains why the only stable point on some locks
is E3 = 0, as that is the only point where variations of |A1| do not affect the error signal,
The simplest solution is to run the mixer close to saturation [Rub06]. Because of
mixer non-idealities, the output power saturates when both |A1| and |A2| are of sufficient
magnitude, and then the output depends on cos(φ) only. We are now in the process of
amplifying our PDs to ensure mixer saturation.
Back-reflection and isolation
In our FNC systems, back-reflections are generated in one of two ways. In the first method,
we use flat FC/PC connector on the fibre output. The fraction r of back-reflected power
can be estimated from Fresnel equations for a flat dielectric interface:
r=



nfibre − nair
nfibre + nair

2

.

For a fused silica core at λ = 729 nm, nfibre = 1.45 and nair = 1.0, leading to r = 3%24 .
This method of generating back-reflections is the simplest and usually provides a sufficient
signal. When additional power is required, we use a second method, whereby a partially
reflective slide is inserted after the fibre collimator. By choosing the right retro-reflector, we
can achieve any desired ratio between the transmitted and the reflected power25 . Particular
care must be taken to ensure that all powerful reflections at the correct frequency only come
from the retro-reflector, and not from any subsequent elements. I give some tips about
dealing with back-reflections in Appendix 11.3.

4.4.5. Diode injection locking
An important method for amplifying CW lasers is by injection locking, whereby a laser
diode is forced to emit at the frequency set by a weaker seeding laser [Had86]. A diode
injection system is schematically depicted in Fig. 4.12. The usual nomenclature for the
24

25

This estimate is consistent with the −14 dB return loss specified for their flat end-face connectors by OZ
optics.
But beware! This thing is tricky to align
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Figure 4.12: Schematic of an injection lock. Parent light seeds a child diode, which is currentcontrolled and held in a temperature-controlled mount. At specific values of the diode current, the
child output becomes locked to the parent frequency. The parent and child beams are separated
with an optical isolator.

parties involved is Master and Slave. I think a better way of describing this process - less
colonial and still conceptually illuminating - is to call them Parent and Child. The Parent
is a spectrally pure laser whose optical power is not sufficient for the experiment. The Child
diode is sufficiently powerful, but, when free-running, does not have the necessary spectral
purity. By sending the Parent light at the Child diode, and overlapping their modes, the
Child diode can become injected, thus emitting most of its power within the lineshape of
the Parent. Practical instructions on setting up and optimising injection locks are given in
Appendix. 11.2.
Our setup comprises two injection locks in sequence. The first diode26 is placed in the
acoustically isolated cavity box, housed in a homemade mount and controlled by a low-noise
laser controller27 . The diode is maintained at T = 35.8 ◦C, which was found to be the
optimal temperature to amplify a small amount of seed power (≈ 10 µW) [Ger15]. The
second diode28 is in a more noisy environment, but it is operated with ≈ 2 mW seed power.
It is housed on a temperature-controlled mount29 , driven by a Thorlabs current controller30
and a Toptica temperature controller31 . Both injections use the same large-aperture Faraday
isolator32 and the diode collimation is achieved with a symmetric aspherical lens in an
adjustable mount. A portion of the child output is picked off and sent to a scanning
Fabry-Perot interferometer for continuous linewidth monitoring.

26
27
28
29
30
31
32

HL7302MG from Thorlabs
Vescent photonics D2-105
Initially AR-coated LD-0730-0040-AR-2 diode from Toptica Photonics. Later, HL7302MG from Thorlabs
LDM56 from Thorabs
LDC202C
DTC-110
Qioptiq LINOS FI-730-5SV
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Injection quality
When setting up and optimising injection locks, I assessed their quality using several
qualitative and quantitative measures. An ideal injection lock:
1. Produces child spectrum indistinguishable from the spectrum of the parent laser.
2. Can be operated with low seed power.
3. Stays injected indefinitely, without the need for adjustments.
4. Stays injected regardless of drifts in seed power, current or temperature.
5. Produces sufficient output power.
Generally speaking, injection locks are more stable at low currents, and less stable at high
currents (where the output power is highest as well). The factors that affect high-power
injection stability are:
1. Diode coating. We have extensively experimented with two versions of the same
laser diode, one with33 and one without34 anti-reflection (AR) coating. The coated
diodes were consistently more stable, and the injected spectrum matched the Parent
spectrum over a larger range of currents and temperatures [San18]. This is expected
since AR coating increases the laser cavity linewidth [Had86].
2. Diode gain profile. Just like children, no two diodes are created equal, and we
attribute differences between nominally identical diodes to the differences in their gain
profiles. The variability can be significant and persists over a range of temperatures.
For example, for three different AR-coated diodes in the same mount, injected at
the same free-running power with the same seed power and the same mode-matching
method, I observed ≈ 40% variability in the injected output power.
3. Seed input power. Reducing the seed input power reduces the range of currents
for which the diodes can be injected. For example, our AR-coated λ = 729 nm diode
was unconditionally injected at every current < 100 mA when seeded with 3 mW of
light. Reducing the seed power 10-fold to 0.3 mW decreased the clean injection range
to ±1 mA around the optimal points [San18].
4. Mode-matching. Since laser diodes produce elliptically-shaped beams, additional
mode-shaping optics are necessary for mode-matching with a single-mode Gaussian
beam. I have never explored this route, and instead simply tried to ensure that
the input beam diameter is close to the average diode output diameter. While such
mode-matching generally improved the injection quality, the gains have been modest.
33
34

LD-0730-0040-AR-2 from Toptica Photonics
HL7302MG from Thorlabs
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A much more relevant factor was the size of the input beam. I have found a sharp drop
in the injection quality when the seed beam was decreased in size from φ ≈ 1.5 mm
to φ ≈ 1.0 mm, regardless of the diode output beam size. I speculate that the modematching error is dominated by diode output mode distortions. A small seed beam
requires shorter diode collimation optics, which introduce more aberrations, further
accentuating the beam profile error.
5. Back-reflections. While the isolator used for injection locking provides a large
degree of isolation from further back-reflection, it can be insufficient when a strong
back-reflection is present, causing instability.
Injection noise

Ripple voltage (p2p) / Total voltage

Initially, found that both injection locks produced significant non-white amplitude noise.
On the first diode, I found a ripple, repeating every 33 µs, with an amplitude decreasing for
higher currents (Fig 4.13, left). This ripple was eliminated in two steps (Fig 4.13, right).
Injected diode ripple (1st injection)
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Figure 4.13: (left) Measured ripple amplitude vs diode current at the injection points. The results
are connected by a line to guide the eye. (right) The reduction in the measured injected ripple size
at 81 mA. The final dippler is beyond the shot-noise background.

First, its amplitude decreased after swapping a Toptica current controller35 for a Vescent
controller, presumably because the latter supplies a differential output, and thus does not
introduce a ground loop when combined with a temperature controller. Secondly, the ripple
was reduced below the noise measurement background by connecting the diode housing to
the breadboard earth through a capacitor.
On the second injection setup, the dominant ripple repeated every 50 ms. It turned out
that the current controller would spike whenever the temperature controller in the same
rack was connected to the diode mount. Replacing the current controller with a stand-alone
unit removed any observable ripples when injected (Fig 4.14, right). I further optimised
the electrical noise by monitoring the optical output of a free-running diode (Fig 4.14, left).
35

DCC-110
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Figure 4.14: (left) Measured ripple amplitude for a free-running diode at 75 mA. At the end, some
ripple is visible oven the measurement background, but it cannot be seen on the injected output.
(right) The reduction in the measured injected ripple size at 75 mA. The final ripple is beyond the
shot-noise background.

I tried to float the diode housing and supply the current differentially, but the increased
pick-up on the unshielded homemade cable adapter only increased the problem. Finally,
explicitly grounding the diode mount to the breadboard earth turned out to be the best
solution, though some noise remained.
Death of diodes
Originally, an AR-coated diode was used in the second injection stage, which produced
a very stable lock. Unfortunately, it began to deteriorate after about 12 months of
use. A replacement AR-coated diode was installed, but this one did not last long
either and began to deteriorate after 6 months already. In both cases, this would
manifest itself by a sudden drop of the output power (by about 30-50%), followed
a slower decrease in output power over weeks. The third AR-coated diode we had
available was unsuitable, as it outputted 40% less power than the previous two when
injected. It is not clear whether the deaths were caused by misuse or not. While the
diodes were never operated above the maximum allowed current, both were at some
point operated without proper coolinga .
At that point, we swapped the diode to a non-coated one. This means the lock is
significantly less stable, and the current requires re-adjustment approximately once
per day if the lab is busy (and very rarely if there is nobody around). On the other
hand, the diode has not deteriorated in performance over the last two years. The
non-coated diode was found to be more easily disturbed by back-reflections. Despite
the protection of a Faraday isolator, we found that back-reflections from the TA
disturb the child spectrum. A second isolatorb was therefore installed between the
injection and the amplifier. This raised the total isolation from 40 dB to 80 dB, and
no further disturbance could be observed.
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a

b

In the case of the first diode, the temperature controller broke without anyone noticing. The
injection was so stable that we nonetheless operated like this for months. The second diode was
used for about a day without proper heat-sinking due to an assembly error.
IO-5-730-HP from Thorlabs

4.4.6. Tapered amplifier
The output power of a diode injection lock is limited by the maximum power handling of
the diode. At high optical powers, diode failure can occur due to facet damage or electrical
degradation from high currents. Our λ = 729 nm diodes allow us to produce up to 40 mW
of single-mode light. Further gain can be achieved by using a TA. A TA chip is essentially a
laser diode, AR-coated on both ends, combined with a waveguide. The waveguide is tapered
to allow the beam to gradually expand as its power grows. This way, high amplification can
be achieved while preserving beam quality and avoiding damage. The TA is injection-locked
in a single-pass configuration: the parent light comes in on one end, and leaves from the
other end. Our TA is a commercial unit from Toptica36 , with a pre-installed output isolator
and a cylindrical output fibre collimation lenses. Initially, the output power (seeded or not)

Figure 4.15: Photo of a typical TA output ripple as seen on the oscilloscope (green trace). The
TA output is attenuated and sent of a PD, which is AC-coupled on the oscilloscope.

exhibited a pronounced ripple (Fig. 4.15). Close to the maximum power, the seeded output
power fluctuations were at the level of 2%. Eventually, I connected the TA to a different
current controller37 , and the problem went away (Fig. 4.16, left). The seeded output power
depends both on the current and on the power in the seed beam (Fig. 4.16 right). Initially,
36
37

boosTA pro
DCC-110 1000 mA current controller
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Figure 4.16: Seeded TA performance. (left) Ripple voltage vs current. Ripple disappears by
replacing the manufacturer-provided current controller with a generic one. (right) The TA output
power for different values of seed power. The maximum achievable power nowadays is ≈ 400 mW is
less that the original output of ≈ 500 mW, likely just due to a decrease of available seed power.

we were able to obtain over 550 mW of output power with 40 mW seed power. Since the
latest diode requires additional isolation from the TA reflections, less seed power is available,
and we are typically limited to 400 mW output power.
The TA output is directly coupled to a PM fibre by a manufacturer-supplied unit38 . This
coupler is limited to ≈ 50% efficiency and does not fully secure the fibre. Consequently, after
applying a significant mechanical force on the fibre, the coupling has to be re-optimized.
The fibre output is passed through a PBS and reflected by a backside-polished mirror with
≈ 1% of the power transmitted and fed onto a PD. The PD output is passed to a PID
controller which feeds back on the TA current to stabilise the output power with up to
1 MHz bandwidth.

4.4.7. Pulsing and multi-tone generation
The CW output of the TA is fed to a pulsing stage with a double-pass AOM39 and an in-fibre
single-pass AOM40 , which is then directly connected to the trap-integrated waveguides
(Sec. 4.6.4). The in-fibre AOM performs very well. The total device efficiency is ≈ 42%,
which is a product of our fibre coupling efficiency (≈ 60%) and the intrinsic unit efficiency
(≈ 70%). At the centre frequency of 147 MHz, we measure a diffraction bandwidth of
16 MHz (FWHM), high extinction ratio of 55 dB41 , rise and fall time of 30-35 ns, and
negligible polarization dependence.
38
39
40

41

Fiberdock from Toptica Photonics
ATM-1601A2 from Intraaction
Custom unit for λ = 729 nm, based on SFO4733-T-M150-0.5C2W-3-F2S FibreQ-AOM from Gooch &
Housego
At the time of this measurement, we recorded an unknown noise at 150 MHz being picked up by all the
cables in our laboratory. This reduced the extinction ratio to 47 dB when the AOM is connected to the
RF amplifier.
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The double-pass AOM is used to scan the frequency, with the single-pass typically
operated at a fixed centre frequency, since it has a more limited diffraction bandwidth. We
apply single-tone laser pulses by first switching on the single-pass to the desired amplitude,
and then using the double-pass to smoothly ramp the pulse on- and off.
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Figure 4.17: AOM nonlinearity measurement. The measurement is performed by feeding tones at
f0 ± f with equal amplitudes to the single-pass AOM. The component at 2f is the desired response,
and higher even-order components indicate a presence of undesired frequencies f0 ± 3f .

Multi-tone operation is implemented by adding two DDS tones which are symmetrically
detuned from the centre frequency. Both DDS tones are simultaneously fed to the single-pass
AOM, while the double-pass sets the centre frequency and the pulse shape. We then send
the output to the photodiode and adjust the power in both sidebands. As the RF power in
the two tones increases, we begin to observe significant AOM nonlinearities. At a certain
point, increasing the total RF power increases the overall diffraction efficiency, but the
power at the desired tones drops. This can be measured by feeding the AOM with two RF
tones at ±f from the centre frequency, and monitoring the strength of the beat-note at
the frequency of 2f , as shown in Fig. 4.17. The useful power can be modestly increased
by feeding higher-order tones to the AOM at specific phases [Sta20], but we haven’t yet
applied this technique to coherent operations. Instead, we operate the AOM at the point
where the power in the desired orders is maximal.

4.4.8. Laser spectrum
A common method of laser spectrum measurement is with a self-homodyne setup, where
a beat-note between two paths with different delays reveals the total linewidth [Lud98].
In such a measurement, the differential delay length must exceed the coherence length of
the laser. This makes the method impractical for our λ = 729 nm light, whose expected
linewidth ∆f ≈ 10 Hz requires delays in excess of L = c/(∆f ) ≈ 30 000 km.
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In order to get information about the linewidth, we instead beat together two separate
narrow-linewidth λ = 729 nm lasers from different laboratories. We can then extract the
approximate linewidth by assuming both sources have the same spectrum. We performed
such measurements twice, although never on the cavity transmission. This informs us about
the linewidth we can expect from the PDH lock and the FNC systems alone, but not about
the injection quality.
The measurements performed so far are inconclusive. The first measurement, performed
by C. Fluhmann and described in her thesis [Flü19], recorded a beat-note linewidth
∆ω < 2π × 10 Hz FWHM for an averaging time t < 100 ms, limited by the spectrum
analyser resolution. She also recorded additional noise peaks at 2π × 50 Hz and 2π × 180 Hz.
Afterwards, the ancillary laser system in the other laboratory was moved and re-built.
Recently, the measurements were repeated, and we recorded a beat-note linewidth of
∆ω = 2π × 50 Hz FWHM for the same averaging time, and a strong noise peak around
2π × 185 Hz. Further investigation is needed to establish which of the two lasers increased
in linewidth, but we have evidence that the noise peak is only present on our laser.
Information about the linewidth can be obtained by Ramsey measurements (Sec. 5.4.2).
As will be discussed in Sec. 5.4.3, we observe a frequency fluctuations at the level of
∆Ω =≈ 2π × 20 Hz superimposed with strong discrete noise at a frequency of ≈ 2π × 175 Hz
and amplitude of ≈ 2π × 185 Hz. Further experiments are necessary to find out whether or
not injection locking increases the laser linewidth.
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Figure 4.18: Off-resonant scattering rate vs detuning from the nearest carrier transitions. Each
dataset is fitted with a linear model with a constant excitation rate (solid), and the fitted excitation
rate is displayed in the legend. e For the near-resonant datasets (red, blue, yellow), we ensure that
only one carrier transition is close to resonance and that the carrier Rabi frequency exceeds the
sideband Rabi frequency. The curves are normalised to the carrier Rabi frequency of Ω = 2π×140 kHz.
The far-detuned dataset (green) is obtained by locking the cavity one free spectral range away. The
ion is driven with the same optical power, and the curve is unnormalised.

One specific concern is whether the spontaneous emission of the laser diode is effectively
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suppressed by the injection lock, or whether the noise floor becomes amplified upon injection.
We began investigating this effect by measuring the probability of λ = 729 nm exciting the ion
when it’s far off-resonance from any carrier transition. Fig. 4.18 summarises these preliminary
observations. The laser power corresponds to a carrier Rabi frequency Ω = 2π × 140 kHz on
the |−1/2i → |−1/2i optical transition. At a detuning of ≈ 2π × 2.2 MHz from this carrier,
the off-resonant drive excites the optical qubit at a rate fitted to be ≈ 10 Hz. I speculate
that this is dominated by the excitation of the |−1/2i → |−1/2i carrier, since all sideband
transitions are detuned by > 2π × 1 MHz, and other carriers by > 2π × 7.9 MHz. I repeated
the measurements for larger detunings, always ensuring one carrier transition is significantly
closer than all others. Fig. 4.18 shows the measured scattering rates (normalised by the
carrier Rabi frequency). We find that the scattering rate drops by a factor of 4 between
≈ 2π × 2 MHz to ≈ 2π × 20 MHz. Finally, by locking the laser cavity to a mode detuned by
2π × 3.5 GHz, we measure that the scattering rate is reduced by a further factor of 3.
This measurement is just the first step towards understanding the injected spectrum.
Future experiments should compare the scattering rate between the upgraded beamline
(with two injection locks) and the original beamline (with no injection locks). This will
allow for qualitative evaluation of the spectral impurity. In addition, further investigations
are needed to evaluate the coherence of the spectrum.
Finally, we have observed significant spectral impurity from badly injected diodes. More
worryingly, there are times when the diode output spectrum appears clean on the monitoring
Fabry-Perot interferometer42 , but the rate of off-resonant qubit excitation is vastly increased.
In future experiments, it is worth developing a more sensitive monitor of the injection
quality, whether through better optical measurements or using the ion as a probe.

4.5. Light delivery and collection
4.5.1. Free-space light delivery
Fig 4.19 presents an overview of beam delivery to the ion trap. Lasers at 397 (π-polarized),
423, 854 and 866 nm are all guided through a single PM PCF fibre oriented at 90 deg to the
quantization axis. λ = 397 nm σ-polarized light is guided through a separate fibre which
aligns it with the B-field, and the PI light at λ = 375 nm or λ = 388 nm was moved from the
PCF to a separate fibre to avoid focal shifts. A free-space λ = 729 nm beam, occasionally
used for debugging, is delivered through the same port as the PI light. An ablation laser
travels through a separate viewport and hits the target located next to the trap chip.

42

Scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer SA200-5B from Thorlabs, confusingly referred to in other theses
from our group as an “OSA”
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Figure 4.19: Beam delivery layout on the optical table (viewed from above).
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PCF
The core element of experimental light delivery is a polarization-maintaining PCF43 . It
combines all the wavelengths necessary for trapping (and initially also for loading) into
a single package that just requires one-time alignment. The light from the fibre is outcoupled by a chromatically-corrected microscope objective44 and focused onto the ion
with a f = 200 mm achromatic doublet lens45 . The assembly is mounted on a manual
three-axis translation stage46 , and beam tilt can be controlled by displacing the focussing
lens transversely to the optical axis47 . All the wavelengths are focused to below 30 µm waist
radius.
For a long time, we believed that the total focal shift across all wavelengths was 5 mm.
However, after many unsuccessful loading attempts in the integrated waveguide traps, we
found that a dramatic focal shift of the 375 nm laser went unnoticed for years (Fig. 4.20).
These measurements revealed that we were likely always scattering significant power of UV
light off trap electrodes. The focal shift was found to originate already at the collimator,
and so we subsequently decided to move the λ = 375 nm laser to a dedicated fibre.
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Figure 4.20: PCF focal shift measurements. (left) Waist radius vs position along the optical axis.
(left) Fitted focal shift vs wavelength.

To reduce Rabi frequency drifts, it is useful to stabilise the beam polarization. We achieve
this by aligning the dipole laser polarization to the fibre PM axes48 . In order to achieve the
optimal conditions for EIT cooling, we create π-polarized λ = 397 nm light by aligning its
fibre axis along the B-field. The repump lasers should then be coupled to the other PCF
axis to produce (σ + + σ − ) light, which can repump all D3/2 and D5/2 sub-levels.
Alas, the original setup made no allowance for polarization control before the fibre input.
While we managed to place an additional half-wave plate (HWP) in the λ = 866 nm beam
path and align its polarization correctly, this created a ≈ 65% loss on the (polarization43
44
45
46
47
48

PCF aeroGUIDE-5-PM from NKT Photonics
PLN 10X from Olympus
AC254-200-A from Thorlabs
25 mm travel stages from OptoSigma
RD-VL two-axis lens mount from Radiant Dyes, with micrometre screws
It is not necessary for the PI lasers
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dependent) dichroic beam combiner. It is fortunately not a big problem, since the saturation
intensity of λ = 866 nm is so low. On the other hand, we found no place to insert a polarizer
in the λ = 854 nm beam path, and that light is currently predominantly π-polarized. This
significantly slows down the repumping rate out of the |D5/2 , mJ = ±5/2i levels.
After many years of problem-free operation, we started noticing a recurrent degradation
of the PCF tip (Fig. 4.21b) and the collimated beam profile (Fig. 4.21a). The contamination
could be removed by polishing the tip, but would always re-appear, sometimes within a
month, and sometimes within a few hours. We hypothesised that the λ = 397 nm light
charges the tip surface and attracts dust particles, but we do not know why the problem
only affects this fibre49 and why it started suddenly. Eventually, we managed to protect the
spot from deterioration by constantly flowing nitrogen through the collimator tube [Mar17].
We later replaced the fibre with a new one, but are yet to test whether it can be stably
operated without nitrogen.

(a) Degraded PCF spot as seen on a card inserted
after the collimator.

(b) Degraded PCF tip seed under a microscope.
After polishing, the fibre core becomes clean,
though residue remains visible on the cladding.

Figure 4.21: PCF output degradation

Photoionization beam delivery
The second-stage PI light source (initially λ = 375 nm, later λ = 388 nm) is delivered
through a SM fibre and focused with a f = 200 mm lens50 onto the ion. The initial beam
alignment is performed by the two mirrors, and the lens is manipulated using a two-axis
translation mount51 for fine beam pointing.

49

50
51

The same PCF fibre is used across the lab in four different experiments, and this behaviour was never
observed
LA4102-UV from Thorlabs
ST1XY-S/M from Thorlabs
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λ = 397 nm σ laser delivery
The λ = 397 nm σ laser is delivered through a PM fibre, aligned with two mirrors and
focused with a f = 200 mm doublet lens. A Glan-Taylor cube52 is used to linearly polarize
the light; we place it after the pointing mirrors which may introduce polarization impurities.
A HWP placed before the polarizer is used to maximise the power transmission, and a
QWP placed after the polarizer creates circular polarization at the ion. An additional HWP
placed after the Glan-Taylor was found to improve the final polarization purity, likely due
to window birefringence.
λ = 729 nm debug laser delivery
The λ = 729 nm “debug” laser is delivered through a PM fibre, aligned with two mirrors and
focused with a f = 200 mm doublet lens onto the ion. This path uses the same viewport
as the λ = 388 nm beam, and a mirror is mounted in a flip mount to select which path is
active. A Glan-Taylor polarizer cleans the polarization out of the fibre, and a HWP is used
to maximise the Rabi frequency of the transition of choice.
Ablation laser delivery
The ablation beam is produced by a pulsed ND:Yag laser53 mounted on the experimental
breadboard, originally set up by P. Zhou in his Master’s thesis [Zho17]. The beam is aligned
with a pair of mirrors and focused with a f = 250 mm lens onto a target54 placed ≈ 20 mm
from the trap chip. The lens transforms an input beam of w = 1.33(5) mm onto a spot size
of w = 330(10) µm. This is approximately M 2 = 11 times more than the spot expected for
a Gaussian beam, which reflects the multi-mode nature of the input light. We confirmed
with the manufacturer that this value of M 2 is common for our source55 . Initially, we used
λ = 1064 nm pulses and later added a frequency-doubling module to generate pulses as
λ = 532 nm. The optical components in the chain are coated for both wavelengths56 . The
pulses are 5(3) ns long, fire at a rate of up to 15 Hz, and their power can be adjusted up to
50 mJ. The beam power can be adjusted in two steps. First, a lever on the laser selects
the total output power. I would normally adjust and then unscrew this knob, as even the
tiniest touch changed the pulse power significantly. Then, the pulse power can be fine-tuned
with a HWP and a polarizer.

52
53
54
55
56

GT10-A from Thorlabs
Minilite II from Continuum
1 × 1 × 1cm3 block cut from a calcium ingot, Alfa Aesar, polished with its flat face facing the trap
Minilite II from Amplitude Laser
Narrowband AR YAG coating from Thorlabs
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4.5.2. Ion imaging
Ion imaging is performed using a custom Schwarzschild objective designed and characterised
by Florian Leupold [Leu15]. The objective is designed for cryogenic operation with a
working distance of 18 mm and produces a magnified image at a distance of 80 cm. The
light can be directed into either a PMT57 , or a camera58 , or split 50/50 between the two.
We use the PMT for day-to-day operations, and the camera is mainly used for alignment.
A band-pass filter for 397 nm59 ensures only the ion fluorescence light reaches the detectors.
This filter can be removed to monitor neutral fluorescence. The PMT is placed behind a
φ = 1 mm aperture in the image plane to remove laser scatter and improve the overall SNR.
The objective magnification of M = 81 allows two ions spaced by ≈ 2 µm to be resolved on
the camera. The optimal imaging performance is achieved within a ±100 µm field of view.
The objective is mounted on a piezo stack with x/y/z travel range of 25 mm60 . The stack is
screwed onto the chamber and grounded. Furthermore, a fine gold mesh61 shields the ion
from any charges on the objective.
In the cryostat 1.0, the photon collection efficiency was measured at 0.7% at the PMT.
While the objective had a high NA of 0.55, corresponding to 8.2% of the solid angle, the
inner mirror blocked the photons within the NA of 0.31, reducing the total solid angle
coverage to 5.7%. Furthermore, the use of metallic coatings meant that only 72% of the
incident light was transmitted through the objective. Those features were originally included
to allow for simultaneous imaging of 40 Ca+ and 9 Be+ , but the setup only ever operated
with 40 Ca+ . In order to improve the readout fidelity, we planned to replace the objective
with a single AR-coated aspheric lens with NA of 0.5, which we expected to increase the
light collection efficiency by up to 60%. The lens was designed and fabricated to provide a
diffraction-limited spot size over ±40 µm from the centre62 .
However, upon trapping in cryostat 2.0, a big surprise came: due to an increased chip
reflectivity, the photon collection efficiency of the objective increased by approximately 50%
(Sec. 5.3)! Therefore, the desired fidelity improvement was achieved, and it wasn’t necessary
to replace the imaging objective anymore. “Perfect is the enemy of good”, says the old
proverb, and for once I decided to follow it by postponing the imaging upgrade indefinitely.
The only modification of the cryogenic imaging optics was to replace an uncoated imaging
viewport with a AR-coated one, increasing the photon counts by 6%.

4.5.3. Imaging and laser alignment
The imaging system is aligned by illuminating the trap with a blue light-emitting diode
(LED) through the imaging viewport. We begin by placing an additional f = 250 mm lens
57
58
59
60
61
62

PMT H10682-210 from Hamamatsu
EMCCD iXon DU-897D-CSO-UVB from Andor
FF01-390/1825
ANP101/RES/LT/UHV from Attocube
MG-17 from Precision Eforming
Custom order from Thorlabs
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before the camera and moving the imaging objective away from the trap. This allows us to
see a zone of 300 µm × 300 µm (magnification M ≈ 30), as shown in Fig. 4.22a.
We then centre the objective on the desired trapping location, turn off the LED, and
send a repumper laser beam across the chip. We raise63 the beam towards the chip surface
to introduce intentional scatter. With about 100 µW of λ = 866 nm light, we can clearly
see the beam at the trap (Fig. 4.22b), and we align it to the centre of the image.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.22: Steps involved in aligning the imaging and the laser beams to the trapping zone.

We then remove the additional lens and align the imaging objective to the trapping zone
with a magnification of M = 81 (Fig. 4.22c). Finally, we repeat the beam-pointing to finely
align the laser to the trapping location. The signal is typically much less clear at this stage,
and the only alignment signature is the scatter from trap coupler openings (Fig. 4.22d).
The procedure is repeated for all the laser beams. Special care must be taken when
63

Because the chip is upside down
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aligning the PI light at λ = 388 nm since trap scattering leads to long-lasting charge
accumulation. We found that 20 µW of power is sufficient to see that beam on the camera,
and we try to never exceed that so as to minimise the amount of charging of the trap chip.
This alignment is further simplified by the fact that the λ = 388 nm light counter-propagates
with the PCF output, which serves as a rough pointing guide.
Once the beams are visible on the chip, we aim to align them onto the ion with minimal
tilt. The beam tilt with respect to the chip can be seen by monitoring the reflection angle
on the other side of the vacuum system or inferred from the amount of scatter measured
on the camera. All the beams are pointed with a slight tilt towards the chip, which might
introduce more scatter, but ensures the beam hits the ion.
Once the beams are aligned and tilted, we move them by ≈ 50 µm away from the trap
surface. At the same time, we bring the objective ≈ 30 µm away from the chip64 . At this
point, it is typically possible to trap and see an ion.
After trapping, beam pointing can be directly optimised by measuring the ion signal.
First, the PCF and the imaging objective are aligned to maximise ion fluorescence. The
λ = 397 nm σ beam can be optimised by measuring the optical pumping rate (Sec. 5.2.1),
and the debug quadrupole beam by maximising the Rabi frequency. Finally, the λ = 388 nm
intensity can be optimised by measuring the AC stark shift it exerts on the optical qubit
transitions (≈ 2π × 1 kHz for 100 µW of optical power).

4.5.4. Ablation laser alignment

(a) Diode beam (small bright
spot in the middle) focused onto
the ablation target

(b) Low-power ablation beam
(bright spot in the middle) on
the target. The increased spot
size in the image is partly due to
larger power, and partly due to
larger mode size (M 2 = 11)

(c) The oven wires (two vertical lines in the foreground) that
are in the way and have to be
avoided.

The ablation target features a slot to guide the laser alignment. In order to avoid hitting
the trap with the powerful laser pulses, the alignment is performed cautiously as follows.
64

Due to high trap reflectivity, a collect fluorescence emitted directly from the ion, as well as fluorescence
reflected off the chip. While the ion is trapped ≈ 50 µm away from the chip, the maximum fluorescence
is collected with the objective focal point ≈ 30 µm from the chip. However, at this position, the ion is
not perfectly in focus
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Table 4.2: Published experiments where trap operation is combined with optical integration.

Purpose

Component(s)

Wavelength(s)

Ion

Year

Citation

Detection
Detection
Detection
Detection
Detection

Optical fibre
Micromirror
Photodiode
Diffractive mirror
SNSPD

280
397
422
370
313

Mg+
Ca+
Sr+
Yb+
Be+

2010
2011
2012
2017
2020

[Van10]
[Mer11]
[Elt12]
[Gha17]
[Tod20]

Addressing
Addressing

Optical fibre
Waveguides, grating couplers
Optical fibres, waveguides,
grating couplers
Optical fibres, waveguides,
grating couplers
Waveguides, grating couplers

674 nm
674 nm

Sr+
Sr+

2011
2016

[Kim11]
[Meh16]

405 - 1092 nm

Sr+

2020

[Nif20]

729 nm

Ca+

2020

[Meh20]

435 nm

Yb+

2020

[Ivo20]

Addressing
Addressing
Addressing

nm
nm
nm
nm
nm

The pulsed laser output is first overlapped with a low-power CW laser diode beam65 . The
diode beam is then sent into the chamber, and we monitor its scatter with a camera aimed
from the same direction66 . We align the beam until we see the focused spot on the target,
and no scatter from other areas (Fig. 4.23a). We then switch the pulsed laser on at low
power, which allows us to see the laser pulses scattering off the target (Fig. 4.23b), and
perform final aim adjustments (at full power it will be impossible to see the spot cleanly).
In our case, we had to carefully avoid scattering off the oven wires (Fig. 4.23c).

4.6. Trap-integrated optics
Since laser interactions are a critical component of trapped ion quantum computing, scaling
to large qubit numbers requires a scalable optical interface. In an ideal large-scale quantum
processor, operations such as Rabi oscillations, cooling, state preparation and readout
should be conducted in parallel and with low cross-talk across the chip. In [Kim07] it was
first suggested that this could be achieved by trap-integrated optics. In a large processor, a
combination of active and passive elements could be used to distribute and pulse the light,
as well as to collect the photons and convert them to electrical signals.
Since then, multiple experiments realised proof-of-principle demonstrations of integrated
optical control. The full list (to my knowledge) of published results on trap-integrated optics
is shown in Tab. 4.2. The first experiment to integrate an optical element into an ion trap
used an optical fibre to collect ion fluorescence [Van10]. Since then, further experiments
showed how collection efficiency can be enhanced by integrating metal micromirrors [Mer11]
and planar diffractive mirrors [Gha17] into the trap surface. The first integration of active
65
66

CPS980S from Thorlabs
The final mirror is a D-mirror, allowing the camera to easily see the trap
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optical elements involved a PIN photodiode sandwiched into a semi-transparent trap made
out of indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated quartz [Elt12]. Recently, a superconducting nanowire
single-photon detector (SNSPD) was integrated into a planar trap and used to record ion
fluorescence with high efficiency [Tod20].
The first experiment to address the ion through integrated optics used an optical fibre to
drive the quadrupole transition in Sr+ [Kim11]. While the experiment observed quantum
jumps, fibre-induced charging proved too strong to observe clean Rabi oscillations. The
first coherent trap-integrated operations were demonstrated in [Meh16], where the light
was delivered via integrated waveguides and focused directly onto the ion via diffractive
grating couplers. However, the laser power efficiency was very low (−33 dB input-to-ion),
caused mainly by a free-space laser-chip interface. The trap used in this thesis is an
upgraded version of that demonstration, with a direct fibre attach and a total loss of
6.4 dB (excluding fibre coupling). Simultaneous work demonstrated the integration of all
wavelengths necessary for trapping and controlling Sr+ , albeit with a large loss of up to
35 dB [Nif20]. Most recently, an array of waveguides and grating couplers was integrated in
a room-temperature Yb+ trap with 20 µm ion-electrode distance, and coherent oscillations
were demonstrated with 22 dB loss and a free-space input [Ivo20].

4.6.1. Waveguides vs optical fibres
Optical waveguides and optical fibres are both composed of a core of refractive index n1
surrounded by cladding with lower refractive index n2 . However, a typical single-mode fibre
operates with n1 − n2 ≈ 0.01, while an optical waveguide features a strong index contrast.
For example, the waveguides used in our trap feature a Si3 N4 core with n1 = 2.0 surrounded
by a SiO2 cladding with n2 = 1.45. The strong index mismatch increases the confinement
strength, decreasing the necessary mode area and reducing bending losses. Waveguides are
therefore a great way to route light on a chip, but they are not desirable for long-range
transmission due to increased losses. The absorption and scattering are primarily caused by
the roughness of the core-cladding interface [Lee00]. For example, the SM600 fibre we use
to deliver the quadrupole light to the waveguide has a specified loss of ≤ 15 dB/km, while
our on-chip waveguides have a measured loss of 2 dB/cm. While we expect the waveguide
loss to improve with better fabrication [Bau10], it will remain orders of magnitude worse
than that of an optical fibre.

4.6.2. Waveguide modes
To understand the design of rectangular two-dimensional waveguides which route the light
in our trap, it is helpful to to examine the basic mode structure of a one-dimensional slab
dielectric waveguide, as illustrated in Fig. 4.24. A slab waveguide supports two classes
of modes propagating along ẑ, called transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic
(TM). For TE modes, the electric field is oriented along ŷ, while for the TM modes, the
magnetic (H) field is oriented along ŷ, and the electric field is primarily x-polarized. The
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y

z

n2

n1

n2
x

Figure 4.24: One-dimensional slab waveguide. It comprises of out a high-index core (refractive
index n1 and thickness t along x) sandwiched between a cladding of index n2 . The guided beam
travels along z. The waveguide extends into infinity along the other transverse direction (y).

mode structure can be obtained by finding the eigenvalues of the Helmholtz wave equation
with appropriate boundary conditions. Fig. 4.25 shows the calculated fundamental modes
for waveguides with varying waveguide thickness t, following the results in [Her84].

Figure 4.25: Analytically calculated modes of one-dimensional waveguides. These are solutions to
the 1D Helmholtz equation with n1 = 2.0 for |x| < t/2, n2 = 1.45 for |x| ≥ t/2 and λ = 729 nm as
described in [Her84]. The mode propagation direction is z, and the waveguide extends to infinity
along y. (Left) The electric field of TE0 modes for varying waveguide thickness t. For all the curves,
the electric field is oriented along y. (Right) Comparison of the electric field magnitude of the TE0
mode (red, y-polarized) and the TM0 mode (blue, x-polarized) for core thickness t = 0.1 µm (shaded
region). The majority of power is outside the core, and the TM0 extends further into the cladding.

Fig. 4.25 (left) shows the effect of the waveguide thickness on the mode TE0 mode size.
For a very thick waveguide t  λ, the TE0 is predominantly confined within the core. The
overall size of the fundamental mode is comparable to the core thickness, and multiple
orders of TE modes are allowed. As the mode thickness t decreases, the mode size follows
suit, and the structure becomes single-mode. However, for a very thin waveguide (t  λ),
the fundamental mode becomes very weakly confined, and it expands again. Now, the
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majority of power is outside the code, and the electric field decays exponentially with |x|.
These observations hold for both the TE and the TM modes.
In order to create polarization-maintaining structures, we exploit an asymmetry between
the TE and the TM modes illustrated in Fig. 4.25 (right). For the TE0 mode, the electric
field (oriented along y) is continuous at x = ±t/2. This is however not the case for the
TM0 mode, whose displacement field (oriented along x) is continuous across the boundary,
leading to:
n21 E(x)

|x|→t/2−

= n22 E(x)
|x|→t/2+

where on the left-hand x side approaches t/2 “from the inside” of the core and on the
right-hand side x approaches d “from the outside” of the core. Since n1 > n2 , near the
boundary the electric field inside the core is lower than the electric field outside the core.
This implies that the TM0 mode extends further along x than the TE0 mode, an effect
which is particularly pronounced for t  λ. In Sec. 4.6.3, this effect will be exploited to
attenuate the TM0 mode relative to the TE0 mode, thus creating a polarizing structure.
The actual trap waveguides are non-square rectangular waveguides, and the full treatment
is significantly more cumbersome. Still, we distinguish between two fundamental modes
(quasi-TE and quasi-TM) with predominant polarization along the two axes orthogonal to
the propagation direction. Waveguide asymmetry lifts the mode degeneracy, and the modes
do not couple to each other, creating a polarization-maintaining structure.

4.6.3. Trap with integrated waveguides
The trap, as well as all of its integrated optics, was designed by K. Mehta and fabricated
by LioniX. All the information in this subsection is based on measurements conducted by
K. Mehta and S. Miller. Further details on the measurements can be found in [Meh20] and
[Mil19].
The trap features three trapping zones, each with two waveguide openings, as shown
in Fig. 4.26. In each zone, one of the waveguides was designed for tight focusing of the
λ = 729 nm light, while the other produces a diverging beam for repumping (not used in
this thesis).
Waveguide routing
The chip contains six light delivery waveguides and an additional looped waveguide for
loss monitoring, for a total of eight fibre connections. Each waveguide comprises of a
≈ 450 nm × 200 nm Si3 N4 core, surrounded by SiO2 cladding. This structure is optimised
for SM operation and low bending losses of the fundamental quasi-TE mode. Waveguide
loss was measured with additional test structures containing waveguide loops of different
lengths [Mil19], yielding a loss of 2 dB/cm. Further measurements with a tunable source
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Figure 4.26: (left) Waveguide layout of the integrated-waveguide traps. The top and bottom
waveguides travel in a loop and are used to align the fibre array and monitor the coupling losses. The
remaining six waveguides travel to the three trap zones. (right) Microscope image of the trap centre,
with trapping zones indicated by dashed circles. In every zone, the left waveguide is optimised
for tight-focussing of the quadrupole laser, and the right waveguide is a simple grating to deliver
defocused repump light (not discussed in this thesis). Source: K. Mehta.

revealed an increased attenuation at lower wavelengths with a scaling roughtly consistent
with the loss being dominated by sidewall roughness. This implies that a better fabrication
procedures should allow to lower the loss.
Fibre interface
To achieve an efficient fibre-waveguide interface, the mode exiting the optical fibre needs
to match that of the waveguide. Since the waveguide provides much tighter confinement
than a fibre, the waveguide mode needs to be expanded at the fibre interface. Two methods
are commonly used for interfacing SM fibres with optical chips. The first is to connect the
fibre vertically onto a grating coupler, which acts as a lens [Alo14]. The second method,
which we chose to employ, is to use an edge coupler [Pap16]. In this design, the waveguide
is adiabatically tapered as it approaches the chip edge. As discussed in Sec. 4.6.2, large
modes can be created by either expanding or compressing the core. We chose to expand
the waveguide along one direction while compressing it along the other, which creates a
polarizing structure (see next subsection).
The details of our design are as follows. Eight flat-polished optical fibres67 are held in
a V-groove array with 127 µm pitch. The eight waveguides are tapered by narrowing the
waveguide height to 25 nm and expanding its width from 450 nm to 700 nm over 1 mm, as
shown in Fig. 4.27 (note that the propagation direction is now x. We changed the notation
as to make z the vertical direction, which matches the trap axis notation). As a result, the
beam expands in both directions, and the total simulated mismatch between the fibre mode
(MDF= 5.4 µm) and the waveguide mode is only −1 dB. Before coupling the fibre array to
67

Nufern S630-HP
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Figure 4.27: Waveguide cross section. Lighter colors indicate higher field intensity of the quasi-TE
mode. (left) Thin waveguide cross-section for efficient fibre mode-matching. (left) Thick waveguide
cross-section optimised for low-loss routing. Source: K. Mehta.

the chip, the trap edge needs to be polished. This is done to both reduce surface roughness,
and to introduce a level of curvature onto the facet, which ensures a mechanical contact
between the waveguide and the fibre, protecting it from subsequently introduced epoxy.
The full procedure is described in detail in [Meh20], and proceeds in the following steps:
1. A 500 µm glass piece is gold-coated and epoxied onto the trap chip
2. The trap chip is coated in a protective photoresist
3. The waveguide edge is polished on a fibre polishing paper
4. The Si substrate and the glass piece are grounded with silver epoxy
5. The chip and the fibre array are aligned and pressed together with translation stages
and heated to 95 ◦C. The alignment is performed by monitoring transmission through
the waveguide loop.
6. A small amount of epoxy is applied to the two edges of the interface and left to cure
for two hours.
One of the big uncertainties of the project was the change in coupling loss between the room
temperature and the cryogenic environment. To my surprise, we do not observe dramatic
coupling changes between 300 K and 7 K. In the first sample (trap #3), we measured a
relatively high loss of 5 dB per coupler at room temperature and in the cryostat. In the
second sample (trap #4), the loss was measured to be 1.4 dB after attachment. Before
starting the sample cool-down, we turned on the trap heater, and saw the loss increase to
2.4 dB. We then reduced the heater power, but the loss increase persisted, and remained
at the same level throughout the cooldown and at 7 K. The sample was subsequently
temperature-cycled three times. On the first two temperature cycles, the loss remained
at 2.4 dB, while on the third one, it increased to 3.6 dB. In the final (trap #5), the loss
was 3 dB at room temperature and increased to 3.9 dB upon the first cool-down, where it
remained over the next multiple temperature cycles.
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Light polarization
The waveguide cross-section is not square, with a particularly large aspect ratio at the
coupling region. The light entering the waveguide is not necessarily polarized, and couples
into both the quasi-TE mode (polarized along y) and the quasi-TM mode (polarized along
z). As discussed in Sec. 4.6.2, the narrow waveguide thickness causes the quasi-TM mode to
extend further along z. The structure was designed to create a significant overlap between
this mode and the Si substrate (2.7 µm away) and the metal ground plane (3.5 µm away).
The overlap with non-dielectric materials causes significant loss, attenuating the quasi-TM
mode to a negligible power after the 1 mm taper. The subsequent highly-confining waveguide
supports both modes, but is polarization-maintaining, thanks to its non-rectangular crosssection. Thus, the light diffracting off the grating coupler is predominantly y-polarized.
Light out-coupling
The light is coupled out of the chip with grating couplers. The couplers for λ = 729 nm
light are based on a design principle presented in [Meh17]. The idea is two-fold. Along
the propagation direction, the grating is patterned such that the light emitted towards the
ion satisfies the Bragg condition. While the optimisation of the actual structure is done

z
n1

n2

θ
Λ

Figure 4.28: Illustration of the Bragg diffraction on the grating couplers. The laser arrives through
a rectangular waveguide from the left. The waveguide turns into a Bragg grating. The first-order
diffraction is directed towards the ion, and the total diffracted power is increased by constructive
interference of the upwards- and downwards-diffracted light. Note that the angle θ in the figure
corresponds to (−θ) in the main text

with numerical tools, the following simple model allows us to understand the fundamental
physics of the process. Consider a beam of free-space wavelength λ and wavevector k0 = 2π
λ
travelling along a diffraction grating with period Λ, as shown in Fig. 4.28. The grating
is composed out of two materials with refractive indices n1 and n2 < n1 . In the limit of
weak refractive index perturbation, and for a highly confined mode, we can consider the
light as a monochromatic beam with a wavevector k = k0 neff , where the effective refractive
index satisfies n2 > neff > n1 , depending on the grating duty cycle. Light that matches the
Bragg condition is diffracted by the grating, and refracted on the cladding/air interface.
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The Bragg condition for diffraction at an angle θ to the vertical (in free space) reads
k0 sin θ + k0 neff = mβ,
where m ∈ Z and β =

2π
Λ.

The diffraction therefore occurs at
mβ
.
θ = arcsin neff −
k0 0




This expression has a number of consequences. Since neff > 1, the m ≤ 0 emission is not
present, and the first-order diffraction is occurs for m = 1. By picking β > k0 neff , can ensure
that only one order undergoes constructive interference, and hence all emission occurs in
one direction. We can then adjust the exact value of θ by adjusting neff and Λ. The overall
diffraction efficiency can be adjusted by varying the grating length, with longer gratings
diffracting more power.
In our traps, we pick Λ = 300 nm, which results in kβ0 = 2.43 for λ = 729 nm. Constructive
interference occurs at −θ = 36 deg, corresponding to neff = 1.84. The grating spans a
length of ≈ 7.5 µm, which sets the beam waist radius at the ion (50 µm above the chip)
to wx = 6.5 µm. This beam size was selected for efficiently simultaneous driving of two
40 Ca+ ions spaced by 5 µm. The total grating efficiency is simulated to be 50%, aided
by constructive interference between the direct upwards reflection and the beam retroreflected from the bottom silicon layer. Tight focusing along the transverse direction is

Figure 4.29: SEM image of a grating coupler optimised to focus light at λ = 729 nm. Source: K.
Mehta.

achieved by expanding the grating in a parabolic arc shown in the SEM image in Fig. 4.29.
The grating curvature is set to create a wy = 3.7 µm waist radius at the ion positions.
Although it is possible to produce tighter spots, it is challenging to exactly align them to
the pseudopotential null. The waveguide trap was specified (and measured) to have < 2 µm
misalignment between the waveguide layer and a metal layer, and so setting wy = 3.7 µm
was a reasonable compromise. In addition, the grating lines in the three trapping zones
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were deliberately displaced from the waveguide tapers, creating spots offset by (−2, 0, 2) µm
in the y direction, such that at least one zone could be used in case of a larger misalignment,
but this has proved to be unnecessary.
Prior to ion trapping, the optical emission profile was measured at the ion height with a
0.95 NA microscope, confirming the simulated spot sizes. The emission angle matches the
design to within ≈ 1 deg, and the position of the focus is accurate to within 2 µm, which is
the optical measurement accuracy.

Figure 4.30: Simulated electric field distribution at the beam focus in the plane of the trap. (left)
The dominant electric-field component is y-polarized (right) The dominant secondary polarization
component (x-polarized). Note that the secondary polarization component originates predominantly
from the grating coupler, i.e. it is present even when the input more is pure quasi-TE. Source: K.
Mehta.

The grating coupler largely preserves the dominant polarization direction of the incident
quasi-TE mode, and the focused beam is predominantly polarized along y, i.e. the tightfocussing direction. However, away from the optical axis, secondary polarization components
appear, predominantly along x, as shown in Fig. 4.30. While such a phenomenon is common
to all tightly focused Gaussian beams, it is more pronounced for our grating coupler
and depends on the particular taper geometry of the grating [Meh17]. For example, at
y ≈ ±2 µm, the magnitude of the x-component of the electric field peaks to Ex /Ey ≈ 0.3.
This is approximately three times larger than what is expected for a Gaussian beam [Tho12].
The z-polarized component peaks at a similar position, but with Ez /Ey ≈ 0.1. This beam
profile leads to possible highly non-trivial effects on Rabi frequencies, which is extensively
discussed in the PhD thesis of C. Zhang [Zha21].

4.6.4. Fibre routing
Fig. 4.31 shows how λ = 729 nm light is routed from the AOM breadboard to the ion trap.
As motivated in Sec. 4.1.4, the chain only consists of SM (non polarization-maintaining)
fibres. The light is pulsed with a fibre-coupled single-pass AOM. After the AOM, an in-line
polarization controller68 is used to match the polarization into the waveguides. A 3 m-long
SM optical fibre delivers the light to the experimental table, where 1% of power is picked-off
68

CPC900 from Thorlabs
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Figure 4.31: Integrated delivery of the λ = 729 nm laser

with a fibre beamsplitter69 for pulse power monitoring. The main output of the beamsplitter
is connected to an 8-channel vacuum fibre feedthrough. In order to achieve high polarization
stability, the long fibre section is placed in a plastic hose and taped to the optical table.
Shorter fibre sections are carefully taped onto the optical breadboards whenever possible.
The vacuum feedthrough is a homemade 8-channel CF adapter. We make it by drilling
through holes for fibre mating sleeves in a blank flange. Afterwards, eight flat-polished
ferrule-terminated fibres are inserted from the air side into the mating sleeves, and the
holes are sealed with Stycast. On the vacuum end, the feedthrough connection is made by
inserting a fibre into the mating sleeve, while on the air side, we connect the input fibre
through an APC/APC adapter to the feedthrough fibre. We were aware that fibre-to-fibre
connectors can drift at cryogenic temperatures [Chr10; Maz18], and so all the fibre mating
is done at room temperature. The eight fibres are then routed through openings in the heat
shields and the 4K chamber and terminate with the trap V-groove array.
Throughout this thesis, we only used a single λ = 729 nm channel at a time. At some
points, additional λ = 780 nm diode light was used to induce trap substrate photoconductivity (Sec. 8.2.1) and for trap charge stabilisation (Sec. 8.2.2). This light was either passed
through the waveguide loop (to scatter into the silicon substrate) or combined with the
quadrupole light (to stabilise the total power at the grating coupler). This light is not used
anymore and hence excluded from the diagram.
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5. Single-ion operations with integrated
waveguides
This section discusses the calibration and benchmarking of single-ion operations in the
integrated waveguides traps. Sec. 5.1 describes the experimental pre-requisites: ion loading
and micromotion compensation. We then discuss different methods of state preparation
(Sec. 5.2) and single-ion readout (Sec. 5.3). The discussion of coherent operations begins
with measurements of qubit lifetime and coherence (Sec. 5.4). That section also introduces
the formalism used to quantify experimental noise, which is used to benchmark single-qubit
rotation errors in Sec. 5.5. Finally, Sec. 5.6 turns the attention to the motional state, and
we discuss the calibration of motional state cooling, as well as heating rate measurements
and their interpretation.

5.1. First steps
5.1.1. Loading ions
To load an ion, we first generate neutral atoms either from a resistive oven or from an
ablation source (Sec. 3.2.5). The presence of neutral atoms crossing the trap can be
observed by neutral fluorescence induced by the λ = 423 nm laser. At that point, we
turn on the photoionization laser, and continuously perform a Doppler cooling sequence
(Sec. 2.5.2) followed by qubit readout (Sec. 2.3.6). We also add an additional strong
(> 10 µW) tone on the λ = 397 nm π laser which is far red-detuned (−2π × 160 MHz) from
the detection resonance [vMou21]. We block the neutral fluorescence light at λ = 423 nm
with a filter and wait to observe fluorescence at λ = 397 nm, which signifies a trapping
event. Immediately after trapping, the neutral atom source and the neutral fluorescence
laser and the photoionization laser are switched off.
In the setup 1.0, neutral atoms were always generated by an effusive oven located at the 4K
stage, which caused a number of issues (Sec. 3.2). In the setup 2.0, we initially attempted to
solve those problems using laser ablation, which is discussed in Sec. 5.1.3. We subsequently
returned to using an effusive oven, this time located at the room-temperature stage, and
attempted to improve the loading rates by changing the photoionization wavelength from
λ = 375 nm to λ = 388 nm, as described in Sec. 5.1.4. While loading is an ongoing struggle,
the room-temperature oven clearly outperforms the cryogenic one, and during the latest
opening, we removed the latter source from the 4K chamber altogether.
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In a SET, trapping is only possible in a narrow parameter range. Specifically, we need to
apply precise compensation fields along the radial directions to approximately align the DC
null with the RF pseudopotential minimum. The correct fields can be found by systematic
micromotion compensation (Sec. 5.1.2). This makes it challenging to trap for the first time
in any given trap, or to re-trap following a strong substrate charging event. In that scenario,
we blindly scan the offset fields until an ion is trapped, and then proceed with micromotion
compensation. Assuming all lasers are correctly aligned, this typically takes no longer than
a few hours in a new trap.

5.1.2. Micromotion minimisation
After the first successful trapping in a new trap, it is necessary to minise the micromotion.
We do this by applying additional fields along the radial directions, translating the position
of the DC null along z (vertical, perpendicular to the chip surface) and y (horizontal, parallel
to the chip). The position x of the DC null along the trap axis does not participate in the
the micromotion compensation, and can be chosen freely to maximise the Rabi frequency
of the trap-integrated light. However, different positions x correspond to different amounts
of axial micromotion.
We proceed as follows. First, the y and z offset fields are adjusted to increase the total
fluorescence. At this point, optical qubit carrier transition is usually clearly identifiable
with Rabi spectroscopy, but the laser-ion interactions are still strongly modulated by the
micromotion. This is due to the Doppler shift caused by ion oscillation. For ion micromotion
described by time-dependent displacement ~a sin(ΩRF t), the coupling terms in the interaction
Hamiltonian (Eq. (2.6)) become modified according to:
e−iωt → e−i(ωt+β sin(ΩRF t)) = e−iωt

∞
X

Jn (β)einΩRF t ,

n=−∞

where β = ~k · ~a is known as the modulation index, and the Jn (x) are the Bessel functions of
the first kind. This expression shows micromotion modulation sidebands, which are detuned
by ±nΩRF from the carrier transitions. In order to minimise β, we scan the y and z offset
fields until the Rabi frequency of the first micromotion sideband (proportional to J1 (β)) is
minimised [Kel15]. This requires use of two different beam directions. The trap-integrated
light is sensitive to vertical micromotion, while the free-space “debug” beamline resolves
the horizontal micromotion. Fig. 5.1 shows the typical time-traces of the first micromotion
sideband as a function of y and z offset fields. The micromotion-compensated position
in Fig. 5.1 is z ≈ 14.2 µm and y ≈ 1.98 µm, and corresponds to the point at which the
sideband Rabi frequencies are minimised.
One subtlety of this method is that β = 0 is not the unique minimum of J1 (β), and it is
possible to extinguish the first micromotion sideband without eliminating micromotion. To
exclude this possibility, we use the fact that β = 0 is the only simultaneous minimum of
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Figure 5.1: Rabi oscillations on the first micromotion sideband vs compensation field along y
(parallel) and z (normal to the trap surface). The displacement magnitude is calculated assuming
mode frequency ωy,z = 2π ×3 MHz. In reality, modes are higher frequency, tilted and non-degenerate,
therefore a compensation field along z does not displace the ion purely along the trap normal. (left)
The micromotion sideband driven with the trap-integrated laser (36 deg to the trap normal). (right)
The micromotion sideband driven with the debug laser (parallel to the chip, 45 deg to the trap axis)

both J1 (β) and J2 (β). Therefore, we repeat the measurements on the second micromotion
sideband and verify that its Rabi frequency is also locally minimised.
In all the waveguide-integrated traps, the necessary offset field is predominantly vertical,
implying that the excess electric field is dominated by the trap itself. We typically adjust
the z compensation on a daily basis, while drifts in y are rare and smaller in magnitude.
While the initial micromotion calibration is challenging and time-consuming, the daily
calibration only requires a single repetition of the scan in Fig. 5.1 (left) and is very rapid.
We also employed other micromotion compensation techniques. The RF amplitude
modulation technique (a.k.a. “RF tickling”) [Iba11] was used in traps without integrated
light delivery, as well as to benchmark axial micromotion. In addition, we investigated the
possibility of minimising micromotion in all directions with the single trap-integrated beam.
This relied on the fact that while transverse micromotion causes no Doppler shift, it leads
to amplitude-modulation when the laser is tightly focused. These methods and results are
described in detail in the PhD thesis of C. Zhang [Zha21].

5.1.3. Ablation loading
In order to alleviate the problem caused by running an oven in the 4K chamber, we
attempted to load using laser ablation. We began the loading attempts by measuring
neutral fluorescence generated by 2 mJ pulses at λ = 1064 nm. The fluorescence was
measured by opening the PMT for t = 1.4 µs at a variable delay time from the pulse trigger.
Fig. 5.2 (left) shows the neutral fluorescence signal as a function of detuning δ of the
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λ = 423 nm laser from the atomic resonance. Following [Gug15] we can fit the observed
Doppler shift, finding that the neutral plume makes an average angle of θ ≈ 6.5 deg to the
photoionization beam. While we observe the largest atom numbers at δ ' 2π × 200 MHz,
these are predominantly fast-moving and unlikely to become trapped. Instead, we tuned
the λ = 423 nm frequency to δ ≈ 0 where we observe the long tail of slow-moving atoms
(Fig. 5.2, right). Following the calibration, we began the loading attempts. At the pulse

Figure 5.2: (left) The neutral fluorescence signal generated by a single ablation pulse in a 1.4 µs
time window. The maximum signal is ≈ 50 counts, where the PMT saturates. As the λ = 423 nm
frequency is red-detuned from the natural frequency, the peak fluorescence corresponds to a shorter
delay from the trigger, i.e. faster-moving atoms. This is caused by a Doppler shift consistent with an
angle of θ ≈ 6.5 deg between the atoms and the laser. The minimum delay time of 145 µs is almost
all due to the delay between the electronic trigger and the pulse generation time. The frequency
is measured with 100 MHz resolution. (right) Comparison of the signals at δ = −100 MHz and
δ = −230 MHz. While the latter trace shows a larger total signal (area under the curve), the former
trace exhibits a longer tail of slow-moving atoms. We find that the loading probability is the largest
closer to the natural frequency.

energy of 1 − 2 mJ, ablation loading was possible, but slow: at a repetition rate of 15 Hz,
loading would take several minutes, corresponding to thousands of shots. Increasing the
pulse energy to > 5 mJ increased the loading rate significantly, and an ion would often
appear after a few shots. However, at this energy, we observed significant stray field drifts,
making loading unreliable.
We then frequency-doubled the pulsed laser to a wavelength of λ = 532 nm, where
high-efficiency loading was reported in 9 Be+ [Leo19]. We tested the effect of the ablation
power on the stray electric fields by trapping an ion and monitoring its fluorescence and
position as we applied ablation pulses of increasing power. For pulse energies below 700 µJ,
we observed little to no drifts of the trapping fields. However, starting at ≈ 700 µJ, the
effect suddenly became dramatic, as every 20 pulses caused a visible ion displacement of
≈ 3 µm along the trap axis. This happened even in absence of photoionization light. We
attempted to load ions at pulse energy < 700 µJ, but not a single ion was trapped even for
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tens of thousands of repetitions.
All of these findings have a clear interpretation. In order to trap with high efficiency,
the ablation plume needs to contain a lot of neutral atoms, which is achieved for high
ablation pulse energies. However, at those high energies, the ablation plume also contains
ions, which become implanted on the trap surface, affecting the stray electric fields. At low
pulse powers, the per-pulse loading probability is too low for a low repetition-rate laser
to be useful. For example, the red points in Fig. 5.2 (right) show a total of 580 neutral
counts per pulse, or 9000 counts per second for a 15 Hz repetition rate. This is an order
of magnitude less than the typical neutral fluorescence signal of our atomic oven. In all
likelihood, other experiments which use low repetition-rate ablation pulses are either less
sensitive to trap charging (e.g. no exposed dielectrics) [Lei07] or have a significantly higher
per-atom ionization probability.
The obvious solution to this problem is to use a high repetition-rate pulsed laser [Hen07;
Pog21]. This should allow for rapid loading without direct ion production. Note that for
this purpose it is actually beneficial to keep the focused pulse spot large to avoid crossing the
ionization threshold. Alternatively, better dielectric shielding should make us less sensitive
to charge deposition. Finally, the per-ion loading probability could be enhanced by larger
photoionization laser powers.

5.1.4. Atomic oven loading
Following the ablation investigations, we decided to focus on optimising the oven loading.
First, we installed an additional oven at a room temperature stage (Sec. 3.1.5). This allowed
us to run the oven for longer periods of time with little vacuum degradation or 4K chamber
heating.
Our next attempt was to improve the per-ion loading rate by increasing the photoionization
power. Specifically, we measured that the initial λ = 375 nm power (≈ 50 µW) was far from
saturation, and that increasing it significantly enhanced the loading rate. However, those
observations were difficult to implement in practice, since that laser caused significant trap
charging. An alternative suggestion was to replace the λ = 375 nm source with a one nearer
the photoionization threshold, with some theoretical calculations implying this could lead
to a 100× increase of the scattering cross-section [Lec10]. However, photoionization with a
λ = 388 nm source diode did not lead to a significant change of loading rates one way or
another, as shown in Fig. 5.3 (left). We later discovered that more thorough theoretical
calculations do not in fact predict a dramatic wavelength sensitivity of the cross-section
[vdHar03].
Right now, the loading rates are only changing slowly from day to day, but vary significantly from month to month. One consistent observation is that the micromotioncompensated working-well often is not the voltage set with the highest loading probability.
Instead, we often manage to find a voltage set at the same axial location which exhibits
consistently higher loading rates, as shown in Fig. 5.3 (right). Those loading-wells are
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Figure 5.3: (left) Loading rates for different second-stage photoionization powers. The measurements
were performed a few months apart in different traps and at ≈ 120 µW of λ = 423 nm power. While
increasing the second-stage PI power increases the loading rate, moving the wavelength closer to
the photoionization threshold does not. The measurements show the loading rates to be identical
between the different traps. That is a coincidence, as the loading rates drift by a factor of 2-3 from
month to month. Nonetheless, the wavelength change does not dramatically affect the ion loading.
(right) Comparison between the loading rates in the micromotion-compensated working-well and a
dedicated loading-well. The loading-well consistently outperforms the working-well on the same day
and at the same λ = 423 nm power.

found by trial-and-error and do not persist in the long term. It would be very beneficial
to understand how to systematically construct and calibrate loading-wells. However, we
have thus far not studied which parameters of the loading wells could account for their
success, and whether pushing the DC null closer to further away from the chip is beneficial.
Loading-well calibration is also the weak point of two-ion loading (Sec. 8.1.1)

5.2. State preparation
All single-ion experiments begin by preparing the ion into a well-defined state. We selected
|S1/2 , mJ = −1/2i as the target state of the optical pumping, which is the |1i qubit state
of both the optical and the Zeeman qubit (Sec. 2.2.7). Sec. 5.2.1 describes the calibration
and performance of the dipole transition optical pumping step, which prepares |1i with
a probability of ≈ 0.999. Faced with this limitation, we tuned the quadrupole transition
optical pumping sequence as described in Sec. 5.2.2, reducing the error to 4(1) × 10−5 .
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5.2.1. Dipole transition optical pumping
Beam alignment
The fidelity of dipole transition optical pumping depends on the degree of selectivity of the
∆m = −1 transition, which requires the pumping beam to be perfectly circularly polarized
and perfectly aligned along the quantization axis. The λ = 397 nm σ beam is aligned
in steps. First, the beam is linearly polarized and aligned onto the ion by maximising
fluorescence. We then insert a QWP and rotate it to roughly maximise the contrast of Rabi
oscillations on the |S1/2 , mJ = −1/2i → |D5/2 , mJ = −1/2i transition. We then insert an
additional HWP to compensate for the viewport birefringence.
The final precise alignment is performed by walking the beam pointing, as well as the
angles of both the HWP and the QWP. The first step of the precise alignment is to run
854+866
S1/2

397σ + 866

729, π

+1/2 -> -3/2
Figure 5.4: Pulse sequence for dipole transition optical pumping calibration. The ion is prepared
in S1/2 after Doppler cooling. The λ = 397 nm σ beam is aligned to minimise the probability to
drive an ion out of |S1/2 , mJ = +1/2i with a carrier pulse. A short λ = 866 nm pulse is inserted
together and after the σ light to avoid population trapping in D3/2 .

the optical pumping followed by a probe pi-pulse on a spectator transition |S1/2 , mJ =
+1/2i → |D5/2 , mJ = −3/2i, shown in Fig. 5.5. The probe pulse is made deliberately slow
to avoid off-resonant excitation of any transition out of |S1/2 , mJ = −1/2i. The beam
pointing and polarization are adjusted until the excitation probability is minimised. At
854+866

397σ + 866

397σ

729, π 729, π

τ

shelve -1/2

S1/2

Figure 5.5: Pulse sequence for fine calibration of dipole transition optical pumping. A long
λ = 397 nm σ is applied with the λ = 866 nm light switched off. This causes population pumping
into D3/2 , which is then detected as a bright ion during the readout step. The |S1/2 , mJ = −1/2i
state is shelved into D5/2 by a pair of λ = 729 nm pulses, and appears dark during the detection.

this point, further alignment is challenging as the real-time signal is very small, making
it challenging to distinguish between waveplate settings a few degrees apart. To that end,
we have developed a second method to improve the polarization alignment (Fig. 5.5). The
state is (imperfectly) initialised in |S1/2 , mJ = −1/2i by dipole transition optical pumping.
We subsequently apply λ = 397 nm σ pulse of duration τ . Due to polarization impurity,
this pulse causes residual scattering from |S1/2 , mJ = −1/2i, pumping the population into
the meta-stable state |D3/2 i with a constant rate. Afterwards, we execute the Zeeman
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qubit readout sequence (Sec. 5.3.2), shelving the |S1/2 , mJ = −1/2i population into the
|D5/2 i manifold. Subsequent “bright” measurement registers the combined population of
|S1/2 , mJ = +1/2i and |D3/2 i. The power and detuning of the scattering beam are adjusted
until a clear repumping signal can be observed. We then rotate the waveplates until the
scattering rate reaches a minimum. Fig. 5.6 shows how this method allows us to see a
difference between the optimal QWP angle and a 3 deg angle offset.
1.0
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0.8
0.6
QWP optimal

0.4

QWP 3 deg offset
0.2
0.0
0
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Figure 5.6: Example traces of the fine dipole transition optical pumping calibration. As is clear,
even small errors in waveplate orientation can be resolved. The signal corresponds to population
pumping to D3/2 , which was independently verified.

Performance and limit
Since spin preparation requires only a few photons to be scattered, we always have sufficient
power to saturate the process within t = 1.4 µs (the minimal pulse time in our control
system), and we have not performed a detailed process optimisation. By monitoring the
depth of the optical Rabi oscillations from |S1/2 , mJ = +1/2i, we find:
P (+1/2) ≈ 1.0 × 10−3

state preparation error, dipole transition optical pumping.

Our best interpretation of this limit is that the process saturates due to effective polarization
impurity created by the AC Zeeman shift from the trap RF current, illustrated in Fig. 5.7
[Cho10; Gan18]. The oscillating electrode voltage, combined with finite electrode impedance,
~ 0 = |B0 |ŷ aligned at 45 deg to the quantization field
produces a B-field component B
√
~
B = |B|(x̂ + ŷ)/ 2, modulating its strength and direction. We estimate the value of |B0 |
in two ways. First, we simulate the B-field produced by current I on the RF electrode. The
current magnitude |I| at the trap centre can be estimated from:
1
|I| = ΩRF VRF C,
2
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Figure 5.7: Directions of the dominant B-field components. The quantization axis (blue) is oriented
at 45 deg to the trap axis (x). The RF current flowing along x (red) creates a B-field component
along y (green), modulating the overall B-field strength and orientation at the RF frequency.

where ΩRF = 2π × 35 MHz is the RF frequency, VRF = 30 V is the RF amplitude, and
C = 10 pF is the trap capacitance. The factor of 1/2 reflects the fact that the current in
the centre of the trap is approximately 50% of the current that flows through the wirebonds
(the other end of the trap imposes a boundary condition of I = 0). This consideration
results in |I| = 33 mA, which produces |B0 | = 0.56 G in the simulation. The value of |B0 |
can be also measured by driving the micromotion sidebands of the Zeeman qubit transition.
This method and is described in the thesis of C. Zhang and leads to a very precise estimate
of |B0 | = 0.6014(19) G, proving that the RF electrode current is the dominant cause of the
residual B-field fluctuations [Zha21].
We can now estimate the state preparation error as follows. Suppose that the λ = 397 nm
~ and is perfectly circularly polarized. However, the
σ light is perfectly aligned along B
total B-field direction direction oscillates with a time-dependent angle θ(t). In the limit of
|B0 |  |B|, this is given by:
1 |B0 |
sin(ΩRF t).
θ(t) = √
2 |B|
For a small static angle error θ, the ∆m = −1 transition is no longer the only allowed
excitation even for ideal polarization, and the first-order error comes from the ∆m = 0
transition, whose matrix element is ∝ θ2 /2. In our case, the angle is not static, since the
B-field oscillation frequency (ΩRF = 2π × 35 MHz) is comparable to the atomic excitation
rate (Γ = 2π × 21.6 MHz). Nonetheless, we will continue the calculation as an order-ofmagnitude estimate. In the first order, the steady state is obtained by equalising the rates
Γπ , Γσ of the two dominant dissipative processes








Γπ = Γ |S1/2 , mJ = −1/2i → |P1/2 , mJ = −1/2i → |S1/2 , mJ = +1/2i
Γσ = Γ |S1/2 , mJ = +1/2i → |P1/2 , mJ = −1/2i → |S1/2 , mJ = −1/2i
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which occur at rates:
hθ2 i 2
×
2
3
2
hθ i
1
Γσ ∝ s(δσ ) × P (+1/2) × (1 −
)× ,
2
3

Γπ ∝ s(δπ ) × P (−1/2) ×

where s(δ) is the lineshape function (Sec. 2.3.4), and δπ/σ are the detunings from the
respective transitions. The last factor of each equation is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient of
each decay channel (App. 11.1). The equilibrium condition evaluates to:
P (+1/2) =

s(δπ ) 2
hθ i + O(hθ4 i)
s(δσ )

Setting s(δπ )/s(δσ ) ≈ 0.5 and hθ2 i = B02 /(4B) gives the state-preparation error of
P (+1/2) ≈

1
8



B0
B

2

≈ 10−3 .

While the calculation is only approximate, it strongly hints that the measured statepreparation error could be dominated by the B-field oscillations. Other possible error
sources include beam polarization impurity or a beam pointing error1 .

5.2.2. Quadrupole transtion optical pumping
729, π
+1/2 -> -3/2

854+866

N

729, π
+1/2 -> -3/2

Figure 5.8: Pulse sequence used to calibrate quadrupole transition optical pumping. The method
consists of N loops of a λ = 729 nm pi-pulse from |S1/2 , mJ = +1/2i followed by a repump to
S1/2 . The pumping error is quantified by measuring the contrast of a Rabi oscillation on the same
transition.

The state preparation error can be improved by applying quadrupole transition optical
pumping after the dipole transition optical pumping. We use the scheme described in
Sec. 2.3.5 using the |S1/2 , mJ = +1/2i → |D5/2 , mJ = −3/2i drive. This transition
was chosen for two reasons. First, the it has the lowest frequency out of all optical
qubit transitions, reducing spectral crowding. Second, the dominant2 dissipation channel
|D5/2 , mJ = −3/2i → |P3/2 , mJ = −3/2i favours the decay to |S1/2 , mJ = −1/2i over the
1

2

In this case, an external B-field leads to a strong static tilt of the quantization, which requires a large
tilt of the beam angle to compensate. While in principle correctable, there might be local optima of the
polarization/pointing alignment that make the global optimum hard to find
Recall that the λ = 854 nm laser is predominantly π-polarized, thus favouring the ∆m = 0 transition
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Excitation probability

other ground state, speeding up the convergence. Following the optical pumping, we drive a
pi-pulse on the |S1/2 , mJ = +1/2i → |D5/2 , mJ = −3/2i transition to benchmark the error,
as shown in Fig. 5.8.
0.001
5. × 10-4

1. × 10-4
5. × 10-5

1. × 10-5

2

4
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8

Number of loops
Figure 5.9: Results of the quadrupole transition optical pumping calibration. The probability of
exciting a transition out of |S1/2 , mJ = +1/2i decreases exponentially with the number of loops,
saturating at 6(1) × 10−5 . The limit is a combination of the state preparation error, as well as a
small probability for the shelving pulse to excite transitions out of |S1/2 , mJ = −1/2i.

Fig. 5.9 shows the measured error versus the number loops. The error decreases exponentially with the number of loops, saturating at
P (+1/2) = 6(1) × 10−5 .
A single loop takes ≈ 12 µs. The measured error cannot be accounted for by the readout
histogram overlap error (Sec. 5.3). We verified spectroscopically that off-resonant couplings
to spectator transitions should likewise be negligible, which was confirmed by measuring
P (+1/2) to be unchanged when the quadrupole Rabi frequency was decreased by ×2. The
most likely explanation for the observed limit is the laser spectral impurity (Sec. 4.4.8).
Direct measurements reveal that the spin-polarization pulses excite the population out of
|S1/2 , mJ = −1/2i with probability p = 2.0(5) × 10−5 per cycle, in qualitative agreement
with the spectral impurity data in Fig. 4.18. Those measurements suggest that the actual
state preparation error is
P (+1/2) = 4(1) × 10−5
with the remainder attributable to the readout imperfection. If correct, this suggests that
the state preparation error can be lowered by up to a factor of 5 by increasing the B-field
magnitude, beyond which the laser spectrum needs to be narrowed.
A practical challenge of robust quadrupole transition optical pumping in our experiment is
the polarization of the λ = 854 nm laser. As explained in Sec. 4.5, this laser is unfortunately
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close to π-polarized, suppressing the repumping out of the |D5/2 , mJ = ±5/2i states. In
every loop, the state can decay from |P3/2 , mJ = 3/2i to |D5/2 , mJ = 5/2i , where it can
become trapped. This manifests itself as a spin polarization convergence slow-down. The
problem can be mitigated by increasing the λ = 854 nm laser power, rotating its polarization
or adding a short magnetic dipole rotation pulse between the D5/2 sub-levels.

5.3. State readout
5.3.1. Optical qubit readout
Optical qubit readout (Sec. 2.3.6) is calibrated by fitting experimental histogram counts with
two Poisson distributions with means µD and µB corresponding to the dark (|0i = |D5/2 i)
and bright (|1i = |S1/2 i) states respectively. We typically use µD = 1.7, µB = 48 for a
detection time tD = 250 µs. At the same time, we can estimate the readout saturation
(nP in Eq. (2.23)) by fitting the fluorescence lineshapes obtained by scanning the laser
cavities with steady-state solutions of the optical Bloch equations for a three-level system
[Leu15]. The means above correspond to nP ≈ 0.18, implying an overall detection efficiency
of η ≈ 0.8%. This is ≈ 60% more than the detection efficiency estimated with the same
method in setup 1.0, and we attribute the increase to the high reflectively of the trap chip.
The dominant contribution to the detection error with the threshold method is the finite
optical qubit lifetime. Intuitively, the finite lifetime τ = 1.1 s of |0i leads to a non-zero
probability that an initially dark ion begins fluorescing during the detection, and appears
bright overall. Formally, we model this process by adding a non-Poissonian component to
the overall histogram H(n) = D(n) + S(n) (see [Bur10] for details):
D(n) = e−tD /τ
S(n) =

µnD e−µD
+ X(n)
n!

µnB e−µB
n!

where
X0 (n) =

µDZ+µB

g(λ)
µD

λn e−λ
dλ,
n!

1
λ − µB − µD
g(λ) =
exp
µB
µB




.

The simulated fluorescence histogram is shown in Fig. 5.10 (left). The detection error 0
(1 ) is defined as the probability that |0i (|1i) is classified as bright (dark). For a given
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Figure 5.10: (left) Simulated histogram for an ion prepared in |0i (red) or |1i (blue). The yellow
trace shows the histogram for |0i for a qubit with infinite lifetime. (right) The resulting readout
erros as defined in the main text. Due to finite qubit lifetime, the |0i readout error 0 increases to
> 1 × 10−4 for the optimal threshold, whereas the |1i readout error 1 remains negligible.

threshold nth , those error can be calculated from:
0 = 1 − CDF (D(nth ))

(5.1)

1 = CDF (S(nth ))
where CDF(F (m)) = m
n=0 F (n) is the cumulative distribution function of the distribution
F . The simulated detection errors are shown in Fig. 5.10 (right).
In the absence of decay, both detection errors are negligible. The decay however introduces
a significant error asymmetry 0  1 around the optimal threshold. For our parameters
and nth = 14 we find:
P

0 = 1.7 × 10−4

and

1 = 2.2 × 10−9

The first error can be decreased by decreasing the detection time tD , allowing for
reduction to 0 ≈ 9 × 10−5 at tD = 130 µs. Below tD , the histogram overlap error begins
to increase. On the other hand, high-precision readout can still be performed for certain
input states by exploiting the low value of 1 . Consider a general qubit input state
|ψi = cos(θ/2)|0i + eiφ sin(θ/2)|1i with ideal measurement outcomes P (0) = cos2 (θ/2) and
P (1) = sin2 (θ/2). Our non-ideal threshold measurement records [Hom06]
P (D)
P (B)

!

=

1 − 0
1
0
1 − 1

!

P (0)
P (1)

!

.

(5.2)

The overall measurement error ψ can be defined as:
ψ = |P (B) − P (1)|
which is plotted in Fig. 5.11. As is clear, high-fidelity measurements can be performed for
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Figure 5.11: Overall measurement error vs qubit angle θ on the Bloch sphere. States in the vicinity
of θ = π/2 (with a large overlap with |1i) are measured with very low error due to low decay
probability.

θ ≈ π/2. We use this method to benchmark the quadrupole transition optical pumping
error (Sec. 5.2.2) with a readout error < 10−6 . We also note that while the thresholding
technique is the simplest one, detection errors can be improved in real-time by Bayesian
adaptive maximum-likelihood estimation [Mar20] or in post-processing by directly fitting
the measurement histograms [Neg18a]. However, we have not use either of these techniques
in this thesis.

5.3.2. Zeeman qubit readout
As discussed in Sec. 2.3.7, the Zeeman qubit can be read out by performing a number of
optical pi-pulses, shelving one of the Zeeman states into D5/2 , followed by an optical qubit
readout. The state transfer probability of a single optical pi-pulse is ≈ 0.999 (Sec. 5.5.1).
By performing two shelving pulses on two different transitions, the shelving error should
decrease to ≈ 10−6 , and thus the Zeeman qubit can be read-out with essentially the same
fidelity as the optical qubit. The choice of shelving transitions is somewhat arbitrary, but
care must be taken that the shelving pulse does not excite any other transition off-resonantly.
At the moment, the shelving pulse always excites some transitions off-resonantly due to
laser spectral impurity, limiting the readout error to ' 10−5 (Sec.5.2.2), although we have
not characterised this error carefully.
Since carrier Rabi frequencies decrease with ion temperature (Sec. 5.6.1), the duration
of the shelving pulses should likewise be adjusted to the motional state. This makes it
challenging to perform experiments with long and variable wait times. The main effect
of ion heating is a decrease of shelving probability, and we can model this error through
Eq. (5.2) with 1 = 0, leading to:
P (B) = 0 P (0) + P (1)
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In order to estimate 0 in any given experiment, we perform it twice, once as desired,
and once with a Zeeman pi-pulse inserted right before detection. That inverts the qubit
populations, and the second experiment registers a bright ion with probability
P 0 (B) = 0 P (1) + P (0),
and we can therefore estimate 0 from
0 = P (B) + P 0 (B) − 1.
Whenever we need to perform a Zeeman readout after a long wait time, we first measure
0 while scanning the duration and number of the shelving pulses until 0 is minimised.
Fig. 5.12 shows the residual growth of 0 for the Zeeman qubit Ramsey experiment with
spin-echo (Fig. 5.20). By appropriate shelving pulse choice, we keep 0 < 0.5 for wait

Shelving error

0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
-0.2
-0.4
0

40 000

80 000

120 000

Wait time (us)
Figure 5.12: Shelving error 0 for the Zeeman qubit Ramsey experiment with spin-echo. The linear
trendline shows a gradual increase of the shelving error as the motional temperature increases. The
oscillations that deviate from the line are an artefact of the insufficient averaging: the oscillation
frequency recorded in the experiment drifts slowly over minutes, and the two datasets necessary to
reconstruct 0 were taken with a few minutes of delay.

times up to 150 ms, where the axial mode temperature n̄ ≈ 300. Additionally, whenever
we measure significant 0 , we correct for the bias it introduces while post-processing the
results. This is achieved by inverting the matrix in Eq. (5.2), resulting in:
P (0)
P (1)

!

=

1/(1 − 0 ) 0
−0 /(1 − 0 ) 1

!

P (D)
P (B)

!

.

5.4. Dephasing and decay
Before benchmarking the quality of single-qubit rotations, we turn our attention to the
simplest gate of all: the identity gate. The qubit error introduced by simply waiting sets
the baseline for all other operations, which are almost certain to experience more noise. We
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distinguish two types of errors: qubit decay and qubit dephasing. Qubit decay is associated
with a population transfer between the qubit states |0i and |1i. In the Markovian limit, the
decay timescale is usually referred to as T1 . Qubit decoherence quantifies the phase error
introduced by waiting. Coherence loss is caused by qubit frequency changes in the frame
of the drive; thus, it is produced both by atomic level fluctuations and by drive frequency
fluctuations. Qubit decoherence can be measured with a Ramsey sequence, and its timescale
is usually referred to as T2∗ . This dephasing is usually caused by a combination of Markovian
and non-Markovian processes, and the latter can be eliminated by suitable dynamical
decoupling sequences. Coherent error suppression can increase the decay timescale up to a
limit referred to as T2 .
This section is organised as follows. Sec. 5.4.1 describes the observation of enhanced optical
qubit decay, and how it was reduced to the natural lifetime of T1 = 1.1 s. Sec. 5.4.2 introduces
the Ramsey sequence and the dynamical decoupling methods used to estimate qubit
dephasing rate and its origin. Following that, we describe the decoherence measurements
on the optical qubit (Sec. 5.4.3) and the Zeeman qubit (Sec. 5.4.4).

5.4.1. Optical qubit lifetime
All optical qubit operations are limited by the natural decay rate of the D5/2 state τ = 1.1 s.
The finite-lifetime error is typically a negligible correction compared to other coherent
operation errors, although it does limit the readout fidelity (Sec. 5.3.1). However, the first
measurement of the D5/2 decay rate revealed a much shorter lifetime of ≈ 50 ms.
The origin of the problem was the leakage of nominally extinguished light at λ = 854 nm
when the double-pass AOM was switched off. The issue was two-fold. First, we realised we
were operating the laser with powers vastly exceeding the saturation intensity. This allowed
us to obtain robust repumping in t < 1.4 µs, and made us insensitive to the PDH cavity
drifts. While convenient, this mode is susceptible to leakage errors. By placing the cavity
on resonance, we not only increase the desired repumping rate for a given intensity, but
also attenuate the repumping rate of the leakage light, which has a different frequency. In
our experiment, the leakage light is detuned by δ = 2π × 160 MHz from the repump light,
resulting in significant attenuation on a transition with Γ = 2π × 1.35 MHz. The second
problem was that the low extinction ratio of the double-pass AOM setup. We improved
it by moving the beam block closer to the beam focus, and then further by tilting it with
respect to the optical axis. We benchmark the performance of the new system by preparing
the optical qubit in |D5/2 , mJ = −1/2i and measuring its decay to S1/2 . We superimpose
the observed decay curves with simulations of the 3-level system dynamics to extract the
Rabi frequency of the λ = 854 nm drive. The results are shown in Fig. 5.13. We reduced
the overall power until the repumping occurs at a timescale comparable with the minimum
experimental pulse time of t = 1.4 µs. The fitted Rabi frequency of the λ = 854 nm laser is
Ωon = 2π × 1.8 MHz. When the repumping light is extinguished, the optical qubit decay
rate is consistent with the natural linewidth of the quadrupole transition. From the fits,
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Figure 5.13: Measurements of the repumping rate from |D5/2 , mJ = −1/2i to S1/2 , together with
manual fits of three-level system dynamics with variable λ = 854 nm Rabi frequency. (left) The
repumping rate with λ = 854 nm turned on is consistent with Ω = 2π × 1.8 MHz. (right) With
the λ = 854 nm laser turned off, the measured decay is consistent with Ω = 0 (dashed line). The
measurements can be used to approximately lower-bound the Rabi frequency to to Ω < 2π × 10 kHz
(solid line).

we can upper-bound the Rabi frequency of the leakage light to Ωoff < 2π × 10 kHz. This
corresponds to an extinction ratio of:
Pon
=
Poff



Ωon
Ωoff

2

> 3 × 104 .

If the extinction ratio is improved by approximately two orders of magnitude, the system
will become insensitive to cavity drifts once again. This should be easily achievable by
better double-pass AOM layout (App. 11.4).

5.4.2. Ramsey experiment
π/2

initialise

τ
wait

π/2,ф2

measure

Figure 5.14: A Ramsey sequence. A qubit prepared in |1i is initialised in an equal superposition
of |0i and |1i with a π/2-pulse. Following a free-evolution period of length τ , the qubit phase is
measured by a variable-phase π/2-pulse.

A standard tool for coherence measurement is a Ramsey experiment (Fig. 5.14) [Ram50].
√
A qubit is prepared in |1i and a R(π/2, 0) pulse rotates it to (|0i + i|1i)/ 2. A subsequent
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period of free evolution of duration τ rotates the state to:

1 
|ψ(τ )i = √ |0i + ie−iφ(τ ) |1i ,
2

where
φ(τ ) =

Zτ

δ(t)dt
0

is the integral of the time-dependent detuning δ(t) in the frame of the drive. Following a
subsequent R(π/2, φ2 ) rotation and a projective readout, we measure the probability P (1)
for the qubit to return to |1i. It is easy to show that:
P (1) =

1
(1 − cos(φ(τ ) − φ2 )) .
2

In the simplest form, Ramsey experiment can be used for qubit frequency calibration, since
when the qubit frequency stays constant (δ(t) = δ0 ), the measurement outcome P (1) is
constant with τ if and only if δ0 = 0.
However, as the interrogation length τ increases, the assumption of constant detuning
eventually breaks down. The resulting qubit frequency noise results in phase noise on φ(τ ),
limiting the achievable contrast. The resulting oscillations take the form of
P (1) =

C(τ )
(1 − cos(φ(τ ) − φ2 )) .
2

with the contrast C(τ ) limited by the the fluctuation in φ(τ ). Suppose that δ(t) oscillates
around δ0 = 0. Then hφ(τ )i = 0 and the contrast loss is specified only by the variance of
φ(τ ) [Sep19]:
1

C(τ ) = e− 2 hφ

2 (τ )i

.

The Ramsey contrast C(τ ) thus holds information about temporal correlations of δ(t).
Suppose that δ(t) is stationary, and hence can be fully described by an autocorrelation
function R(τ ) = hδ(t)δ(t + τ )i. Then:
hφ (τ )i =
2

Zτ

Zτ

dt
0

dt0 R(t − t0 ).

0

Intuitively, the autocorrelation function describes the duration and strength of noise correlations. At τ = 0 we find R(0) = hδ 2 (t)i ≡ σ 2 , which is the noise variance. On the other
hand, for realistic noise sources, we expect R(τ ) → 0 as τ → ∞ [Rie03].
In order to evaluate hφ2 (τ )i for different classes of noise, it is useful to move to the Fourier
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space, and describe the noise correlation in terms of its power spectral density S(ω)3 . This
is accomplished by setting:
Z∞

0

R(t − t ) =

0

eiω(t−t ) S(ω)

0

dω
.
2π

(5.3)

The expression for phase variance can be now integrated to give:
hφ (τ )i = τ
2

2

Z∞

sin(ωτ /2)
S(ω)
ωτ /2


2

0

dω
.
2π

The quantity in the square brackets is called the window function. Intuitively, its shape selects
which spectral components of the noise affect the final result, and which get attenuated.
Here, the window function is peaked around ω = 0, and thus low-frequency noise causes
significant contrast loss.
Spin echo
π/2

initialise

π

τ/2

τ/2

wait

π/2,ф2

wait

measure

Figure 5.15: A Ramsey sequence with a spin echo. The period of free-evolution is devided into two
segments of length τ /2, and a π-pulse inserted in the middle is used to cancel common-mode errors.

In order to reduce the influence of the ubiquitous low-frequency noise, it is common to
modify the Ramsey sequence to include a spin echo (also knows as a Hahn echo) [Hah50].
This is accomplished by dividing the free-evolution period τ into two sections of length τ /2
with a pi-pulse in between (Fig. 5.15. The state at time τ is then given by:
e )i = √1
|ψ(τ



2

|0i + ie

e(τ )
−iφ



|1i ,

where
e )=
φ(τ

Zτ /2

δ(t)dt −

0

Zτ

δ(t)dt,

(5.4)

τ /2

and all subsequent relations can be derived analogously. For constant frequency δ = δ0 we
e ) = 0, illustrating the insensitivity to low-frequency noise (frequency offsets and
find φ(τ
3

Although S(ω) has units of frequency, it is not the laser lineshape!
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drifts). For stationary noise with mean 0, the spin echo contrast decays as:
1

e2 (τ )i

e ) = e− 2 hφ
C(τ

,

where
hφ̃ (τ )i = τ
2

2

Z∞

sin2 (ωτ /4)
S(ω)
ωτ /4
"

#2

0

dω
.
2π

(5.5)

Note in particular that the window function is now zero at ω = 0 and that the function
periodicity changed by a factor of 2.
Decay profiles
While the above expressions allow us to convert spectral density into phase variance, in
reality, the noise spectral density is rarely known with high precision. In order to make
progress, we will examine a number of simplified noise models and their influence on the
Ramsey decay [OMa15]. The first limit is when the noise is high bandwidth, and so the
noise spectral density is approximately constant within the window function. In this white
noise limit we set S(ω) = S0 in Eq. (5.4) and Eq. (5.5), which results in:
hφ2white (τ )i = hφ̃2white (τ )i =

S0
τ.
2

Therefore, in the white noise limit, the Ramsey experiment dephases exponentially with
time, and at the same rate regardless of the echo:
Cwhite (τ ) = C̃white (τ ) = e−τ /Tφ1

where

Tφ1 = 4/S0 .

Note that this dephasing happens exponentially regardless of the exact lineshape outside of
the window function. Intuitively, it does not matter how fast the noise is fluctuating, as
long as it is fluctuating much faster than 1/τ .
In the laboratory frame, we can view qubit dephasing as caused by either by fluctuations
of the transition frequency (e.g. due to B-field variation) or fluctuations of the oscillator
frequency. In our experiments, the former is the dominant cause of Zeeman qubit dephasing
(Sec. 5.4.4), while the latter is responsible for majority of the optical qubit dephasing
(Sec. 5.4.3). In any case, oscillator linewidth sets an upper limit on the coherence time.
Consider an oscillator whose frequency is described by a Lorentzian lineshape with FWHM
angular linewidth ∆ω. This corresponds to a single-sided noise spectral density of
S0 =
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Thus the relation between the linewidth and the coherence decay time reads:
2π
Tφ1

∆ω =

I emphasise that this expression is valid for white noise only, which may or may not
accurately describe the phase noise of the drive.
The second limit is that of slow noise with long correlation times. In this limit, we can
treat the noise as at a specific frequency ω0 . Most commonly, the slow fluctuations will
be peaked at ω0 = 0, modelled as S(ω) = S0 δ(ω), where δ(ω) is the Dirac delta function.
Evaluating the integrals in Eq. (5.4) and Eq. (5.5) gives4 :
hφ2slow (τ )i =

S0 2
τ
4π

and

hφ̃2slow (τ )i = 0.

The resulting Ramsey contrast decays as:
s
−(τ /Tφ2 )2

Cslow (τ ) = e

where

Tφ2 =

8π
,
S0

C̃slow (τ ) = 1.
Therefore, slow noise results in a Gaussian decay of the contrast, which gets completely
suppressed by the spin echo.
While in the slow noise limit we do not think of the drive lineshape, we can relate S0 to
the variance of the detuning. Using Eq. (5.3) and recalling R(0) = σ 2 we find that:
S0 = 4πσ 2 .
Therefore, the relation between the decay time and the qubit frequency standard deviation
reads:
√
2
σ=
.
Tφ2
This calculation can be generalised to noise peaked at a specific frequency ω0 by setting
S(ω) = 12 S0 δ(ω − ω0 ) + 12 S0 δ(ω + ω0 ), where S0 = 2πA2 for oscillation amplitude A. The
usual integration gives:
hφ2ω0 (τ )i =

4

S0
sin2 (ω0 τ /2)
πω02

and

hφ̃2ω0 (τ )i =

4S0
sin4 (ω0 τ /4),
πω02

Note that the integral goes from 0 to ∞, and so delta function integrates to 1/2
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with a decay profile of:
Cω0 (τ ) = e−(A

2 /ω 2 ) sin2 (ωτ /2)
0

C̃ω0 (τ ) = e−(4A

2 /ω 2 ) sin4 (ωτ /4)
0

.

The three possible decay profiles described in this section are by no means the only
possibilities, and complicated lineshapes result in many different possible decay spectra.
For example, 1/f noise (not covered by the theory above) causes an approximately Gaussian
contrast decay regardless of the echo [Rie03]. Still, the tools described in this section allow
us to begin understanding the coherence loss observed in the experiment. By fitting and
comparing the decay curves of Ramsey fringes with and without the spin-echo echo, we
will be able to say to what extent the decay is dominated by fast versus slow noise, and
describe the spectral characteristics of the slow components.
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5.4.3. Optical qubit Ramsey
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Figure 5.16: Optical qubit Ramsey experiment contrast vs wait time τ . The resulting fits include a
single-frequency components as well as an overall decay term, which is either Gaussian (solid line) or
exponential (dashed line). (left) Over the long timescales, it is difficult to separate the exponential
model from the Gaussian one (right) At short timescales, the Gaussian model is clearly favoured
by the data. Note that the observed decay for τ < 100 µs is solely due to the single-frequency
component in the Gaussian model.

Fig. 5.16 shows the results of a Ramsey experiment performed on the optical qubit
transition |S1/2 , mJ = −1/2i → |D5/2 , mJ = −1/2i, together with corresponding fits. The
contrast decay exhibits a strong monochromatic component with frequency ω0 ≈ 2π ×175 Hz
and amplitude A ≈ 2π × 185 Hz. The superimposed decay is most likely Gaussian, as the
exponential fit significantly overestimates the contrast loss at short times τ < 100 µs. The
displayed Gaussian decay time is Tφ2 ≈ 11 ms, corresponding to qubit frequency standard
deviation of σ ≈ 2π × 20 Hz. Note that the observed decay for τ < 100 µs is caused
solely by the monochromatic component, and the Gaussian decay is negligible. These
observations also allow us to constrain the exponential decay timescale to Tφ1 > 50 ms
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(linewidth ∆ω < 2π × 20 Hz). The optical qubit spin-echo sequence, shown in Fig. 5.17,
decays on a timescale of T̃ ≈ 20 ms, and the strong monochromatic component makes it
challenging to study the finer details of the spectrum.
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Figure 5.17: Optical qubit Ramsey experiment with spin echo contrast vs wait time τ . The fits
include a single-frequency component with frequency and amplitude fixed to the value obtained
from the regular Ramsey experiment.

The optical qubit decay is dominated by laser frequency noise and not by B-field noise.
This can be inferred from the Ramsey experiments on the Zeeman qubit presented in
the subsequent section 5.4.4, from which B-field noise can be extracted. Those result set
the minimum dephasing rate of the optical qubit which would be expected due to B-field
fluctuations alone to to T ≈ 65 ms (no spin echo) and T̃ ≈ 1.5 s (with spin-echo). Direct
measurement of other optical qubit transitions (with higher B-field sensitivities) result
in comparable decay times, confirming the hypothesis. We do not currently know what
causes the monochromatic noise component, but optical beat-note measurements with an
independent laser reveal a strong noise component at a comparable frequency which is
present on all the λ = 729 nm light locked to the high-finesse cavity (Sec. 4.4.8). Thus, it is
unlikely the noise originates in the power amplification setup or due to the use of optical
fibres and integrated optics. I think it may be an artefact of the PDH lock, or caused by
acoustic noise on the cavity.
Approximately a year after the data presented above was taken, I carefully repeated
the measurements in light of difficulties obtaining high-fidelity gates. The result, shown in
Fig. 5.18, was a decay curve that does not agree with the previous one. While the monochromatic component decreased in amplitude to A ≈ 2π × 120 Hz (at the same frequency), the
short-time measurements revealed a faster decay, which can only be accounted by fast noise.
While a pure exponential fit still overestimates the observed decay, a combined fit with
Tφ1 ≈ 35 ms and Tφ2 ≈ 11 ms reproduces the data well.
The change is significant yet mysterious. The simplest guess at the possible origin of the
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Figure 5.18: Optical qubit Ramsey experiment contrast vs wait time τ one year after Fig. 5.16.
(left) The single-frequency component is decreased in amplitude compared to the data in Fig. 5.16
(right) Despite that, the short-timescale contrast loss is enhanced, and can no longer be fully
accounted for by overall Gaussian decay (solid line ) or exponential decay (dashed line). The data
can be expained by a combination of a shorter-timescale Gaussian decay and a slower exponential
decay (dotted line).

increased fast noise is the change in the cavity lock settings. Specifically, the FALC unit
gain is adjusted from time to time while debugging lock problems, and it is challenging
to adjust it reproducibly as it’s controlled by a very touchy potentiometer. It is unclear
whether the linewidth increase could be in any way related to the drop in acoustic noise, or
whether it was coincidental. The data clearly indicates this issue requires more attention in
the future, and experiments should examine to what extent the laser lock settings influence
the noise spectrum.

5.4.4. Zeeman qubit Ramsey
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Figure 5.19: Zeeman qubit Ramsey experiment contrast vs wait time τ . Neither the Gaussian nor
the exponential fit capture the decay or revival of the data very well.
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Fig. 5.19 shows the contrast decay of the Zeeman qubit coherence. The decay is clearly
more Gaussian than exponential, although neither curve captures the behaviour faithfully.
The displayed Gaussian decay timescale is Tφ2 = 12 ms, corresponding to σ = 2π × 19 Hz.
Since the Zeeman qubit splitting is directly proportional to the applied magnetic field, we
can extract the standard deviation of B-field fluctuations of σB ≈ 4 µG. This is only an
approximation since the fluctuations seem to be actually caused by a range of slow-oscillating
components. The presence of a discrete noise component is evidenced by the spin-echo curve
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Figure 5.20: Zeeman qubit Ramsey experiment with spin echo contrast vs wait time τ . The fits
include a single-frequency component as well as an overall decay term.

displayed in Fig. 5.20. The echo data exhibits a significantly longer coherence, implying
that the Ramsey decay is dominated by slow drifts. The dominant noise component has a
frequency of ω0 = 2π × 46 Hz and an amplitude of A ≈ 2π × 43 Hz. The remaining decay
could be exponential (Tφ1 = 400 ms) or Gaussian (Tφ2 = 200 ms).
While the noise in the data does not allow for precise determination of ω0 , the value is
significantly shifted from the 50 Hz noise frequency. We also found that line-triggering the
experiment does not affect the decay time, further strengthening the hypothesis that the
dominant noise is not from mains. The measured coherence times significantly exceed those
reported for room-temperature setups without magnetic shielding [Rus16; Lin20]. This
suggests that the cryogenic chamber screens the high-frequency noise, though we cannot
claim to have measured the shielding factor.
My best guess is that the residual noise component originates from differential vibrations
between the magnets and the trap. Assuming a B-field gradient of ≈ 5 G/m due to the
coil field inhomogeneity (Sec. 3.4.3 and Sec. 9.3.4), the observed noise could be accounted
for by 100 nm-scale oscillations. We know this to be a realistic vibration length scale,
and furthermore, we know that the vibrations are dominated by low-frequency acoustic
pick-up transferred through the helium dewar (Sec. 3.1.1). If this hypothesis is correct, the
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B-field noise can be improved in a number of ways. First of all, magnets can be attached
directly to the 4K chamber, which would cause them to vibrate common-mode with the
trap. Alternatively, a Helmholtz-like configuration (Sec. 3.4.3) could be employed once
again and combined with more precise coil positioning.

5.5. Rabi oscillations
5.5.1. Optical qubit rotations
Rabi oscillations can be driven by preparing the qubit in |1i and applying a pulse of
λ = 729 nm light on resonance with the optical qubit transition |S1/2 , mJ = −1/2i →
|D5/2 , mJ = −1/2i. The resulting Rabi oscillations are shown in Fig. 5.21. Fitting the
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Figure 5.21: Rabi oscillations on the |1i = |S1/2 , mJ = −1/2i → |0i = |D5/2 , mJ = −1/2i
transition. (left) Rabi oscillations following Doppler cooling of all motional modes (right) Rabi
oscillations following Doppler cooling of all motional modes and EIT cooling the axial mode.

oscillation frequency allows us to deduce the amplitude of the applied electric field E0
(Eq. (2.9)). Assuming the ion is at the centre of a Gaussian beam with waist size wy × wx ,
the beam power can be calculated as:
Pion =

E02 πwx wy
,
20 c

which can be then compared to the input power in the fibre Pinput . Alternatively, we can
estimate Pion from the measured loop transmission and the simulated grating efficiency.
These measurements were performed the trap #4, where we measured a pi-time tπ = 2.4 µs
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for the input power of Pinput = 1.5 mW. This corresponds to:
Pion /Pinput = 0.14

Rabi frequency fit,

Pion /Pinput = 0.23

Loss measurement + simulation.

The likely explanation for this discrepancy is an offset between the micromotion null and
the beam centre. The whole difference could be accounted for by a 1.8 µm offset along y or
by 3.1 µm offset along x. This is consistent with the specified and measured misalignment
of the waveguide layer of < 2 µm. However, measurements in other zones did not produce
higher Rabi frequencies, ruling out a strong misalignment along y only. The second possible
contributing factor is the variability between channel-to-channel fibre coupling efficiencies.
Specifically, different fibres experience a different loss on the vacuum fibre feedthrough, and
a ±10% loss variability per connector is not atypical. Finally, the expression for the Rabi
frequency in Eq. (2.9) is only valid for a monochromatic plane wave, and we discovered it
fails to capture the relative Rabi frequencies of different carriers observed in our experiment
(Sec. 9.3.5). C. Zhang performed a heroic calculation of Rabi frequencies which takes into
account the full beam profile (Sec.4.30), and further details can be found in his thesis
[Zha21].

5.5.2. Rabi frequency noise
The decay profile of Doppler-cooled oscillations in dominated by the axial mode temperature.
By EIT-cooling this mode from n̄ ≈ 8 to n̄ < 0.5, Rabi-oscillations increase in contrast and
speed up by ≈ 2%. The Gaussian fits (Fig. 5.21) imply the standard deviation of the the
Rabi frequency of :
σΩn̄ /hΩn̄ i = 2.5(1) × 10−2
−2

σΩn̄ /hΩn̄ i = 1.3(1) × 10

Doppler,
Doppler + EIT.

The residual Rabi frequency fluctuations are not inconsistent with the measured temperatures
of the Doppler-cooled radial modes (n̄ ≈ 6.7 for the lower radial, and n̄ ≈ 2.3 for the upper
radial) (Sec. 5.6.2), although we did not keep track of their respective Lamb-Dicke parameters
systematically. The relation between the mode temperature and the residual Rabi frequency
error is plotted in Fig. 5.22. Given the observed Rabi frequency fluctuations, we expect
the Rabi oscillations to reach a depth of P (1) = 4(1) × 10−4 , but experimentally, they
saturate at a minimum value of P (1) = 1.0(1) × 10−3 . This is more than can be accounted
for by the state preparation error (Sec.5.2) and the readout error (Sec. 5.3), and additional
experiments are necessary to understand the discrepancy.
Further insight about the origin of Rabi frequency noise can be gained with an experiment
shown in Fig. 5.23. A detuned λ = 729 nm is inserted into the wait time of a Ramsey
sequence, which creates a power-dependent Stark shift. By using a spin-echo sequence, with
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Figure 5.22: Rabi frequency error caused by thermally occupied modes of a single-ion calculated
from Eq. (2.38). The error is expressed as the standard deviation in the Rabi frequency divided by
the mean Rabi frequency, assuming a Lamb-Dicke parameter given by Eq. (2.12). The angle θ is
known for the axial mode, but not for the radial modes. As a result, the radial mode curves only
serve as an example and use θ = 45 deg.
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Figure 5.23: Power stability measurement scheme. A far-detuned λ = 729 nm pulse is inserted
into one arm of a spin-echo Ramsey experiment. The final π/2-pulse measures the phase induced by
the laser Stark shift, indirectly measuring the Rabi frequency.

a laser pulse inserted into only one branch, we can cancel out the static qubit detuning
errors, simplifying the experimental procedure. Using the analysis of Sec. 5.4.2 we find:
1
P (1) = (1 − cos(∆φ))
2

where

∆φ =

Zτ
0

Ω2 (t)
dt,
4δ(t)

where Ω(t) is the Rabi frequency and δ(t) is the detuning of the spectator transition. By
choosing a large enough value of δ, the fluctuations in ∆φ are dominated by fluctuations in
Ω(t), and detuning noise can be neglected.
We perform the experiment in two ways. In the first, the Ramsey experiment is performed
on the Zeeman qubit, and the λ = 729 nm laser is near-resonant with an optical qubit
transition. In this scenario, Ω is the Rabi frequency of the nearest quadrupole transitions,
and the dipole Stark shifts do not create an observable phase shift. In the second way, the
Ramsey experiment is performed on the optical qubit, and the λ = 729 nm is far-detuned
any quadrupole transition (δ ≈ 2π × 300 MHz). In this case, the Stark shift is dominated
by couplings to the dipole transitions. The comparison between the two sequences is shown
in Fig. 5.24. The Dipole Stark shift exhibits much smaller fluctuations than the quadrupole
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Figure 5.24: Power stability measurement results (left) The quadrupole Stark shift, measured on a
Zeeman qubit (right) The dipole Stark shift, measured in the optical qubit.

Stark shift. The Gaussian fits in Fig. 5.24 return:
σΩ /hΩi = 1.3(1) × 10−2

Quadrupole Rabi frequency, near-detuned

σΩ /hΩi = 1.1(1) × 10−3

Dipole Rabi frequency, far-detuned.

The quadrupole Rabi frequency fluctuations are consistent with those obtained from Rabi
oscillations in Sec.5.21. On the other hand, the dipole Rabi frequency is independent of
the ion’s temperature and thus is immune from the main source of the quadrupole Rabi
frequency fluctuations. The residual noise is then directly related to the drive intensity
drifts, which can originate from the ion motion within the beam, or from drifts of the input
power or polarization.
To understand the remaining noise on the dipole Rabi frequency, we apply a λ = 729 nm
pulse to both arms of the spin-echo sequence. In this case, the contrast is indistinguishable
from that of the Ramsey experiment alone (Fig. 5.25). This implies that the vast majority
of the observed noise is slow, as would be expected e.g. for polarization drifts. Since the
contrast decay is dominated by the laser frequency noise, we cannot measure the remaining
Stark shift noise with high precision. The decay curves are identical within the error bars
of ±2%, which suggests the residual fast noise at a level of σΩ /hΩi . 10−5 .

5.5.3. Zeeman qubit rotations
Zeeman qubit Rabi oscillations are performed by feeding a current oscillating at the
|S1/2 , mJ = −1/2i ↔ |S1/2 , mJ = 1/2i splitting frequency of ω = 2π × 16.5 MHz through
a track on the trap carrier PCB. We typically operate at a pi-time of tπ ≈ 6.4 µs, limited
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Figure 5.25: Contrast obtained in an optical qubit Ramsey sequence with spin echo and no fardetuned light (red) is statistically indistinguishable from that obtained with inserting a far-detuned
pulse into both arms of the power stability experiment in Fig. 5.23. This indicates low contribution
of high-bandwidth noise to the dipole Rabi frequency error.

by the available amplifier. Precise pi-time calibration can be made by applying the pulse
multiple times in a row [Hom06]. Initial experiments with up 11 pi-pulses revealed a strong
dependence between the average Rabi frequency and the duty cycle of the experiment,
as shown in Fig. 5.26 (red points). We speculated that this error was caused by poor
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Figure 5.26: Zeeman qubit pi-time calibration from 11 pulses. Initially, the system exhibits strong
transients, with a strong correlation between pulse area and the duty cycle (red points). After
adding an attenuator to the RF chain, the duty-cycle dependence becomes negligible (blue points).

impedance matching between the signal source and the bandpass filter. Reflections from
the filter would return to the amplifier and circulate in the system over ≈ 10 µs. To test
this hypothesis, we replaced the amplifier with a stronger one, followed by an attenuator
to keep the overall gain constant. We speculated that the attenuator would lower the
overall Q-factor of the circuit, increasing the dissipation rate of the reflected power. Indeed,
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following that fix, the duty cycle issues were not visible down to the minimum gap length
of 1.4 µs (Fig. 5.26, blue points).
Since the Lamb-Dicke parameter of the drive is negligible, the Rabi frequency does not
exhibit thermal shot-to-shot fluctuations. Consequently, we expected the Rabi oscillations
to exhibit much longer coherence. As shown in Fig. 5.27, that is indeed the case, and a
few hundred oscillation cycles can be applied before the contrast begins to decay. While
1.0
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0.2
0.0
0

1000

2000

3000

4000

Number of pi-flops
Figure 5.27: Contrast of Zeeman qubit Rabi oscillations vs number of Rabi oscillations. The solid
line shows a rough Gaussian fit to the decay.

the Gaussian fit is not excellent, it suggests an approximate strength of shot-to-shot Rabi
frequency fluctuations of:
σΩ /hΩi ≈ 1.3 × 10−4
Further examination suggests that the dominant source of amplitude noise is slow and
related to the amplifier duty cycle. This can be seen by comparing the Rabi oscillation
curve around t = 1000 µs (t/tπ = 156) with the one for t = 5000 µs (t/tπ = 781), shown
in Fig. 5.28. In both cases, the data points were acquired from left to right. While the
curve on the right fits with unity contrast, the three left-most data points are clearly offset
from the fit curve. The most likely hypothesis is that at the beginning of the experiment
(when the duty cycle changes) the Rabi frequency drifts over the ≈ 1 s, which is the time
necessary to acquire the first few data points. Afterwards, the amplifier has reached the
steady state and the subsequent points all have the same Rabi frequency. If this hypothesis
is correct, Zeeman qubit rotation error could be decreased by duty cycle stabilisation.

5.6. Cooling and heating
This section discusses our ability to keep the ion close to the motional ground state. Sec. 5.6.1
describes the methods used to diagnose the temperature of different modes of motion. The
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Figure 5.28: Comparison of Zeeman qubit Rabi oscillations at different times pulse times.

next two sections describe the calibration and performance of the two cooling methods we
most commonly use in single-ion experiments: Doppler cooling and EIT cooling. Following
ground-state cooling, the ion heats up at a constant rate due to ambient electric-field noise.
We measure this heating rate by cooling the ion and measuring its temperature following a
variable-length delay. Those measurements are presented and interpreted in Sec. 5.6.4.

5.6.1. Ion thermometry
Throughout this thesis, we used three different methods of estimating mode temperatures.
In this section, we compare the different methods and their merits.
Sideband fitting method
Consider an ion prepared in an internal state |1i and a thermal state with mean phonon
number n̄. The ion is driven with a pulse resonant with the BSB transition. The resulting
sideband Rabi oscillations take a form:
PB (0) =

∞
X

 √
.
Pth (n) sin2 η n + 1Ωt 2)

(5.6)

n=0

where Pth (n) is given by Eq. (2.37), Ω is the carrier Rabi frequency and η is the Lamb-Dicke
parameter (Eq. (2.12)) for the mode in question. One of the most straight-forward methods
of estimating n̄ is to drive the sideband oscillations and fit them with Eq. (5.6). Most of
the time, the essential information is contained in the time of the first maximum of P (0),
√
which is tπ,bsb ≈ π/Ωη n̄ + 1.
In order to extract the temperature, it is necessary to know η, and hence the angle
between the laser and the mode eigenvector. This necessitates additional measurements for
the radial modes, whose orientation is not set by the trap geometry. Another downside of
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the method is that the sideband oscillations rarely fit the form of Eq. (5.6) exactly, and
additional decoherence parameters have to be introduced to explain the data [Mee96]. We
routinely use the sideband fitting method to extract the thermal occupation of the axial
mode at low to moderate temperatures (n̄ ≈ 0 − 20).
Sideband ratio method
Suppose that in addition to measuring the BSB Rabi oscillations, we measure the RSB
oscillations in a separate experiment. The RSB trace is given by
PR (0) =

∞
X

√

Pth (n) sin2 η nΩt/2 .

(5.7)

n=1

The ratio of the red and blue sideband excitation probabilities can be directly evaluated
from Eq. (5.6) and Eq. (5.7) to read [Hom06]:
R=

n̄
PR (0)
=
.
PB (0)
n̄ + 1

Remarkably, R is independent of both the excitation time and the Lamb-Dicke parameter!
This allows us to estimate the temperature directly from the two experiments, without
fits or additional input parameters. Furthermore, the ratio test provides immunity from
additional common-mode decoherence of sideband oscillations. The temperature can be
estimated from
n̄ =

R
.
1−R

The biggest downside of the sideband ratio method is that it can only be robustly applied at
low thermal occupations (n / 5 or so), and becomes a statistics nightmare as R → 1. The
problem is that while R is generally normally distributed (aside from R ≈ 0), the estimate
of n̄ is not. As R → 1, the standard deviation in the estimate of n̄ increases dramatically, as
shown in Fig. 5.29 (left). This process introduces a lot of fluctuations in the experimental
results unless a large amount of data is averaged together. The second problem is that
R/(1 − R) is a biased estimator of the n̄, as shown in Fig. 5.29 (right). In other words,
the measured average of R/(1 − R) systematically overestimates the true value of n̄ by
an amount that depends on the number of averaged data points. The final issue of the
sideband ratio method is that, at higher temperatures, it may become biased due to the
different dephasing rates of different Fock states [Kin98]. That being said, we routinely use
the sideband ratio method to estimate the temperatures of all three motional modes in the
range of n̄ = 0 − 5. We also employ it for heating rate measurements of the axial mode,
assuming it is first ground-state cooled.
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Figure 5.29: Simulated issues with the sideband ratio method. (left) As R → 1, the standard
deviation in the estimate of n̄ explodes. This is illustrated for N = 200 experiments per point (right)
R/(1 − R) is a biased estimator for n̄. The amount of bias depends on both on R as well as on the
number N of experimental repetitions, with more repetitions resulting in lower bias.

Carrier slow-down method
The final method estimates the ion temperature from the Rabi frequency of carrier oscillations
(Sec. 2.5.1). While this correction is very small when the motional modes are close to the
ground state, it becomes significant at larger temperatures, allowing for reliable thermometry
even at n̄ > 100 [Noe19]. For a measured Rabi frequency of hΩn̄ i, and given a Rabi frequency
Ω0 measured at close to motional ground state, the temperature can be estimated from
(Eq. (2.38)):
2

hΩn̄ i/Ω0 = Πi e−ηi n̄i ,

(5.8)

where the product acts over all motional modes. The carrier Rabi frequency reflects the
temperature of all the motional modes and does not allow for the determination of the
individual values of n̄i . However, it is common that the carrier slow-down is dominated by
the lowest-frequency mode. This is because that mode has the highest Doppler temperature
(Sec. 2.5.2), the largest heating rate and the largest Lamb-Dicke parameter. We determined
through the sideband ratio method that the radial modes indeed exhibit insignificant heating
compared to the axial mode (Sec. 5.6.4). Therefore, when analysing the carrier slow-down
data, we assume the right-hand side of Eq. (5.8) to be equal to exp(−η 2 n̄) for the axial
mode. As a result, we expect the result to slightly overestimate the true n̄.

5.6.2. Doppler cooling
We optimise Doppler cooling by adjusting the amplitude and detuning of the λ = 397 nm
π laser, as well as the overall cooling time. Since the Doppler limit (Sec. 2.5.2) is only
achieved in the limit of low power and long cooling time, we adjust the λ = 397 nm π power
below the saturation intensity and measure the necessary cooling duration to reach the
steady-state. We monitor the final temperature by measuring the sideband ratio of the
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upper radial mode at ω = 2π × 5.2 MHz. As the highest frequency mode, it has the lowest
Doppler temperature, which makes the ratio test reliable. Fig 5.30 summarises the cooling
performance. The cooling cycle takes ≈ 1 − 2ms to reach a steady state. The optimal
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Figure 5.30: Sideband ratio of the upper radial mode at ω = 2π × 5.2 MHz vs Doppler cooling
parameters

cooling is achieved at δ ≈ −2π × 8 MHz detuning from the detection resonance, in agreement
with the theoretical value of δ = −Γ/2 for a two-level system. The sideband ratio method
implies the final mode temperature of n̄ ≈ 2.3, matching the theoretical Doppler limit for a
mode angle θ2 ≈ 60 deg.
Following the optimisation, we measure the temperatures of the other motional modes.
We find n̄ ≈ 8 for the axial mode at ω = 2π × 1.3 MHz, again in agreement with the Doppler
limit. However, for the lower radial mode at ω = 2π × 3.6 MHz we find n̄ ≈ 6.5, which
suggests a large angle of θ1 ≈ 70 deg between the mode vector and the cooling laser.
Independent measurements of the radial mode Lamb-Dicke parameters imply that the
lower and upper radial modes are tilted by 25 deg and 65 deg respectively from the trap
normal. The fact that these numbers do not sum to 90 deg suggests an ±5 deg measurement
error. The measured tilts correspond to angles of θ1 = 72(3)deg and θ2 = 52(2)deg with
respect to the cooling beam (which is parallel to the trap and at 45 degrees to the trap
axis), in qualitative agreement with those obtained above. This suggests that the radial
temperature can be decreased by increasing the mode tilt from the vertical. Be briefly
attempted to do that, but haven’t found a better operating position yet. Nonetheless, the
measured temperatures are in respectable agreement with a simple two-level system model.

5.6.3. EIT cooling
In our experiment, the λ = 397 nm π and σ lasers are both oriented at 45 degrees to the
trap axis, with their wavevector difference pointing along the trap axis. As a result, EIT
light only cools to the axial modes, leaving the radial modes unaffected.
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EIT cooling can optimised as follows. We set the 397σ detuning δσ ≈ 2π × 45 MHz. The
397σ laser is optimised for high efficiency at this detuning, while the 397π drive still has
sufficient bandwidth to act as a probe beam. We then apply a BSB pulse with duration
2tπ,bsb = 2π/Ωη, which would drive an ion prepared in |1i and n̄ = 0 back to |1i. We scan
the amplitude of the 397σ laser together with the frequency offset of the 397π probe beam
from the 397σ drive. For the correct set of settings, we observe a clear increase in PB (1), as
shown in Fig. 5.31 (left). Fig. 5.31 (right) shows a time trace of the BSB oscillations at the

Figure 5.31: EIT cooling calibration and performance (left) P (1) at 2tπ,bsb vs 397σ amplitude
and 397π detuning. Well-calibrated cooling creates a higher value of P (1) (red regions). (right)
BSB oscillation on an EIT-cooled mode. The theoretical curve corresponds to unitary evolution for
n̄ = 0.3.

for optimal settings, together with a fit from Eq. (5.6) with n̄ = 0.3. After 2tπ,bsb we begin
to notice significant discrepancies between the data and the fit, probably due to motional
dephasing and heating. The total duration of the EIT cooling sequence is 150 µs.
The EIT offers a robust way to cool the axial mode to n̄ < 1, and the sequence does not
require frequent calibrations. However, the exact value of the final temperature is still a
bit of a mystery. In the setup 1.0, we have achieved temperatures as low as n̄ = 0.1, but
n̄ = 0.3 was more common. In the setup 2.0, we sometimes measure n̄ = 0.3, but more
commonly n̄ ≈ 0.6, and the final temperature is not clearly correlated with the heating rate.

5.6.4. Heating rates
Following ground-state cooling, the three modes of motion begin to heat up at different
rates. A mode at a frequency ω heats due to electric-field noise at that frequency. Formally,
the heating rate ṅ from the ground state is given by
ṅ(ω) =

180

e2
SE (ω),
4m~ω

(5.9)
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+∞
dthE(t)E(0)ieiωt is the electric-field noise
where m is the ion mass and SE (ω) = 2 −∞
density caused by electric field component E(t) along the mode in question [Bro14]. In
general, higher-frequency modes heat up at a slower rate than the low-frequency ones. This
is both because of the 1/ω term in Eq. (5.9), and because most noise sources produce less
electric field noise at higher frequencies.
Using as a reference other cryogenic SETs with 50 µm ion-electrode distance, we can
expect an electric field noise density in the range of SE (ω) = 5×10−14 −1×10−12 V2 /m2 /Hz,
corresponding to a heating rate of ṅ ≈ 10 − 100 quanta/s at ω = 2π × 1.0 MHz [Chi14a;
Bru15; Sed18b]. However, the measured heating rates one to two orders of magnitude larger.
The measurements presented in this section attempt to understand the origin of this excess
noise.

R

Frequency dependence

lower radial
upper radial

Figure 5.32: Heating rate vs frequency. The heating rates are broadly consistent with a 1/f 2
trendline (dashed line, not a fit), corresponding to the 1/f dependence of the electric field noise
spectral density. Except for the two measurements on the radial modes (highlighted with arrows), all
other were performed on the axial mode. The axial mode heating rate plateau above f ≈ 1.5 MHz
deviates significantly from the trendline. The increase of the heating rate below 1.5 MHz was
observed in trap #5 as well, but not studied systematically, while for the traps #2 and #4 the
axial frequency range was limited by the available electrode voltages and the strong static curvature
of the trap. The lower frequency radial mode is closer to the trap surface normal than the higher
frequency radial mode.

Fig. 5.32 shows the measured heating rates for various waveguide-integrated traps,
different modes and different frequencies. For the axial mode, we heating rates decrease
with increasing mode frequencies up to ω ≈ 1.5 MHz, at which point they appear frequencyinsensitive. The plateau occurs at a heating rate of 1000 − 2000 quanta per second,
corresponding to electric field noise in excess of 2 × 10−11 V2 /m2 /Hz. This is over 100×
higher than what the best results reported for identical ion-electrode distance [Chi14a] and
similar to the heating rates observed in room-temperature traps [An19].
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Further increasing the axial mode frequency increase does not lower the heating rate,
which is particularly surprising given that the radial modes exhibit a significantly lower
heating rate. The latter are consistent with a general trend of SE (ω) ∝ 1/ω (although we
did not attempt to measure the exponent precisely)
Temperature dependence
The trap can be locally heated through a resistor on the trap carrier PCB, which also
serves as a temperature sensor. However, the resistor calibration is only specified down to
77 K and thus the trap temperature cannot be directly measured for low heater powers. In
this intermediate regime, we estimate it as follows. With the heater turned off, we assume
that the trap is in thermal equilibrium with the cryogenic chamber, whose temperature
of 7 K is measured with a second calibrated sensor. We then turn on the trap heater
and increase its power until the resistance is within the calibrated range. In our case, we
measure the trap temperature of 150 K for 400 mW dissipated on the heater. Assuming the
power is dissipated predominantly by thermal conduction across the trap interposer to a
constant-temperature reservoir, the trap temperature increase should be proportional to
the heater power. This way, we can estimate the trap temperature of ≈ 20 K for a heater
power of 40 mW. Alternatively, we can use example literature values of the temperature
dependence of the heater resistance and apply them to our measurements [Ram14]. These
suggest the trap temperature at 40 mW is closer to 30 K.
Estimated trap temperature (K)
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Figure 5.33: Axial heating rate vs trap chip temperature. The temperature is controlled by setting
a fixed trap heater power (bottom). The chip temperature is then estimated from the heater
resistance measurements (top), see main text.

Using this approximate calibration, we measure the temperature dependence of axial
heating rates shown in Fig. 5.33. We find the heating rate increases by an order of magnitude
between 7 K and 150 K. Despite the approximate low-temperature calibration, we find a
clear noise increase by a factor of 2-3 for temperature increases as modest as 10 − 20 K.
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This is qualitatively similar to the behaviour reported in [Sed18b] for ion trap without
surface treatment, albeit at a much higher overall electric-field noise density.
Possible causes
The origin of anomalously high heating rates is currently unknown, but the reported
measurements can guide us towards certain hypotheses. The observation of large increases
in the electric-field noise density even for small temperature changes suggests the trap is
the origin of the noise. The magnitude of that electric-field noise change exceeds the values
reported in the literature, suggesting a novel mechanism is at play.
Of course, without cooling the trap further, it is challenging to definitely assert whether
the large heating rate at 7 K is also due to this thermally-activated mechanism, or whether
there is another cause. To that end, we performed an exhaustive search of possible technical
noise sources. The heating rates are largely independent of the applied RF power or radial
stray fields, suggesting that RF noise is not the culprit. Adding or removing additional
ground connections or ground loops did not influence the electric field noise in a meaningful
way either. We also recorded the heating rates with unnecessary laboratory devices switched
off, disconnected or terminated. This included measuring the electric field noise with the
RF source as the only cable connected to the experiment (the DC lines can be unplugged as
the electrode voltages take many hours to discharge through the filterboard capacitors). We
also performed the measurements with the cryostat temporarily switched off to rule out any
noise induced by the compressor electronics. In all the cases, the heating rates remained
unchanged. This suggests, but does not prove, that technical noise is a small contribution
to the overall noise budget5 .
Further (but still weak) evidence against the technical noise hypothesis is the lack of
strong noise polarization [An19]. Although we have not simulated it for our trap, one would
expect the technical noise to be polarized primarily along the trap normal, especially if
the noise is common-mode to all electrodes, as could be expected e.g. for electromagnetic
pickup [Sch15]. In that case, one would expect to observe reduced electric-field noise density
for the modes oriented closer to the trap parallel (axial and upper radial), and increased
electric-field noise on the mode oriented closer to the trap normal (i.e. the lower radial
mode, which is at ≈ 25 deg to the trap normal). However, while all the modes follow the
same broad trend of SE (ω) ∝ 1/ω, the main outliers above the trendline are high-frequency
axial modes. Thus, it appears the noise is not predominantly along the trap normal, slightly
strengthtening the trap-embedded fluctuator hypothesis.
While I do not know what causes the overall heating rate, it is worth pointing out a
few unusual trap features as potential suspects. Firstly, the ion has a direct line of sight
to a large amount of dielectric material, as well as to the silicon substrate (at the grating
5

If future experiments eliminate the trap-related noise and become limited by technical noise once again,
I would suggest investigating the effect of shielding the DC cables, which are currently susceptible to
electrical pick-up inside the vacuum system.
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couplers). At the time of writing this thesis, it was pointed out that an ion will necessarily
heat up in the presence of nearby dielectrics due to coupling to image charges [Tel21]. I
have not simulated the influence of this effect on our system, although I expect it to be
significantly attenuated at cryogenic temperatures. It is worth pointing out that the heating
rates measured in the trap #5 are consistent with those measured in the trap #2, which had
no integrated waveguides (Fig. 5.32). This suggests that the presence of integrated optics
is not the cause of enhanced electric-field noise. The possible influence of dielectrics and
silicon on the heating rates could be constrained by comparing the heating rates close to and
far away from the grating couplers. However, the ion has significant exposure to substrate
dielectrics everywhere along the trap axis. It would be therefore interesting to measure
whether the heating rates improve in future fabrication runs with additional substrate
shielding.
Secondly, the ground plane separating the trap electrodes from the silicon substrate is
relatively resistive, with ∼ 1 Ω resistance from one corner of ground plane to the other,
and > 3 Ω resistance per via to the top metal layer. It would be interesting to measure
whether the heating rates improve in future fabrication runs with increased ground-plane
conductivity.
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Experiments presented in the next chapter describe experimental observations of quantum contextuality through violations of non-contextuality (NC) inequalities. This chapter
describes the theory underlying those experiments.
The first stumbling block on this experimental journey was understanding what quantum
contextuality actually means, and how the theoretical concepts can be reconciled with
experimental realities. There was a lack of relevant review papers or lecture notes (although
an extensive review was published after this section was written [Bud21]), and the published
literature was often contradictory and opinionated. Experimental papers, on the other hand,
tended not to delve deep into the issues of interpretation. Through numerous conversations,
I found out that, in this field, many experimental physicists feel confused by the theoretical
advice, and resort to performing the experiments without asking too many questions.
Warning
This chapter is written for an experimental physicist who aims to understand quantum
contextuality. Unlike the other chapters, it aims to describe the main results in the
style of lecture notes, including theoretical prerequisites and complete derivations.
Most of the chapter does not present original work but gathers calculations from
various sources to create a single narrative.
A reader uninterested in the theory and philosophy of contextuality tests will find
the chapter tedious, and is discouraged from reading it all. Instead, the following
sections are sufficient to understand the experiments in Chapter 7:
1. KCBS inequality (Sec. 6.3.1) and its quantum violation (Sec. 6.3.2).
2. Generalised KCBS inequality (Sec. 6.3.4).
3. Yu-Oh inequality (Sec. 6.4.1).
4. Experimental loopholes (Sec. 6.5).
I believe that the best way to introduce NC inequalities is a generalisation of the Bell
inequalities. The reason for this is two-fold. First of all, Bell inequalities are more familiar
to most physicists, and I hope that by presenting quantum contextuality in the same
framework, I will manage to de-mistify many traditionally obscure concepts. Secondly, a
lot of quantum contextuality theory takes the concepts that naturally apply to non-local
systems and adapts them (with varying degrees of success and clarity) to local systems.
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I hope that this angle of presentation will shed some clarity and motivation onto the
experiments presented in the next chapter.
This review is structured as follows. Sec. 6.1 introduces the quantum information
formalism necessary to derive the Bell and NC inequalities. Specifically, it formalises the
concepts of quantum entanglement and quantum measurements. In Sec. 6.2 I derive two
versions of Bell’s theorem, which show the non-classical nature of entangled states. Then
I introduce the idea of quantum contextuality, which aims at extending Bell’s insights
onto local systems. This is done through a derivation of the KCBS inequality, which will
be experimentally verified in Chapter 7. Sec. 6.3.4 connects the KCBS inequality and its
extension of the chained Bell’s inequalities, strengthening the connection between local and
non-local contextuality. Sec. 6.4 introduces the concept of state-independent contextuality
and the Yu-Oh inequality which will be experimentally verified in Chapter 7. Sec. 6.5
describes how the theoretical concepts can be applied in experiments. Specifically, we review
a long-lasting debate on the so-called “compatibility loophole”, and the approaches used
to overcome it. The final section presents my personal contribution and comments. It
attempts to give an intuition about the meaning of contextual and non-contextual models
(Sec. 6.6.1) and constructs explicit examples of classical noise sources which can masquerade
as non-classical corrections in contextuality test (Sec. 6.6.3). It then discusses what can
be learned from contextuality experiments (Sec. 6.6.4), and criticises the idea of using
contextuality for randomness generation (Sec. 6.6.5).

6.1. Quantum measurements and entanglement
Both nonlocality and contextuality tests rely on correlations of quantum measurements.
In the former case, these measurements are performed on separate particles of a bipartite
entangled system, while in the latter, the measurements are performed sequentially on a
single system. In this section, we briefly review the formalism of quantum entanglement
and quantum measurements.

6.1.1. Composite and entangled states
Consider a quantum system A with a set of orthonormal basis states {|iiA }. Any pure state
|ψiA of A can be written as
|ψiA =

X

cA
i |iiA ,

(6.1)

i

where cA
i is a unit vector. Likewise, any pure state |φiB of a different quantum system B
with basis states |iiB can be written as
|φiB =

X
i
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cB
i |iiB ,

(6.2)
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where cB
i is a unit vector. Let us now consider A and B as parts of one system. In this
composite system, the basis states are |iiA ⊗ |jiB . Consequently, any pure state can be
written as:
|χiAB =

X

ci,j |iiA ⊗ |jiB .

(6.3)

i,j

Entanglement
The composite state in Eq. (6.3) is separable if and only if it can be written as a tensor
product of pure states of A and B, that is:
|χiAB = |ψiA ⊗ |φiB .

(6.4)

Plugging Equations (6.1) and (6.2) into Eq. (6.4) and comparing with Eq. (6.3) implies
B
that an equivalent condition for separability is the existence of coefficients cA
i and ci which
satisfy
B
cA
i cj = ci,j

for all i and j. All bi-partite states which do not satisfy this condition - that is, are not
separable - are said to be entangled [Nie02]. The intuition is that we can think of separable
states by considering their parts separately, while entangled states only make sense when
we look at them as a whole.
We can return to a local sub-system description by introducing a reduced density matrix
ρA . Formally, ρA is obtained by the partial trace operator acting on the basis states of B:
ρA = TrB ρAB =

X

B hj|ρAB |jiB .

j

The state |χiAB is maximally entangled if and only if
ρA =

1
× 1,
N

where N is the dimension of ρA . It can be shown that the same condition applies to
ρB = TrA ρAB .
In order to gain an intuitive understanding of this definition, let us introduce the concept
of von Neumann entropy of a density matrix:
S(ρ) = − Tr(ρ ln(ρ)).
S(ρ) = 0 for pure states, increases of mixed states, and reaches a maximum value of ln(N )
for a maximually mixed state ρ = N1 × 1 [Ben06]. Intuitively, measurements of a pure state
generate the least uncertainty, since one can pick a measurement basis where measurement
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outcomes are deterministic. On the other hand, measurements of a mixed state always
generate random outcomes.
Armed with this understanding, we see that maximally entangled states satisfy S(ρAB ) = 0
and S(ρA ) = S(ρB ) = ln(N ). In other words, the system as a whole (ρAB ) is minimally
random, but its sub-systems (ρA and ρB ), taken on their own, look maximally random.
So for maximally entangled states, all of the information is shared, and none is accessible
locally.
Bell states
Let us now limit the discusson to bipartite qubit states. In order to find maximally entangled
states of two qubits, we solve a general two-qubit pure state in Eq. (6.3) to have a fully
mixed reduced density matrix ρA = 12 × 1. From this condition, it is easy to show that all
two-qubit maximally entangled states have one of the following forms

1 
|Φ(φ)i = √ |0iA |0iB + eiφ |1iA |1iB ,
2

1 
|Ψ(φ)i = √ |0iA |1iB + eiφ |1iA |0iB ,
2

where φ is a real number. A popular basis for entangled states is given by the four Bell
states [Jon12]:
1
|Φ+ i = |Φ(0)i = √ (|0iA |0iB + |1iA |1iB ) ,
2
1
|Φ− i = |Φ(π)i = √ (|0iA |0iB − |1iA |1iB ) ,
2
1
|Ψ+ i = |Ψ(0)i = √ (|0iA |1iB + |1iA |0iB ) ,
2
1
|Ψ− i = |Ψ(π)i = √ (|0iA |1iB − |1iA |0iB ) .
2

6.1.2. Quantum measurements
Quantum measurement formalism
All the quantum measurements, projective or not, can be considered under the unified
framework of generalised measurements. A general measurement is defined in terms of a set
of measurement operators {M̂m } which satisfy:
X
m
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Completeness relation
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† = M̂ ) and orthogonal (M̂ M̂ 0 =
When measurement operators are Hermitian (M̂m
m
m m
δm,m0 ), they describe a projective measurement, and we refer to them as projectors. From
now on, for the sake of clarity, I will use a symbol P̂m for a projector, and M̂m of a
generalised measurement operator.
Every M̂m corresponds to a different measurement outcome m. A measurement of an
initial state |ψi gives:
†
P (m) = hψ | M̂m
M̂m | ψi

Probability of outcome m

M̂m |ψi
|ψ 0 i = p
P (m)

Post-measurement state

(6.7a)

Probability of outcome m

(6.8a)

For density operators this generalises to
†
P (m) = Tr(M̂m
M̂m ρ)

ρ0 =

†
M̂m ρM̂m

Post-measurement state

P (m)

When discussing average measurement outcomes, it is common to describe the measurement
in terms of its observable. The observable is defined as
M̂ =

X

†
mM̂m
M̂m

(6.9)

m

allowing the average outcomes to be calculated as
hM̂ i =

X

m P (m) = hψ | M̂ | ψi

(6.10)

for a pure state and
hM̂ i = Tr(M̂ ρ)
for any input density matrix. While the expressions above are valid for both projective
and non-projective measurement, it is for some reason rare to talk about observables in
the context of non-projective measurements. For projective measurements, the observable
P
definition in Eq. (6.9) reduces to M̂ = m mPm .
Note that any generalised measurement can be viewed as a projective measurement on
a larger system. This is the essence of the Stinespring’s dilation theorem [Nie02]. Any
generalised measurement M̂m may be constructed by preparing an ancilla in state |0i,
coupling it to the system with unitary U , then measuring the ancilla protectively. The
measurement probability P (m) and the post-measurement state of the system ρ0 (m) obey
Equations (6.8a) and (6.7a), with
M̂m = hm | U | 0i.
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This is known as an operator-sum decomposition, and M̂m is the Kraus operator for the
measurement outcome m. If the measurement outcome is not recorded, the system evolves
into
ρ0 =

X

†
P (m) ρ0 (m) = M̂m ρM̂m
,

(6.11)

m

which is a general representation of any quantum process.
Binary measurements
Trapped ion fluorescence readout is an example of a binary measurement. Either fluorescence
is detected, and the state is labelled “bright”, or there is no fluorescence, and the state is
“dark”. When measuring a qubit, this measurement distinguishes the two basis states |0i
and |1i from each other, and is ideally projective. A common choice is to associate |0i with
outcome m = 1, and |1i with outcome m = −1. Therefore, the measurement operators are
P̂1 = |0ih0|

and

P̂−1 = |1ih1|

which means the observable (Eq. (6.9)) can be written in one of the following ways
M̂ = |0ih0| − |1ih1| = 2|0ih0| − 1 = σz
where σz is the Pauli matrix. This can be extended to a multi-level system (i.e. a qudit) by
considering a measurement which distinguishes a bright state |0i from other states, which
are all dark. In this case we can write in general
P̂1 = |0ih0|

and

P̂−1 = 1 − |0ih0|

(6.12)

which means
M̂ = 2|0ih0| − 1.
These measurement operators show that, if outcome +1 is obtained, the state is projected
onto the state |0i, while if outcome −1 is obtained, the state is projected onto a subspace of
states 1 − |0ih0|, preserving coherences present in the initial state [Mal17]. Measurements
along arbitrary directions can be performed by combining this measurement with single-qudit
unitaries. Consider a general qubit pure state given by
|ψi = U |0i
where U is a single-qudit unitary. Its observable
M̂ |ψi = 2|ψihψ| − 1.
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satisfies
M̂ |ψi = U M̂ U †
and therefore1 can be measured by first applying U † , followed by measurement M̂ , and
finally applying U . The final unitary U is only relevant for the post-measurement state,
and does not influence the measurement statistics. Therefore, it only needs to be included
in the experiment if there are other measurements following it.

6.1.3. Measurement correlators
In both the Bell test and the contextuality tests, we are interested in the correlations
between different measurements. For a pair of measurement outcomes m, n = ±1 occurring
with joint probability P (m, n), the average correlator m × n is defined as
hmni =

X

mn P (m, n) .

m,n=±1

However, the method used to evaluate the correlator is different depending on whether
the measurements are bipartite (as in the Bell scenario), or whether they are performed
sequentially on a local system (contextual scenario).
Bipartite measurements
When the measurement is performed on sub-system A of a bi-partite system, the total
measurement is described by an observable of a form M̂A ⊗ 1B , while 1A ⊗ M̂B describes a
measurement of B.
In a Bell test, we are interested in the correlation (m × n) between the outcome m of a
measurement of A and the outcome n of a measurement of B. These two measurements
can be considered as a single quantum measurement with outcome (m, n) and a projective
|ψ i
|ψ i
measurement operator P̂m 1 ⊗ P̂n 2 , regardless of whether they are performed sequentially
or simultaneously. The average correlator between the measurement outcomes performed
on a composite pure state |ψ0 i is given by
hM̂ |ψ1 i M̂ |ψ2 i i =

X

|ψ1 i
mnhψ0 | P̂m
⊗ P̂n|ψ2 i | ψ0 i = hψ0 | M̂ |ψ1 i ⊗ M̂ |ψ2 i | ψ0 i, (6.14)

n,m=±1

where |ψ1 i and |ψ2 i specify the local measurement directions. Because of the tensor product
structure, M̂ |ψ1 i ⊗ M̂ |ψ2 i is a Hermitian operator. Therefore, the measurement correlator
can be considered to be an observable itself.

1

Recall that the order of operations in a formula is the reverse of the one in the measurement circuit
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Local sequential measurements
In the contextual scenario, the measurements are performed sequentially on a local system,
and can be no longer treated as independent. Suppose that M̂ |ψ1 i is the first observable to
be measured, and the initial state is still |ψ0 i. The average outcome of the first measurement
is then (Eq. (6.10)):
hM̂ |ψ1 i i = hψ0 | M̂ |ψ1 i | ψ0 i

(6.15)

After the first measurement gives outcome m, the state is given by (Eq. (6.7a)):
|ψ i

P̂m 1 |ψ0 i
,
|ψ 0 i = p
P (m)
|ψ i

where P̂m 1 and P (m) are the projector and outcome probability, respectively. The
probability for the second measurement to give outcome n after the first outcome was m is
|ψ i

|ψ i

|ψ i

hψ0 | P̂m 1 P̂n 2 P̂m 1 | ψ0 i
,
P (m)

P (n | m) = hψ 0 | P̂n|ψ2 i | ψ 0 i =
and therefore the joint probability is

|ψ1 i |ψ2 i |ψ1 i
P (n, m) = P (n | m) P (m) = hψ0 | P̂m
P̂n P̂m | ψ0 i,

and the average outcome of the second measurement evaluates to
hM̂ |ψ2 i i =

n P (n, m) =

X

|ψ1 i |ψ2 i |ψ1 i
nhψ0 | P̂m
P̂n P̂m | ψ0 i

X
n,m=±1

n,m=±1





=

X

|ψ1 i 
hψ0 | P̂m

m=±1

=

X

|ψ1 i
nP̂n|ψ2 i  P̂m
| ψ0 i

n=±1

|ψ1 i
|ψ1 i
hψ0 | P̂m
M̂ |ψ2 i P̂m
| ψ0 i.
m=±1

X

(6.16)

The sequential measurement correlator can be then evaluated as
hM̂ |ψ1 i M̂ |ψ2 i i =

X
n,m=±1

mn P (n, m) =

X

|ψ1 i |ψ2 i |ψ1 i
mnhψ0 | P̂m
P̂n P̂m | ψ0 i. (6.17)

n,m=±1

Plugging in projectors from Eq. (6.12) into Eq. (6.17) and expanding it out, we find that
hM̂ |ψ1 i M̂ |ψ2 i i = 1 − 2khψ0 | ψ1 ik2 − 2khψ0 | ψ2 ik2
+ 2hψ0 | ψ1 ihψ1 | ψ2 ihψ2 | ψ0 i
+ 2hψ0 | ψ2 ihψ2 | ψ1 ihψ1 | ψ0 i.
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This formula has a few interesting implications. First of all, the result is unchanged when
|ψ1 i is swapped with |ψ2 i. Therefore, the measurement correlator is independent of the
order in which the measurements are conducted:
hM̂ |ψ1 i M̂ |ψ2 i i = hM̂ |ψ2 i M̂ |ψ1 i i.
I don’t have an intuition about why this happens. Interestingly, Eq. (6.18) can be re-written
as
1
hM̂ |ψ1 i M̂ |ψ2 i i = hψ0 | {M̂ |ψ1 i , M̂ |ψ2 i } | ψ0 i
2

(6.19)

i.e. half of the anticommutator of two measurements is a valid observable for a correlator
of two sequential measurements. Note that Eq. (6.19) reduces to Eq. (6.14) when the
measurements commute, and so is actually more general. It turns out this phenomenon
exemplifies a general connection between temporal and space-like correlations in quantum
physics. This insight can be generalised into a so-called pseudo-density matrix, which treats
spatial and temporal correlations within a unified framework [Fit15; Zha17].
Commuting sequential measurements
In quantum mechanics (QM), measurements do not disturb each other when their observables
commute. For binary projective measurements, we find from Eq. (6.13) that
[M̂ |ψ1 i , M̂ |ψ2 i ] = 0 ⇐⇒ [|ψ1 ihψ1 |, |ψ2 ihψ2 |] = 0
which happens either in a trivial case of |ψ1 i = |ψ2 i, or when measurement directions are
orthogonal:
hψ1 | ψ2 i = 0.
When these conditions are satisfied, the results for sequential measurements above reduce
to
hM̂ |ψ2 i i = 1 − 2khψ0 | ψ2 ik2 = hψ0 | M̂ |ψ2 i | ψ0 i
hM̂ |ψ1 i M̂ |ψ2 i i = 1 − 2khψ0 | ψ1 ik2 − 2khψ0 | ψ2 ik2
= hM̂ |ψ1 i i + hM̂ |ψ2 i i − 1

(6.20a)

As expected, the statistics of the second measurement are independent of the first measurement direction. Likewise, the measurement correlator is only dependent on measurement
statistics of the individual measurements.
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6.2. Bell theorems
Armed with an understanding of the measurement formalism, and an intuition that nonseparability is non-classical, we can now discuss the Bell theorem [Bel64], which attempts to
formalise this insight. Consider the so-called CHSH scenario [Cla69] where an agent named
Charlie prepares two particles, one of which is given to Alice and the other one to Bob.
Alice and Bob perform local measurements on their particles. We use the following notation
• λ specifies the full state of the system before the measurements.
• x and y are measurement settings chosen by Alice and Bob respectively.
• a and b are measurement outcomes obtained by Alice and Bob respectively.
• P (ab | xy) is the probability to measure a and b given measurement settings x and y.
Note that while λ is usually called a hidden variable (HV), it simply represents the state
of reality. For example, in QM formalism, λ is the wavefunction of the state prepared by
Charlie. In other words, λ represents the state of the system, which may or may not be
fully accessible to us. For simplicity, let us assume that Alice and Bob can only choose one
of two possible measurement settings and can only obtain one of two possible measurement
outcomes.
x, y ∈ {0, 1}

and

a, b ∈ {0, 1}.

We will be interested in the the quantity p, defined as [Cle04]
4p = P (a = b | x = 0, y = 0) + P (a = b | x = 0, y = 1)
+ P (a = b | x = 1, y = 0) + P (a 6= b | x = 1, y = 1)
which we will write explicitly as:
4p = P (00 | 00) + P (11 | 00) + P (00 | 01) + P (11 | 01)
+ P (00 | 10) + P (11 | 10) + P (01 | 11) + P (10 | 11) .

(6.21)

We can phrase the problem of maximising p as a (co-operative) game played by Alice and
Bob. If they both choose the measurement setting 1, then score a point if their measurement
outcomes disagree, and for all other setting choices, they score a point when their outcomes
agree. If all pairs of measurement settings are equally likely, then p is the probability Alice
and Bob will score a point.2 . In order to evaluate p from Eq. (6.21), we need to be able to
evaluate the elements P (ab | xy). Let’s see what classical models have to say about them.

2

In physics, games don’t need to be interesting for participants.
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6.2.1. Bell Theorem #1
The gist of classical attempts to interpret quantum phenomena is to say that quantum
randomness could be actually due to unknown and/or unpredictable classical phenomena.
In the Bell scenario, that would mean that even if Charlie attempts to send the same state
every time, every repetition of the game could in fact correspond to a different λ. Therefore,
we write the probabilities in full generality as
P (ab | xy) =

X

P (ab | xyλ) P (λ | xy) .

(6.22)

λ

Now we make the free-will assumption [Ara16]
P (λ | xy) = P (λ)

(6.23)

Eq. (6.23) does not actually say that Alice and Bob have free will3 , but rather that
measurement settings x, y can be chosen independently of the state of the measured system.
As far as I’m aware, it’s implicit in all theories, classical or quantum. Substituting Eq. (6.23)
into Eq. (6.22) gives
P (ab | xy) =

X

P (ab | xyλ) P (λ) .

(6.24)

λ

The next assumption is realism 4 or determinism
P (ab | xyλ) = 0 or

P (ab | xyλ) = 1.

(6.25)

In other words, the state of reality λ completely determines the measurement outcome.
This would match most classical intuitions, and be at odds with the formalism of QM,
which says that measurement outcomes are fundamentally unpredictable. Eq. (6.25) implies
algebraically that
P (ab | xyλ) = P (a | xyλ) P (b | xyλ) .

(6.26)

The final assumption is locality, which implies
P (a | xyλ) = P (a | xλ)

and

P (b | xyλ) = P (b | yλ) .

(6.27)

This assumption, motivated by the theory of relativity, states that, for any λ the choice of
Bob’s measurement settings does not influence Alice’s measurement outcomes, and vice

3
4

That assumption would not be compatible with classical physics.
The naming of this assumption is somewhat contentious - I think nowadays people are so used to QM
that they could believe in a non-deterministic reality.
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versa. Equations (6.27) and (6.26) together imply factorisability [Fin82]:
P (ab | xyλ) = P (a | xλ) P (b | yλ) .

(6.28)

Applying factorisability to Eq. (6.24) we obtain
P (ab | xy) =

X

P (a | xλ) P (b | yλ) P (λ) .

(6.29)

λ

In order to constrain p, we only need to consider 16 possible values of λ. To see this, observe
that there are 4 possible truth tables for P (a | x), since in order to define a truth table, we
need to make two independent choices
1. Either P (0 | 0) = 1 and P (1 | 0) = 0, or P (0 | 0) = 0 and P (1 | 0) = 1.
2. Either P (0 | 1) = 1 and P (1 | 1) = 0, or P (0 | 1) = 0 and P (1 | 1) = 1.
Since there are 4 possible truth tables for P (a | x), and 4 possible truth tables for P (b | y),
then there are 16 possible truth tables for P (ab | xy). In order to construct a classical bound
for p, we simply need to check those 16 cases. The bound is obtained by only considering λ
which maximises p. By iterating through all the cases, we find that one of the scenarios
which maximises p is
P (a = 0 | x = 0) = 1

and

P (a = 1 | x = 1) = 1

P (b = 0 | x = 0) = 1

and

P (b = 0 | x = 1) = 1

Resulting in a classical bound on p
3
p ≤ pL = .
4

(6.30)

This is known as the CHSH inequality [Cla69]. We know we this bound is exceeded in
the real world. Specifically, consider the situation where Charlie prepares a maximally
entangled state |Φ+ i. Following [Cle04], define:
|φ0 (θ)i = cos(θ)|0i + sin(θ)|1i
|φ1 (θ)i = − sin(θ)|0i + cos(θ)|1i.
which describe orthogonal measurement directions for a single qubit. For measurement
settings x and y, Alice and Bob will measure operators Xxa and Yyb given by:
X0a = |φa (0)ihφa (0)|
X1a
Y0b
Y1b
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= |φa (π/4)ihφa (π/4)|
= |φb (π/8)ihφb (π/8)|
= |φb (−π/8)ihφb (−π/8)|

(6.32a)
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for (a, b) ∈ {0, 1}. From Eq. (6.14) we find:
P (ab | xy) = hΦ+ | Xxa Yyb | Φ+ i
With this formula, we find that every element on the right hand side in Eq. (6.21) equals
1
2
2 cos (π/8), and therefore in total
pQM

√
2+ 2
= cos (π/8) =
≈ 0.85.
4
2

(6.33)

This is the Tsirelson’s Bound for a Bell inequality violation [Cir80], and the maximum value
that p can achieve in QM. The fact that pQM > pL proves that QM is inconsistent with any
model which assumes free will, determinism (realism) and locality.

6.2.2. Extended Bell’s Theorem and the role of determinism
A conclusion that most physicists draw from Bell’s theorem is that the assumption of
determinism (or realism) needs to be abandoned - this seems like the easiest way out.
However, it turns out that it is not enough [Cla74]. In this section, we discuss a follow-up
to Bell’s theorem, which shows that that local stochastic models are also bounded by pmax .
To see how that comes about, let us analyse the problem without assuming determinism.
Let us also write the assumption of locality in a different way
P (a | xyλb) = P (a | xλ)

and

P (b | xyλa) = P (b | yλ) .

(6.34)

Eq. (6.34) looks very similar to Eq. (6.27), but is actually a stronger assumption, known as
local causality [Bel85]. The idea of local causality is that P (a) is independent of everything
outside of Alice’s light cone, which includes both Bob’s measurement setting y and Bob’s
measurement outcome b. With Eq. (6.34), we can derive Bell inequality without assuming
Eq. (6.25) [Ara]. This starts by using Bayes rule:
P (ab | xyλ) = P (a | xyλb) P (b | xyλ)
which, using Eq. (6.34), reduces to
P (ab | xyλ) = P (a | xλ) P (b | yλ)

(6.35)

which is the factorisability condition from Eq. (6.28) [Fin82]! This immediately implies that
P (ab | xy) is still given by Eq. (6.29) and therefore the classical bound is still given by pL 5 .
5

To be precise, to prove this, we need to consider all possible stochastic truth tables for P (a | x) and
P (b | y), while before we only had to consider deterministic truth tables, filled with 0’s and 1’s. However,
all probabilistic truth tables can be written as a weighted sum of deterministic truth tables. So in fact
the maximum value of p when summing over all probabilistic truth tables is the same as when summing
over all deterministic truth tables
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Therefore, the local deterministic bound on p in Eq. (6.30) is also a locally causal bound.
The extended Bell’s theorem implies that abandoning determinism does not allow one to
completely rescue locality. If one believes in QM and free will, it is possible to believe
in locality in the sense of Eq. (6.27), but not in locality in the sense of local causality in
Eq. (6.34).
I find the extended Bell’s theorem fascinating and important. On a philosophical level, it
makes it clear that quantum correlations are not purely due to non-determinism, and that
some kind of non-locality is at play6 . While the original theorem rejects one kind of models
– deterministic ones – the extension allows rejecting all kinds of probabilistic models that
respect local causality.
Aside from their fundamental importance, Bell inequalities are the backbone of many
proposed technologies. Most excitingly, recent years have brought about the development
of device independent (DI) quantum random number generation (QRNG) [Pir14] and DI
quantum key distribution (QKD) protocols [Ací07]. Those protocols are secure against
attacks by adversaries limited only by QM.

6.2.3. Non-signaling models
The conclusion of Bell’s theorem is that correlations present in QM exceed those available
to local deterministic models. The conclusion of the extended Bell’s theorem is that they
also exceed those available to locally causal models. This is the sense in which QM can be
considered non-local. In this section, we attempt to quantify exactly how non-local it is.
According to the current laws of physics, information cannot be transferred faster than
the speed of light. For Alice and Bob, this implies that they cannot influence each other’s
measurement statistics simply by changing their measurement directions. This assumption
is called non-signaling (NS) and can be written as [Mas06]:
P (a | xy) = P (a | x)

and

P (b | xy) = P (b | y) .

(6.36)

Eq. (6.36) looks very similar to the locality assumption (Eq. (6.27)), but it’s very much not
the same. In fact, locality implies NS, but not vice versa. While local deterministic models
(and locally causal models) are factorisable, NS models may not be, as we shall see below.
QM itself is a non-deterministic NS model. Therefore, an interesting question is whether
the NS conditions in Eq. (6.36) are what limits the maximum value of p to pQM . The answer
turns out to be negative, and it has some important implications. To see this, let us consider
a general NS model. Following [Col09], we write a general truth table for P (ab | xy) in the
way shown in Tab. 6.1.
The advantage of writing it this way is that the NS condition from Eq. (6.36) is satisfied
if, for every row and column, the sum of the first two entries equals the sum of the second

6

In fact, it even hints that non-determinism is not even a particularly important factor.
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Table 6.1: A general truth table for P (ab | xy)

x
0
1

y
b

a
0
1
0
1

0

0
P (00 | 00)
P (10 | 00)
P (00 | 10)
P (10 | 10)

1

1

0

P (01 | 00)
P (11 | 00)
P (01 | 10)
P (11 | 10)

P (00 | 01)
P (10 | 01)
P (00 | 11)
P (10 | 11)

1
P (01 | 01)
P (11 | 01)
P (01 | 11)
P (11 | 11)

two entries. For example, for the first row, this condition reads
P (00 | 00) + P (01 | 00) = P (00 | 01) + P (01 | 01) .
which is equivalent to
P (a = 0 | 00) = P (a = 0 | 01)
and hence
P (a = 0 | x = 0, y) = P (a = 0 | x = 0)
which is exactly the NS condition for a = 0 and x = 0. Other rows give other NS conditions
for P (a | x), and the columns give NS conditions for P (b | y). Such truth table corresponds
to either a sum over deterministic theories with different λ, or a non-deterministic model
with a single λ.
We are now in a position to see a truth table for a NS model which exceeds the quantum
bound. This is known as a Popescu-Rohrlich (PR) box [Pop94] and is given in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Truth table for a NS model with maximal p

x
0
1

a
0
1
0
1

y
b

0
1/2
0
1/2
0

0

1

0

0
1/2
0
1/2

1/2
0
0
1/2

1

1
0
1/2
1/2
0

It is easy to check that the model in Table 6.2 is NS. However, it is not factorisable, since
it cannot be decomposed onto separate truth tables for P (a | x) and P (b | y), as Eq. (6.35)
would have it. Therefore, this is not a truth table of a locally causal model. Inserting the
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values from Table 6.2 into Eq. (6.21) we obtain
p = pNS = 1 > pQM > pL .
So in fact, general NS theories can violate Bell inequalities more than QM. So in this case,
QM seems to be more non-local than classical intuitions allow, but less non-local than
special relativity actually permits!

6.2.4. Nonlocal content and Chained Bell Inequalities
In the case of Bell inequalities, QM gives correlations that are stronger than any deterministic
NS theory, but weaker than some probabilistic NS theories. An interesting way of looking at
the relation between NS and QM is using chained Bell inequalities. We start by considering
a different figure of merit for a Bell test, defined as
I2 = P (a = b | 10) + P (a 6= b | 00) + P (a 6= b | 01) + P (a 6= b | 11)
For this witness, following identical steps as above, we can derive the following bounds
[Col09]:
I2 ≥ I2,L = 1
I2 ≥ I2,T = 4 sin2 (π/8) = 2 −

√

in local models
2 ≈ 0.59

I2 ≥ I2,NS = 0

in QM
in NS models

These are known as chained Bell inequalities [Bra90]. Note that here the word ’local’ is
a shortcut for “local deterministic or causally local”. As before, there is a significant gap
between the quantum limit I2,T and the NS limit I2,NS . We can now extend the scenario
considered so far by allowing Alice and Bob to make one of N > 2 different measurements
each, (x, y) ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}, with binary outcomes (a, b) ∈ {0, 1}. Consider the following
witness:
IN = P (a = b | N − 1, 0) + P (a 6= b | 00) + P (a 6= b | 01) + P (a 6= b | 11)
+ P (a 6= b | 12) + . . . + P (a 6= b | N − 1, N − 1) ,
which reduces to I2 for N = 2. In order to bound IN , we first note that the classical and
quantum bounds are unchanged. The optimal quantum strategy is obtained by changing
the measurement angles in Eq. (6.32a) from π/4 to π/(2N ). All in all, the bounds become
IN ≥ IL = 1
IN ≥ IN,T = 2N sin2
I2 ≥ I2,NS = 0
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π
4N



in QM
in NS models
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The interesting observation is that the gap between NS models and QM vanishes in the
limit of large N . One way to formalise it is by defining the nonlocal content q [Chr15].
The idea is to model the observed correlations as a sum of local and non-local behaviours
[Sca19]. Assuming NS, any observed value of IN can be explained by assuming Alice and
Bob behave non-locally with probability q, and locally with probability 1 − q, where
IN = (1 − q)IL + qINS
which implies that
q = 1 − IN

(6.39)

Indeed, if QM is correct, then as N → ∞, the system becomes fully non-local (q → 1). This
might sound like an odd way to phrase it, but this framing of the problem has allowed for
many interesting findings and applications:
• [Col11] has used the fact that q → 1 to show that no extension of quantum theory
could have improved predictive power. Crucially, added predictive power of any
post-quantum theory can be bounded by experimental measurements of q.
• There are QKD protocols based on Chained Bell Inequalities which are resistant to
eavesdropping by adversaries bound only by NS, not just by QM [Bar05; Ací06b].
In absence of noise, q → 1 allows for most efficient information transfer, even for
non-local adversaries [Ací06a].
• There are DI QRNG protocols that allow certifiable randomness generation. An
adversary bounded only by NS can guess the random number with a probability of at
most 1 − q/2 [Sca19].
While I’m not terribly worried about NSA spying on people with non-local NS methods7 , I
think that it’s very interesting to discover how non-local real-world correlations can be. As
of today, the largest measured non-local content for a chained Bell scenario was q = 0.874(1),
measured with N = 18 settings [Chr15].

6.2.5. Bell inequalities in correlator formalism
So far we assumed that measurement outcomes take values (a, b) ∈ {0, 1}. A different
common way of writing down Bell inequalities is in terms out correlators of measurements
(X, Y ) with outcomes (A, B) ∈ {1, −1}
hXY i = P (A = B | XY ) − P (A 6= B | XY )

7

If they are this far ahead of mainstream science, they can probably break NS too
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For the sake of completeness, below are the main results from sections above, re-expressed
in correlator formalism. The CHSH scenario considers the witness
E = hX1 Y1 i + hX1 Y2 i + hX2 Y1 i − hX2 Y2 i
and states that
E ≤ EL = 2
E ≤ EQM = 2 +

√

in local models
2

in QM

E ≤ ENS = 4

in NS models

The chained Bell inequalities extend this witness to
EN =

N
X

N
−1
X

i=1

i=1

hXi Yi i +

(6.41)

hXi+1 Yi i − hX1 YN i

and state that
EN ≤ EN,L = 2N − 2
EN ≤ EN,QM = 2N cos

in local models


π
2N



in QM

EN ≤ EN,NS = 2N

in NS models

The nonlocal content q can be defined via
(1 − q)EN,L + qEN,NS = EN,QM
and leads to the same expression as Eq. (6.39)
q = 1 − 2N sin

2



π
4N



6.3. Quantum contextuality and KCBS test
Because Bell inequalities apply only to non-local systems, it is hard to believe they capture
the whole non-classicality of QM. For example, quantum advantage in sensing and computation arises already in a local setting. Therefore, some non-classical correlations should
be observable already for local systems. Quantum contextuality attempts to generalise
the concepts introduced above without referring to the notion of locality. These onset of
contextual correlations is known in certain scenarios to coincide with the possibility of
universal quantum computation [How14].
Consider a general scenario where measurements (x, y) are performed on some system,
with measurement outcomes (a, b). In QM, measurements do not always commute. That
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implies that, in general
P (b | xy) 6= P (b | y) ,
so the outcome of measurement y might depend on what other measurement x was performed.
However, we will consider the special case of compatible measurements. Measurements x
and y are defined as compatible when
P (a | xy) = P (a | x)

and

P (b | xy) = P (b | y) .

(6.43)

The meaning of conditional probability in this Eq. (6.43) is that the P (a | x) is independent
of whether x is measured alone or together with y. It also generalises to all possible
combinations of measurement settings. For example, if measurements x, y, x are performed
in a sequence, then P (aba | xyx) = P (aa | xx), etc [Cab09]. We can immediately see
that the compatibility equations (6.43) are the same as NS Equations (6.36). While NS
assumption only makes sense for space-like separated systems, compatibility can be applied
more broadly. For example, in QM, any projective measurements whose operators commute
are compatible.
Now consider a general model that generates P (ab | xy), which is still given by Eq. (6.22).
Like before, we make the free-will assumption (Eq. (6.23)) and the determinism assumption
(Eq. (6.25)), leading us once again to
P (ab | xy) =

X

P (a | xyλ) P (b | xyλ) P (λ) .

λ

Now we cannot invoke locality anymore, but this time we invoke the assumption of noncontextuality (NC) [Cab10b]. It states that if two measurements (x, y) are compatible, then
they are compatible for every state of reality λ:
P (a | xy) = P (a | x) =⇒ P (a | xyλ) = P (a | xλ) .

(6.44)

NC essentially says that if two measurements x, y never influence each other’s statistics (are
compatible), then the underlying theory does not include terms where x and y influence
each other’s statistics (are incompatible). I devote Sec. 6.6.2 and Sec. 6.6.3 to assessing
the sensibility of this assumption (spoiler: it is sensible, but not nearly as bulletproof as
locality).
It is clear that NC allows us to make the same step as locality did, that is, if (x, y) are
compatible, then:
P (a | xyλ) = P (a | xλ)

and

P (b | xyλ) = P (b | yλ) .
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x2

x1

x3

x5

x4

Figure 6.1: Compatiblity structure of KCBS scenario. Measurement setting xi is compatible with
measurement settings xi±1 , with sum taken modulo 5.

and we once again can write that
P (ab | xy) =

X

P (a | xλ) P (b | yλ) P (λ) .

(6.45)

λ

This means that NC inequalities can be constructed by maximising over all deterministic
truth tables for P (a | x) and P (b | y).

6.3.1. KCBS inequality
The idea behind NC inequalities is to exploit the fact that, in QM, compatibility is not
transitive [Mer93]. That is, if measurement y is compatible with measurements x and z
individually, it does not mean that x is compatible with z. This non-classical phenomenon
allows differentiating quantum and classical predictions. The simplest NC inequality
for a local system is the Klyachko-Can-Biniciŏglu-Shumovsky (KCBS) inequality with 5
observables [Kly08]. In QM, this inequality can be violated with a single 3-level system
(qutrit), which is also the smallest dimension where contextuality can be observed [Cab10b].
Consider 5 measurements (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 ) with measurement outcomes (A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 , A5 ),
with Ai ∈ {−1, 1}. We assume measurements are pairwise compatible: xi is compatible
with xi+1 , with the sum taken modulo 5. This structure can be shown as a graph in Fig. 6.1,
where measurements connected with a solid line are compatible.
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Consider the following quantity
S=

5
X

hAi Ai+1 i.

(6.46)

i=1

This sum can be expressed in terms of probabilities of measurement outcomes using
hAi Ai+1 i = P (Ai = 1, Ai+1 = 1) + P (Ai = −1, Ai+1 = −1)
− P (Ai = −1, Ai+1 = 1) − P (Ai = 1, Ai+1 = −1) .
Since measurements in this expression are compatible, it makes sense to consider predictions
of a deterministic NC model. Using Equation (6.45), we can factorise every probability in
the sum as
P (Ai = ±1, Ai+1 = ±1) = P (Ai = ±1, λ) P (Ai+1 = ±1, λ) P (λ) ,
which allows us to write
hAi Ai+1 i =

X

(P (Ai = 1, λ) − P (Ai = −1, λ))(P (Ai+1 = 1, λ) − P (Ai+1 = −1, λ)) P (λ) .

λ

Of course P (Ai = 1, λ) − P (Ai = −1, λ) is nothing but the expectation value of the measurement of Ai for a given λ. Consequently, we can simply write
hAi Ai+1 i =

X

hAi , λihAi+1 , λi P (λ) .

λ

Note that since the model is deterministic, either P (Ai = 1, λ) = 1 and P (Ai = −1, λ) = 0
or P (Ai = 1, λ) = 0 and P (Ai = −1, λ) = 1. Therefore, while hAi Ai+1 i is a real number in
the range (−1, +1), hAi , λi is either +1 or −1. Hence to find the possible values of S, it
suffices to test try all 25 possible values of (hAi , λi, hA2 , λi, . . . , hA5 , λi) = (±1, ±1, . . . , ±1).
By considering all possible assignments, we find that S ≥ −3. This bound can be understood as follows. The value S = −3 is achievable, for example for (hAi , λi, hA2 , λi, hA3 , λi, hA4 , λi, hA5 , λi) =
(+1, −1, +1, −1, +1). The next lower algebraically allowed value would be S = −5. This
could happen if and only if, for every i
hAi , λi = −hAi+1 , λi,
with the sum taken modulo 5. But that would imply that
hA1 , λi = −hAi+2 , λi = hA3 , λi = −hA4 , λi = hA5 , λi = −hA1 , λi,
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which is a contradiction. Therefore we derived the KCBS inequality:
S ≥ SNC = −3,

(6.47)

which again holds for all deterministic NC models. This will see in the next section that it
is violated in QM, with
√
S ≥ SQM = 5 − 4pQM = 5 − 4 5 ≈ −3.944,

(6.48)

Interestingly, the original KCBS paper makes a stronger claim, suggesting that Eq. (6.47)
“provides a test for arbitrary hidden variables model, context free or not” [Kly08]. Bizarrely,
none of the many papers that quote this result comment on this statement, but none seem
to agree with it either. So let me make it clear that the quoted statement is incorrect, and
that assumption of NC is fundamental to their derivation.

6.3.2. Qutrit measurements and quantum violation
Let us now construct a sequence of QM measurements which violates the KCBS inequality.
I could just state them, like I did in Sec. 6.2 for the Bell inequality, but it is instructive to
see how one may come up with them. Consider a 3-level Hilbert space with basis states
|0i, |1i and |2i. A general pure state of a qutrit is given by:
|ψi = α|0i + β|1i + γ|2i
where |α|2 + |β|2 + |γ|2 = 1. It will be sufficient to only consider states with (α, β, γ) ∈ R.
This way, every |ψi can be visualised as a vector on a unit sphere in a 3D space, with
co-ordinates (α, β, γ). We will call this space a qutrit sphere.
Let us now define binary measurements in this space. Following Eq. 6.13, the observable
for a measurement along |ψi is defined as:
M = 2|ψihψ| − 1
In order to re-create the compatiblity structure of KCBS inequality, we need to find five
measurements Mi , each of which is compatible with Mi±1 . Recall from Section 6.1.3 that
this is equivalent to finding measurement directions |ψi i which satisfy pairwise orthogonality
conditions:
hψi | ψi±1 i = 0
Consider the construction as shown in Figure 6.2. We will associate |0i with z, |1i with y
and |2i with x. The first measurement direction |ψ1 i is in the zy plane and makes an angle
θ to z. The other measurement directions are lying on a regular pentagon in the xy plane.
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Figure 6.2: Measurement directions for KCBS inequality on a qutrit sphere. States connected by
dashed lines correspond to compatible measurements when θ = θ5 , when their vectors are orthogonal.
State |ψ1 i is obtained rotating |0i around y axis by θ. State |ψi+1 i is obtained rotating |ψi i around
z axis by 4π
5 . Figure from [Mal17] ©2017 American Physical Society

Before doing any maths, consider what happens to the angle between |ψ0 i and |ψ1 i as θ is
varied from 0 to π/2. For θ = 0, the angle between them is 0. For θ = π/2, all the state
vectors are in the same plane, and the angle is 4π/5. Therefore, from continuity, there is
some angle 0 < θ5 < π/2 for which hψ2 | ψ1 i = 0 and the corresponding measurements are
compatible. By symmetry, at this point, hψi+1 | ψi i = 0 for all i. Consequently, for θ = θ5 ,
all the measurements along direction connected by dashed lines in Figure are compatible,
and so the measurements reproduce the compatibility structure of the KCBS inequality.
To be more quantitative, we can define the five states using rotations Ry and Rz around y
and z axes respectively, as shown in Figure 6.2. The first measurement direction is given by
|ψ1 i = U1 |0i, where
U1 = Ry (θ).
The angle between subsequent vertices of a regular pentagon is 2π/5. The second direction
is given by rotating |ψ1 i around z this angle twice:
|ψ2 i = Rz2 (2π/5)|ψ1 i = Rz2 (2π/5)Ry (θ)|0i.
By this construction, a general measurement direction |ψi i is given by
|ψi i = Ui |0i where Ui = Rz2i−2 (2π/5)Ry (θ)

(6.49)
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Note that the rotations in Eq. (6.49) are given in Cartesian space. The rotation matrices
are explicitly stated in Sec. 7.4.1. Using this definition, we find that
√
1
hψi | ψi+1 i = cos2 θ − (1 + 5) sin2 θ.
4
This gives the orthogonality condition


2



 ≈ 48◦ .
θ = θ5 = arctan  q
√
1+ 5

(6.50)

In order to evaluate the KCBS witness in Eq. (6.46), we need to calculate expectation values
of correlators. For an initial state |0i, and assuming compatible measurements, Eq. (6.20a)
gives
hAi Ai+1 i = 1 − 2khψ0 | ψ1 ik2 − 2khψ0 | ψ2 ik2 = 1 − 4 cos2 (θ5 ).

(6.51)

where we used the fact the every state |ψi i has the same overlap with the initial state, given
by
h0 | ψi i = cos(θ5 ).
Plugging in θ5 from Eq. (6.50) gives:
4
hAi Ai+1 i = 1 − √ ≈ −0.789
5
Thus the whole KCBS witness in Eq. (6.46) evaluates to
S=

5
X

√
hAi Ai+1 i = SQM = 5 − 4 5 ≈ −3.944

i=1

which significantly violates the NC bound of SNC = −3 in the KCBS inequality. This is
also the maximal violation of this inequality in QM, meaning that S ≥ SQM for other initial
states or for other sets of five compatible measurements. It does not, however, mean that
S ≥ SQM for any set of five projective measurements in QM. For example, as we will see later,
if some of the measurement directions |ψi i are mis-calibrated, this can lead to S < SQM ,
limited only by the algebraic limit S ≥ −5. However, mis-calibrated measurements will
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also, in general, be incompatible, violating the assumption in Eq. (6.45). To summarise:
S ≥ SNC = −3

for deterministic NC models
for compatible measurements in QM

S ≥ SQM ≈ −3.944

for incompatible measurements

S ≥ −5

We also note that a general model for compatible measurements, not bounded by determinism
or NC, is also only bounded by the algebraic limit:
S ≥ SNS = −5

for compatible measurements

We call this bound SNS since compatibility conditions in Eq. (6.43) are mathematically
equivalent to NS conditions in Eq. (6.36). In summary, the methods of this section allow
us to construct an inequality which is satisfied for deterministic NC models, but can be
violated by measuring correlators of five different pairwise-compatible measurements in on
a single qutrit.

6.3.3. Exclusivity and connection to Bell inequality
KCBS inequality can be re-cast in terms of measurements with outcomes (0, 1). The witness
then reads
p=

5
X

P (0, 1 | i, i + 1)

(6.53)

i=1

which we write in full generality as
p=

5
XX

P (0, 1 | i, i + 1, λ) P (λ)

(6.54)

λ i=1

In Eq. (6.53), all measurements are compatible, since every measurement xi is performed
only either with xi−1 or with xi+1 . Assuming determinism and NC we can therefore write
P (0, 1 | i, i + 1, λ) = P (0 | i, λ) P (1 | i + 1, λ)
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Again, we need to consider all possible truth tables for these measurements. One way to
simplify the brute-force approach for bounding p is as follows. Note that, for any λ:
P (0, 1 | i, i + 1, λ) = 1
=⇒ P (0 | i, λ) P (1 | i + 1, λ) = 1
=⇒ P (0 | i, λ) = 1

and

P (1 | i + 1, λ) = 1

=⇒ P (1 | i, λ) = 0

and

P (0 | i + 1, λ) = 0

=⇒ P (0, 1 | i − 1, i, λ) = 0

and

P (0, 1 | i + 1, i + 2, λ) = 0

Therefore, if the element i of the inner sum in Eq. (6.54) is equal to 1, then elements i − 1
and i + 1 must be equal to 0. There are five elements in the inner sum, so at most two of
them can be equal to 1. Therefore
5
X

P (0, 1 | i, i + 1, λ) ≤ 2

i=1

which an alternative form of the KCBS inequality
p ≤ pNC = 2
that is satisfied by all deterministic NC models. The QM bound is
p ≤ pQM =

√

5

The key step of the proof was that, given the compatibility structure in Figure 6.1, determinism and NC imply that, for any two probabilities connected by a line, if one of them
is equal to 1, the other one is equal to 0. In other words, determinism means that those
probabilities correspond to discrete events, and NC implies that these events are exclusive,
i.e. if one of them takes place, the other one does not [Cab13]. Hence, Fig. 6.3 displays the
exclusivity graph of the KCBS scenario.
We can now make a connection between pNC and graph theory. pNC is equal to the
maximum number of vertices of the graph G in Fig. 6.3 which can be simultaneously equal
to 1. And since vertices connected by an edge cannot be both equal to 1, pNC is equal
to the size of the largest sub-graph of G where no two elements are directly connected.
This sub-graph is known as the maximal independent set, its size is called the independence
number and is denoted as α(G). For KCBS inequality, α(G) = 2 and therefore pNC = 2.
One of the maximal subgraphs of G is shown in Figure 6.3 as red dots.
The exclusivity framework allows to us to make more powerful observations. It turns out
that, given an exclusivity graph G, the maximum quantum value of p is bounded by a
graph-theoretic quantity called the Lovasz number ϑ(G) [Cab10b], which was derived in
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P(01|23)

P(01|12)

P(01|34)

P(01|51)

P(01|45)

Figure 6.3: Exclusivity graph G of KCBS scenario. If P (01 | i, i + 1) = 1, then P (01 | i − 1, i) = 0
and P (01 | i + 1, i + 2) = 0, with sum taken modulo 5. In this sense, events connected by dashed
lines are exclusive. Red dots indicate a maximal independent set of G (see main text).

1979 without any reference to QM:
pQM ≤ ϑ(G)
√
For a pentagon graph, ϑ(G) = 5 and so in KCBS scenario, QM saturates the Lovasz
bound.
Using this framework, we can make interesting comparisons to Bell inequalities. Figure 6.4
(left) shows the compatibility structure of CHSH scenario, which is also a cycle, but with
only N = 4 observables. We can construct the exclusivity graph by connecting events where
a different outcome (a or b) is obtained for the same measurement (x or y respectively).
For example, the first term of the Bell witness in Eq. (6.21) is P (00 | 00) is exclusive with
three other terms in the witness: P (11 | 00), P (11 | 01) and P (11 | 10). The full exclusivity
graph for Bell witness 4p is shown in Figure 6.4 (right). Red dots highlight a maximum
independent set of GCHSH , which has size:
α(GCHSH ) = 3
As a result, the deterministic NC bound for CHSH is given by:
4pNC = 3 =⇒ pNC =

3
4
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y=0

x=0

P(11|10)

x=1

y=1

P(00|00)

P(11|10)

P(11|01)

P(00|01)

P(10|11)
P(11|00)

P(00|10)

Figure 6.4: (left) Compatibility structure of CHSH scenario. Alice’s and Bob’s measurements
connected by solid lines are compatible due to NS assumption. (right) Exclusivity structure of
CHSH scenarios. Events connected by dashed lines are exclusive.

in agreement with the deterministic locality bound in Eq. (6.30). So indeed, as argued
before, NC extends the assumption of locality onto local systems. A second interesting
observation is that for GCHSH the Lovasz number
8
ϑ(GCHSH ) = √
5
and so the Lovasz bound on pQM equals
2
pQM ≤ √ ≈ 0.894
5
which is more that the Tsirelson’s bound (Eq. (6.33)) of pQM ≈ 0.85. In other words, CHSH
scenario does not saturate the Lovasz bound available to its exclusivity graph [Cab10b].
Within the exclusivity framework, KCBS is the most fundamental NC inequality, since
it has the smallest exclusivity graph, and results in the largest gap between QM and NC
predictions [Cab13]. Furthermore, all other scenarios exhibit a gap between QM and NC
predictions if and only if their exclusivity graphs contain odd-N cycles, with N ≤ 5.

6.3.4. Generalised KCBS inequalities and non-contextual content
A common feature of KCBS and CHSH inequalities is that their compatibility structures
form a simple cycle of N vertices, with N = 4 for CHSH and N = 5 for KCBS. It turns out
that every simple cycle of compatibility (for N ≥ 4 vertices) corresponds to a NC inequality.
This family of results is knowns as N -cycle inequalities [Ara13]. Chained Bell inequalities
(Section 6.2.4) are members of this family for even N . In this section, we extend the KCBS
scenario to N > 5 observables. This allows us to construct all odd N -cycle inequalities,
thus “filling in the gaps” left by chained Bell inequalities.
For odd N , it is very straightforward to extend the KCBS proof onto N > 5. Consider N
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B1

B1

A2

A1
A1

A2

A1

A2

B3

B2

A1

A3

A3

A2
A7

B2

A5

A4

A4

A6

A3

A5

Figure 6.5: Compatiblity structures for N -cycle inequalities for N = 4, 5, 6, 7. N = 4 corresponds
to CHSH inequality. N = 5 corresponds to KCBS inequality. N = 6 correponds to a chained Bell
inequality where Alice and Bob can measure 3 observables each. N = 7 corresponds to an generalised
KCBS inequality.

measurements A1 , A2 , . . . , AN with cyclic compatibility structure (Ai is compatible with
Ai±1 , with sum taken modulo N), as in Figure 6.5. Consider a witness
SN =

N
X

(6.55)

hAi Ai+1 i.

i=1

Every one of those odd-N cyclic compatibility structures produces an exclusivity graph
which also is a simple N -cycle. For an odd N -cycle graph GN , the independence number
α(GN ) =

N −1
.
2

Following the proof in Sec. 6.3.3:
SN ≥ N − 4α(GN )
which gives
SN ≥ SN,NC = 2 − N
The quantum maximum can be constructed by adapting the N = 5 construction as shown
in Fig. 6.6. For any odd N , we will define measurement directions as
|ψi i = Ui |0i

where Ui = Rz(i−1)(N −1)/2 (

2π
)Ry (θ).
N

Pairwise orthogonality hψi | ψi+1 i = 0 occurs when
s

θ = θN = arccos

cos(π/N )
.
1 + cos(π/N )
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Figure 6.6: Measurement directions for a generalised KCBS scenario for N = 9 (left) and N = 11
(right) (c.f. Fig. 6.2). Orthogonal directions are connected with dashed lines.

Eq. (6.51) becomes
hAi Ai+1 i = 1 − 4 cos2 θN .
which gives
SN =

N
X

hAi Ai+1 i = SQM =

i=1

N − 3N cos(π/N )
.
1 + cos(π/N )

The general limit for compatible measurements is the algebraic limit SN ≥ −N . This can
be seen by simply noting that a model where for all i
hAi i =

1
2

and

hAi Ai+1 i = −1

has pairwise compatibility. Thus we can summarise the results for odd N ≥ 5 as
SN ≥ SN,NC = 2 − N
SN ≥ SN, QM =

N − 3N cos(π/N )
1 + cos(π/N )

SN ≥ SNS = −N
SN ≥ −N

for deterministic NC models
for compatible measurements in QM
for compatible measurements
for incompatible measurements.

These results have some striking similarities for chained Bell inequalities in correlator form
discussed in 6.2.5. The witness EN in Eq. (6.41) has the same form as SN in Eq. (6.55),
except one of the correlators has a factor of (−1). The bounds EL and ENS also have the
same form, up to a factor of (−2). The factor of 2 occurs since, in the Bell scenario, N
referred to the number of measurements available to Alice and Bob separately8 , meaning
8

I used this notation since it is the most common
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that the total number of different measurement directions is 2N . In other words, a chained
Bell scenario where Alice and Bob can each perform one of N measurements corresponds
to a compatibility cycle of size 2N .
To make the connection formal, for N ≥ 4, we define the N -cycle witness
ΩN =


E

for even N

N/2

for odd N

−S

N

Since NC generalises the concept of locality, and compatiblity generalises the idea of NS,
we can write the combined bounds as
ΩN ≤ ΩN,NC = N − 2
ΩN ≤ ΩN,QM

for deterministic NC models
for compatible measurements in QM

ΩN ≤ ΩN,NS = N

for compatible measurements

where

N cos π 
N
ΩN,QM = 3N cos(π/N
)−N


for even N
for odd N

1+cos(π/N )

We generalise nonlocal content as contextual content
(1 − q)ΩN,N C + qΩN,NS = ΩN,QM

(6.58)

which gives

1 − N sin2 π 
2N
q=
1 − N tan2 π 
2N

for even N
for odd N

These expressions result in extremely similar values of q for odd and even N , as plotted in
Figure. 6.7. For both odd and even N , q → 1 are N → ∞. However, since for x ∈ (0, π/2) it
holds that tan(x) > sin(x), the curve of contextual content for odd-N inequalities is always
slightly below the one for even N .

6.4. State-independent contextuality
All NC inequalities presented so far are state-dependent. This means that the value of the
witness, and hence the amount of violation, depends on the measured state. For example,
the Bell witness in Eq. (6.21) reaches the Tsilerson’s bound (Eq. (6.33)) for a Bell state
|Φ+ i, while the KCBS witness in Eq. (6.46) saturates the quantum limit when the measured
state is |0i. However, the reason behind the state dependence is different. In Bell scenarios,
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Figure 6.7: Contextual content q vs number of measurements settings N . The chained-Bell scenario
(even N, red points) results in values of q very similar to those in the generalised KCBS scenario
(odd N, blue points).

where entanglement is a resource, maximally entangled states provide more value than
partially entangled states, and non-entangled states are deemed classical. However, in local
scenarios, it makes little sense to think of |0i as more or less classical than |1i. The reason
measurements of |0i violate the KCBS inequality, while measurements of |1i do not, is the
choice of measurement directions in Eq. (6.49). That specific selection was arbitrary, and
in fact any state |vi = V |0i can maximally violate a KCBS inequality for measurement
directions |ψi i = Ui V |0i. In Bell scenarios, non-classicality is due to entanglement, while
in local contextual scenarios, non-classicality is due to measurements. This point is made
explicit by state-indendendent NC inequalities.

6.4.1. Yu-Oh construction
The smallest possible set of measurement directions which yields state-independent contextuality was found by [Yu12]. It considers a set V of 13 measurement directions |vi on the
qutrit sphere, with measurement outcomes Av ∈ (−1, 1). Following the original paper, we
define the observable for the measurement along |vi as:
Av = 1 − 2|vihv|,
i.e. projection along |vi corresponds to the outcome (−1), opposite to the standard notation
(Eq. (6.13)) elsewhere in the thesis, and we use the same symbol for the measurement
operator and its outcome. The measurement directions are shown in Figure 6.8 a) and listed
explicitly in Tab. 6.3. While the construction seems significantly more confusing than the
KCBS scheme, each measurement direction is orthogonal to three or four other directions.
This can be seen in the compatibility structure shown in Figure 6.8 b).
Like KCBS, the Yu-Oh witness considers correlators of compatible measurements. The
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Table 6.3: Yu-Oh measurement directions specified on the qutrit sphere |ψi = α|0i + β|1i + γ|2i

(a)

y3+
h3

h0

v
y1−
y2−
y3−
y1+
y2+
y3+

(α, β, γ)
(0, 1, −1)
(−1, 0, 1)
(1, −1, 0)
(0, 1, 1)
(1, 0, 1)
(1, 1, 0)

z1

y2+

y3−

v
h1
h2
h3
h0
z1
z2
z3

(α, β, γ)
(−1, 1, 1)
(1, −1, 1)
(1, 1, −1)
(1, 1, 1)
(1, 0, 0)
(0, 1, 0)
(0, 0, 1)

h2

(b)
z1
y1−

y1−
z2

y1+

h1
y1+

z3

h0

y2+
z2

h3

y2−

h2

y3−
y3+

z3

y2−

h1

Figure 6.8: (a) Yu-Oh measurement directions V . Note that all unit vectors were extended from the
unit sphere onto the unit cube in order to make their orthogonality more explicit. (b) Compatibility
structure of the Yu-Oh measurement directions. Every measurement has either three (H) or four
(Y and Z) compatible contexts. There are 48 edges in total. Figure from [Leu17] ©2017 American
Physical Society

calculations are simplified by defining an adjacency matrix
Γuv =


1

if hu | vi = 0

0

otherwise.

Then the sum
X

Γuv hAu Av i

u,v∈V

will add up correlators of compatible measurements, and ignore all others. The Yu-Oh
witness is given by
χYO =

X
v∈V

hAv i −

1 X
Γuv hAu Av i.
4 u,v∈V

(6.59)
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and is state-independent, i.e. evaluates to the same result for every input state. To prove
this result, notice first that the set of measurement directions V can be divided into sub-sets
hi ∈ H, zi ∈ Z, yi± ∈ Y which individually resolve the identity:
X

|hihh| =

h∈H

4
×1
3

and

X

|yihy| = 2 × 1 and

y∈Y

X

|zihz| = 1

z∈Z

Given that Av = 1 − 2|vihv|, this implies that
X

hAh i =

h∈H

4
3

and

hAy i = 2 and

X

X

h∈H

hAz i = 1

(6.60)

h∈H

regardless of which state is being measured. To handle the correlator in Equation (6.59),
we can use Equation (6.20a)
X

Γuv hAu Av i =

u,v∈V

X

Γuv (hAu i + hAv i − 1).

(6.61)

u,v∈V

Examining the compatibility graph in Figure 6.8 b) we see that measurement directions zi
and yi± all have four neighbours, while hi have three. Therefore
X

Γuv (hAu i + hAv i) = 8

u,v∈V

X

hAy i + 8

y∈Y

X

hAz i + 6

z∈Z

X

hAh i

(6.62)

h∈h

In total there are 48 edges in the compatibility graph, so
X

Γuv = 48.

(6.63)

u,v∈V

Putting Eqs. (6.61), (6.62) and (6.63) into Eq. (6.59) gives
χYO = 12 −

X

hAy i −

y∈Y

X

hAz i −

z∈Z

1X
hAh i
2 h∈h

and using Eq. (6.60) implies that
χYO = 8 +

1
3

in QM

regardless of which state is being measured. To find a bound for deterministic NC
models, it suffices to consider all 213 possible assignments of measurement outcomes
~a = (Az1 , Az2 , . . . , Ah4 ) = (±1, ±1, . . . , ±1) (it is possible to construct an analytical proof,
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but it is not particularly illuminating). Evaluating
χYO =

13
X

ai −

i=1

13 X
13
1X
Γij ai aj
4 i=1 j=1

for all possible vectors ~a we find that
χYO ≤ 8

for deterministic NC models

with equality achieved for 28 different assignments.

6.4.2. Optimal Yu-Oh inequality
The beauty of the Yu-Oh construction was the observation that a state-independent
contextuality scenario can be constructed whenever a number of measurement averages
sums to identity. In fact, the Yu-Oh observables allow one to specify many possible NC
inequalities [Kle12]. Formally, we can define a general witness as:
χ(~λ) =

X

λc hΠk∈c Ak i

c

where c specifies a set of mutually compatible directions, and ~λ = (λc1 , λc2 , . . .) is a weight
vector. It is possible to list all state-indepedent inequalities for the Yu-Oh rays by solving
for
χ(~λ) = 1.

(6.64)

For each solution, the NC deterministic bound:
η(~λ) =

X

λc (Πk∈c ak )

c

can be efficiently found by testing all possible assignments of ~a.
The optimal Yu-Oh inequality can be constructed by solving for Eq. (6.64) while minimising η(~λ). This constitutes a linear program, and can be efficiently optimised. The final
degree of quantum violation is quantified by
V=

χ(~λ)
− 1.
η(~λ)

For the original Yu-Oh witness, χ = 8 + 13 and η = 8, resulting in V = 1/24 ≈ 4.2%
This optimisation leads to two interesting findings [Kle12]. First, the original Yu-Oh
witness is not optimal among witnesses composed out of one- and two-point correlators. A
different set of weights, listed explicitely in [Kle12], results in a doubled quantum violation of
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V = 1/12 ≈ 8.4%. Second, the bound can be further improved by using size-three contexts,
i.e. sets of three mutually commuting measurement directions. Examining Fig. 6.8, we find
four such sets:
C3A = {{zk , yk+ , yk− }} for k = 1, 2, 3
C3B = {z1 , z2 , z3 }.
By allowing size-three contexts, we find an optimal inequality with a quantum violation of
V = 8/75 ≈ 10.7%. The optimal witness is explicitly given by:
χopt =

X

2 hAv i +

v∈H

hAv i

v∈V \H

X

−

X

2Γu,v hAu Av i −

(u,v)∈V \C2

X

−

X

hAu Av i

(u,v)∈C2

3 hAu Av Aw i,

(6.65)

(u,v,w)∈C3A

where C2 = {{zk , yk+ }, {zk , yk− }, {yk+ , yk− }}. The violation evaluates to:
83
≈ 27.667
3
≤ 25

χopt =

in QM

χopt

for deterministic NC models.

The optimal inequality makes it easier to experimentally resolve the difference between the
quantum and classical predictions, as we will see in Chapter 7.

6.5. Compatibility loophole
As is well known, strict testing of Bell inequalities is made difficult by numerous loopholes
[Bru14]. Loopholes allow one to explain experimentally observed correlations - which seem
to violate local determinism - in terms of purely classical models. These models may not be
common sense, but as long as they can be applied, locality cannot be disproven beyond
doubt. It took over 40 years from the first violation of Bell inequalities [Fre72] to the
first loophole-free violation of Bell inequalities [Hen15]. This was made possible by both
experimental developments – such as making more efficient single-photon detectors – and
theoretical progress – such as finding out how to close the detection loophole without
perfectly efficient detectors.
Quantum contextuality tests inherit certain loopholes from the Bell tests. For example,
the argument about a detection loophole can be applied identically in both scenarios
and overcome with high detection efficiency [Bru14]. However, the story of experimental
loopholes in contextuality tests is overall very different. This is because of the finiteprecision loophole, also known as the compatibility loophole, with the potential to invalidate
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any experimental contextuality test.

6.5.1. The finite precision debate
The debate on whether local contextuality can be experimentally tested at all began at
the turn of the millennium. In 1999, David A. Meyer published an article entitled “Finite
Precision Measurement Nullifies the Kochen-Specker Theorem” [Mey99]. This article,
together with [Ken99] and [Cli00], brought a powerful argument against experimental
attempts to violate NC inequalities. The essence of the argument is the following. Every
experiment has finite precision. Therefore, every time a projective measurement A is
performed, producing a result with precision , there is another projective measurement B
which satisfies
||A − B|| < 
and so we cannot experimentally prove that we measured A rather than B. Following
this observation, Meyer, Kent and Clifton demonstrated that, for every set of observed
correlations and every , there exists a deterministic NC model which reproduces the
observed outcomes up to . Therefore, as long as experiments have a finite precision, they
cannot disprove deterministic NC models.
The reason this loophole does not apply to non-local Bell tests is two-fold. First of
all, the nonlocality assumption does not rely on measurement calibration, only space-like
separation. Secondly, the measurements in Bell tests need not be projective. In fact,
while noisy measurements are naturally non-deterministic, the extended Bell’s theorem
(Sec. 6.2.2) accommodates non-deterministic scenarios. There is no analogue of the extended
Bell’s theorem in local scenarios, which can invalidate contextuality tests in the presence of
experimentally unavoidable noise.
This “finite precision loophole”, nowadays usually referred to as the “compatibility
loophole”, sparked a wave of rebuttals, with paper titles such as “Nullification of the
Nullification” [App01], “Finite-precision measurement does not nullify the Kochen-Specker
theorem” [Cab02] or a tongue-in-cheek “Finite precision measurement nullifies Euclid’s
postulates” [Per03]. The rebuttals were themselves rebutted in [Bar04], and the rebuttals
were counter-rebutted in [Cab09; Cab10a].

6.5.2. Experimental implications
By today, everyone seems to have formed an opinion about this problem, but no common
agreement was reached. Instead, a number of parallel approaches have been developed in
the literature.
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Exclusivity framework
The exclusivity framework (described in Sec. 6.3.3), also called the “Cabello-Severini-Winter
framework” or the “Graph-theoretic framework”, claims that the traditional notion of
contextuality can be an experimentally testable theory [Win14; Kun19].
The main assumption of this framework that all measurements are fundamentally sharp.
This assumption, defined in [Chi14b], means that the measurements are minimally disturbing
and their outcomes are the same if performed repeatedly. In quantum theory, sharp
measurements are represented by projectors. Following this assumption, the compatibility
loophole can be addressed by assuming specific noise sources. There is no work addressing
the loophole in a general local scenario, though it was shown theoretically [Cab10a] and
experimentally [Hu16] that the loophole can be avoided in a nonlocal two-qutrit scenario.
Furthermore, the exclusivity framework requires the measurements to be performed
sequentially, rather than simultaneously [Cab09]. The reason is that, in order for NC
assumption to make sense, the measurement sequence itself needs to be context-independent.
If that is not the case, the measurements are trivially contextual, and the NC assumption is
baseless [Bar04]. A final advantage of the sequential measurement method that it allows for
extensive testing of hypotheses of measurement compatibility and measurement sharpness.
We can check if Ai and Aj are compatible by measuring Ai alone, before Aj , after Aj or
interleaved in a sequence of Ai − Aj − Ai , etc. Measurement sharpness can be verified by
measuring Ai multiple times in a row and correlating the outcomes.
Contextuality-by-default framework
This framework, developed predominantly by J.A. Larsson, E. N. Dzhafarov and J. V. Kujala
[Lar02; Dzh12; Kuj15], explicitly avoids the assumption of perfect measurement compatibility.
Instead, the experimentally measured amount of signalling is used to bound the amount
of incompatibility of the underlying model. This is a powerful framework for analysing
experimental data, and we apply it in Chapter 7 to analyse the KCBS experiment. We do
not apply it to the Yu-Oh data, since no analysis to date reported on how it can be used in
a state-independent scenario.
My personal difficulty with the contextuality-by-default framework is its philosophical
opaqueness. The publications discussing its logical underpinnings are long and convoluted,
and I never managed to understand them well enough to describe the method in my own
words9 . I have been told that the measurement sharpness assumption is still necessary
to apply this framework, but I have been unable to find a conclusive answer one way or
another. The same confusion remains about the issue of sequential versus simultaneous
measurements.

9

And that’s coming from someone who used to read 20th century German philosophy for fun!
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Spekkens’s operational framework
An explicitly operational framework of contextuality was pioneered by R. Spekkens in
[Spe05] and later developed together with R. Kunjwal [Kun15; Kun19]. Within this
approach, experimental states are not assumed to match any specific mathematical form.
Instead, states are only described in terms of the actions performed to prepare them. The
framework then allows for experimental noise and imperfections using the formalism of
general probabilistic theories.
The operational approach is very methodologically sound and experimentally applicable
[Maz15], although the operational KCBS inequality was only derived after the completion of
our experiments [Kun19]. However, it is worth pointing out that the meaning of contextuality
in the operational sense is very different from the traditional meaning, and it is difficult
to say exactly how they relate. For example, while (traditional) contextuality requires
at least 3 dimensions (qutrit), Spekkens’s contextuality occurs already for a single qubit.
Likewise, it is unclear whether the computational implications of contextuality extend to
the operational one. Finally, while traditional contextuality experiments aim at disproving
NC deterministic theories, operational contextuality experiments disprove certain classes
of generalised probabilistic theories. For those reasons, we have not used the operational
approach to analyse our experiments.
Sheaf-theoretic framework
The sheaf-theoretic framework, pioneered by S. Abramsky and A. Brandenburger in [Abr11],
uses methods of logic and information theory to define contextuality through a lens of consistency. Specifically, contextuality arises whenever the measurements are locally consistent
but globally inconsistent. Within this framework, it is possible to quantify the degree of
contextuality through a concept of the “contextual fraction” and relate it to computational
advantage [Abr17]. The expression for the contextual fraction of an N-cycle scenario turns
out to exactly match the contextual content q as defined in Eq. (6.58), and we use it in
Chapter 7 to analyse the strength of quantum correlations.
However, the sheaf-theoretic framework does not currently address the compatibility
loophole directly. Work towards that goal was ongoing as of 2018, but no result on this
topic has been published since10 .

6.6. Is contextuality silly?
The title of this section, borrowed from Mermin’s classic review on the topic [Mer93], hints
at the questions usually left unanswered by experimental papers. NC inequality violation
forces us to abandon non-contextual deterministic HV models. But is the NC assumption
(Eq. (6.44)) really worth fighting for? This section is structured as follows. First, I present
10

S. Abramsky, private communication
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a toy model aimed at clarifying the distinction between contextual and non-contextual
explanations. Then I argue – following Mermin – that the NC assumption is reasonable
when applied to the quantum theory. Then I turn to the issues usually left unsaid. First, I
describe the cases where the NC assumption fails, and give examples of how it can happen
experimentally. I then use those examples to argue that QRNGs based on contextuality
make little sense.

6.6.1. Toy model of contextual and non-contextual theories
First, let me present a toy scenario, outside of the realm of QM, to illustrate the difference
between explanations that assume NC, and those that do not. Consider two students, Alice
and Bob, who take many multiple-choice exams. Their answers are random variables with
certain correlations. In order to determine if Alice and Bob cheat, we perform statistical
tests to see if Alice performs better on questions that were previously given to Bob, and
vice versa. However, we find no such correlations, indicating that – in the language of
contextuality – their answers are compatible. Does it mean that they are not cheating?
• A NC model would say so – since their answers don’t influence each other, Alice and
Bob probably did not communicate.
• A contextual model would say, on the other hand, that Alice and Bob discuss
questions with each other, but this communication is not observable to you. This
could happen either because they conspire to stay undetected11 , or accidentally due
to their incompetence.
Both types of models are allowed by physics, so is there a reason to believe that QM is
described by a NC model? I struggle with this question myself. I believe that, on one hand,
there are excellent reasons to believe that the fundamental theories of nature should be NC.
At the same time, it is absolutely clear that contextual behaviours are common in nature.
If contextual correlations explain outcomes of incompatible measurements, they might also
affect some compatible measurements. Let us study those reasons in detail.

6.6.2. When assuming Non-contextuality makes sense
The main argument in favour of NC is that, if some quantum measurements admit a
contextual model, then this model will be non-local when the measurements become spacelike separated [Mer93; Bud21]. Consider once again the Bell scenario. A violation of Bell
inequality forces us to abandon either determinism or locality, and most physicists choose
to abandon determinism. Now imagine Alice and Bob move closer together, such that while
their measurements are still compatible, neither locality nor NS are necessary assumptions.
It stands to reason that their correlations are still explained by outcome indeterminism, and
that locality equations – now called NC equations – still hold. If we abandon NC, we either
11
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abandon locality when measurements become space-like separated, or we must claim that
as soon as the measurements are conducted far enough apart, their nature changes from
deterministic to indeterministic. This, in my view, is the strongest argument in favour of a
NC theory of nature. Returning to our toy model, if Alice and Bob get the same results
whether they solve the exams in the same room or on different planets, then locality gives
us a strong reason to believe they did not communicate. While the KCSB and the Yu-Oh
scenarios are necessarily local, since they involve measurements of individual multi-level
systems, multi-particle scenarios allow for explicit mapping between contextual and Bell
scenarios [Mer93; Kir09b].
Aesthetic and philosophical considerations may also speak in favour of NC. Abandoning
NC would mean observed measurement compatibility is a result of averaging over multiple
physical states in which those measurements are not compatible. It would certainly be an
odd theory, and not be favoured by Occam’s razor. However, we know many emergent
phenomena in nature - randomness can arise from chaotic behaviour in (deterministic)
classical mechanics, and deterministic classical mechanics can, in turn, arise from nondeterministic quantum phenomena12 . So compatibility emerging out of non-compatibility
would be weird, but plausible.

6.6.3. When assuming Non-contextuality makes little sense
While it is plausible that the fundamental theory explaining quantum phenomena obeys NC,
it does not mean that everything does. The critical - and yet often neglected - difference
between the assumptions of NC and locality is that faulty lab equipment, badly designed
experiment or conspiring adversaries can easily break NC, but still obey locality. Let me
give two illustrations of this problem, and analyse how they break the non-contextuality
assumption.
Amplifier noise
Consider a situation in which different settings (x, y) correspond to control pulses of ideally
the same amplitude A but different length (tx , ty ). The measurement outcomes (a, b) are
therefore determined by the pulse area.
Suppose that a noise with a single frequency component ω modifies the amplitude to
A(1 +  cos ωt). Every shot, the area of the first pulse depends on the phase φ of the noise at
the start of the pulse. We can therefore consider φ to be a hidden variable for the problem:
P (a | xy) =

X

P (φ) P (a | xφ) .

φ

Assuming φ is uniformly distributed, the average pulse area remains Atx for the first pulse.
Whether or not this scenario admits a non-contextual model depends on how the second
12
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pulse is performed. When the second pulse is fired, the noise phase φ0 = φ + ω(tx + tdelay ).
Suppose tdelay is kept constant. Then each shot the area of the second pulse depends on
the length of the first pulse:
P (b | xyφ) 6= P (b | yφ) .
However, this effect is not visible after averaging over uniformly distributed φ:
P (b | xy) =

X

P (φ) P (b | xyφ) = P (b | y) .

φ

Therefore, the resulting pulses satisfy compatibility (Eq. (6.43)) but are contextual. In
other words, the noise will create extra correlations indistinguishable from the quantum
ones.
One way to combat this contextuality is to adjust tdelay depending on tx , such that
tdelay + tx is kept constant. Then φ0 is independent of tx , and so:
P (b | xyφ) = P (b | yφ) .
In such cases, the non-contextually condition (Eq. (6.44)) is satisfied. However, removing
one vulnerability creates another. For example, the temperature of the amplifier at the
start of the pulse can influence the outcome. It is realistic to expect the temperature at the
start of the second pulse to depend directly on tdelay . When tdelay holds information about
tx , then those thermal transients can behave contextually.
Broken detector
The previous example showed that temporal noise correlations can lead to contextuality
without incompatibility. However, even simpler noise can create contextual effects. Consider
again a sequence of measurements with settings (x, y) and outcomes (a, b) ∈ {−1, 1}.
Suppose that the qubit measurement device is faulty and returns results deterministically,
based only on its internal state λ. For simplicity, assume that it has only two equally
probable states: when λ = 1, the measurement returns (+1, −1), and when λ = −1, the
outcome is (−1, +1). In this case, measurements are compatible, since P (b|xy) = 1/2 is
independent of x.
It seems that the system is also non-contextual since each shot the measured outcome
depends only on λ and not on x. However, there is a caveat. Contextual inequalities involve
sequential measurements of different pairs of compatible observables. We cannot guarantee
that every observable is either always measured first or always measured second. Instead,
the measurement order depends on the choice of compatible measurements.
This can be made explicit in the KCBS scenario. Consider the measurement setting
y = xi , which compatible with measurements x = xi−1 and x = xi+1 (Sec. 6.3.1). In general,
all measurements need to occur in some order, and so whether xi is measured first depends
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on whether it is measured together with xi−1 or xi+1 . Suppose xi is measured first when
x = xi−1 and second when x = xi+1 . Then every shot the measurement of xi gives
Ai = −λ

when

x = xi−1

Ai = λ

when

x = xi+1

Therefore, P (b | xyλ) 6= P (b | yλ) and the system is contextual. As a result, this broken
detector could easily violate the KCBS inequality and its extensions. Since it exhibits no
incompatibility, it would also pass checks imposed by the contextuality-in-default approach
[Kuj15]. Different measurements, such as sharpness tests, would be necessary to discover
the fault.
Experimental implications
These examples are not meant to imply that contextual noise is unavoidable, or even
common. However, it is necessary to understand that compatible outcome will, in general,
be caused by a mixture of contextual and non-contextual phenomena. As a result, it is
never possible to fully exclude a contextual explanation of the measurement results.
Instead, the best an experiment can do is to diligently track its noise sources. Every
experiment can be treated as an opportunity to disprove some contextual interpretation of
the data. By performing the measurements with different experimental settings, we can
find out whether the results agree with the QM calculation, or whether they point to an
error source. Once a noise source is identified, we can study its properties by searching for
contextual effects. Measurements can be conducted with their orders swapped to verify
their projective nature, and measurement sharpness tests can be performed by repeating
the same measurement many times over. All those methods are applied in the experimental
tests reported in Chapter 7
The remaining weakness of these methods is the following: once all the noise sources are
identified, there is no general method of including them in the analysis. This applies, for
example, to the unavoidable detection errors (Sec. 5.3), which corresponds to a violation of
the sharpness assumption. In Chapter 7 we quantify those errors for our experiments, and
I hope that future theoretical developments will show how to include those effects in the
analysis of the results.

6.6.4. Why perform contextuality experiments?
Another weakness of contextuality experiments is the limited reach of their conclusions.
Assuming NC to be a believable principle, and that all contextual noise sources are
eliminated, a NC inequality violation forces us to conclude that the world is non-deterministic.
Unfortunately, this is as far as the implications take us. There is currently no known local
analogue to the extended Bell’s inequality, which would force us to conclude that QM is in
some sense non-contextual even when it’s probabilistic [Spe14].
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Given that non-determinism is already firmly established by the Bell inequalities, is
there any good theoretical motivation to perform contextuality tests? In all honesty, it is
difficult to answer this question with a resounding “yes”. While there are hints of interesting
observations here and there [Win14], the clear reason to perform such experiments has yet
to be spelt out.
The following informal goals motivated the experiments in the upcoming chapter:
• KCBS experiment. As it is the smallest local contextual scenario, and one with
the largest quantum violation, we study the extent to which the quantum bound
(Eq. (6.48)) can be experimentally saturated. The motivation for this study comes
from the field of Bell inequalities, where it was suggested that Tsirenson’s bound
may not be fully achievable in nature [Gri15] (this conjecture was later disproved
experimentally [Poh15]). We hope that our experiment can guide future theoretical
developments on whether the KCBS bound can be fully saturated.
• Generalised KCBS experiment. By measuring the contextual content q in oddcycle scenarios for increasing N , we complement the work on chained Bell inequalities.
We hope that future theoretical work will clarify whether the contextual content can
constrain post-quantum theories in the same way as the non-local content does [Col11]
and whether it has any direct information-theoretical meaning [Abr17].
• Yu-Oh experiment. We perform the Yu-Oh experiment in a state-recycling fashion
[Waj16]. This experiment explores a different way of generating quantum correlations.
Furthermore, by randomising the measurement directions of the fly, we address a
different class of HV models than other experiments do.

6.6.5. Random number generation?
Random number generation has long been listed as a possible application for quantum
contextuality [Cal09; Abb10; Abb12]. It has been stated that contextual inequalities provide
some of the security of DI QRNGs based on Bell’s theorem [Pir10], without the overheads
that make those non-local sources impractical [Her17; Kul17; Um20]. This motivated
multiple experimental demonstrations of the phenomenon [Um13; Kul17; Um20]
These assertions are frankly baffling and do not stand up to scrutiny [Hor10]. I think it
is more accurate to re-phrase them to say: contextuality provides essentially none of the
security of Bell’s theorem, but inherits some of its overheads.
Contextuality-based randomness generators implicitly make the following observation:
speaking precisely, NC inequality violations do not imply that all of QM is non-deterministic,
but only that QM measurements give random outcomes during contextuality tests (assuming
model non-contextuality). By continuously running a contextuality test, we can therefore
verify that the outcomes are always genuinely random. However, the first question of any
randomness analysis should be: “random to whom?” [Sca19]. The main argument against
contextual QRNGs is that they are insecure against adversaries who, like Alice and Bob in
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Sec. 6.6.1, are of course allowed to behave contextually. Furthermore, any contextual noise
(Sec. 6.6.3) provides a loophole through which an adversary can predict the measurement
results without access to the laboratory.
On the other hand, QM allows for the construction of simple and high-throughput
QRNGs, for example, based on photon shot noise of coherent states [San14], or single
photons impinging a beamsplitter [Jen00]. It is difficult to conjecture13 any remotely
realistic agent who can “hack” such a simple generator, but from whom a contextual QRNG
remains secure. It is likewise difficult to propose a set of physical laws where randomness
emerges only during contextuality tests.
Future demonstrations to contextual advantage to QRNG must seriously examine the
underlying security assumptions. It is insufficient to claim protection from non-contextual
adversaries since that is not a realistic behaviour constraint.

13
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contextuality
This chapter reports the experimental results of quantum contextuality tests, as well as
details of multi-level quantum operations. It reports and expands on the findings originally
published in:
1. F. M. Leupold, M. Malinowski, C. Zhang, V. Negnevitsky, J. Alonso, J. P. Home and
A. Cabello, “Sustained state-independent quantum contextual correlations from a
single ion”, Physical Review Letters 120 (2017).
2. M. Malinowski, C. Zhang, F. M. Leupold, V. Negnevitsky, J. Alonso, J. P. Home and
A. Cabello, “Probing the limits of correlations in an indivisible quantum system”,
Physical Review A 98 (2017).
By and large, figures and text in this chapter is subject to the copyright of American
Physical Society ©2017, and are included in accordance with the permitted terms of use
[APS17]. Some of the figures and text included in this chapter were originally prepared for
publication by F. M. Leupold.
Experimental setup
The experiments described in this chapter were performed with a single 40 Ca+ ion
in the setup 1.0. While Chapter 5 only discussed operations in the traps with
integrated waveguides in the setup 2.0, the single-ion performance in the setup 1.0
was comparable. The main differences relevant for this chapter are:
• Optical qubit rotations are performed at Rabi frequencies of Ω ≈ 2π × 10 kHz or
less with free-space λ = 729 nm light propagating at 45 deg to the quantization
axis. The depth of Rabi oscillations is limited to ≈ 1 − 2 × 10−3 , likely due to
phase- and amplitude-modulation from cryogenic vibrations.
• No current-carrying wire is available to address the Zeeman qubit directly.
• Optical qubit coherence decays at a timescale of Tφ2 ≈ 2.2 ms (Gaussian),
limited by the cryogenic vibrations.
• The axial centre-of-mass mode is at ω = 2π × 2 MHz and EIT cooling prepares
it in n̄ ≈ 0.2. The mode exhibits heating rate in the range of ṅ = 200 − 1000
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quanta per second. This electric-field noise was likely technical in origin since
it was independent of the trap chip temperature up to 200 K, but our attempts
at reducing or stabilising it were unsuccessful. The radial mode temperatures
and heating were never characterised.
• The photon collection efficiency was ≈ 50% lower than in the setup 2.0, resulting
in increased detection errors (Sec. 7.1.3).

7.1. Ion as a qutrit
The NC inequalities rely on correlations between sequential qutrit measurements. In this
section, we discuss the experimental ingredients necessary to record and projectively measure
a qutrit encoded within a single trapped 40 Ca+ ion.
Long-lived electronic sub-levels of 40 Ca+ provide a near-perfect platform for encoding
higher-dimensional quantum information. Within a single ion, it is possible to use up
to d = 7 levels at a time, six within the D5/2 Zeeman manifold, and one in the S1/2
sub-space. The remaining S1/2 sub-level can be used to mediate qudit control, but both of
the S1/2 states become mixed during a fluorescence readout, effectively reducing the useful
dimensionality. In this section, we demonstrate the single-qudit control through an example
of a single qutrit (d = 3), but the techniques described here generalise readily to d = 4, 5, 6, 7.
A reader interested in the details and extension of those techniques is recommended to
consult [Low19] which discusses the theory of universal single- and two-qudit control in
137 Ba+ .
𝑃1/2
“dark”
𝐷 5/2

397 nm

|2i = 𝐷 5/2 , 𝑚 𝐽 = −1/2
|1i = 𝐷 5/2 , 𝑚 𝐽 = −3/2
729 nm
𝜔1

𝑆1/2

𝜔2

“bright”

|0i = 𝑆1/2 , 𝑚 𝐽 = −1/2

Figure 7.1: Energy level diagram of the 40 Ca+ ion. Qutrit states |0i, |1i, and |2i are encoded in
Zeeman sub-levels highlighted in red. Coherent qutrit rotations between them are achieved with
laser pulses at λ = 729 nm. Fluorescence measurements using an excitation laser at λ = 397 nm and
λ = 866 nm (not shown) project the qutrit state into either |0i (“bright”) or the |1i,|2i-manifold
(“dark”).
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The qutrit encoding used in this work is shown in Fig. 7.1. Quantum information
is stored in the electronic levels |0i = |S1/2 , mj = −1/2i, |1i = |D5/2 , mj = −3/2i
and |2i = |D5/2 , mj = −1/2i (note that we reversed the qubit notation from previous
chapters, where |0i was always the higher-energy state). Coherent single-qutrit rotations
are implemented as sequences of λ = 729 nm pulses, tuned to resonance with either the
|0i ↔ |1i or the |0i ↔ |2i transition, as described in Sec. 7.1.1 and Sec. 7.1.4. Standard
optical qubit readout (Sec. 2.3.6) implements a binary measurement distinguishing |0i from
other qudit states (Sec. 7.1.2). In Sec. 7.1.3 we describe how to make this measurement
projective, allowing us to perform correlation measurements.

7.1.1. Coherent rotations
In full generality, the problem of single-qudit control is the problem of generating an
arbitrary d-dimensional unitary operation. Ignoring the global phase, the desired unitary is
then a member of the d-dimensional special unitary group:
U ∈ SU (d).
and the available control Hamiltonians only couple two levels at a time. The simplest
approach to synthesising U is through a sequence of resonant two-level rotations. To focus
on the 40 Ca+ level structure, suppose that the available couplings connect |0i to all the
other qutrit states. Extending the results from Sec. 2.3.1, the unitary of a resonant rotation
on the |0i ↔ |ki transition is described by an operator:
θ

Rk (θ, φ) = e−i 2 (σk,x cos(φ)+σk,y sin(φ)) ,

(7.1)

where
σk,x = |0ihk| + |kih0|,
σk,y = −i|0ihk| + i|kih0|
are the Pauli operators on the {|0i, |ki} subspace. The decomposition of U onto a sequence
of Rk can be performed as described in [OLe06]. Formally, for any U , it is possible to use
no more than d(d − 1)/2 rotations to algorithmically construct an operator U 0 :
d(d−1)/2

U 0 = Πi=1

Rki (θi , φi ).

which only differs from U by the phase of its diagonal entries. The final mapping from
U 0 to U can be performed as a virtual phase update, as a sequence of (d − 1) off-resonant
phase-shifting pulses, or decomposed onto a sequence of additional 2(d − 1) rotations of the
form in Eq. (7.1).
An interesting question is whether applying multiple drives in parallel can lead to a more
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efficient decomposition. Indeed, theoretical work has shown that U can be decomposed into
only d interaction steps (as opposed to ∼ d2 above) if all transitions can be driven at once.
This is achieved either through individually adjusting the Rabi frequencies and phases of
all the drives for a given interaction time [Iva06], or by means of adiabatic passage [Rou13].
However, within this method, |0i is only used as an ancilla and not as a computational
state, reducing the available dimensionality. While interesting, this method is not beneficial
for low values of d, and we have not pursued it experimentally.
We now focus on the qutrit case (d = 3). Recall that in the KCBS and Yu-Oh contextuality
tests, all the relevant measurement directions lie on the real-valued qutrit sphere. This
makes the unitary synthesis straightforward and intuitive, as the problem selecting a qutrit
observable reduces onto a problem of rotating unit vectors in the Cartesian space. Cartesian
rotations can be generated by a combination of the following rotation matrices:
cos θ − sin θ 0


Rx (θ) =  sin θ cos θ 0  ,
0
0
1


cos θ 0 sin θ


Ry (θ) = 
0
1
0 .
− sin θ 0 cos θ







Relevantly, rotation by angle θ around z is recomposed into
Rz (θ) = Rx (−π/2)Ry (θ)Rx (π/2)

(7.2)

Note that we swapped x ↔ z compared to traditional definitions to associate |0i with the z
axis and |1i with the x axis, as in Sec. 6.3.1. Explicitly writing the rotation operators from
Eq. (7.1) as single-qutrit matrices gives


cos

 
θ
2

iφ
R1 (θ, φ) = 
 −ie sin



−ie−iφ sin
θ
2



cos

0



R2 (θ, φ) = 


cos

 
θ
2

 

0

θ
2

 




0 
,

θ
2

0

1

0 −ie−iφ sin

  

0   1
iφ
−ie sin 2θ
0

cos

θ
2

0 
θ
2


.


Therefore, we can implement Cartesian rotations through resonant pulses using the mapping:
Rx (θ) = R1 (2θ, π/2) = R1 (−2θ, 3π/2),
Ry (θ) = R2 (2θ, 3π/2) = R2 (−2θ, π/2).
where the middle term is used when θ > 0, and the last term when θ < 0. Of course, it is
always possible to find a Cartesian rotation with θ > 0, but this maps onto a longer pulse.
Writing a general measurement direction on the qutrit sphere as U |0i = a|0i + b|1i + c|2i,
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we find that U can be always written as a sequence of only two Cartesian rotations:
U = Rx (α)Ry (β)
where the rotation angles are given by
a
α = ± arccos √
,
2
a + b2




β = ± arccos (c) .

and the ± coefficients depend on the signs on a, b and c. Therefore, the measurement
direction can be rotated to U |0i using at most two resonant pulses. We will write the
rotation sequence for a general unitary U as:
U = R1 (θ1 , φ1 )R2 (θ2 , φ2 ).

(7.3)

In Sec. 7.2 and Sec. 7.4 we tabulate the explicit decompositions of specific measurement
directions onto individual pulses. In Sec. 7.1.3 we discuss the remainder of the measurement
sequence.

7.1.2. Multi-level readout
D-level qudit readout can be performed as a sequence of d − 1 fluorescence readout steps
and d − 2 shelving pulses. The first cycle of the sequence is shown in Fig. 7.2. The sequence
𝑃1/2

𝑃1/2

𝑃1/2

(A)

(B)

(C)

𝑆1/2

|𝑎i
|0i

𝑆1/2

|𝑎i
|0i

𝑆1/2

𝐷 5/2
|1i
|𝑎i
|0i

Figure 7.2: Qudit readout cycle. (A) Flureoscence measurement records the total population in
S1/2 (B) Optical pumping moves the population from |ai to |0i (C) A shelving pulse moves the
population from |1i to |0i

begins with optical qubit readout (Sec. 2.3.6), which causes fluorescence with probability
P (0) equal to the probability of finding the qudit in |0i. The ground-state population is
then re-initialised |0i, emptying the other ground state |ai = |S1/2 , mJ = +1/2i. This is
done through optical pumping on a dipole transition (Sec. 2.3.5), but with the λ = 854 nm
laser turned off. The population from the qudit state |1i is then shelved into this ancillary
ground state with a |ai ↔ |1i pi-pulse, and the measurement sequence is repeated to
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obtain the combined population P (0) + P (1) of |0i and |1i. The sequence of optical
pumping and shelving is repeated a total of d − 2 times, with the final measurement yielding
P (0) + P (1) + . . . + P (d − 2). The population in |d − 1i can be found by subtracting that
number from 1.
While contextuality tests do not require direct multi-level readout, we used it frequently
for error debugging. Furthermore, while only a single shelving pulse is needed for d = 3,
measuring more levels is a handy tool for constraining undesired population loss outside
of the qutrit subspace. However, the readout error increases with the number of shelving
pulses, and measuring small populations is challenging due to errors in the optical pumping
on a dipole transition, which leave ∼ 1 × 10−3 of the ground-state population in |ai.

7.1.3. Projective binary readout
Projective binary readout combines the ideas from Sec. 7.1.1 and Sec. 7.1.2. The resulting
measurement sequence along |ψi = U |0i is shown in Fig. 7.3. The sequence begins with a
unitary rotation U † which can be always written as
U † = (R1 (θ1 , φ1 )R2 (θ2 , φ2 ))† = R2 (θ1 , φ1 + π)R1 (θ2 , φ2 + π).
The readout step consists of optical qubit readout and re-initialisation into |0i. The readout
is followed by a unitary U given by Eq. (7.3), which completes the sequence. Crucially,
|1i
|0i
|2i

𝑈†

𝑈

=

𝑅1 (𝜃 1 , 𝜙1 + 𝜋)

𝑅2 (𝜃 2 , 𝜙2 + 𝜋)

𝑅2 (𝜃 2 , 𝜙2 )

𝑅1 (𝜃 1 , 𝜙1 )

Figure 7.3: Binary measurement of a qutrit

the re-initialisation step must be followed by ion re-cooling. This is because photon recoil
from resonant fluorescence heats the ion’s motion, leading to errors on rotations following a
bright readout [Neg18a]. We handle this challenge in two ways.
In the Yu-Oh experiment we perform the detection with a 2π × −10 MHz detuning,
corresponding closely to the optimal Doppler-cooling parameters (Sec. 5.6.2). We then
adjust the detection time and amplitude to simultaneously collect enough photons and
reduce subsequent pulse errors to acceptable levels.
Readout errors can be obtained by fitting the histogram of photon counts, as we did
in Sec. 5.3.1. For this “cooling detection” find mean counts counts of (0.7, 18.8) in a
detection window of 160 µs. At a threshold of 5.5, the corresponding to readout errors are
(2.0.1.9) × 10−4 for the dark and bright states respectively (including the effect of dark
state decay). However, this number only quantifies how well the measurement outcome
matches the pre-measurement state, and not how well the post-measurement state matches
these. To quantify that error, we perform experiments with the measurement M̂ |0i repeated
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twice in a row, measuring the conditional probability P A|0i = m | A|0i = n of the second
measurement outcome m given the first measurement outcome n. With this method, we
find:




P A|0i = +1 | A|0i = −1 ≈ 5 × 10−4




P A|0i = −1 | A|0i = +1 ≈ 5 × 10−4 ,
which is approximately double the error of the histogram fit. Note that the decay errors
affect the repeated measurement differently than a single measurement. For example, a
decay event which causes an initially dark ion to appear bright in the first measurement
leaves the ion bright for the second measurement, and thus does not appear as an error.
On other other hand, an undetected decay event in the first measurement appears as an
error of the repeated measurement, but not of a single measurement.
The rotation errors are characterised by measuring M̂ |1i or M̂ |2i following a measurement
of M̂ |0i . Ideally, the +1 outcome of the first measurement implies a −1 outcome of the
second. Instead, our calibrations reveal








P A|1i = +1 | A|0i = +1 ≈ 5 × 10−3
P A|2i = +1 | A|0i = +1 ≈ 5 × 10−3

(7.4)

consistent with a Doppler temperature of n̄ ≈ 5 on the axial mode (Sec. 5.5).
In the KCBS experiment, we improve the sequence two-fold. We perform the detection
sequence with mean counts of (1, 25) in a window of 200 µs, decreasing the dark/bright
detection errors to (1.4, 0.2) × 10−4 respectively at a threshold of 8.5. Each detection is still
performed with settings close to Doppler cooling, but this time we follow each readout with
a short (50 µs) EIT cooling sequence. This cools the axial mode to n̄ ≈ 0.2 − 0.3 following
a bright detection, close to the pre-measurement temperature. During a dark detection,
the axial mode temperature increases by ≈ 0.05 − 0.25 quanta due to a heating rate of
ṅ ≈ 200 − 1000 quanta per second. This reduces the pi-pulse errors (Eq. (7.4)) to the range
of (1 − 2) × 10−3 . This error is higher than expected given the measured temperature, and
we conjectured it to be caused by Doppler shifts caused by cryogenic vibrations.

7.1.4. AC Stark shift correction
Qutrit energy levels are affected by differential AC Stark shifts caused by the control pulses.
This necessitates a phase correction when multiple rotations are applied in sequence. To
that end, we keep track of three frequencies for each transition, as illustrated in Fig. 7.4.
Denote the bare transition frequencies as ω1 and ω2 . When a resonant pulse is applied
on the |0i ↔ |1i transition, these frequencies shift to ω1A and ω2B respectively. Similarly, a
pulse resonant with the |0i ↔ |2i transition changes the transition frequencies to ω1B and
ω2A . In general, ωiA 6= ωiB , both since the two resonant pulses have different powers, and
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0
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Figure 7.4: Illustration of the time evolution of qutrit transition frequencies. For each transition
|0i ↔ |ii, i = 1, 2 the transition frequency shifts from ωi to ωiA when driven resonantly, and to ωiB
when the other transition is driven resonantly.

due to differing quadrupole Stark shift contributions.
We calibrate the system as follows. First, we calibrate ω1A and ω2A by precise Rabi
spectroscopy at the desired Rabi frequencies Ω1 , Ω2 , respectively. These frequencies are then
used for the coherent rotations R1 and R2 . Then we calibrate ω1 and ω2 through Ramsey
experiments (Sec. 5.4.2): a Ramsey delay of length τ causes a phase shift of (ωi − ωiA )τ in
the frame of the drive at ωiA . Finally, we calibrate ω1B by performing a Ramsey experiment
on the |0i ↔ |1i transition, but with a |0i ↔ |2i rotation instead of a wait time. Specifically,
a wait time of length τ is replaced with a rotation


R2

Ω2 τ
Ω2 τ
, π R2
,0
2
2






selected to always return the system to the {|0i, |1i} subspace. This rotation leads to a
Ramsey phase shift of (ω1B −ω1A )τ in the frame of the drive, and ω2B is calibrated analogously.
In the Yu-Oh experiments, this correction was not taken into account due to overall
higher pulse error (Eq. (7.4)), and the transitions were always assumed to be at their bare
frequencies ω1 , ω2 . In the KCBS experiments, on the other hand, we applied the resonant
pulses at the frequency ωiA and added appropriate phase corrections proportional to the
time spent with laser beams off or with the other rotation applied. However, during the
data-taking stage, the Rabi frequencies were set low enough to keep all AC Stark shifts
below 2π × 100 Hz, making the corrections described in this section negligible.
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The need for precise calibration of the bare frequency ωi is predominantly due to qutrit
measurements. In a typical measurement sequence (such as Fig. 7.3), the majority of time
(tD = 170 µs in the Yu-Oh experiment and tD = 260 µs in the KCBS experiment) is taken by
the detection step (which includes readout, re-cooling and state preparation). The detection
lasers only cause a common-mode AC Stark shift of the dark states, and so the relative
energy difference between |1i and |2i is ~(ω1 − ω2 ), the same as it is for free evolution.
Thus, by finely calibrating the bare frequencies, we reduce phase errors associated with dark
detections. Furthermore, every dark detection introduces an error due to finite coherence
time of the |1i ↔ |2i transition. In setup 1.0, we measured the associated Gaussian decay
time to be Tφ2 ≈ 10 ms, resulting in an error of approximately
2

1 − e(tD /Tφ2 ) ≈ 6 × 10−4 .
This error could be in principle reduced by modifying the detection sequence to include
spin-echo pulses, although we did not attempt to do that as we remain dominated by
coherent rotation errors.

7.2. Yu-Oh experiment
In this section, we discuss the experimental violation of the Yu-Oh inequality, which was
derived and discussed in Sec. 6.4. This work followed a number of previous experimental
violations of state-independent NC inequalities [Ams12; Mou10; Zu12; DAm13; Hua13;
Cañ14a; Cañ14b]. In trapped-ion systems, previous works demonstrated contextual correlations in the Mermin-Peres square [Kir09b] and in the Yu-Oh scenario [Zha13]. All
those demonstrations followed the same approach: i) prepare an input state, ii) measure
multiple observables iii) repeat using all combinations of observables required for the test.
State-independence was then argued by repeating the measurement of a number of different
input states.
Our test follows a different principle, where the input state is not explicitly initialised, but
effectively randomised by the measurement sequence itself. In this state-recycling method
[Waj16], each measurement is performed on the state into which the system was projected by
the previous measurement. This results in a continuous generation of quantum correlations,
possible only in a state-independent scenario. In our experiment, we demonstrate it through
a sequence of 53 million binary measurements, running autonomously over a period of 12
hours.

7.2.1. Measurement sequence
The measurement proceeds in a single sequence shown in Fig. 7.5. Each block measures
an observable selected at random out of the 13 measurement directions vi in the Yu-Oh
construction as defined in Sec. 6.4. Each unitary Uvi is decomposed onto a sequence of two
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Init.
|1i
|0i

𝑀 𝑣1
𝑈 𝑣0

𝑈 𝑣†1

𝑀 𝑣2

𝑀 𝑣𝑙

𝑈 𝑣†2

𝑈 𝑣1

𝑈 𝑣†𝑙

𝑈 𝑣2

𝑈𝑣

|2i
𝑣1
... 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0...

𝑣2
... 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1...

𝑣𝑙
... 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0...

=

𝑅1,𝑣
𝑅2,𝑣

continuous stream from QRNG

Figure 7.5: Sequential measurement scheme. A subsequence starts by initializing the ion state
to |0i and rotating it to the last ray from the previous subsequence, v0 . Every following ray
measurement Mv then consists of a unitary transformation Uv† rotating the ray v onto |0i, a
projective measurement, and the back rotation
Uv . The unitary transformations are written

Uv = R1,v R2,v , where R2,v = R2 θ2,v , φ2,v and R2,v = R2 θ1,v , φ1,v . Subsequent measurement
rays are determined by bit sequences from a QRNG, which are created after performing the respective
previous projective measurement.

rotations as shown in Tab. 7.1.
Table 7.1: Pulse parameters for measurement directions vi in the Yu-Oh set. The last column shows
the corresponding bit sequence from the QRNG. If the QRNG delivers a bit sequence not present
in
√
this table, it is discarded and a new one is read in. Shorthand notation θh = 2 arctan(1/ 2) was
used, and phases φi,v were set to zero whenever θi,v = 0.

θ1,v

φ1,v

θ2,v

φ2,v

QRNG

π
0
π/2
π
0
π/2
3π/2
π/2
π/2
π/2
0
π
0

π/2
0
3π/2
π/2
0
π/2
π/2
3π/2
π/2
π/2
0
π/2
0

π/2
3π/2
0
π/2
π/2
0
θh
θh
θh
θh
0
0
π

3π/2
π/2
0
π/2
π/2
0
π/2
π/2
3π/2
π/2
0
0
π/2

0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101

v
y1−
y2−
y3−
y1+
y2+
y3+
h1
h2
h3
h0
z1
z2
z3

The randomisation is done in real-time using a commercial QRNG1 . It delivers a constant
stream of random bits, from which we take groups of four and assign measurement directions
v to them, as shown in Tab. 7.1. The random bits for an observable are created within a
50 µs window after the detection event of the previous observable.

1

Quantis from ID Quantique SA
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7.2.2. Data acquisition and calibrations
Ideally, we would perform a single long series of measurements of randomly chosen observables. In practice, we interrupt the sequence to save collected data and periodically
tune the control parameters. To sustain the sequence, we take subsequences containing a
minimum of 1,000 measurements, which we interrupt when the last detection projected
the qutrit onto |0i. The next subsequence then starts by initializing the qutrit to |0i and
applying the rotation Uv0 , with v0 = vl the last ray from the previous sequence. In this
way, all performed measurement sequences can be concatenated up to the 53 million in the
final dataset. The periodic reset resulting from the repeated measurements with a finite
probability to find the system in |0i allows such long continuous sequences to be built up
while restricting the propagation of calibration-related errors.
Each experimentally relevant parameter is automatically re-calibrated with a certain
periodicity, and a script schedules a calibration experiment during the upcoming sequence
interruption. The bare transition frequencies ω1 and ω2 are recalibrated every few minutes.
Approximately every 10 minutes, we correct for laser intensity drifts by recalibrating all the
laser rotation angles in Tab. 7.1. Every 30 minutes, we scan and calibrate the frequency of
the λ = 397 nm detection beam, and re-calibrate the histogram thresholds. The experiment
runs continuously and autonomously until one of the lasers comes out of lock.

7.2.3. Purged data
Despite our best attempts at performing a continuous measurement, a certain amount of
data cleaning was required prior to the analysis.
First of all, while preparing for the final data acquisition, we noticed an anomalous
number of long sequences of dark measurements. We attributed this effect to off-resonant
leakage into the states |D5/2 , mj = −5/2i and |D5/2 , mj = +1/2i, which are long-lived dark
states outside our computational Hilbert space. This effect was very rare, hence difficult to
study systematically. Therefore, we programmed the control system to detect these events
in real-time and break, purging the subsequence and starting a new subsequence from the
same v0 as was used for the purged subsequence. This reset step involves repumping the
all the D5/2 states with a λ = 854 nm laser into the S1/2 ground-state. We set the purge
threshold to 55 dark measurements in a row, which should only occur with probability
with 50 × 106 × (2/3)55 = 1 % for 50 million measurements, which was our target dataset
size. Indeed, during the data run, we recorded almost 200 such events within 53.5 million
measurements.
The second data purge, which reduced the dataset size from 54.5 to 53.5 million measurements, was necessary due to an error in the live calculation of the ideal detection threshold
during the experimental sequence. The computer control system consistently thresholded
at 4.5 counts, whereas the ideal value was 5.5 counts (Sec. 7.1.3). Had we not split the
single long sequence into subsequences of about 1000 measurements, this would not have
been a problem as the identification of a “dark” or “bright” result can always be done
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a posteriori based on the photon counts. However, 90 subsequences ended on a 5-count
detection, from which a “bright” state was determined. We decided to omit those from the
evaluation, as follows. If subsequence N ended on a 5-count detection and started with ray
v0,N , we ignored the corresponding line and all following ones until and excluding the next
line that starts with v0,N . The new N th line can now again be correctly concatenated with
the preceding one. While this reduced our dataset by around 1 million measurements, the
impact on the numerical results was negligible.

7.3. Yu-Oh experiment results
7.3.1. Data analysis
Every data point measured for an observable Mv consists of the measurement ray v
and an outcome Av = ±1. From the full data set, we collect the numbers N (Av =a1 ),
N (Au =a1 , Av =a2 ), and N (Au =a1 , Av =a2 , Aw =a3 ), where Au , Av , and Aw are successive
measurements outcomes in that order, for all u, v, w ∈ V and all a1 , a2 , a3 ∈ {1, −1}. Based
on these numbers, we compute the expectation values
P

a1 N (Av =a1 )
,
a1 N (Av =a1 )

hAv i = Pa1
hAu Av i =
hAu Av Aw i =

P0

a1 a2 N (Au =a1 , Av =a2 )
,
a1 ,a2 N (Au =a1 , Av =a2 )

a ,a

1 2
P
0

P0

a1 ,a2 ,a3 a1 a2 a3 N (Au =a1 , Av =a2 , Aw =a3 )
P0
,
a1 ,a2 ,a3 N (Au =a1 , Av =a2 , Aw =a3 )

where 0 additionally sums over all permutations of the argument list of N , i.e. the
measurement order. Fig. 7.6 displays the measurement results, together with the theoretical
predictions for a random input state.
Substituting the obtained values into the Yu-Oh witnesses in Eq. (6.59) and Eq. (6.65)
we find
P

hχYO i = 8.279(4)

and

hχopt i = 27.357(11).

Our results violate the original Yu-Oh inequality (Eq. 6.4.1) by 69 standard deviations,
and the optimal Yu-Oh inequality (Eq. 6.4.2) by 214 standard deviations. Note however
that these deviations are solely based on statistical uncertainties, which are small due to
a large number of measurements in the complete dataset. While taking more data can
decrease the uncertainty further, it does not increase the confidence that a deterministic
NC model of reality has been disproved, since that question hinges predominantly on the
issue of measurement compatibility and sharpness, as argued in Sec. 6.5. Consequently, we
turn our attention to verifying those assumptions.
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Figure 7.6: Experimental results for expectation values that enter the Yu-Oh witnesses in Eq. (6.59)
and Eq. (6.65). Error bars reflect shot noise; dashed lines represent values predicted by quantum
mechanics for a random input state.
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7.3.2. Assumption checks
The Yu-Oh test is based on the assumption that the correlations are measured for perfectly
compatible observables, and that individual measurements are perfectly sharp. Both of
those assumptions are violated by the data.
Sharp measurements return the same outcome when performed multiple times in a row.
To quantify how well this is realized experimentally, we calculate the probability
Ru =

P

a1

N (Au =a1 , Au =a1 )
N (Au , Au )

for obtaining the same outcomes in two consecutive measurements of observable Au . Ideally,
this probability would be 1 for all observables. Instead, we experimentally find them to be
lower with deviations on the order of 2 × 10−3 , as shown in Fig. 7.7.

Repeatability Ru

1.000
0.999
0.998
0.997
0.996

y1− y2− y3− y + y + y + h1 h2 h3 h0 z1 z2 z3
1
2
3

Figure 7.7: Measure of the repeatability of our measurements calculated according to Eq. (7.3.2).
The ideal value is 1.

The compatibility violation can be seen in Fig. 7.6, where the correlators hAv Au i systematically deviate from the expected value of −1/3. This is an indicator of imperfect
compatibility between Mv and Mu , which leads to a small number of erroneous outcomes
N (Av = −1, Au = −1). Averaging over all supposedly compatible measurements pairs
(u, v), we find an error probability of
N (Av = −1, Au = −1)
= 37(11) × 10−4 ,
N (Av = −1)
in agreement with typical pi-pulse errors at the Doppler temperature (Eq. 7.4). The quantity
in brackets represents the standard deviation of the all the 48 observable pairs.
Despite the imperfect compatibility, we do not observe significant context signalling in
the data. Suppose that measurement Mu is supposedly compatible with both Mv and Mw .
While incompatibility means that the presence of either Mv and Mw affects the outcome
of Mu when performed before it, context signalling would mean that the outcome of Mu
is affected by whether Mv or Mw is performed before. We find no evidence of context
signalling in our dataset, and further details can be found in [Leu17, Supp. Mat.].
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The measured deviations from the idealised assumptions should affect the evaluated
witness and, in turn, determine the true degree of nonclassicality in the correlations. Alas,
while some penalisation techniques are known in the KCBS scenario, we are not aware
of any standard method to account for these imperfections when evaluating the Yu-Oh
witnesses (or any other state-independent NC inequality). Consequently, we are only able
to quantify the degree of error, and we hope future theoretical developments will allow for
these corrections to be included in our conclusions.

7.4. KCBS experiment
This section discusses the experiments showing the KCBS inequality violation with a single
40 Ca+ ion (see Sec. 7.4.4 for a comparison with previous demonstrations). Summarising
Sec. 6.3, the KCBS inequality in Eq. (6.47) can be violated by correlation measurements of
an initial state |0i along five directions given by
|ψi i = Ui |0i

with

Ui = Rz2(i−1) ( 2π
5 )Ry (θ).

where i = 1, . . . , 5 and


θ = θ5 = arctan  q

2
1+



√

5

 ≈ 48◦

We refer to these states as the pentagon stages due to their geometrical interpretation
(Fig. 6.2).

7.4.1. Measurement construction
Each unitary Ui could be decomposed into two rotations as in Sec. 7.1.1. However, in
the KCBS experiment we deliberately employed a less efficient pulse decomposition. This
was done in order to be able to easily scan the degree of incompatibility between the
measurements. Following Eq. (7.2), we implement Ui as a sequence of 2i + 1 coherent
rotations:
Ui = R2 π, π2 R12i−2




4π π
5 , 2



R2 π, − π2 R1 2θ, π2 .




(7.6)

The total measurement sequence for a pair of observables M̂i , M̂j is illustrated in Fig. 7.8.
Aside from improved cooling (Sec. 7.1.3), two key points differentiate the individual KCBS
measurements from the Yu-Oh measurements. First, individual observables do not require
separate calibrations, as the observable index i is selected by simply changing the number
of R1 (4π/5, π/2) pulses, rather than by changing individual pulse areas. Thus, the only
recurrent pulse area calibration in the KCBS experiment are the R1 (4π/5, π/2) calibration,
which is performed by repeating it 10 times on an initial state |0i, and the R2 (π, ±π)
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Figure 7.8: Sequential measurement of observables Mi and Mj . Red lines illustrate the parts of
the sequence where the ion is hot and/or outside the computational basis. In the pump stage, the
ion is Doppler-cooled and pumped into the S1/2 manifold, which includes state |0i. In the detect
stage, the state is projected either onto the {|1i, |2i} manifold (without affecting its motional state),
or onto the S1/2 manifold (heating it back to the Doppler limit). In the cool SP stage, the S1/2
states are ground-state cooled and pumped into |0i, while states |1i and |2i remain unaffected. Each
unitary Ui is decomposed into a sequence of (2i + 1) coherent rotations on |0i ↔ |1i and |0i ↔ |2i
(1)
(2)
transitions. Every sequence produces outcomes Ai and Aj , from which we calculate the correlator
(1)

(2)

Ai Aj .

calibration. Second, instead of performing the measurement for a single observable set, we
run it for a range of values of θ. By scanning θ around the theoretical compatibility point
of θ5 =≈ 48◦ , we can assess the effect of measurement incompatibility on the experiment.

7.4.2. Measurement incompatibility
The traditional KCBS inequality is only defined for θ = θ5 , where we find (Eq. (6.47)):
S5 (θ5 ) = S5± (θ5 ) =

5
X

(1)

(2)

hAi Ai±1 i ≥ S̄5NC = −3.

(7.7)

i=1

The ± terms highlight that the witness can be defined in terms of measurements performed
either in the “normal order” (S5+ ) or the “reverse order” (S5− ), and we used the superscipts
(1)
(2)
to clarify that Ai is measured first, and Ai±1 is measured second. The impossibility of
perfect calibration of θ = θ5 creates a compatibility loophole in the experiment (Sec. 6.5).
In order to constrain the influence of miscalibrations, we follow an approach introduced
in [Kuj15] within the contextuality-by-default framework (Sec. 6.5.2). We quantify the
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influence of incompatiblity by the degree of signaling i , which is defined as:
(1)

(2)

i = |hAi i − hAi i|

(7.8)

(1)

where hAi i is the average outcome of measurement Mi when it is performed as the first
(2)
measurement in a sequence, and hAi i is the outcome when Mi is the second measurement,
i.e. following a measurement of Mi±1 . The extended KCBS inequality is then given by
(ext)

S5

(θ) =

5
X

(1)

(2)

hAi Ai±1 i +

i=1

5
X

i ≥ S̄5NC = −3,

(7.9)

i=1

where once again there are two possible measurement orders.
We are now in a position to evaluate the witnesses analytically for any given θ. Suppose
measurements Mi and Mi±1 are conducted in sequence. Without assuming compatibility,
we can use Eqs. (6.15), (6.16) and (6.17) to evaluate the measurement outcomes and the
measurement correlator. The calculation gives
(1)

hAi i = cos(2θ)
√
√
1
(2)
hAi±1 i = cos(2θ) + (5 − 5 + 5(3 + 5) cos (2θ)) sin2 (2θ)
16
√
√

1
(1) (2)
hAi Ai±1 i = (3 − 5 + (5 + 5) cos(4θ)
8
Since the results are independent of i, we can evaluate the signaling term as
(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)

i = |hAi i − hAi i| = |hAi i − hAi±1 i|
and the witnesses as:
(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)

S5 (θ) = 5hAi Ai±1 i
(ext)

S5

(θ) = 5hAi Ai±1 i + 5i

These expressions are plotted in Fig. 7.9. The graph illustrates a number of important
features. The extended witness exhibits nonclassicality for a finite range of opening angles
(ext)
θ ≈ (44.5, 50.5) deg. For θ = θ5 we indeed find i = 0 and S5
= S5 ≈ −3.944, while for
all other values of θ result in a lower degree of violation.
Interestingly, the minimum of S5 (θ) is shifted from θ = θ5 to θ = π/4, where S5 =
√
−5(1 + 5)/4 ≈ −4.045. This highlights the reason behind the need for incompatibility
penalisation since measurement miscalibration can increase the amount of (apparent)
classicality violation in the traditional witness. For the extended witness, on the other hand,
(ext)
the minimum of S5 (θ) is the compatibility point. We also verified through an explicit
calculation that no single pulse angle of phase miscalibration can decrease the measured
(ext)
value of S5 , although we have not confirmed if that minimum is global with respect to
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(ext)

Figure 7.9: Predicted values of S5 (Eq. ((7.7))) and S5
(Eq. ((7.9))) as a function of θ. The
(ext)
hashed region above −3 shows the space where S5
is consistent with deterministic NC models.
The inset shows how a finite number of experiments (here 5 × 104 per data point) leads to a necessary
deviation from theory around θ5 (dashed line).

all parameters.
Influence of shot noise
Aside from systematic effects, some amount of signalling is expected purely due to shotnoise-limited statistics. Due to the absolute value function in the definition of i (Eq. (7.8)),
finite sample size creates a systematic difference between the experimentally measured
(ext)
sample mean hi i and the population mean. This results in an increase of S5
for any
finite number of experiments which is particularly pronounced around i = 0. Consider
an experimental run with N measurement repetitions. The measured outcomes follow a
normal distribution
2
YhAi i ∝ N (hAi i, σA
),
i

where N (µ, σ) denotes a normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ 2 . Eq. (2.24)
implies that the variance is given by
2
σA
=
i

1 − hAi i2
N

where we assumed binomial statistics, which apply when hAi i is not very close to ±1. The
difference between the measurement averages is distributed as:
2
2
YhAi i−hAi+1 i ∝ N (hAi i − hAi+1 i, σA
+ σA
)
i
i+1
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and thus the signaling term is distributed according to:
2
2
Yi = F(hAi i − hAi+1 i, σA
+ σA
)
i
i+1

where where F(µ, σ 2 ) is the so-called “folded normal distrubition”‘, obtained by taking the
absolute value of a Gaussian with mean µ and variance σ 2 . The mean of a folded normal
distribution is [Leo61]:
µF (µ, σ) = σ

r

2
−µ2
exp
π
2σ 2

!

−µ
,
− µ erf √
2σ 2




where erf(x) is the error function. This mean represents an expectation value hi i of i in
an experiment with N repetitions:


2
2
hi i = µF i , σA
+ σA
i
i+1



and the expectation value of the extended witness is given by
(ext)

hS5

(1)

(2)

(θ)i = 5hAi Ai±1 i + 5hi i.

This is shown as a red dashed line in Fig. 7.9 for N = 10, 000. Indeed, the effect is usually
negligible, except for θ ≈ θ5 , where we expect a gap of
(ext)
hS5 (θ)i

−

(ext)
S5 (θ)

≈ 10 sin(θ)

r

2
,
πN

which evaluates to
(ext)
hS5 (θ5 )i

−

(ext)
S5 (θ5 )

r

≈ 5.93

1
.
N

For N = 10, 000 experiments per observable pair the gap is 0.06, leading to the minimum
observable witness value of
(ext)

hS5

(θ5 )i ≈ −3.885.

7.4.3. KCBS inequality violation
For each opening angle setting θset we perform a correlation measurement along a pair of
(1)
(2)
(1) (2)
directions (|ψi i, |ψj i), with results (Ai = ±1, Aj = ±1) and correlation Ai Aj . Each
(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)

experiment is repeated 10,000 times, and the average results (hAi i, hAj i, hAi Aj i) are
extracted. We collect data for 5 observable pairs in the normal order, and 5 in the reverse
order, and evaluate the witnesses using Eq. (7.7) and Eq. (7.9). We also estimate the actual
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pentagon opening angle θ using
5
X
1
(1)
θ = arccos
hAi i/5 .
2
i=1

!

(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)

For each average (hAi i, hAj i, hAi Aj i) we extract the sample standard deviation
from the data and use it to compute the standard error in the mean. We then propagate
(ext)
the uncertainty to S5 , θ,  and S5
assuming independent errors. We note that  is defined
as necessarily positive and its distribution is non-Gaussian, hence the standard error of 
cannot always be treated as a confidence interval.
(ext)
The measured witnesses S5 (θ) and S5 (θ) are displayed in Fig. 7.10, together with theoretical expectations for ideal shot noise-limited measurements. The results of S5 (θ) exhibit

Figure 7.10: Results of the KCBS measurement as a function of the opening angle θ. Each data
point results from 10, 000 measurements on each of the five correlators hAi Aj i, either in normal
(j = i + 1) or reverse order (j = i − 1). Blue and dashed red lines represent theoretical expectations
(ext)
(ext)
for S5 and hS5 i respectively. Note that all measurements of S5
violate the NC bound of
NC
S̄5 = −3. Error bars here show the standard error in the mean, with sample standard deviation
obtained directly from the data.

a systematic shift of 1.6 standard deviations from the ideal QM prediction, attributable
(ext)
mainly to qutrit rotation errors (Sec. 7.1.1). For the extended witness S5 (θ), statistical
errors dominate. Table 7.2 lists the full the results for the value of θ measured to be closest
to θ5 ≈ 48◦ in each scan. The data point closest to compatibility gives:
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(ext)

= −3.864(34)

normal order

(ext)

= −3.890(34)

reverse order

S5 = −3.915(14)

S5

S5 = −3.937(14)

S5

7.4. KCBS experiment
Table 7.2: Experimental results for the KCBS experiment for the points closest to the compatibility
angle θ = θ5 in both normal and reverse order in Fig. 7.10.

Order

i
j
Ideal
Ideal total
1
2
2
3
3
4
Normal
4
5
5
1
Total
1
2
2
3
3
4
Reverse
4
5
5
1
Total

hAi i
hAj i
hAi Aj i
≈-0.105
≈-0.105
≈-0.788
(ext)
S5 ≈ −3.944, S5
≈ −3.888
-0.106(10) -0.107(10)
-0.786(6)
-0.111(10) -0.092(10)
-0.793(6)
-0.107(10) -0.112(10)
-0.775(6)
-0.102(10) -0.107(10)
-0.787(6)
-0.100(10) -0.121(10)
-0.774(6)
(ext)
S5 = −3.915(14), S5
= −3.864(34)
-0.113(10) -0.096(10)
-0.786(6)
-0.111(10) -0.101(10)
-0.787(6)
-0.106(10) -0.103(10)
-0.784(6)
-0.093(10) -0.118(10)
-0.783(6)
-0.102(10) -0.097(10)
-0.798(6)
(ext)
S5 = −3.937(14), S5
= −3.890(34)

which violates the KCBS Ineq. (7.7) by 65 (67) standard deviations in the normal (reverse)
order and the extended KCBS Ineq. (7.9) by 25 (26) standard deviations.

7.4.4. Comparison with other experiments
(ext)

The experimentally obtained values of hS5 (θ5 )i and hS5 (θ5 )i are the lowest of any KCBS
test to date. In addition, we believe we improve on the state-of-the-art by simultaneously
addressing a range of issues left open by other experiments, as listed in Tab. 7.3.
Aside from being among the closest to QM predictions, our analysis is the only one
that we are aware of that systematically characterizes signalling and is in agreement with
theoretical expectations. We have calculated the signalling the different experiments would
have incurred wherever the data was made available by the authors (second-to-last column).
The meanings of the different comments in the last column are:
• Detection loophole. Experiments with photons suffer from significant detector inefficiencies and setup losses. Consequently, the results assume that the registered
events form an unbiased sample of all the events. The loophole does not apply when
measurements are conducted with high fidelity.
• Simultaneous measurements. When pairs of measurements are conducted simultaneously, it is difficult to establish an operational definition of an individual measurement
[Jer16]. It has been argued that this so-called “individual existence loophole” can be
addressed by performing measurements in a sequence [Cab09].
• Six observables. Certain experimental arrangements may not allow for performing
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Table 7.3: Experimental results of previous KCBS tests. Comments in the last column are discussed
in the text. The results marked by an asterisk represent our own analysis of the results table from
[Um13] and private communications with the authors.

Reference

Platform

Saturation of
QM limit
(S5 − S̄5NC )/
(S̄5QM − S̄5NC )

Signaling
P5
i=1 i /
(S̄5QM − S̄5NC )

Comments

[Lap11]

Photons

0.947(6)

0.08(3)

[Ahr13]

Photons

No data

[Den13]

Photons

0.53(11)
(normal order)
0.95(11)
(reverse order)
0.977(11)
(normal order)
0.956(26)
(reverse order)
0.589(24)*

Detection loophole
Simultaneous measurements
Six observables
Detection loophole
Order dependence

0.520(1)
(normal order)
0.541(1)
(reverse order)
0.969(14)
(normal order)
0.992(14)
(reverse order)

0.379(2)

[Um13]

Yb ion

[Jer16]

Supercond.
circuits

This work
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Ca ion

0.267
0.291
0.119(24)*

0.379(2)
0.054(31)
0.050(31)

Detection loophole
Simultaneous measurements
Large signaling
Six observables
Non-projective measurements
Large signaling
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the same measurement in the same way in every context. In order to circumvent this
problem, the KCBS inequality is extended to a six-observable inequality. However,
the validity of this approach has been challenged by some authors [Ahr13], although
the issue was contested [Lap13].
• Order dependence. For projective measurement, the order of measurement should not
influence the correlator (Sec. 6.1.3). Significant dependence on the order indicates
large measurement noise or uncontrolled drifts, questioning the sharpness assumption.
• Large signaling. When signalling is large compared to the shot-noise limit, the
experiment is far from the ideal assumption of compatible sharp measurements.
• Non-projective measurements. In Ref. [Um13] measurements were conducted in a
sequence but were not projective by design. Specifically, the post-measurement state,
conditioned on photon detection, is a mixture of qutrit basis states. This precludes
the implementation of sharp measurements.
The largest outstanding issue in our experiment (which is also present in all the other
experiments) is the measurement sharpness assumption. While measurement repeatability
errors can be quantified, they are not penalised in the extended witness. Recent theoretical
work overcomes this issue in the operational framework [Kun19], but it remains to be
clarified in the other frameworks.

7.5. Generalised KCBS experiment
The generalised KCBS inequality in Eq. 6.56 can be violated by correlation measurements
of an initial state |0i along N directions given by
|ψi i = Ui |0i

with

Ui = Rz(i−1)(N −1)/2 ( 2π
N )Ry (θ).

where N ≥ 5 is odd and
s

θ = θN = arccos

π
cos( N
)
π .
)
1 + cos( N

For an ideal experiment, the contextual content (Eq. (6.58) q → 1 as N → ∞, indicating
fully contextual correlations.

7.5.1. Ray construction
Similarly to Eq. (7.6), we construct Ui as a sequence of 3 + (i − 1)(N − 1)/2 coherent
rotations:
(i−1)(N −1)/2

Ui = R2 π, π2 R1




4π π
5 , 2



R2 π, − π2 R1 2θ, π2 .
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However, the inefficiency of this construction becomes particularly noticeable for large
N , where the typical number of rotations per sequence grows ∝ N 2 . In order to decrease
the runtime while retaining the calibration simplicity, we concatenate the pulse sequence
performed between the two sequential measurements. Recall that for the measurement of
an observable sequence M̂i , M̂i+1 , the unitary implemented between the detection steps is
Ui+1 Ui (Sec. 7.1.3), which can be evaluated as
†
(i−1)(N −1)/2 2π
Ui+1
Ui = Ry (−θ)Rz(i+1)(N −1)/2 (− 2π
( N )Ry (θ)
N )Rz

which simplifies to
†
Ui+1
Ui = Ry (−θ)Rz−(N −1) ( 2π
N )Ry (θ)

allowing for a pulse decomposition that only involves N + 3 pulses




(N −1)

†
π
Ui+1
Ui = R1 2θ, 3π
2 R2 π, 2 R1







4π 3π
N, 2



R2 π, − π2 R1 2θ, π2 .






3π
and R1 4π
is calibrated by applying it N times to an initial state |0i. This construction
N, 2
leads to relevant time and infidelity reductions for large N , but it opens the “individual
existence loophole”, discussed in Sec. 7.4.4 as a weakness of experiments with simultaneous
measurements.

7.5.2. Witness construction
In analogy to Sec. 7.4.2, we define the traditional and the extended inequality as
SN =
(ext)

SN

=

N
X

NC
hAi Ai+1 i ≥ S̄N
= −N + 2

i=1
N
X

(1)

(2)

hAi Ai+1 i +

i=1
(1)

(2)

N
X

NC
i ≥ S̄N
= −N + 2,

i=1
(ext)

where i = |hAi i − hAi i| and SN reduces to SN when θ = θN . Using Eq. (6.58), we
find the contextual content can be calculated using
qN =

SN + N − 2
.
2

although I do not know of any work which extends the definition q to measurements with
non-zero signaling.
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7.5.3. Experimental results
We performed the experiments with N increasing from N = 5 to N = 121. Each experiment
is conducted in analogy to the KCBS test, with the pentagon opening angle calibrated
to θ ≈ θN . All measurements were performed in the normal order, with each of the N
compatible observable pairs measured 10, 000 times.

Figure 7.11: Results of measurements of N -cycle witnesses. Solid and dashed lines show QM
expectations for relevant quantities (red dashed line includes shot noise), and hashed regions below
0 correspond to results explainable by classical models. The top plot illustrates the fractional gap
between quantum and classical witnesses, which decreases for large N . Our data shows contextuality
(ext)
up to N = 101 (N = 61) for SN (SN ). The bottom plot shows the calculated contextual fraction.
Ideally the system becomes fully contextual at N → ∞, but experimental imperfections lead to
CF < 0 for large enough N . We measure CF31 = 0.800(4). Error bars are generally smaller than
the point size.

The measurement results are shown in Fig. 7.11. We identify stronger-than-classical
correlations in all prepared scenarios up to N = 101 for the traditional witness, and up
to N = 61 for the extended witness. Beyond that, our results are consistent with NC
models. The largest measured contextual content is q61 = 0.800(4). The exact results for
each observable are listed in [Mal17, Supp.Mat. I].
To our best knowledge, these results show contextuality in a system with the largest
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number of observables (101) of any experiment reported up to this date. This study
complements previous tests of chained Bell inequalities, which have measured contextual
contents of as large as q36 = 0.874(1) with entangled photons [Chr15] and q18 = 0.704(12)
with entangled trapped ions [Tan17].
Quantum-to-classical transition?
While QM predicts that qN will approach unity as N increases, any finite error rate
per measurement will cause qN < 0 for sufficiently large N . One way of looking at
this (admittedly a counter-intuitive one!) is as a quantum-to-classical transition [Kof07;
Jeo09]: whereas the correlations for N ≤ 101 cannot have deterministic NC models, the
correlations we measure for 121 could have been produced classically. Assuming a constant
error rate per measurement, this transition towards classicality does not originate from
increased interactions with an environment (measured coherence times significantly exceed
the sequence lengths for any N ) and is not due to an increase in the macroscopicity
of the system (the Hilbert-space dimension is always 3). Instead, classical expectations
emerge when the measurement directions are spaced closely enough that they cannot be
well-resolved from each other. This possibility was first discussed in [Kof07], where it is
proven that measurement imperfections in an otherwise perfectly quantum system can give
rise to classical behaviour. It was later shown that measurement errors do not lead to a
quantum-to-classical transition if the final projection is coarsened, whereas they do when
measurement references are coarsened [Jeo14], i.e. when unitary operations are non-ideal,
which is consistent with our observations.
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waveguides
This chapter discusses two-ion quantum logic with integrated waveguides. It is mainly
focused on the basic two-ion operations and the calibration and performance of the MS
gate in the trap #4. This chapter expands on the results published in [Meh20]. Sec. 8.1
discusses the basic tools and benchmarks of two-ion trapping, control and readout. Sec. 8.2
discusses different types of substrate charging observed in the integrated-waveguide traps,
and how the gate is calibrated. Sec. 8.3 presents the Bell-state fidelity measurement and an
analysis of possible error sources. All the results presented in this chapter are in agreement
with those reported in [Meh20], with small discrepancies in the exact parameter values due
to slight differences in the analysis methods, rounding errors and dataset selection.
While the highest-fidelity Bell states were generated in the trap #4, two-qubit lifetime
deterioration that occurred not long after those measurements prohibited us from extensively
exploring certain noise sources. Therefore, to complement the published results, this chapter
presents selected additional data from trap #5. These are used to complete the discussions
of axial stretch mode heating rates, light-induced grating coupler charging, gate calibration
methods and gate error sources.

8.1. Basic two-ion operations
8.1.1. Trapping two ions
By far the most challenging aspects of performing two-ion experiments in our setup are
slow loading and limited lifetimes of the second ion. While single-ion loading is reliable
(Sec. 5.1.1), the second ion can almost never be loaded in the single-ion working-well.
The most reproducible way of loading the second ion involves using a dedicated lowerfrequency loading-well. Following single-ion micromotion compensation in the working-well
(Sec. 5.1.2), we lower the axial frequency to ω / 2π × 0.5 MHz, keeping the compensation
fields unchanged. Initially, we scan the axial frequency while attempting to trap the second
ion, looking for a potential well with a maximal trapping rate. If none is suitable, we adjust
the compensation fields hoping to trap. Once an appropriate well is found, we can use it in
the future, and typically load the second ion within 5 minutes. However, the trapping well
is selected somewhat blindly, and there are days where the second ion doesn’t get trapped
at all.
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Evidently, the main issue is that the trapping probability depends not only on the voltage
set, by also on whether there is already an ion trapped in that same well. In an attempt
to circumvent this problem, we implemented a method of loading based on ion transport1
[Vit13]. The first ion is trapped and cooled in the working-well. Then, the ion is displaced
by ≈ 300 µm along the trap axis, and an empty working-well is created at the position
where the first ion was loaded. We wait until a second ion is trapped in the working-well.
Following fluorescence detection, the two wells with one ion each are merged into one well
with two ions. If the second ion is not trapped within τ = 10 sec, we transport the first
ion back to the lasers’ position for Doppler cooling and repeat the sequence. The value
of τ is low enough that we do not record significant ion loss probability over hundreds of
repetitions. Fig. 8.1 shows a typical fluorescence trace of the transport loading sequence.
move away
ion #1
ion #2
loaded

merge
failed

recool
no new ion #1
ions

merge
ion #2
loaded

Figure 8.1: Measured fluorescence counts during a transport loading sequence. The first ion is
moved away 7 times over 45 seconds. During that time, a second ion is trapped twice, but only the
second attempt to merge the two ions into a single well is successful. A successful crystallisation of
two ions in a single well is inferred from the approximate doubling of the fluorescence signal.

The second ion is loaded during the second merge attempt. This was common, as the merge
sequence is only successful ≈ 50% of the time.
For a period of several months, transport loading allowed for reliable and fast creation of
two-ion crystals. Alas, all good things come to an end. At a certain point, we began observing
significant loss probability during ion transport, which soon became near-deterministic. We
noticed that it was possible to modify the compensation fields during transport to reduce
the loss, but the calibrations were tedious and short-lived. Since the lasers were only aligned
at the working-well, the compensation errors during transport could only be inferred by
measuring the ion returning to the working-well following transport [Kau20]. However,
the waveform control was not synchronous with the experiment, but was done through a
slow serial communication interface (Sec. 3.4.4). As a result, we were not able to perform
1

Thanks to C. Ballance for this idea
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systematic measurements of transport-induced motional excitation. Instead, the signal was
binary: either the ion was lost at the end of the sequence, or not. As expected, that was
not a very pleasant way to take data.
As a result, we returned to the first loading method for the time being. In the meantime,
we prepared to upgrade the trap voltage sources and their interface to allow for fast and
synchronous control. The new sources were installed by C. Mordini during the writing of
this thesis, and we plan to use the transport loading method once again in the near future.
Following the trapping of the second ion, the lifetime of the two-ion crystal is usually
limited to approximately 1-2 hours, with frequent losses within the first 10 minutes. This
is comparable to two-ion lifetimes in room-temperature SETs and is significantly worse
than typical values obtained in other cryogenic SET experiments [All12; Ant09]. The
main suspect is that the vacuum pressure is anomalously high, perhaps due to the oven,
the vacuum seals (some KF flanges instead of all CF) or virtual leaks. In the future, it
would be interesting to more directly estimate the vacuum pressure through double-well
measurements with a single ion [Aik20; Cla21].

8.1.2. Motional modes and cooling
1.0

P(1)

0.8
(Upper radials,
spectator carrier)

0.6

Lower
radials

0.4
Axial COM

0.2
0.0

Upper
radials

Axial STR

0

1

2
3
4
5
Detuning from carrier (2 Pi MHz)

6

Figure 8.2: Blue-sideband spectrum of a two-ion chain. The ratio √
of the axial stretch (STR) mode
frequency and the axial centre-of-mass (COM) mode frequency is 3.

A two-ion 40 Ca+ -40 Ca+ chain has six normal modes of motion. In addition to the three
centre-of-mass (COM) oscillation modes of a single ion, we now also find three modes where
the centre-of-mass remains stationary, but the ions oscillate out of phase with each other.
The axial out-of-phase mode is referred to as the stretch mode, and for a harmonic trap its
√
frequency is shifted up from the axial COM frequency by a factor of 3. The out-of-phase
radial modes are referred to as the rocking modes. The resulting two-ion sideband spectrum
is shown in Fig. 8.2.
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The MS gates described in Sec. 8.3 are mediated via the axial stretch mode. The prerequisite cooling sequence begins by Doppler cooling all the motional modes and EIT cooling
the axial modes. We typically find that the EIT cooling settings calibrated with a single ion
(Sec. 2.5.3) are appropriate to cool both of the axial modes to n̄ = 0.4 − 0.5, comparable to
the single-ion limit. We then execute a pulsed sideband cooling sequence on the axial stretch
mode. Each sideband cooling loop involves a BSB pulse on the optical qubit transition
followed by an optical pumping pulse on a dipole transition (Sec. 2.5.4). The BSB pulse
time is ramped from t = 80 µs to t = 100 µs, and the whole sequence takes between 3 to 4
loops to converge.
We can estimate the steady-state gate mode temperature with the sideband fitting method
(Sec. 5.6.1). Fig. 8.3 shows the time-traces of the ions’ evolution under the drive resonant
with the axial stretch mode BSB (left) and RSB (right). The solid curves are the analytical
Axial stretch mode BSB

Axial stretch mode RSB

Time us

Time us

Figure 8.3: Sideband oscillations on the axial stretch mode at ω = 2π × 2.14 MHz after 3 cycles of
sideband cooling. The solid traces correspond to indicate final mode occupation of n̄ = 0.03. The
expression was fitted by hand to the BSB trace, and the RSB trace is derived from that fit.

expressions for a symmetric two-ion sideband drive derived in [Kin98; Hom06], implying
a thermal occupation of n̄ = 0.03. The temperature could likely the lowered further by
smoothly ramping the sideband pulses on- and off (Sec. 2.3.3)

8.1.3. Optical qubit Rabi oscillations
Applying a λ = 729 nm laser resonant with the optical qubit transition |S1/2 , mJ = −1/2i ↔
|D5/2 , mJ = −1/2i drives Rabi oscillations of both ions simultaneously. However, unless
the ions are positioned precisely in the centre of the beam, the contributions of each ion
will oscillate at a different rates, producing a beat pattern. Consider two ions prepared
initially in |11i evolving under a carrier drive with Rabi frequencies Ω1 and Ω2 . Eq. (2.20)
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implies that the two-ion populations at time t are given by:
P (11) = cos(Ω1 t/2)2 cos(Ω2 t/2)2
P (01 + 10) = sin(Ω1 t/2)2 cos(Ω2 t/2)2 + sin(Ω2 t/2)2 cos(Ω1 t/2)2
P (00) = sin(Ω1 t/2)2 sin(Ω2 t/2)2

(8.1)

The position of equal illumination (Ω1 = Ω2 ) can be found by monitoring P (11) and
P (01 + 10) while translating the ions’ centre-of-mass along the trap axis x by changing the
electrode voltages. The desired position corresponds to the locally fastest oscillations, and
the lowest peak value of P (01 + 10). Fig. 8.4 shows an example calibration, and the optimal
position x0 ≈ 1.3 µm is the symmetry axis of the scan.

Figure 8.4: Optical qubit Rabi oscillations of two ions as a function of the ions’ position x along the
trap axis, calculated assuming an centre-of-mass frequency of 2π × 1 MHz. The ions are prepared in
|11i at time t = 0. (Left) Probability P (11) to find the ions in |11i. (Right) Probability P (01 + 10)
to find one ion in |1i and one ion in |0i.

At the position of nominally equal illumination, we can drive a carrier Rabi oscillation
to extract the residual Rabi frequency imbalance and noise. The experiment begins with
motional mode cooling as described in Sec. 8.1.2. The qubit state is optically pumped
to |11i, and the resulting Rabi oscillations are shown in Fig. 8.5. The small amount of
residual Rabi frequency imbalance can be seen as a slow increase in the moving average of
P (01 + 10). In Fig. 8.5 (right), the mid-point of the oscillations rises from P (01 + 10) = 0.25
to P (01 + 10) = 0.29, which according to the simulations implies a Rabi-frequency imbalance
of
|| = |1 − Ω2 /Ω1 | = 0.01.

(8.2)
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Figure 8.5: Two-ion Rabi oscillation at the calibrated position of equal illumination. The ions are
cooled as described in Sec. 8.1.2 and prepared in |11i at time t = 0. The solid lines show theoretical
traces with Rabi frequency imbalance  = 0.01 and shot-to-shot fluctuation of σΩ /hΩi = 1.0 × 10−2 .
(Left) Probability P (11) to find the ions in |11i. (Right) Probability P (01 + 10) to find one ion in
|1i and one ion in |0i.

The observed decay of both curves can be accounted for by Rabi frequency fluctuations.
Following the finding in Sec. 5.5.2, we assume the Rabi frequency fluctuations to be
dominated by the thermal mode occupancy, and hence Ω1 and Ω2 can be considered
constant over any single experimental shot. Furthermore, the noise is assumed to be
common mode to both ions, as will be the case for mode temperature errors and polarization
fluctuations, but not for ion position fluctuations). This is modelled by setting Ω2 = Ω1 (1+)
in Eq. (8.1) and sampling Ω1 from a Gaussian distribution with mean hΩi and standard
deviation σΩ . The manual fit in Fig. 8.5 corresponds to:
σΩ /hΩi = 1.0 × 10−2 ,

(8.3)

in agreement with the single-ion results in Sec. 5.5.2.

8.1.4. Two-ion readout
As discussed in Sec. 2.3.6, the two-ion optical qubit readout proceeds analogously to a
single-ion readout, but with two thresholds (t1 , t2 > t1 ) to separate the three distinguishable
states with zero, one and two ions bright respectively. Fig. 8.6 shows the typical shot
record for a two-ion experiment, together with fitted Poissonian peaks (top) and estimated
detection errors (bottom). The shots histogram is fitted using three Poisson distributions
DD(n), SD(n) and SS(n) corresponding to zero, one and two bright ions respectively.
The fits indicate mean counts of (3.2, 63.5, 123.3) respectively in a detection window of
tdet = 250 µs.
To compute the estimated readout errors, we correct the distributions for the possibility
of ion decay during detection. This is done as in Sec. 2.3.6, but with SD(n) corrected for
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Figure 8.6: Two-ion readout histograms. (Top) Histogram Hn of experimental count distribution
(black) for a parity scan a Bell state (Sec. 8.3). The fits show H(n) = pDD DD(n) + pSD SD(n) +
pSS SS(n), where DD(n), SD(n) and SS(n) are Poissonian distributions, and pDD , pSD and pSS are
the fitted probabilities. (Bottom) Simulated detection errors for the fitted distributions, corrected
for finite optical qubit lifetime. The dashed lines indicate threshold values where the sum of errors
is minimised: here, t1 = 32 and t2 = 90.

a finite dark-state lifetime of τ = 1.1 s and DD(n) corrected for an effective two-ion dark
state lifetime of τ /2 = 0.55 s. Extending Eq. (5.1), we define four error parameters for
two-ion detection depending on the threshold values t1 and t2 :
0 = 1 − CDF (DD(nt1 ))

1 = CDF (SD(nt1 ))

2 = 1 − CDF (SD(nt2 ))

3 = CDF (SS(nt2 ))

(8.4)

As shown in Fig. 8.6 (bottom), the detection errors are now dominated by the overlap of the
SD(n) and SS(n) histograms. To minimise those, we increase the power of the λ = 397 nm
laser to operate closer to saturation. This increases the background, but allows 2 and 3 to
be decreased to / 10−3 . The |00i readout error is 0 ≈ 3 × 10−4 , which is approximately
twice that for a single-ion since |00i has half the lifetime of |0i.
Once measured, the detection errors can be corrected for in post-processing. The relation
between the measured probabilities P (DD), P (BD + DB), P (BB) of recording zero, one
and two ions bright respectively, and the true probabilities P (00), P (01 + 10), P (11) for zero,
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one of two ions to be in |1i respectively, can be described using the following transformation
(c.f. Eq. (5.2)):
P (DD)
1 − 0
1
0
P (00)

 


1 − 1 − 2
3   P (01 + 10)  ,
 P (BD + DB)  =  0
P (BB)
0
2
1 − 3
P (11)










where we assumed there is no overlap between DD(n) and SS(n). Inverting the matrix
and expanding the resulting up to first order in i , i = 0, 1, 2, 3 gives:
P (DD)
P (00)
1 + 0
−1
0

 


1 + 1 + 2 −3   P (BD + DB)  .
 P (01 + 10)  =  −0
P (11)
0
−2
1 + 3
P (BB)










(8.5)

Eq. 8.5 can be used to remove the bias introduced by detection errors.
In our experiments, the detection calibration and correction is now handled automatically.
A recurrent script fits experimental shot histograms, calculates the optimal thresholds (t1 , t2 )
and the measurement errors (0 , 1 , 2 , 3 ) assuming Poissonian statistics. The measured
probabilities P (DD), P (BD + DB), P (BB) are then processed using Eq. (8.5), and the
resulting estimates P (00), P (01 + 10), P (11) are presented to the user. We typically set
0 = 1 = 0, since their effect is negligible in the Poissonian model. The MS gate analysis
in Sec. 8.3 uses readout error estimates that account for ion decay. For the thresholds
(t1 , t2 ) = (32, 90), which minimise the sum of all detection errors in Fig. 8.6 (bottom, dashed
lines), these are (0 , 1 , 2 , 3 ) = (2, 0.1, 9, 10) × 10−4 .

8.1.5. Axial stretch mode heating
In order to create high-fidelity entangled states despite anomalously high COM mode
heating rates (Sec. 5.6.4), the MS gate is performed on the axial stretch mode, which is
insensitive to electric-field noise that is common-mode to both ions [Kin98].
A general normal mode at frequency ωα of a two-ion crystal experiences motional heating
at a rate given by [Hom13]:
ṅα =

e2
SE,α (ωα )
4~mωα

where m is a mass of a single ion and
SE,α (ω) = 2

+∞
Z

−∞
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with
ξ(t) = E(t) · eα
~ 1 (t), E
~ 2 (t)) are the electric fields experienced ion 1 and 2 respectively, and
where E(t) = (E
e = (e~1 , e~2 ) are the eigenvectors of the normal mode in question. Now consider specifically
the axial normal modes, whose eigenvectors only have a component along x̂. We then find
ξ(t) = Ex (t) · ex,α
where Ex (t) = (Ex,1 (t), Ex,2 (t)) are the x-components of the electric field at the ion 1 and 2
√
√
respectively, ex,com = (1, 1)/ 2 for the centre-of-mass mode and ex,str = (1, −1)/ 2 for the
stretch mode. In the first-order expansion, we write Ex (t) = (Ex (t), Ex (t) + ∆x∂Ex (t)/∂x),
where ∆x is the ion-ion spacing. Up to the leading order in ∆x, the heating rates of the
COM and stretch mode are then given by:
e2
SE (ωcom )
4m~ωcom x
1
e2
=
SE (ωstr )∆x2 ,
2 4m~ωstr xx

ṅcom = 2
ṅstr
where
SEx (ω) = 2

+∞
Z

dthEx (t)Ex (0)ieiωt

−∞
+∞
Z

SExx (ω) = 2

−∞

∂Ex (t) ∂Ex (0) iωt
e .
dt
∂x
∂x




Note that the two-ion COM heating rate ṅcom is twice that of the single ion at the same
frequency (Eq. (5.9)).
Consider an electric-field noise source distance d away from the ion. Dimensional analysis
suggests that the ratio between the field and its gradient at the ion position [Win98]
∂Ex (t)
Ex (t)
=α
,
∂x
d
where α ∼ 1. We might expect smaller values of α for a field source with larger spatial
extent along x̂, and a larger α for a source of size which is small compared to d. With this
definition, we find that the ratio of the two-ion stretch and COM heating rates:
ṅstr
1 ∆x2 ωstr SEx (ωstr )
= α2 2
,
ṅcom
4
d ωcom SEx (ωcom )
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2 )1/3 . As an order-of-magnitude estimate, consider the noise
with ∆x = (2e2 /4π0 mωcom
√
spectral density which falls of as 1/f , such that SEx (ωcom )/SEx (ωstr ) = 3. An explicit
calculation for electric dipoles homogeneously distributed across the trap surface yields
α2 = 15/4 [Tal15]. In that model, assuming values of ∆x = 5 µm and d = 50 µm which
approximates the conditions in our trap, we find an expected ratio of:

1
ṅstr
≈
ṅcom
300

(8.6)

Thus indeed we expect a significant suppression of heating rates on the stretch mode.
We found it initially challenging to experimentally measure ṅstr , since the large delay
times necessary to resolve small heating rates resulted in significant mode frequency drifts
(Sec. 8.2.2) and spectator mode heating. In the trap #4, where the MS gates described in
Sec. 8.3 were performed, we measured
ṅstr = 60(30) quanta/s

(8.7)

at ωstr = 2.2 MHz using the BSB fitting method (Sec. 5.6.1). Deteriorating two-ion lifetimes
and loading rates prohibited us from constraining this quantity further. Given a singleion heating rate ṅ ≈ 2000 − 3000 quanta/s at the same COM frequency (Sec. 5.6.4),
this corresponds to ṅstr /ṅcom ≈ 1/80, though with significant uncertainty. The slight
suppression of the reduction compared to the order-of-magnitude estimate in Eq. (8.6) is
likely related to the increased axial electric-field noise density at ω > 1.5 MHz. Indeed, given
the experimental observation that the single-ion heating rate is approximately independent
√
of the centre-of-mass frequency (Sec. 5.6.4), we find that SEx (ωcom )/SEx (ωstr ) = 1/ 3. This
suggests a suppression ratio of ṅstr /ṅcom ≈ 1/100, close to the experimental observation.
Longer ion lifetimes in the trap #5 allowed us to decrease the ṅstr measurement uncertainty.
The method of choice for those measurements was the sideband ratio test, which was
performed by scanning the frequencies of a fixed-duration pulse near the BSB or the RSB
resonance for a variable delay time. This allowed us to extract the sideband ratios despite
continual drifts of motional frequencies. The expressions for the temperature are modified
compared to the single-ion case in Sec. 5.6.1. For the system prepared in |11i, we record
the probabilities PR (00), PB (00) to find the ions in |00i after a period of evolution under a
drive resonant with the RSB or the BSB respectively. The temperature can be estimated
from [Hom06]:
√
R+ R
n̄ =
1−R

where

R=

PR (00)
PB (00)

The sideband ratio tests in the trap #5 indicated a stretch mode heating rate broadly
consistent with the value obtained in the trap #4, although the results were not always
reproducible. Worryingly, certain measurements hinted at a relation between ṅstr and the
duty cycle of the λ = 729 nm trap-integrated laser. One such observation is shown in Fig 8.7.
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Each shot of the experiment, after the state readout, we add an additional λ = 729 nm

Temperature (quanta)

1.0
0.8
0.6

0.1 ms of 729 per shot
3 ms of 729 per shot

0.4

16 quanta/second
43 quanta/second

0.2
0.0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

Wait time (ms)

Figure 8.7: Axial stretch mode heating rate measurement in the trap #5. The temperature is
estimated with the sideband ratio method. The linear fits imply a heating gate in the range of
10 − 50 quanta per second, with a possible noise increase for increased average laser power in the
waveguide. The increased mode temperature after EIT cooling for the data in red was likely an
error related to trap potential drifts.

pulse with power equal to that used for an MS gate. Its length is set to either 0.1 ms or
3 ms (this was the method of the grating coupler charge stabilisation described later in
Sec. 8.2.2). The measured heating rates:
ṅstr = 16(7) quanta/s

0.1 ms of 729 per shot

ṅstr = 43(5) quanta/s

3 ms of 729 per shot

hint at a heating rate increase caused by increasing the integrated-waveguide laser power (the
values in brackets indicate a 1σ confidence interval of the fit). We repeated the measurement
on the single-ion COM mode, where we consistently observed identical heating rates in both
scenarios. Further experiments are necessary to establish whether differential electric-field
noise is really affected by the laser pulses, although field drifts associated with laser duty
cycle changes (Sec. 8.2.2) make such studies challenging. Indeed, the same data in Fig. 8.7
could be used to argue that increasing the laser power improves the mode temperature
after EIT cooling, which is likely not the case but only an artefact of experimental drifts
associated with such heating rate measurements.

8.2. System tuning and MS gate calibration
8.2.1. Substrate photoconductivity
The first single-ion experiments on the motional modes indicated significant transient
frequency drifts following the turn-off of the cooling light. This is shown in Fig. 8.8 (red
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Axial frequency (2π MHz)

points), where Rabi spectroscopy reveals a ≈ 5 kHz shift of the axial COM mode in the initial
10 ms following Doppler cooling and optical pumping. The immediate interpretation2 of
1.56
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Figure 8.8: Axial COM frequency as a function of wait time after Doppler cooling. (Red) Frequency
drifts recorded initially (Blue) Frequency drifts disappears with 4 mW of light at λ = 780 nm inserted
into the waveguide loop.

this observation was that undesired scattering of the cooling beam into the silicon substrate
causes electron-hole pair production. Owing to its large bandgap, silicon absorbs all the
wavelengths used in our experiment. Following a pair production event, these charges
diffuse through the substrate until they recombine over a timescale known as the free-carrier
lifetime. The line-of-sight from the ion to the substrate at the grating couplers make us
susceptible to its electric fields.
The solution we employed was to deliberately enhance this effect by permanently scattering
photons into the substrate. This was achieved by inputting 4 mW of light from a laser
diode at λ = 780 nm directly into the waveguide loop (Sec. 4.6.4). We found this power
to be sufficient to remove all observable frequency transients (Fig. 8.8, blue points). Our
interpretation is that the scattered light causes sufficient substrate photoconductivity to
effectively short it to the ground plane. In that case, any additional induced charges quickly
flow to the ground plane, leaving the trap potential unaffected. This solution was in use for
all the experiments in the trap #4. In the trap #5, we have not recorded comparable drifts
(presumably due to improved laser alignment) and have since put the λ = 780 nm source on
stand-by3 .

8.2.2. Light-induced charging
Further mode frequency drifts became observable upon increasing the λ = 729 nm pulse
powers to Pion ' 1 mW at the ion. At that level, turning on the qubit laser would cause
a slow drift of the stray curvature at a timescale of seconds to minutes. This effect was
2
3

Immediate to K. Mehta at least!
In hindsight, this might have been premature, as λ = 729 nm pulses themselves will probably induce the
same effect, which would be less obviously noticable
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observable already with a single ion, and for all motional modes, as shown in Fig. 8.9.
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Figure 8.9: Example observations of single-ion mode frequency drifts following a sudden turn on
(red lines) or a sudden turn off (blue lines) of the trap-integrated light at ' 1 mW emerging from
the coupler. (Top) Lower radial mode (Bottom left) Axial mode (Bottom right) Upper radial mode.

Qualitatively, we could observe this charging as a combination of two effects operating at
different timescales. The first effect was a frequency jump upon the change of laser power.
This would occur within 10 seconds after the change. This effect was often very pronounced
when turning the laser on, and not so significant when turning the laser off, although
systematic experiments were extremely challenging due to the long relaxation times of the
system. Following the sudden jump, the frequency would proceed to drift over the next
1 − 5 minutes, before converging to a quasi-steady-state. If at that point the laser power
is returned to the original value, the frequency would return closer to the original value
as well, but never exactly, indicating significant stray charge hysteresis. Most commonly,
increasing the laser power led to a long-term decrease of the trap frequencies (which we
associated with positive coupler charging), although deviations from this behaviour could
also be observed. The charging is definitely associated with the individual coupler, as
passing high laser powers through couplers in other zones leaves the potentials unaffected.
The presence of two separate processes, as well as the overall drift timescale, is reminiscent
of the behaviour observed in [Har10], which systematically studied the processes of laser
charging of the trap surface and dielectrics. In that study, laser illumination at λ = 375 nm
and λ = 423 nm lead to simultaneous negative charging (electron trapping) of trap electrodes,
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and positive charging (electron ejection) of the dielectrics. The overall process was initially
mainly driven by the negative charging of trap electrodes (at a timescale of 2 − 16 s), but
eventually dominated by the positive charging of the dielectric (at a timescale of 38 s). In
this study, like in other ones [Wan11; Van16; Ivo20], strong charging was only measured
for blue and UV light. However, [Har10] did report an electrode (though not dielectric)
charging with λ = 729 nm incident light, which occurred at a rate ≈ 100× smaller than
the one for blue and UV light at the same power. Our experiments indeed suggest that
milliwatt-level λ = 729 nm laser light moving through trap dielectrics leads to both negative
and positive charging of the trap structures.
This issue highlights the need for dielectric shielding in future traps with integrated optics
[Nif20]. In the meantime, we developed methods to partially mitigate the resulting frequency
drifts. During the MS gate experiments in the trap #4, we combined the λ = 729 nm pulses
with always-on λ = 780 nm light from a laser diode (the same as used to induce substrate
photoconductivity, Sec. 8.2.1). This decreased the magnitude of frequency jumps, but the
frequency still had to be calibrated every 15 seconds (Sec. 8.2.3). This performance was
improved in the trap #5 by approximately stabilising the average power of λ = 729 nm
pulses per experiment. To that end, we add a milliwatt-level λ = 729 nm laser pulse at the
end of every experimental shot (after the qubit readout). The pulse duration is calculated
such that every shot of every different experiment uses the same total high-power pulse
length. For experiments with significantly different total shot length4 we manually adjust
the final pulse parameters to match the average optical power on a photodetector. The
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Figure 8.10: Single-ion axial mode frequency drifts following a sudden turn on (red line) of the
trap-integrated light at ' 1 mW emerging from the coupler. (Red) Before charge stabilisation, we
observe motional frequency jumps as in Fig. 8.9. (Blue) With the charge stabilisation active, no
motional frequency jumps can be observed.

resulting sequences exhibit no more observable motional frequency jumps, as shown in
Fig. 8.10 by comparing the effect of starting an MS gate experiment with (blue) and without
(red) the stabilisation pulse.
4

These are typically experiments with long delays, such as Ramsey measurements of heating rate tests
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8.2.3. Recurrent calibrations
In our setup, frequent drifts mean that a number of parameters have to be continuously
adjusted before the MS gate can be calibrated. This is achieved through a Python script
that keeps track of the time since the last parameter calibration. After that time is past, the
current experiment is interrupted, a calibration experiment is executed and processed, and
appropriate parameters are updated in the interrupted experiment. Occasional fit failure
can occur if the parameter in question has drifted far enough from the previous value, or
due to glitches in the experiment. In such a case, the calibration is automatically repeated
with the same resolution but over a larger parameter range.
Finally, each automatic calibration experiment includes a number of dependencies [Mar20].
In the event of a few consecutive calibration failures in a row, the script pauses the calibration
attempt and instead triggers a re-calibration of the dependencies. This approach is efficient
in dealing with non-stationary noise, i.e. parameters whose variance changes over time. For
example, it is wasteful to program a frequent check of the dipole optical pumping error,
which usually stays unchanged over any given day. However, in the event of a suspected
problem, a calibration experiment should be triggered as soon as possible.
Frequency calibrations
Light-induced charging, discussed in Sec. 8.2.2, is by far the dominant source of experimentally relevant drifts. In the trap #4, the residual frequency drifts were mitigated
by re-calibrating the axial frequency with a resolution of ≈ 20 Hz every τcal = 15 s. The
histogram of calibrations obtained after the data-taking period can be fitted to obtain a
mean drift of
h|ωstr (t + τcal ) − ωstr (t)|i ≈ 2π × 200 Hz

(8.8)

Besides eliminating the jumps associated with starting an experiment, improved coupler
charging control in the trap #5 reduced this error, allowing us to decrease the time between
calibrations to τcal = 45 s while keeping the noise variance approximately unchanged. The
histogram of drifts in ωstr obtained during a typical experimental day is shown in Fig. 8.11
(left). We have not yet established to what extent these residual fluctuations are exacerbated
by laser-induced charging.
The next parameter which requires frequent recalibration is the optical qubit carrier
frequency ω0 . These drifts are dominated by slow changes in the external B-field, likely
caused by temperature fluctuations of the permanent magnet “coils” (Sec. 3.4.3). While
the drifts in ω0 (Fig. 8.11, right) are smaller than the drifts of ωstr , they can nonetheless
introduce significant errors when left unchecked for a long time. Therefore, we periodically
calibrate the bare optical qubit frequency through low-power Rabi spectroscopy with a
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Figure 8.11: Histogram of frequency drifts between calibrations on a typical day in trap #5. (Left)
Axial stretch mode frequency drifts, recalibration period of τcal = 45 s (Right) Optical qubit carrier
frequency drifts, recalibration period of τcal = 120 s

resolution of ≈ 15 Hz. For a recalibration period of τcal = 120 s, we find a typical drift of
h|ω0 (t + τcal ) − ω0 (t)|i ≈ 2π × 50 Hz.
Very commonly, the histograms for both ωstr and ω0 cannot be well-fitted by a normal
distribution [Sun19]. Averaging over a long data acquisition period, we typically find a
normally-distributed centre peak surrounded by several outliers. These “black swan” events
correspond to sudden jumps in the stray magnetic field or electric-field curvature and pose
a serious challenge to experimental stability. So far, the only identifiable cause of sudden
changes are nearby physicists, and their movements inside the laboratory (especially opening
and closing the doors) can often be correlated with sudden magnetic-field changes. However,
the majority of sudden frequency changes remain unexplained.
Readout calibration
Slow drifts in λ = 397 nm detection laser frequency and power (Sec. 4.3.3) lead to changes
in detection errors. A recurrent calibration drives a long Rabi oscillation (typically every
τcal = 5 min), processes the detection histograms and sets the optimal thresholds based on
Eq. 2.3.6. Furthermore, it calculates the readout errors 2 and 3 from Eq. (8.4) and alerts
the user if any one of them exceeds a hard-coded threshold. Finally, the Rabi oscillation
trace is used to determine whether the Rabi frequency is still well-balanced (Sec. 8.1.3), or
whether the ions’ position has drifted.
Ions’ position drifts
In ion trap systems with free-space laser delivery, beam-pointing fluctuations are often
suspected to cause significant Rabi frequency errors [Sch13; Bru19]. As discussed in
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Sec. 5.5.2, the measured dipole Rabi frequency noise indicates a very low level of beampointing fluctuations in the integrated-waveguides trap, and the residual power drifts occur
on timescales slower than individual experiments. However, two ions are a particularly
sensitive probe of beam alignment, and the MS gate requires the differential Rabi frequency
to be minimised5 . This necessitates recurrent calibrations of the ions’ position along the
trap axis.
Once the approximate position x = x0 and average Rabi frequency Ω are found as
described in Sec. 8.1.3, we perform a faster experiment to compensate for small position
drifts. Two ions are prepared in |11i and evolve under a carrier drive for a period of
t ≈ 11.75 × π/Ω.
for a range of values of x. A typical result of a subsequent population measurement is shown
in Fig. 8.12. By choosing t slightly below an even multiple of the pi-time, the balanced
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Figure 8.12: Fast calibration of ions’ position along the trap axis. The centre of parabolic fit
(dashed lines) at x0 = 3.41 µm indicates a position where the Rabi frequency imbalance (Eq. (8.2))
is minimised.

position x0 can be found as the value of x with the largest population in P (11) and the
lowest population in P (01 + 10) (the dark-state population P (00) is typically negligible),
regardless of small errors in Ω. We typically scan x over a span of ≈ 500 nm, and 20 data
points with 200 experiments per point are sufficient to position the ions with a precision
of ≈ 10 nm. This calibration takes approximately a minute, limited by long trap voltage
source response time.
Unlike the motional and carrier frequencies, the drifts in x0 are predominantly nonstationary. The typical drift pattern proceeds as follows. Following ion loading, the value of
x0 drifts significantly, on the order of ≈ 500 nm over ≈ 5 min. During that period, we do
not attempt entangling experiments, and instead, calibrate all the necessary parameters
5

This is because differential Rabi frequency causes a differential AC Stark shift, which then cannot be
perfectly compensated by a global frequency shift
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while monitoring x0 . At some point, x0 reaches an approximate steady-state, with typical
drifts of < 50 nm over 10 min. We then begin the experiments, and correct for small drifts
in x0 only every ≈ 30 min or if the readout error calibration reports a significant Rabi
frequency imbalance. Note that every update of x0 needs to be followed by a calibration
of ωstr , which has a small correlation with x0 due to trap modelling errors. However, the
MS gate error is dominated by sudden jumps in x0 , which occur infrequently but lead to
sudden infidelity spikes. I hope that the recent upgrade to fast voltage sources (Sec. 3.4.4)
can improve this error by speeding up the position calibrations.

8.2.4. MS gate calibration
As discussed in Sec. 2.4, an MS pulse involves simultaneous application of two drives of equal
Rabi frequencies, near-detuned from the RSB and the BSB of the gate mode. The pulse is
shaped over ≈ 2.5 µs by smoothly ramping the power sent to the double-pass AOM, while
the bichromatic drive is achieved by adding two RF tones on a single fibre-coupled AOM
(Sec. 4.4.7). The first calibration step is to equalise the RSB and BSB Rabi frequencies,
which can be done by matching their powers on a photodetector. The pulse powers can be
either measured and adjusted individually or through a beat-note measurement with both
drives switched on simultaneously. Following that calibration, we only change the total
pulse power, and always assume that the individual tone powers remain equal to each other.
The remaining calibrations are performed using the ions while the recurrent calibrations
are running in the background. The ions are cooled, prepared in |11i, and we monitor the
population at a desired gate time tMS . We set the BSB drive frequency to ω0 + ωstr + δ + δcom
and the RSB drive frequency to ω0 + ωstr − δ + δcom . The common-mode detuning δcom is
introduced to compensate for the AC Stark shift of the carrier transition caused by the MS
drive. Since the BSB and RSB drives are close to symmetrically detuned from ω0 , their
quadrupole AC Stark shifts are mostly cancelled, and the remaining shift is predominantly
caused by coupling to dipole-allowed transitions [Kir09a; Häf03]. For a given MS pulse time
tMS , we find a combination of δ and δcom which minimises the odd population P (01 + 10)
at time tMS . The obtained value of δ typically deviates slightly from the theoretical value
of δ = 2π/tMS due to a non-rectangular pulse shape.
In the next calibration step, the Rabi frequency Ω is adjusted to the optimal value of
Ω0 ≈ δ/2η, where η is the Lamb-Dicke parameter for the gate mode (Eq. 2.4.2). The
signature of the correct Rabi frequency calibration is that P (11) = P (00) at time tMS ,
which is a pre-requisite for a maximally entangled state. However, changes of Ω require
simultaneous adjustments of δcom ∝ Ω2 to compensate for varying AC Stark shifts. In the
event that P (11) > P (00) at time tMS for all available Rabi frequencies, the laser power is
insufficient to drive an MS gate of duration tMS , and the full calibration is repeated at a
longer gate time t0MS > tMS . On the other hand, if Ω can be comfortably adjusted to obtain
P (11) < P (00) at time tMS , it is beneficial to decrease the total gate time to t0MS < tMS ,
as shorter gates result in lower errors (Sec. 8.3.2). The calibration procedure is therefore
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iterated until a gate of optimal length (given the available Ω) is achieved.
In the trap #4, we found the following parameters for an MS gate. At a stretch mode
frequency of ωstr = 2π ×2.03 MHz, we drive a maximally entangling operation in tMS = 66 µs
with
δ = 2π × 16.7 kHz

sideband detuning,

δcom = 2π × 18.3 kHz

AC Stark shift.

Given the Lamb-Dicke parameter η = 0.028, this corresponds to an average carrier Rabi
frequency Ω0 ≈ 2π × 270 kHz.
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Figure 8.13: Fast MS gate recalibration scan. The AOM amplitude is adjusted, varying the overall
Rabi frequency. The linear fits to P (11) and P (00) (dashed lines) intersect at the AOM amplitude
corresponding to a Rabi frequency Ω = Ω0 . The parabolic fit to P (01 + 10) (dashed parabola) shows
that the odd population is minimised as the same AOM amplitude.

While the initial MS gate calibration is time-consuming and iterative, subsequent calibrations are significantly simpler. This is because, even though parameter drifts originate
from multiple different processes, they all affect the MS interaction in only one of two ways.
First, drifts in light polarization, the ions’ position and micromotion modulation all affect
the carrier Rabi frequency Ω, changing the ideal gate time and the total AC Stark shift.
Second, drifts of trap potential curvature lead to drifts in ωstr , affecting the Lamb-Dicke
parameter η, and in turn the ideal gate time.
This observation suggests a simple method of gate re-calibration. The MS pulse time tMS
and detunings (δ, δcom ) are held constant. First, ωstr is set to the value where the gate was
initially calibrated by adjusting the trapping potentials. This does not need to be done very
precisely, as η is only weakly dependent on ωstr . Second, we scan the value of Ω by varying
the overall laser power. We find that Ω = Ω0 , where P (00) = P (11), is then also the Rabi
frequency where the AC Stark shift is compensated, and therefore P (01 + 10) is minimised.
This is shown in Fig. 8.13. Using this method, we typically only require a single scan to
recalibrate an MS gate..
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8.3. MS gates
The MS gate experiment combines all the elements described in this chapter thus far. Two
ions are trapped and ground-state cooled as discussed in Sec. 8.1.2 and optically pumped into
|11i on dipole and quadrupole transitions (Sec. 5.2). The calibrated MS pulse (Sec. 8.2.4)
is then applied with recurrent calibrations (Sec. 8.2.3) running in the background. The
two-ion state is measured as described below in Sec. 8.1.4.
Gate time
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Figure 8.14: Measured two-ion populations as a function of the MS drive duration. Dashed lines
represent theoretical evolution for an MS drive Hamiltonian with axial stretch mode cooled to
n̄ = 0.03. Blue vertical line at tMS = 66 µs shows the time where P (00) = P (11), and the ions’ state
is closest to maximally entangled.

Fig. 8.14 shows the measured two-ion state as a function of the MS pulse time t. The MS
gate time tMS = 66 µs is highlighted with a blue line. Dashed black lines are the theoretical
traces for an ideal MS gate (Sec. 2.4), obtained by solving the Lindblad master equation
(Eq. (2.17)) for the Hamiltonian (Eq. (2.25)) with the axial stretch mode in a thermal
state of n̄ = 0.03. We see that the experimental values are in excellent agreement with
the theoretical expectation, not just at the gate time but throughout the pulse. Slight
systematic offsets are likely caused by the imperfections described in Sec. 8.3.2, as well as
by pulse shaping which was not included in the simulation.

8.3.1. Measured performance
We quantify the performance by measuring the Bell-state fidelity using Eq. (2.35) at tMS .
The measurements of the odd population P (01 + 10) and the parity following a π/2 analysis
pulse hσφ σφ i are shown in Fig. 8.15.
The odd population measurement can be analysed in two ways. First, a parabolic
unweighted least-squares fit (solid lines) around the gate time gives an offset from the
origin. Alternatively, we can average over the middle five data points, whose mean should
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Figure 8.15: Bell-state fidelity measurement. (Left) Odd population P (01 + 10) close to the gate
time of tMS = 66 µs, and a parabolic fit (solid line) (Right) Parity hσφ σφ i measurement following a
π/2-pulse via a variable phase φ. Solid line shows a fit of hσφ σφ i = C cos(2φ − φ0 ) (Eq. (2.36)).

not exceed the true minimum value of P (01 + 10). Both methods agree within error bars,
and we used the latter as the more conservative estimate to avoid a possible bias from the
least-squares fit (see below). This allows us to obtain the even population at the gate time
tMS = 66 µs of:
P (00) + P (11) = 0.9946(10),

(8.9)

where the quantity in brackets is the 1σ confidence interval obtained by averaging five points
whose individual uncertainties are given by the quantum projection noise (Sec. 2.3.6).
The parity contrast is extracted with a maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) fit to the
dataset shown in Fig. 8.15 (right). The MLE method provides an unbiased estimator of the
true contrast [Bal14], which is not the case for the least-squares method due to non-normal
statistics6 of the data points close to hσφ σφ i = ±1. Instead, the parity data is analysed
based on the following principle. For every analysis pulse setting φi , the experiment is
repeated N times. We classify the outcomes of into two classes: “success” is when the parity
was found to be even, i.e. ions’ state was |00i or |11i, and “failure” when the parity was
odd, i.e. the state was |01i or |10i, This way, we can consider every experimental shot as an
independent Bernoulli trial [Hug10]. For every setting, we assume the success probability
to be given by
1
pi (C, φ0 ) = [1 + C cos(2φi − φ0 )],
2
where C and φ0 are the parameters to be estimated. This is expected to be exact for any
two-qubit pure or mixed state.
The MLE analysis is performed as follows. For every setting φi , i = 1, 2, . . . , m we extract
6

In fact, the least-squares method is derived from the maximum-likelihood formalism under the assumption
of normally-distributed points [Hug10]
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the number of successful trial outcomes ki and calculate the corresponding probability from
the probability density function of a binomial distribution:
!

Pi (C, φ0 ) =

N
[pi (C, φ0 )]k [1 − pi (C, φ0 )]N −ki .
ki

We then calculate the total log-likelihood of the experimental outcomes given the model
parameters
log L(C, φ0 ) =

m
X

Pi (C, φ0 ).

i=1

The MLE is completed by finding7 a set of parameters C ∈ [0, 1] and φ0 ∈ [−π, π] that
maximises log L(C, φ0 ). To estimate the fit error, we repeat the MLE analysis on a number of
bootstrap samples [Hug11]. Each bootstrap set consists of a set of m probabilities Pi0 (C, φ0 ),
i = 1, 2, . . . , m sampled with replacement from the original probabilities Pi (C, φ0 ). The
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Figure 8.16: Bootstraped maximum-likelihood estimates of the parity curve contrast. Solid line
shows the mean estimated contrast, and dashed lines indicate ±1 standard deviation in the estimate.

MLE of C for 2000 bootstrap samples are shown in Fig. 8.16. The contrast is estimated to
be:
C = 0.9922(23)

(8.10)

where the error is the standard deviation of the bootstrap samples (dashed lines). By
comparison, a least-squares analysis returns C = 0.994(6).
Combining the even population estimate in Eq. (8.9) with the parity contrast estimate in
Eq. (8.10), we obtain the fidelity estimate (Eq. (2.35)):
F = 0.9934(13).
7

Estimated fidelity.

The results below were obtained with the interior-point method, which is the default method for
constrained local optimisation in Wolfram Mathematica
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The data used for fidelity estimation was not corrected for readout errors. The reason is
that a naive application of Eq. (8.5) corrects the readout probabilities to values which may
be inconsistent with a binomial trial8 , confusing the MLE. Instead, as a simpler estimate,
we apply the correction matrix to the fitted parity curve, assuming P (00) = P (11) at all
times. This increases the even population estimate at the gate time by 6 × 10−4 and the
parity contrast by approximately 14 × 10−4 . The final fidelity estimate reads:
F = 0.9945(13)

Readout-corrected fidelity.

This is still a lower bound on the entangled state fidelity since it is not corrected for the state
preparation error and the analysis pulse error. The former is expected to be at ≈ 1 × 10−4 ,
approximately twice that for a single ion. The latter only affects the contrast measurement,
where it creates an error comparable with the contrast loss of a single-ion pi-pulse. The
total contrast loss from expected from thermal Rabi-frequency fluctuations is ≈ 4 × 10−4 ,
but could be as high as 10 × 104 given the anomalously low depth of pi-pulses measured
with a single ion (Sec. 5.5). Therefore, the analysis pulse creates a fidelity measurement
error of ≈ 2 − 5 × 10−4 .

8.3.2. Error model
We now turn out attention to understanding the causes of the measured Bell-state infidelity.
Following [Bal14], we tabulate the main expected error sources and their contributions
to the Bell-state infidelity. We include errors that are expected to individually cause a
fidelity loss of > 10−4 , and we round all the estimates to the nearest multiple to 10−4 . For
simplicity, error bars are only stated for the error sources with the largest uncertainties
(' 10−3 ).
Ion temperature and Rabi frequency fluctuations
While the MS drive fidelity is nominally independent of the gate mode temperature, this
effect is only exact in the Lamb-Dicke approximation. Furthermore, warm spectator modes
contribute to Rabi frequency fluctuations (Eq. (2.38)), which induce gate errors. Each shot,
the gate error due to a Rabi frequency set to Ω = Ω0 + δΩ is given by:
Ω =

π2 2 2
δ /Ω
4 Ω 0

where Ω0 is the ideal Rabi frequency [Bal14]. This expression allows us to model the effect
2 to the
of both thermal and other slow-varying Rabi frequency fluctuations by setting δΩ
8

For any given setting φi , the number of successful outcomes ki = N × pi , where pi is the probability of a
successful outcome. Following an application of Eq. (8.5), ki may not be given by a whole number, or we
may even find ki > N . A possible solution is to probabilistically correct individual shots. However, at
that point, a Bayesian procedure becomes even more suitable.
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2 . The variance of shot-to-shot Rabi frequency fluctuations was measured
noise variance σΩ
in Eq. (8.3) by fitting the decay rate of carrier oscillations. This allows us to estimate the
associated error as:

π2
hΩ i =
4



σΩ
hΩi

2

= 3 × 10−4 .

Heating rates
Aside from increasing the Rabi frequency fluctuations, heating of the gate mode directly
affects the gate performance. Modelled as shown in Tab. 2.3, the error caused by axial
stretch mode heating rate ṅstr is given by [Bal14]:
ṅstr tMS
.
2

h =

For tMS = 66 µs and ṅ2,str = 60(30) quanta/s determined in the trap #4 (Eq. (8.7)), we
find the associated error of
h = 2(1) × 10−3 .
This is likely the largest error source of the gate.
Mode frequency drifts and cross-Kerr coupling
A constant offset δ in the motional frequency creates an MS gate error given by:
δ =



n̄ 2 2
3
+
δ tMS
16 4


(8.11)

where n̄ is the gate mode temperature [Bal14]. This expression allows us to model the effect
of any slow-varying motional frequency noise, with δ 2 replaced by the noise variance hδ 2 i.
We identify two dominant sources of detuning noise.
The first is due to slow drifts in motional frequencies. We model the continual frequency
drifts between calibrations as a random walk of the gate detuning δ. We assume δ = 0
immediately following a calibration at time t, and that the subsequent calibration at time
t + t0 finds the frequency normally distributed with standard deviation σ0 . Then, the
average standard deviation in detuning between calibrations [Rie03, Tab. 3.1]:
q

1
hδ 2 i =
t0

t+t
Z 0

s

σ0
t

t
2
= σ0
t0
3

Using σ0 = 2π × 250 Hz for a typical calibration histogram9 (Eq. (8.8)), tMS = 66 µs and
9

Note that we converted from the average absolute deviation to standard deviation as described in [Gea35]
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n̄ = 0.03 we find
δ = 1.4(10) × 10−3 .
where the error in brackets is a rough guess of typical variations of σ0 (≈ ±2π × 100 Hz), as
well as an admission of deficiencies of the random-walk model.
The second source of detuning noise is the cross-Kerr coupling between the axial stretch
mode and the radial rocking modes (Sec. 2.5.1). Using Eq. (2.39) with ωs = 2π × 2 MHz,
ωr1 = 2π × 3.7 MHz and ωr2 = 2π × 5.7 MHz, we find the cross-Kerr coupling coefficients
of χ1 = −2π × 5.9 Hz and χ2 = −2π × 3.7 Hz to the lower and the upper radial modes
respectively. At the time of the data acquisition, Doppler cooling was not optimised as
well as in Sec. 5.6.2, and we measured a temperature of n̄r1 ≈ 12 for the lower radial mode.
This creates axial stretch-mode frequency noise with a standard deviation of (Eq. (2.40)):
q

hδ 2 i = 2π × 100 Hz

and Eq. (8.11) implies the corresponding error is given by:
χ1 = 4 × 10−4 .
The upper radial mode has a lower thermal occupancy of n̄r2 ≈ 5 and is thus expected to
contribute a negligible error of χ2 = 3 × 10−5 .
Laser frequency noise
As discussed in Sec. 5.4.3 (Fig. 5.16), the dephasing at tMS is predominantly caused by
monochromatic noise with frequency ω0 = 2π×175 Hz and amplitude A ≈ 2π×185 Hz. Since
tMS  2π/ω0 , we assume the laser detuning to be constant during any single experimental
shot. I am not aware of any analytical expression for the gate error caused by a static
detuning offset δcom , so I evaluate it numerically. The result is shown in Fig. 8.17.
Before evaluating the error, note that that for any δcom the infidelity with respect to the
target Bell state significantly exceeds the error with respect to some Bell state. This can
be understood as follows: for δ 6= 0, not only is the final state not maximally entangled
(orange points are above zero), but also the relative phase of |00i and |11i changes with
δ (pushing the blue points even higher). The error associated with fluctuating detuning
can be found though a parabolic fit (black line) to the error with respect to the target Bell
state, resulting in an empirical formula for n̄ = 0:
2
com ≈ 0.4δcom
t2MS .

(8.12)

2 i = A2 /2. Combining
For sinusoidal noise of amplitude A we find a noise variance of hδcom
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Figure 8.17: Simulated Bell-state error due to a common-mode frequency offset δcom , together
with parabolic fits in Eq. (8.12). (Left) Error for a fixed gate time tMS = 66 µs and variable δcom
(Right) Error for a fixed detuning δcom = 2π × 100 Hz and a variable gate time tMS .

these expressions together, we estimate the error associated with laser frequency noise as:
com ≈ 1.2 × 10−3 .
A notable complication is that the analysis pulse used to measure the fidelity is also applied
at the detuning δcom , cancelling some of the apparent phase error. However, simulations
suggest this to be a small correction (≈ 10%).
As discussed in Sec. 5.4.3, the remaining laser frequency noise may be low- or highbandwidth. While the low-bandwidth noise would only cause negligible error at tMS = 66 µs,
high-bandwidth noise requires careful consideration. Ramsey measurements in Sec. 5.4.3
constrained the timescale of Markovian optical qubit dephasing to T2 < 50 ms. Setting
an approximate lower-bound of the laser linewidth to ∆ω ' 2π × 2 Hz gives T2 / 330 ms.
Simulations indicate that the associated error is then given by the range of
T2 ≈ 2

tMS
T2

(8.13)

which is in the range of
4 × 10−4 < T2 < 26 × 10−4
Neglected noise sources
Finite optical qubit lifetime T1 = 1.1 s (Sec. 5.4.1) can be simulated to cause an error or
T1 ≈ 0.5tMS /T1 ≈ 3 × 10−5 . We did not estimate the rate of motional dephasing, which
contribute additional error. Residual Rabi frequency imbalance || ≈ 10−2 leads to a small
differential AC Stark shift between the ions of ≈ 2δcom = 2π × 366 Hz. This causes an
error of 7 × 10−5 in the simulations. While simulations with rectangular pulses indicate
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Bell-state error source

Infidelity ×10−4

Gate mode heating

10 − 30

Motional frequency drifts

4 − 24

Laser frequency noise (Markovian)

4 − 26

Laser frequency noise (monochromatic)

12

Cross-Kerr coupling

4

Rabi frequency fluctuations

3

Others

1

Total gate error sources

38 − 100

Measurement error source
State preparation

1−2

Analysis pi/2 pulse

2−5

Total measurement error sources

3−7

Measured error

42 − 68

Table 8.1: Summary of expected Bell-state error sources and their contributions to the measured
error. The total of the gate error sources is the sum of the lower- and upper- estimated limits, and
not the quadrature sum.

a significant error due to off-resonant carrier excitations, shaping the rectangular pulses
with an envelope of t = 2.5 µs reduces the simulated error to < 10−5 . Pulse shaping leads
to a time-dependent AC Stark shift during the pulse turn-on and turn-off. In simulations,
the associated error could be reduced to < 10−4 by adjusting the pulse time (I have not
studied it carefully).
Error summary
Table 8.1 summarises the individual error contributions. The error sources discussed in
this section are sufficient to account for the observed fidelities. Note that the sum of the
individual errors is only an order-of-magnitude estimate of their combined contribution.
The biggest sources of uncertainty were the gate mode heating rate (which was not precisely
measured), motional frequency drifts (which vary in magnitude over time) and the Markovian
laser frequency noise.

8.3.3. Performance in the trap #5
While we haven’t explicitly aimed at characterising and improving the MS gates in the
subsequent trap, we used the MS interaction for the experiments described in Chapter 9.
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Therefore, the measurements from the trap #5 can be used to address some of the uncertainties of the error budget. However, any comparisons between chips are necessarily
approximate due to a number of systematic differences in the trap performance and in
the experiment calibration. In addition strong effective trap potential anharmonicity
observed only in trap #5 (Sec. 9.3.3), a reduced fibre-waveguide coupling led to an increased gate time of tMS = 77 µs. The sideband cooling of the axial stretch mode (now at
ωstr = 2π × 2.2 − 2.4 MHz) was working less well, with n̄ ≈ 0.08, but the lower radial mode
could be cooled to a lower Doppler temperature of n̄ ≈ 6.5 (Sec. 5.6.2)
Phase-modulated gates
√
We anticipated that the use of phase-modulated gates (Sec. 2.4.3) with t0MS = 2tMS =
109 µs would lead to significant improvements in Bell-state fidelities due to suppression of
important error sources in Tab. 8.1. These are:
1. Gate mode heating. For ṅ = 16 − 43 quanta/s (Sec. 8.1.5) we expect a heating rate
√
error h = ṅt0MS /4 = (4 − 12) × 10−4 , a factor of 2 suppression compared to a
single-loop gate [Bal14].
2. Motional frequency drifts. For the same magnitude of slow frequency drifts, simulations
suggested that phase modulation reduces the residual error to δ = (1 − 5) × 10−4 ,
approximately a factor 5 suppression compared to a single-loop gate [Hay11].
3. Cross-Kerr coupling. This error was expected to be negligible, both due to the phase
modulation (which suppresses the effect of mode frequency variations) and the reduced
lower radial mode temperature (which reduces mode frequency variations).
However, a prolonged gate duration may accentuate the error caused by the laser frequency
fluctuations:
1. The monochromatic component of the laser frequency noise was simulated to cause
an error of com = 16 × 10−4 , approximately the same as for a single-loop gate.
2. The Markovian component of the laser frequency noise was expected to increase in
error to T2 = (7 − 44) × 10−4 , compared to T2 = (5 − 31) × 10−4 for a single-loop
gate.
The overall error was therefore expected in the range of (4 − 8) × 10−3 for a two-loop
phase-modulated gate, comparable to the expected single-loop error range of (3 − 9) × 10−3 .
Measurements in the trap #5 revealed typical infidelities of ≈ 10 × 10−3 for both singleloop and phase-modulated two-loop gates. These results hint that the latter may be
dominated by Markovian laser phase noise. Nonetheless, it is not clear why the error in
the trap #5 was consistently at the upper limit of the expected noise, while in the trap
#4 it was at the close to the lower limit. It could indicate a systematic change in the
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laser spectrum or a novel error source. While phase-modulated gates did not improve the
Bell-state fidelities, we found them beneficial for robustness to noise in long pulse sequences,
and their experimental use is described in detail in Chapter 9
Stability
During the data acquisition period in trap #4, we were not able to perform repeated
measurements to verify the true variance of the fidelity. By contrast, MS gates were
frequently performed in the trap #5 over six months. The Bell-state fidelity measurements,
whose results are shown in Fig. 8.18, were taken with lower precision, usually only after a fast
calibration, and for simplicity were analysed with least-squares analysis only. Nonetheless,
the observed variations provide important data points regarding the gate stability.

Bell-state error
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0.015
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0.005
0.000
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Figure 8.18: Bell-state infidelities recorded for single-loop MS gates in the trap #5. Error estimates
were obtained with least-squares fits to the odd population curves and the parity curves (as such in
Fig. 8.15), and the error bars represent a 1σ confidence interval. Yellow circle shows the second-class
results, and blue circle highlights the third-class results (see main text)

Qualitatively, we find the results fall into three classes. In the first class, the results
(uncircled) are consistent with F & 99% Bell-state fidelity10 . In the second class (yellow
circle), the data falls firmly in the range of 1 − 2% error. I speculate that it could be
caused by variations in laser linewidth (such as reported in Sec. 5.4.3), which may suddenly
change due to laser lock adjustments, and then stay unchanged for weeks. In December
2020, we observed a further fidelity deterioration to F < 98% (blue circles). After extensive
experimentation, we found it to be only fixed by changing the axial stretch mode frequency
ωstr . We speculate that the error increase was caused by the MS drive off-resonantly exciting
a second-order spectator radial sideband. As the trapping potentials drift over weeks, we
would infrequently observe similar fidelity drops. These could always be fixed by adjusting
ωstr over a few tens of kHz.
10

Imagine your university required a score of & 99% for a first-class degree!
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Pioneering theoretical work on quantum computing was partly motivated by a broader quest
for reversible computation [Fey96]. Long before quantum computing, physicists became
aware that indefinite improvements to computing speed and processor size may be limited by
the increased energy use and the resulting heat dissipation. This is because chip components
such as transistors are macroscopic objects, whose behaviour is fundamentally irreversible.
This necessarily leads to heat dissipation, as formalised by Landauer’s principle [Lan61;
Ben02]. On the other hand, atomic manipulation is in principle unitary and reversible. This
means there is no lower bound on the amount of energy necessary to perform quantum
computation [Ben73]. The state preparation and measurement steps, while irreversible,
only add a constant factor of energy, which does not increase with increased computation
length1 .
However, this picture is incomplete due to the presence of unavoidable errors and noise,
which cause non-unitary (or dissipative) dynamics. In the language of thermodynamics,
this can be considered as a coupling between a “hot” environment and a quantum register
[Ste03]. Left alone, the register will gradually “thermalise” with the environment, leading
to increased entropy and information loss. In order to stabilise the “temperature” of the
register, it is necessary to create an additional dissipative process which causes “heat flow”
from the register to the environment. Thus, dissipation during computation becomes
necessary to sustain quantum information. The most prominent example of this paradigm
is QEC. There, the entropy of the quantum register is stabilised by coupling it to a “cold”
ancilla. At the same time, ancilla preparation and stabiliser measurements cause a constant
“heat flow” from the ancilla to the environment. Thus, in the circuit model, universal errorcorrected quantum computation can be performed by interleaved application of unitary and
non-unitary operations.
An alternative framework known as “dissipation engineering” allows for universal quantum
computation without any unitary operations [Ver09]. In particular, controllable dissipation
can be used to robustly prepare ground-states of different Hamiltonians, thus implementing
adiabatic quantum computation. However, while adiabatic quantum computation is known
to be universal, it is currently unknown whether it can be fault-tolerant [Aha04]. Nonetheless,
1

In theory! In practice, present-day quantum computers are a significant energy drain. While modern
computer CPU uses under 100 W for a clock speed of 3 GHz, a small trapped-ion processor uses around
7 kW of power at a two-qubit gate clock speed of 5 kHz [Pog21]
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dissipation engineering is a promising framework for preparing specific desired quantum
states [Poy96; Kra08; Ple99; Ver09; Tic14]. Within this model, useful quantum states
are created in the steady-state, making the process more robust to imperfections [Kas11;
Mor15], autonomous, and resulting in a resource state or subspace which is always available.
Arguably, the first examples of dissipation engineering in atomic physics were optical
pumping and laser cooling. The former is a dissipation technique to initialise a qubit register
in a separable state. The latter is applied to a boson (quantum harmonic oscillator) and
creates a thermal state of motion. However, the term “dissipation engineering” is more
commonly used to describe techniques that rely on quantum interference to generate nonclassical states. In the oscillator state-space, such methods have been developed only more
recently, and used create and stabilise novel quantum states of motion, such as squeezed
vacuum states [Kie15], Schrödinger cat states [Lo15; Ger21] and grid states [dNee20].
In the qubit realm, the last decade has seen a range of proposals and experiments
demonstrating dissipative entanglement generation. The methods employed for this purpose
can be broadly categorised into three classes2 :
1. Resonance engineering. With a combination of precisely targeted Stark-shift
drives and global repumping drives, one can engineer a novel energy-level diagram.
An additional probe field can then induce a resonant process whereby the system is
pumped into the desired state, while the leakage processes out of the desired state are
off-resonant. Such methods were theoretically proposed for entangling two atoms in
optical cavities [Kas11; Rei12] and later used experimentally to entangle two trapped
ions [Lin13] and two superconducting qubits [Sha13; Kim16]. In the trapped-ion
implementation, an additional “coolant” ion was necessary for the protocol, as the
repumping drive involved sympathetic cooling. Resonance engineering was also used in
theoretical proposals for multi-qubit entangled state generation [Cho11; Lin16; Rei16;
Col21] and quantum error correction [Coh14; Rei17]. The downside of resonance
engineering is its speed. High-fidelity operation requires the off-resonant processes to
be strongly attenuated, which in turn necessitates that the pumping rate is significantly
lower than the resonance splittings. This results in long preparation times for the
desired states [Hor18; Dou20; Col21].
2. Symmetry engineering. This method is similar to resonance engineering, with the
steady-state obtained as a dark-state of a coupling Hamiltonian and repumping drives.
However, leakage out of the target state is suppressed not due to a frequency selectivity,
but due to destructive interference. Such a scheme was theoretically proposed for
entangling two trapped ions without a need for a “coolant” ion in [Ben14], but to
my knowledge never experimentally implemented. A similar scheme was proposed
in [Hor18] to entangle two hyperfine 9 Be+ qubits, and is being implemented as
NIST. Both methods exhibit shorter convergence timescales compared to resonance
2

Thanks to F. Reiter for introducing me to those helpful categories
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engineering methods, and thus should result in higher steady-state fidelities. However,
both schemes suffer from susceptibility to ion heating and temperature.
3. Dissipative circuit engineering. Here, the desired target state is created by
optimising a quantum circuit that includes both unitary and dissipative elements.
This was used in a trapped-ion system in [Bar11] to create two- and four-qubit
entanglement. In both cases, an ancilla qubit was necessary to mediate the dissipative
step.
The distinction between the different classes is not always sharp. Resonance engineering
techniques do rely on certain symmetries to separate the resonances, and the target
state is usually an antisymmetric singlet state. Furthermore, many of the schemes can
be implemented either as a continuous dissipative process, or by interleaving periods of
dissipative and unitary evolution. Thus, circuit engineering could be considered a method
of resonance engineering.
In this chapter, we demonstrate a novel method of two-qubit entangled state generation
based on symmetry engineering. The technique uses a “collective optical pumping” process
√
which does not couple to the target Bell state |Ψ− i ≡ (|↑↓i − |↓↑i) / 2. At a high level,
the protocol can be applied in any platform where suitable couplings are available, and
requires only global fields which equally address each physical system. In the trapped-ion
implementation, the collective drive Hamiltonian can be based on the MS interaction.
Thanks to its first-order temperature insensitivity, the protocol does not require groundstate cooling or sympathetic cooling. Furthermore, it can be readily implemented in any
trapped-ion setup where both optical and Zeeman qubit drives are available.
The chapter is structured as follows. In Sec. 9.1 we present our protocol in detail, including
a high-level platform-independent description, as well as the specific implementation in
40 Ca+ . We then present a theoretical model of the sequence. In Sec. 9.2 we simulate
the protocol’s convergence rate and error sensitivity. Sec. 9.3 describes the experimental
challenges involved in implementing the protocol, and how the ideal protocol was adapted
in the face of unanticipated error channels. Finally, Sec. 9.4 presents the experimental
measurements of the protocol’s performance and its error-susceptibility.
The main results presented in this chapter are now being prepared for publication as
[Mal21].

9.1. Protocol overview
In this section, we present the theoretical description of our protocol. Sec. 9.1.1 presents
the main idea behind the scheme in a platform-agnostic fashion. In Sec. 9.1.2, we present
the methods for modelling the protocol mathematically in either a continuous or discrete
fashion. Finally, Sec. 9.1.3 presents the implementation on a pair of trapped 40 Ca+ ions.
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9.1.1. High-level description

Figure 9.1: High-level description of the protocol. Coupling (A) is a collective excitation drive
from |↓↓i to |eei. Drive (B) is a repump channel that repopulates both qubit ground states. Drive
(C) is a global single-qubit rotation with shuffles the population between the singlet states in the
ground-state manifold. When drives (A)-(C) are switched on, the system is pumped into a maximally
entangled state |Ψ− i.

The scheme uses a combination of coherent and incoherent drives applied to two coupled
multi-level systems to create a maximally entangled state. The scheme we use is illustrated
using the relevant states of two multi-level systems in Fig 9.1 a). We consider a ground “spin”
√
state manifold consisting of the collective spin states |↓↓i, |↑↑i, |Ψ+ i ≡ (|↑↓i + |↓↑i) / 2
(spin triplet) and |Ψ− i (spin singlet), as well as excited states, of which the most important
for our purposes consists of both systems in a particular excited state |ei. Three primary
elements define the pumping process. The first is a collective excitation (A) from the state
|↓↓i to the doubly excited state |eei. Its collective nature means that it does not couple to
the other states in the ground-state manifold. The state |eei is quenched through a decay
channel (B) that acts independently on the qubits, thus redistributing population from
|eei into all spin states. The combination of these two provides a collective pumping that
moves the ground state population from |↓↓i to the other ground states. To prepare only
the singlet, an additional symmetric drive (C) is used which rotates both qubits using a
common angle and phase. Due to its symmetry, this drive cycles population within the
triplet subspace, while leaving the singlet untouched. Thus the triplet states have a chance
of being emptied through the collective pumping, while the population in the singlet is dark
to all drives. |Ψ− i then becomes the steady-state of the system.
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9.1.2. Theoretical model
The protocol can be implemented in a continuous manner or using a sequential application of
each component. To model the former, we describe the drives in terms of their Hamiltonians
and Lindblad jump operators. While the sequential method can also be described in the
continuous formalism, its can be considerably simplified by modelling individual steps as
unitary or dissipative maps.
Continuous model
In the continuous case, the drives (A)-(C) are switched on at the same time. We model
the subsequent state evolution though a Lindblad master equation (Eq. (2.17)). The total
interaction Hamiltonian HI = HA + HC is the sum of the interactions Hamiltonians for
drives (A) and (C) respectively. We model the collective excitation Hamiltonian (A) as:
2
HA = ~JSx,e
,

(9.1)

where J is the effective collective excitation rate and
Sx,e = σx,↓e ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ σx,↓e .
where σx,↓e = |eih↓| + |↓ihe| is the Pauli-X operator acting on the {|↓i, |ei} subspace, and 1
is a 3 × 3 identity operator. Note that for a two-level system, i.e. if |↑i was not part of the
Hilbert space, σx2 = 1 and hence HA reduces to an effective σx ⊗ σx coupling. However, in
2
the qutrit space σx,↓e
6= 1 and Eq. (9.1) is not reducable to a pure σx,↓e ⊗ σx,↓e coupling.
The Hamiltonian of the ground-state drive (C) is the Rabi oscillation Hamiltonian from
Eq. (2.18) applied to both qubits at once. Taking for simplicity3 δ = 0 and φ = 0, we obtain
HC = ~

ΩC
Sx
2

where
Sx = σx ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ σx
where σx = |↑ih↓| + |↓ih↑| is the ground state qubit Pauli-X operator. Note that we have
assumed both qubits are driven with equal Rabi frequency. This symmetry is necessary for
|Ψ− i to be unaffected by HC .

3

None of these assumptions is necessary. Non-zero detuning δ reduces the effective population transfer
efficiency, in turn slowing down the protocol. On the other hand, the choice of φ does not influence the
convergence rate.
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The dissipative drive (B) is modelled by four jump operators:
(1)

√

(2)

√

Le→↓ =
Le→↓ =

(1)

√

(2)

√

Le→↑ =

pe→↓ κ σ−,↓e ⊗ 1

Le→↑ =

pe→↓ κ 1 ⊗ σ−,↓e

pe→↑ κ σ−,↑e ⊗ 1,
pe→↑ κ 1 ⊗ σ−,↑e .

where σ−,↓e = |↓ihe| and σ−,↑e = |↑ihe|, κ is the decay rate and pe→↓ (pe→↑ ) represent the
probability that an ion decays from |ei to |↓i (|↑i). We assume that no decay occurs outside
of the three-level subspace, and thus pe→↓ + pe→↑ = 1. This allows us to parametrise the
branching ratio through:
pe→↓ = sin2 (γ),
pe→↓ = cos2 (γ).

(9.2)

Note also that, unlike simultaneously applied Hamiltonians, individual jump operators
of simultaneosuly occuring decay processes cannot be added together to form a single
jump operator. The evolution of the system can be simulated by solving the Lindblad
(i)
master equation with HI = HA + HC and the jump operators Lj , and is parametrised by
(J, ΩC , κ, γ). Note that, regardless of the parameter choice, the singlet state |Ψ− i is the
dark state of of every individual Hamiltonian and every jump operator:
HA |Ψ− i = HC |Ψ− i = 0
(i)

(i)

Le→↓ |Ψ− i = Le→↑ |Ψ− i = 0.
Thus, |Ψ− i is indeed a dark state when drives (A), (B) and (C) are switched on simultaneously.
Sequential protocol
When drives (A)-(C) are applied sequentially, the analysis can be simplified, avoiding the
need to solve dynamical equations. Consider a single cycle of the protocol, where the drive
(A) is first applied for duration tA , followed by the drive (B) of duration tB and the drive
(C) of duration tC . The first step implements a unitary:
2

UA (Φ) = e−iΦSx,e ,

(9.3)

where Φ = JtA , obtained by integrating HA in Eq. (9.1). This unitary provides a full
population transfer from |↓↓i to |eei for Φ = π/4.
For the second step, we assume for simplicity that tB  1/κ, and thus the population is
fully repumped into the ground-state manifold. As a result, it is no longer necessary to
keep track of κ, and the repump process can be fully parametrised by γ. The repump step
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is then modelled by a quantum operation εB , defined as
εB (ρ) =

3 X
3
X

†
Ei,j ρEi,j

i=1 j=1

with the nine Kraus maps given by
Ei,j = Ei ⊗ Ej
where
E0 = |↓ih↓| + |↑ih↑|
√
E1 = pe→↓ σ−,↓e
√
E2 = pe→↑ σ−,↑e ,
with the branching ratio parametrised as in Eq. (9.2).
The third step of every cycle corresponds to a unitary
θ

θ

UC (θ) = ei 2 σx ⊗ ei 2 σx
obtained by integrating HC in Eq. 9.1.2 with θ = ΩC tC .
While a sequence of unitary operations can be modelled by multiplying their individual
unitary matrices, this is not the case for Kraus maps. In order to simplify the analysis, we
turn to the superoperator formalism [Woo11]. In the superoperator formalism, states in
d-dimensional Hibert space are represented as vectors of length d2 . Formally, a state vector
ρ
~ is obtained by column-stacking the density matrix, i.e. for a density matrix given by
ρ=

d X
d
X

ρi,j |iihj|

i=1 j=1

the vector representation is
ρ
~ = (ρ1,1 , ρ1,2 , . . . , ρ1,d , ρ2,1 , ρ2,2 , . . . , ρd,d )T .
Any quantum operation ε can be written in the Kraus representation as
ε(ρ) =

X

Ek ρEk

k

Then, the superoperator representation of ε is given by:
Sε =

X

Ek∗ ⊗ Ek ,

(9.4)

k
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where E ∗ is a matrix obtained by taking a complex conjugate of every element of E. Now,
the effect of the operation is to transform an initial state ρ
~ into a state ρ
~ 0 given by
ρ
~ 0 = Sε ρ
~,
i.e. the transformation can be modelled as a single matrix multiplication, albeit of significantly larger matrices [Gre15]. As a result, the superoperator of a sequence of transformations
is the matrix product of the superoperators of the individual steps. Note that Eq. (9.4)
implies that the superoperator of a unitary transformation U is simply SU = U ∗ ⊗ U . In
the superoperator formalism, we can calculate the state of the system after N cycles of the
protocol as
h

ρ
~N = S(Φ, γ, θ)

iN

ρ
~0 ,

(9.5)

where ρ
~N and ρ
~0 are the vector representation of the final and initial density matrices
respectively, and the single-cycle superoperator is given by
S(Φ, γ, θ) = SC (θ)SB (γ)SA (Φ),

(9.6)

where SA (Φ), SB (γ) and SC (θ) are the superoperators for the drives (A), (B), and (C)
respectively. In analogy to the continuous implementation, the vector representation of the
singlet state |Ψ− i is a +1 eigenstate of S(Φ, γ, θ) regardless of the parameter settings, and
thus is a dark state of the sequential protocol.

9.1.3. Trapped-ion implementation in

40

Ca+

The protocol can be implemented on a pair of 40 Ca+ ions. To that end, we take advantage
of the hybrid encoding introduced in Sec. 2.2.7. The qubit states are encoded into the
Zeeman sub-levels of the electronic ground state, denoted as |↓i = |S1/2 , mj = −1/2i and
|↑i = |S1/2 , mj = +1/2i. The ancillary state is selected among the D5/2 Zeeman sub-levels.
In our experiments, we chose |ei = |D5/2 , mj = −1/2)i, because the corresponding optical
qubit transition |↓i ↔ |ei has the lowest sensitivity to B-field fluctuations. The drives used
to implement the steps (A), (B) and (C) are shown in Fig. 9.2.
The collective excitation step (A) was implemented using an MS interaction on the optical
qubit transition (Fig. 9.2, red). Consider a bichromatic MS drive incident on two ions.
Adapting the results in Sec. 2.4 to a three-level system, and choosing φs = φm = 0 for
simplicity, we write the interaction Hamiltonian as
HMS =
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Figure 9.2: Atomic transitions and drives in 40 Ca+ used in the implementation described in this
work. Drive (A) is implemented using a bichromatic λ = 729 nm laser which implements an MS
hamiltonian with sideband detuning δ. Drive (B) uses laser light at λ = 854 nm and λ = 866 nm to
couple |ei and D3/2 to a short-lived excited state P3/2 , causing a decay into both ground states in
the S1/2 manifold. Drive (C) is a resonant global Zeeman qubit rotation implemented by passing
current through a track on the trap carrier PCB.

and the corresponding unitary as
2

UMS (t) = D(α(t)Sx,e )e−iΦ(t)Sx,e

(9.7)

where α(t) is an oscillator phase-space displacement amplitude (Eq. (2.28)) and Φ(t) is a
collective phase factor (called β(t) in Eq. (2.30)).
2 Hamiltonian in two limits. The first,
The MS coupling can be reduced to an effective Sx,e
appropriate to either a continuous or step-wise implementation, is when
(9.8)

δ  ηΩ

and so the oscillator excitation can be neglected [Kim10]. Then |α(t)|  1 and the unitary
can be approximated as
2

UMS (t) ≈ eiΦ(t)Sx,e
which corresponds to an effective Hamiltonian of
2
Heff = ~JSx,e

(9.9)
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where
J=

∂Φ
η 2 Ω2
≈
.
∂t
4δ

(9.10)

Indeed, the effective Hamiltonian Heff in Eq. (9.9) can be used to implement the Hamiltonian
HA in Eq. (9.1), which is a building block of the continuous implementation of the protocol.
The second limit, appropriate only to a sequential implementation, is to apply the MS
coupling for a time t chosen such that α(t) = 0. As discussed in Sec. 2.4, this is achieved
when t = 2mπ/δ, leading to
2

UMS (t) = eiΦ(t)Sx,e

(9.11)

where Φ(t) = η 2 Ω2 mπ/(2δ 2 ) and m ∈ Z. Thus, the MS unitary in Eq. (9.11) can be used
to implement the unitary for the drive (A) in Eq. (9.3), which is a building block of the
sequential implementation of the protocol.
While the single-loop MS gate corresponds to m = 1 and Φ(t) = π/8, full population
transfer from |↓↓i to |eei requires Φ = π/4, which is achieved for m = 2. Thus, the drive (A)
physically corresponds to an MS gate applied twice in a row. As discussed in Sec. 2.4.3, the
performance of any multi-loop sequence can be improved by phase modulation. Thus, in the
simulations and experiments discussed below, I always assume that UMS (t) is implemented
as two segments of equal motional phases φm1 = φm2 , but with a spin phase offset of
φs2 = φs1 + π. Such phase modulation reduces errors caused by spin-motion coupling both
in simulation and experiment (Sec. 9.3.1). Note that the phases φs1 and φm2 for the first
pulse in any cycle are usually set to zero in the simulation, but can be arbitrary.
Both limits correspond to the same effective Hamiltonian Heff with the coupling rate J
given by Eq. (9.10). However, the continuous limit in Eq. (9.8) implies that J  ηΩ/4. At
the same time, no such restriction applies to the pulsed implementation, which is usually
performed with J = ηΩ/8. Therefore, we expect the sequential protocol to be faster and
more robust to errors. As a result, the remainder of the theoretical discussion in this
chapter, as well as the experimental implementation, are focused on the step-wise protocol
only. The continuous protocol was analysed by I. Rojkov, and a detailed discussion of its
performance, convergence rate and error-resilience can be found in [Mal21, Supp. Mat.]
The remaining drives are implemented identically regardless of the implementation.
Repump (B) is implemented by turning on the dipole lasers at λ = 854 nm and λ = 866 nm
(Fig. 9.2, blue). The former drives the primary repump channel by coupling all the D5/2
sub-levels to the P3/2 state, which subsequently decays primarily into the ground state
manifold (Sec. 2.2.1). The latter laser repumps the population in D3/2 , which would
otherwise become gradually populated4 due to a small branching ratio from P3/2 to D3/2
(Tab. 2.1). The symmetric drive (C) is implemented as a Zeeman single-qubit Rabi drive
4

In the first attempt at the implementation of the collective optical pumping protocol by V. Negnevitsky
[Neg18b], this drive was indeed forgotten, which was one of the reasons for large errors
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(Sec. 5.5.3 and Fig. 9.2, green), created by passing oscillating current through a track on
the trap carrier PCB (Sec. 3.4.1).

9.2. Performance analysis
In this section, we analyse the performance of an idealised discrete protocol. We begin by
exploring the general properties of the superoperator S(Φ, γ, θ) in Eq. (9.6). Formally, state
ρ
~ is a steady-state of the protocol if and only if
S(Φ, γ, θ)~
ρ=ρ
~,
i.e. when ρ
~ is a +1 eigenvector of S(Φ, γ, θ). It is easy to verify that, for any values of
(Φ, γ, θ), the vector corresponding to the singlet state |Ψ− i is indeed a +1 eigenvector
of S(Φ, γ, θ), and thus a steady state. However, in order to assert convergence towards
|Ψ− i, we require that it is also the only steady state. Through numerical verification, we
determine that this is indeed the case for “almost all” parameter settings, i.e. for all values
(Φ, γ, θ) except a finite set of exceptions:
1. The collective excitation (A) exhibits an exception at Φ = mπ/2, where m ∈ Z, i.e.
no population transfer. In this case, there are four steady states in the ground-state
manifold.
2. The decay step (B) exhibits an exception at γ = mπ
2 , where m ∈ Z. For even m,
corresponding to pe→↓ = 0, the ground state |↑↑i is also a steady state, while for odd
m, which corresponds to pe→↓ = 0, the ground state |↓↓i is a steady state
3. The symmetric drive (C) exhibits an exception at θ = mπ where m ∈ Z. For even m,
|↑↑i is a steady state, while for odd m, the steady state is |Ψ+ i.
The impact of these exceptions is a slow-down of protocol convergence near the exception
points. However, their experimental impact is negligible, and the singlet state |Ψ− i is, for
all intents and purposes, the only true steady state of our protocol.

9.2.1. Convergence rate
The effect of different choices of (Φ, γ, θ) on the convergence rate can be studied in two ways.
Numerically, we can simulate the protocol with Eq. (9.5) for different parameter settings
and different initial states. We define the singlet error (or infidelity) after N cycles as
 = 1 − F (|Ψ− i)
where
F (|Ψ− i) = |hΨ− |ρ|Ψ− i|.
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While  → 0 as N → ∞, the optimal settings are those that guarantee the fastest convergence,
i.e. minimise  for a fixed N .
It is easy to verify that Φ = π/4 (i.e. full state transfer from drive A) always produces
the fastest convergence. We find the optimal values of γ and θ by simulating  for N = 30
cycles and an initial state |↓↓i. This is shown in Fig. 9.3 (left). We find that there is a
relatively broad region where convergence occurs at a comparable rate, indicating that γ
and θ do not require precise calibration. With a numerical search, we find  to be the lowest
for θ ≈ 0.72π and γ ≈ 0.22π.

Figure 9.3: Simulations of the protocol convergence rate. (Left) Singlet error  after N = 30 cycles
of the protocol acting on an initial state |↓↓i and the drive (A) set to the optimal value Φ = π/4.
The lowest error corresponds to θ = 0.72π and γ = 0.22π (Right) Simulated singlet error  as a
function of the number of cycles N for range separable initial states generated at random. For the
optimal parameters as simulated here, each curve asymptotically converges to an exponential decay
trace  = 1 − C0 e−N/N0 with N0 = 7.6 cycles.

We study the convergence rate and its variability at the optimal settings by simulating
the process with θ = 0.72π and γ = 0.22π for a range of initial states. We generate 1000
random input density matrices corresponding to two-qubit separable pure states. For each
input state, we simulate the ideal protocol and fit the fidelity with a function
(N ) = 1 − C0 e−N/N0 .
The simulated traces are shown in Fig. 9.3 (right). To find the average convergence rate, we
ignore the data with N < 10, where (N ) is dominated by the initial state. This produces
a convergence rate estimate of
N0 = 7.6 cycles.
The standard deviation of N0 for different initial states is at the level of 1 × 10−4 , indicating
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that for N > 10 the convergence rate is independent of the initial state. By comparison,
fitting all the data results in N0 = 7.7(2) cycles.
The convergence rate can be found theoretically through superoperator eigenvalue analysis.
Recall that the steady-state of the process is given by the +1 eigenvalue of S(Φ, γ, θ). The
remaining eigenstates of the superoperator all have eigenvalues with an absolute value less
than 1, which describe their decay rates. The detailed analytical study of the problem was
performed by I. Roikov, and is discussed in (cite our Arxiv paper). The summary of his
findings is as follows. After the initial transients, the infidelity is given by
−N/N0
(N ) ≈ C0 λN
,
max = C0 e

where C0 is the initial infidelity, N0 = log(λmax ) and λmax is the second largest eigenvalue
of S. This eigenvalue is maximised, and hence the convergence is the fastest, for θ ≈ 0.72π
and γ ≈ 0.22π, exactly as we found by a numerical search. At those settings, λmax can be
analytically calculated to equal λmax ≈ 0.877, corresponding to N0 ≈ 7.6 cycles. Thus, the
analytical formalism fully explains the simulted performance.

9.2.2. Effect of errors
We now turn our attention to the question of the error-resilience of the protocol. In this
section, we study this problem at a high level of abstraction, considering errors as quantum
maps. While the choice of the maps is motivated by experimentally relevant noise sources,
the description is general and platform-agnostic. The trapped-ion specific discussion is
presented in the subsequent section 9.2.3, where we simulate the protocol dynamics including
realistic error sources.
We initially focus on errors introduced by or during the drive (A), which is experimentally
the most demanding. We thus model each cycle of the protocol with a superoperator
S(Φ, γ, p, θ) = SC (θ)SB (γ)SE (p)SA (Φ)
where SE (p) is the superoperator representing an error, and p parametrises the error
probability. For p > 0, we can find the steady-state singlet error  analytically by calculating
the overlap of the +1 eigenvector of S(Φ, γ, p, θ) with |Ψ− i, or numerically by repeatedly
applying S(Φ, γ, p, θ) to any initial state. We now consider several specific error models.
Two-level depolarising errors
In the trapped-ion implementation, the drive (A) acts on the optical qubit only and is
spectroscopically decoupled from |↑i. Under this assumption, we can describe the elementary
errors introduced by (A) through elementary error channels acting only on the {|↓i, |ei}⊗2
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subspace. There are 16 elementary error channels, defined as
Mi,j = e−i(π/2)σi,↓e ⊗σj,↓e
for i, j ∈ {0, x, y, z}, using σ0 = 1. This operator definition extend the usual notion of
single-qubit errors onto a three-level system. We can divide these Kraus maps into two
classes: Mi,j is considered a local operator when i = 0 or j = 0, and a global operator
otherwise.
To study the influence of each of these channels individually, we simulate the effect of an
error in a manner similar to a depolarising channel
†
εi,j (ρ) = (1 − p)ρ + pMi,j ρMi,j

acting once per cycle after drive (A). Later in the text, we refer to those errors with a
shorthand notation, e.g. ε0,x is an “IX” error and εx,z is an “XZ” error. For every such
error, we estimate the steady-state error (p) by fitting the numerical results for p < 0.01.
The resulting errors are illustrated in Fig. 9.4, rounded to the nearest integer. We find that

Figure 9.4: Visualisation of the steady-state error caused by a elementary depolarising errors acting
with probability p per cycle on the two-level system formed by |↓i and |ei. Different depolarising
error channels are referred to through a short-hand notation of Mi,j . Steady-state error  for a
depolarising map εi,j is shown in row i and column j.

the final fidelity is independent of all global errors. This is expected, as these maps only
affect the system when both particles are in the {|↓i, |ei} subspace, thus do not provide a
leakage channel out of |Ψ− i:
εi,j |Ψ− ihΨ− | = |Ψ− ihΨ− |


for global errors.

On the other hand, local errors become amplified. Local bit-flip errors εx,0 , εy,0 , ε0,x and
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εy,0 create a steady-state error of
 ≈ 5.2p

local bit-flip error

while local phase-flip errors εz,0 and ε0,z result in
 ≈ 4.1p

local phase flip error.

In both cases, the result represents a linear approximation valid only for small values of
p  1. The fact that the steady-state error  exceeds the per-cycle error p is also a general
feature of dissipative protocols. We encountered this for example in Sec. 5.2.2, where the
optical pumping state preparation error exceeded the off-resonant excitation probability.
Correlated local errors
Depolarising errors do not provide the most realistic description of experimentally relevant
error channels. In this subsection, we consider three examples of error maps which, while
remaining general, provide a quantum operator description of error sources which may
be relevant to a trapped-ion implementation. They constitute a class that I refer to as
correlated local errors.
The first example is a correlated bit-flip error caused by residual spin-motion entanglement
at the end of the MS drive. Consider an MS drive applied to a pair of ground-state cooled
ions. We can write the initial density matrix of the system as
ρ = ρs ⊗ |0im h0|m
where ρs is the internal-state density operator, and the subscript m denotes the motional
degree of freedom. Following an application of Eq. (9.7), we can write the internal state of
the two ions at the end of the drive (A) in the operator-sum representation as
ρ0s =

∞
X

En ρEn†

n=0

where
En = hn|m UM S (t)|0im .
If the spin and motion are perfectly disentangled at the end of the drive (A) (α(t) = 0),
we find that E0 = UM S (t), and all the other Kraus operators are zero. However, residual
spin-motion entanglement results in non-zero values of En for n > 0.
It is possible to simplify and abstract the analysis by a) assuming Φ = π/4 and |α(t)|  1,
then b) expanding the all the operators Ei up to the leading order in |α|, and c) keeping only
the two dominant maps E0 and E1 . However, the resulting operators are not normalised
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(E0† E0 + E1† E1 6= 1), which produces unphysical results after the map was applied repeatedly
in the simulation. In order to obtain physically meaningful outputs with only two Kraus
operators, I instead created a synthetic operator E00 which is equal to E0 up to the leading
order in |α|, but produces a normalised process. This allowed me to write the whole
operation in terms of only two maps:
−1 − b2
1 − b1
1 − b2
12 +
(σx,↓e ⊗ σx,↓e ) +
11 + 10
2
2
2
E1 (α) = −iαSx,e ,
E00 (α) =

where b2 =

p

1 − 4|α|2 , b1 =

p

(9.12)

1 − 2|α|2 , and

12 = |↓↓ih↓↓| + |↓ eih↓ e| + |e ↓ihe ↓| + |eeihee|
11 = |↓↑ih↓↑| + |e ↑ihe ↑| + |↑↓ih↑↓| + |↑ eih↑ e|
10 = |↓↓ih↓↓|
are the operators which “select” whether two, one, or zero particles are in the optical
qubit subspace. Intuitively, E1 describes a “correlated bit-flip error” caused by residual
spin-motion entanglement at the end of the drive (A), while E00 is a sum of global maps
which do not induce protocol error even for |α| > 0.
Before investigating the effect of this error on the protocol steady-state, we turn our
attention to a second possible source of correlated bit-flip errors, namely spectator mode
excitation. We model the effect of undesired mode coupling as a unitary carrier drive of the
optical qubit transition:
Ux (β) = ei(β/2)σx,↓e ⊗ ei(β/2)σx,↓e

(9.13)

with a small angle β  1.
An observant reader may now ask why we consider this error at all since, as discussed
in Sec. 8.3.2, off-resonant carrier excitation during an MS gate is efficiently suppressed by
pulse shaping. While that is true, Ux (β) is a proxy for two effects that cannot be fully
captured by considering each ion as a three-level system. First, as was noted in Sec. 8.3.3,
trap potential drifts can result in the MS pulse driving an off-resonant transition from
|↓i to another state |e0 i in the D5/2 manifold. Secondly, as will be discussed in Sec. 9.3.2,
spectral crowding is a larger problem in this protocol than it is for an MS gate, as spectator
transitions out of |↑i must be avoided as well. In the experiments in Sec. 9.3.2, we will see
how constant parameter calibration is required to avoid these spectator transitions. There
are in total ten possible spectator transitions for the drive (A), each exciting either |↓i or
|↑i into one of five possible sub-levels of D5/2 . However, any one of these errors causes
leakage out of |Ψ− i with the same probability. Therefore, I decided to model the effect of
any (or multiple simultaneous) spectator mode excitations as Ux (β), which is approximate
but simplifies the analysis considerably.
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In order to compare the effect of an error caused by residual spin-motion entanglement
of magnitude α to that of a spectator mode excitation with area β, we require a common
parametrisation. Let us define p as the probability that an operation causes a single-qubit
excitation when applied on |↓↓i, i.e. that the state is measured in |↓ ei or |e ↓i5 . Using
Eq. (6.11) with Kraus maps E00 and E1 as defined in Eq. (9.12), we find p = 2|α|2 due to
residual spin-motion entanglement. On the other hand, Eq. (9.13) gives p = β 2 /2 for an
off-resonant excitation. Therefore, a reasonable description of the Kraus maps for both
processes in terms of p is:
q

q

{E0 ( p/2), E1 ( p/2)}

spin-motion entanglement,

Ux ( 2p)

spectator excitation.

p

Simulations reveal that, for any given p, the steady-state error  is almost the same regardless
of which of the two processes is being simulated. This is not surprising, as the first-order
effect of either error is a leakage out of |Ψ− i with the same probability of p/2 per cycle.
Consequently, we do not need to study them independently, or even experimentally resolve
√
one error from the other. From now on, we model all correlated bit-flip errors as Ux ( 2p),
and henceforth refer to them collectively as IX + XI.
The third correlated local error we consider is the correlated phase-flip error, also referred
to as a IZ + ZI error. Such an error can occur, for example, when laser power fluctuations
cause a common-mode AC Stark shift of the optical qubit. This can be modelled as
Uz (β) = ei(β/2)σz,↓e ⊗ ei(β/2)σz,↓e ,

(9.14)

√
and once again we pick β = 2p as the error parametrisation. Other realistic error sources
cause other types of correlated phase-flip errors. For example, laser frequency errors cause a
correlated phase-shift where both ground state qubits acquire the same relative phase with
respect to |ei, while B-field fluctuations cause a relative shift of all three levels. However,
as we shall see below, the protocol is insensitive to any type of a correlated phase-flip, since
|Ψ− i lives in a decoherence-free subspace. We performed the calculations with Uz (β) as
defined in Eq. (9.14), but any alternative form could be used as well.
Fig. 9.5 shows the simulated steady-state error  for correlated bit-flip errors (blue dashed
line) and correlated phase-flip errors (yellow dashed line), as well as a comparison with
the depolarising model presented previously (solid lines). For correlated bit-flip errors, we
find that the steady-state infidelity is slightly reduced compared to the uncorrelated bit-flip
errors in the depolarising model, now reading:
 ≈ 3.2p
5

correlated bit-flip error.

When parametrised in this way, p can be easily measured as |↓↓i can be easily prepared. However, the
main physical figure of merit is the probability to leakage out of |Ψ− i, which is equal to p/2 for both
processes.
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Error probability p
Figure 9.5: Comparison of steady-state errors associated with local “depolarising errors” (solid
lines) and local correlated errors (dashed lines lines). For bit-flip errors (blue), the correlated model
results in a steady state error  ≈ 3.2p, which is less than the error of  ≈ 5.2p obtained for either,
εx,0 , ε0,x , or an average of the two. For phase-flip errors (yellow), the correlated model produces no
protocol errors ( = 0), while εz,0 or ε0,z error produces  ≈ 4.1p.

We will see in Sec. 9.4.4 that this error model captures well the experimental observations.
Note that we cannot claim that correlations in the noise lead to an increased protocol fidelity,
as the “correlated” and “uncorrelated” error models are qualitatively different. Furthermore,
the observed error reduction is largely an artefact of the chosen map parametrisation.
On the other hand, correlated phase-flips cause no steady-state error:
=0

correlated phase-flip error,

since |Ψ− i is an eigenstate of all collective phase shifts. In this case, we can claim that
correlations in phase shifts leads to error suppression.

9.2.3. Error simulation
Here, we consider example errors of the collective excitation MS Hamiltonian (Sec. 8.3.2)
and simulate their effect on the steady-state error . To include the possibility of errors, as
well as the effect of phase modulation, we use an MS interaction Hamiltonian given by
ĤA =

η~Ω
Se,φ (âei(δ+m +q )t eiφm + â† e−i(δ+m −q )t e−iφm ),
2

(9.15)

where m is the motional frequency error, q is the qubit frequency error and the total spin
(1)
(2)
operator is a sum of two single-ion operators Se,φ = Se,φ + Se,φ , where
Se,φ = |eih↓|eiφs + |↓ihe|e−iφs .
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Bell-state error

Note that in writing down Eq 9.15, we took a rotating-wave approximation to remove
components oscillating faster than δ, and thus also assumed that other transitions from |↓i
and |↑i are spectroscopically decoupled. Furthermore, ĤA contain no dipole couplings, thus
it neglects the effect of the dipole AC Stark shifts.
We simulate each cycle as a sequence of two rectangular pulses of length t. We set
φs1 = φm1 = 0 for the first loop while the second loop has φs2 = 0, φm2 = π − δt, which
implements “Aussie-style” phase modulation discussed in Sec. 2.4.3 [Mil18b]. The simulation
parameters are: δ = 2π × 15 kHz, t = 2π/δ = 66.6 µs, η = 0.028, Ω = δ/(2η) = 2π × 265 kHz.
For comparison, we also simulate a single-loop MS gate (total length t) and a two-loop
√
MS gate (total length t × 2). For all the simulations, the state is initialised in |↓↓i and
in the motional ground state. For our protocol, we extract the fidelity with |Ψ− i after
80 cycles, while for the MS gates, we calculate the fidelity between the final state and
√
(|↓↓i − i|eei)/ 2.
We simulate the effect of slow and shot-to-shot errors in the optical qubit frequency or
the motional frequency by setting q > 0 or m > 0 respectively in Eq. (9.15). Slow and
shot-to-shot fractional Rabi frequency error Ω is simulated by setting Ω = (1 + Ω )δ/(2η)
in Eq. (9.15). Finally, we consider collective Markovian optical qubit dephasing by solving
√
(1)
(2)
the Lindblad master equation with a jump operator L = Γ(σz,↓e + σz,↓e ). We assume the
Markovian error is only acting during the drive (A).

Motional frequency error (kHz)

Bell-state error

Optical qubit frequency error (kHz)

Rabi frequency error (%)
Steady-state (singlet)

Optical qubit dephasing rate (1/ms)
MS gate (triplet)
MS gate, 2 loops (triplet)

Figure 9.6: Comparison of the Bell-state error of an MS gate (green, solid), phase-modulated
two-loop MS gate (green, dashed) and 80 cycles of our protocol (blue) applied to an initial state |↓↓i.
Note that the ideal Bell state is a spin triplet for the MS gates, and a spin singlet for our protocol.
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Fig. 9.6 shows the simulations of the Bell-state fidelities in the presence of these experimental errors. For the errors in the left column, we find our protocol to be beneficial over
an MS gate. The reduced sensitivity to optical qubit frequency offsets can be understood as
follows. Recall that the main effect of a qubit frequency error on an MS gate is that it affects
the phase of the final entangled state (Fig. 8.17 in Sec. 8.3.2). Our protocol is insensitive
to correlated phase errors and therefore achieves error suppression. Experimentally, the
optical qubit frequency errors can be caused by drifts in magnetic fields or the qubit laser
frequency.
The reduced sensitivity to the Rabi frequency errors is also expected since an error in Ω
only changes the collective excitation phase Φ from the ideal value of π/4. Errors in Φ do
not cause a steady-state error , but only slow down the convergence of the protocol. One
way to look at an error in Ω is as causing an unwanted εx,x depolarising process, which
leaves the singlet fidelity unaffected. Indeed, the simulated error increase for 80 cycles is
solely a result of a slow-down in convergence.
On the other hand, the protocol is not beneficial over an MS gate for the errors in the
right column of Fig. 9.6. For gate mode frequency offsets, such as caused by drifting trap
potentials or cross-Kerr coupling, we find  to be comparable with the MS gate error. This
is because m > 0 causes two effects of comparable magnitude on a single MS gate. First,
the gate area is modified, corresponding to an undesired x,x depolarising error. Second, the
phase-space loop does not close, resulting in residual spin-motion entanglement and hence
a correlated bit-flip error. Our protocol removes the first error but amplifies the second,
and thus the overall error stays comparable. While the simulations presented in Fig. 9.6
indicate an error suppression for small frequency errors, we note that this could be achieved
equally well (but in a much shorter time) by using higher-order phase modulation.
Likewise, we find no benefit of using our protocol if an experiment is limited by fast
(Markovian) optical qubit dephasing, which could be caused by fast laser or magnetic field
noise. This is because dephasing during the MS gate causes a bit-flip error with probability
p proportional to the gate time t (Eq. (8.13)). This error affects the dissipative protocol the
most, since each loop contains an MS drive of length 2 × t, twice as long as a single-loop
MS gate.
An important effect not included in the simulation is spontaneous emission from the state
|ei. The optical qubit lifetime T1 limits the Bell state error of an MS gate of length t to
≈ 0.5t/T1 , where T1 = 1.1 s for 40 Ca+ (Sec. 8.3.2). The dissipative protocol amplifies this
error, resulting in steady-state infidelity of  ≈ 1.5tA /T1 , where tA is the length of the drive
(A).
Finally, the entangling drive (A) may not be the only source of errors in the protocol. The
dissipative step (B) needs to be sufficiently spectroscopically decoupled to avoid exciting
the ground state qubit. Besides this, it is only necessary to ensure the population does not
get trapped outside of the protocol subspace. Ultimately, every protocol cycle event can
cause heating due to photon recoil, but the average number of photon recoil events will be
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significantly lower than the number of cycles. For a branching ratio parametrized by γ, the
average number of photons scattered during the full protocol can be calculated to equal
hnγ i = 4 csc(2γ)2 .
For γ = 0.22π this gives nγ ≈ 4 photons. Thus, photon scattering during the protocol
produces negligible heating, comparable to that caused by optical pumping.
The most important assumption about the drive (C) is that it couples to both ground(2)
(1)
state qubits with equal Rabi frequencies. For a small imbalance of ΩC = ΩC (1 + ),   1
and θ ≈ 0.72π, the singlet state gets depopulated with probability p ≈ 1.42 per cycle.
This increases the steady-state error similarly to a correlated bit-flip during the drive (A).
Obtaining p  10−4 requires   10−2 , which can easily be the case for long-wavelength
radiation. Magnetic field noise does not impact the steady-state fidelity, since |Ψ− i lives in
a decoherence-free subspace, but noise in the magnetic field gradient does cause coupling
between |Ψ− i and |Ψ+ i. AC Stark shifts caused by off-resonant couplings of drives (A)(C) to spectator modes generally do not cause an error, since they affect |↓i and |↑i
equally. Furthermore, any drives that affect the Zeeman qubit states differentially (from
the λ = 729 nm laser) are still expected to couple to both ions equally, and thus leave |Ψ− i
unaffected. The exception is presented in Sec. 9.3.5.

9.3. System tuning
This section discusses the experimental efforts to implement the protocol of optical pumping
into a maximally entangled state. The first step of the experiment preparation was the
calibration of the phase-modulated collective drive (A), which is discussed in Sec. 9.3.1.
Subsequently, the first attempts at executing the protocol resulted in spectacularly low
fidelities. While debugging the sequence, we discovered we were limited by spectator mode
excitation, which created correlated bit-flip errors with high probability. After eliminating
those (as discussed in Sec. 9.3.2), the protocol was still under-performing. We then discovered
that while |Ψ− i is supposed to be the eigenstate of the protocol, there are in fact three
experimental sources of direct coupling between |Ψ− i and |Ψ+ i. Those are discussed in
Sec. 9.3.3, 9.3.4 and 9.3.5. Unable to eliminate these couplings, we adapted the protocol to
correct for them with a spin-echo technique discussed in Sec. 9.3.6. The adapted protocol
allowed us to finally perform the experiment under favourable conditions and obtain the
results presented in Sec. 9.4.
For consistency with Chapter 8, experiments described in this section use a dual notation.
Experiments that only describe optical qubit operations refer to the the qubit states as
|1i = |S1/2 , mJ = −1/2i and |0i = |D5/2 , mJ = −1/2i. However, when discussing the
collective optical pumping protocol, we refer to these as |↓i and |ei respectively.
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9.3.1. Phase-modulated drive
As discussed above in Sec. 9.1.3, the drive (A) is implemented as a sequence of two MS
gates of length tMS with identical spin phases, but with their motional phases offset by
either π or (π − δtMS ) (“Aussie style” as defined in Sec. 2.4.3).
Initially, we attempted to execute the drive as a single shaped pulse of length 2 × tMS with
an instantaneous phase update in the middle. However, this produced a large off-resonant
carrier excitation. We later confirmed in simulations that indeed sudden phase changes
cause the same kinds of errors as sudden Rabi frequency changes (Sec. 2.3.3). At the time,
our hardware did not allow for smooth phase shaping, so we decided to separate the drive
(A) into two individual pulses.
Each of the two pulses uses the same power, frequency and length settings, which are
inherited from a calibrated MS gate (Sec. 8.2.4). However, the phases now require calibration
due to a gap time τ between the pulses. This can be understood as follows. For a single
calibrated MS pulse, the spin phase φs (t) evolves with time in the laboratory frame as
1
φs (t) = (φb (t) + φ(r)) = ω0 + δcom (t)
2

(9.16)

where ω0 is the bare optical qubit frequency and δcom is the AC Stark shift during the MS
pulse. This phase evolution is automatically tracked in hardware. However, during the
gap time τ , the qubit evolves at a bare frequency ω0 , and accumulates an extra spin phase
δcom τ in the frame of the MS drive (to which the hardware is set). For the second pulse to
be applied at the same spin phase as the first, it requires a phase offset of ∆φs ≈ −δcom τ ,
where the approximate sign applies as the AC Stark shift changes smoothly as the pulses
are ramped on- and off. By a similar argument, the motional phase φm requires a correction
of ∆φm ≈ −δτ , where δ is the gate sideband detuning.

Figure 9.7: Calibration of the two-loop phase-modulated drive (A). (Left) Calibration of the spin
phase φs2 with two MS pulses of total length 2 × tMS applied to an initial state |11i. The correct
phase corresponds to maximal P (00) (dashed line). (Right) Calibration of the motional phase φm2
with two MS pulses of total length ≈ 1.5 × tMS applied to an initial state |11i. The correct phase
corresponds to minimum P (01 + 10) (dashed line).
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These phases are calibrated as follows. First, the spin phase is calibrated by applying the
MS drive of length 2 × tMS to a pair of ions in |11i and scanning the spin phase φs2 of the
second pulse (Fig. 9.7 left). When φs2 = φs1 , the pulses pair maximises the probability of a
full population transfer from |11i to |00i, as indicated as a dashed line in Fig. 9.7 (left),
regardless of the motional phase setting. The signature of correct calibration of φm2 is
maximum error resilience, which is difficult to probe at 2 × tMS . Thus, we typically calibrate
it by exploiting the fact that, for “Aussie-style” phase modulation, the phase-space loop
is expected to close at all times, not just at 2 × tMS . Fig. 9.7 (right) shows the result of
scanning the phase offset ∆φm with φm2 = φm1 − δt + ∆φm and the total pulse length
set to t ≈ 1.5 × tMS . The dashed line indicates a phase offset with the lowest single-qubit
excitation probability, indicating α(t) ≈ 0 and hence a correct motional phase calibration.

2x tMS
phase
modulated
tMS
1 loop

2x tMS
no phase
modulation

Figure 9.8: (Left) Time trace of a calibrated Aussie-style phase modulated MS drive applied to an
initial state |11i. Full population transfer is achieved at time t = 2 × tMS ≈ 150 µs. Trap potential
glitches are noticable as individual points which significantly differ from their immediate neighbours.
(Right) Comparison between the odd populations measured at the end of the MS drive applied to
an initial state |11i.

The Fig. 9.8 (left) shows a typical time-trace of a calibrated phase-modulated (Aussie-style)
MS drive. The odd population P (01 + 10) indeed remains close to 0 at all times, indicating
successful phase correction, and its slow increase over time is caused by residual gate errors.
A single cycle of the drive (A) corresponds to a pulse time of t = 2 × tMS ≈ 150 µs. Fig. 9.8
(right) summarises typical errors of the drive. While the MS gate errors vary significantly
over time (Sec. 8.3.3), the population error associated with a two-loop phase-modulated
drive of length 2 × tMS is approximately double that for a single-loop drive of length tMS ,
and less than the error achievable without phase modulation6 . Note that the final odd
population P (01 + 10) measured with the initial state |11i is exactly equal to the bit-flip
probability p assuming a correlated error model (Sec. 9.2.2). While Fig. 9.8 (right) indicates
p = 0.014(3) for a phase-modulated drive, this number varies over time as the MS gate
errors drift, and can at times be as low as p = 0.010(1).
6

What escaped me at the time we ran the experiments was that, since the errors are √
proportional to the
pulse time, it might be advantagenous to apply drive (A) as a single loop of length 2 × tMS
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9.3.2. Spectator modes
The first challenge of performing a high-fidelity dissipative pumping sequence was eliminating
undesired spectator mode excitation. In order to avoid leakage out of |Ψ− i, the collective
excitation drive must be sufficiently from any spectator transition out of either |↓i or |↑i.
The difficulty of this process can be already explained with single-ion spectroscopy and is
illustrated in Fig. 9.9. Low-power single-ion spectroscopy around the |↓i ↔ |ei transition
(Fig. 9.9 a)) reveals a small number of resonances associated with carrier and sideband
transitions out of |↓i (left) and |↑i (right). To apply a low-error state-dependent force drive,
the bichromatic laser field must be close to one of the resonances, and far detuned from
any other transition out of any of the ground states. With a short low-power pulse, we
find P (S1/2 ) = 1 for most laser frequencies, and it is therefore easy to ensure that the laser
addresses one and only one transition.
However, the MS drive is a long and high-power pulse. Performing single-ion spectroscopy
with a shaped pulse of length t = 150 µs and the same single-tone power as used for an MS
gate, we find a spectrum shown in Fig. 9.9 b). Now, we find a large number of (sometimes
overlapping) spectral features. In addition to the peaks seen in low-power spectroscopy, we
find a large number of higher-order motional sidebands, as well as some possible micromotion
sidebands of distant carrier transitions. It is now significantly more challenging to address
one and only one resonance. With two ions, the spectrum is even more crowded due to an
increase in the the number of motional modes.
This challenge is made doubly difficult by the fact even small single-ion excitation
probability p becomes amplified by the dissipative protocol. For an example steady-state
fidelity of 0.97, we require p < 0.01, which necessitates a detuning of over 5 linewidths from
any resonance, not accounting for laser spectral impurity or mode frequency fluctuations.
This is illustrated in Fig. 9.9 c), where the areas in white highlight the parts of the single-ion
high-power spectrum where we measure p < 0.01.
Experimentally, we avoid spectator mode excitations during the drive (A) as follows. First,
we calibrate a phase-modulated drive of length 2 × tMS at a specific stretch-mode frequency
ωstr as described in Sec. 9.3.1. We then apply the drive for different “tilt curvatures” of
the radial principal axes. The tilt potential is set to create confinement along +45 deg
to the trap normal, and anti-confinement along −45 deg to the trap normal, leaving the
axial potential unaffected. Thus, in the first approximation, changing the tilt curvature
affects the radial mode frequencies and orientations (and hence, in turn, the radial mode
temperatures), leaving the axial mode frequencies and the axial position unchanged.
For each setting of the tilt curvature, we measure the bit-flip probability in two ways. In
the first, the ions are initialised in |↓↓i, and we measure the probability p(↓) for the drive
(A) to cause a single-particle excitation7 . In the second, the ions are initialised in |↑↑i by
means of optical pumping followed by a Zeeman pi-pulse, and we measure the probability
p(↑) for the drive (A) to cause a single-ion excitation. Both of these errors need to be
7

In the optical qubit notation, this would be called P (01 + 10)
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Figure 9.9: Illustration of the ion spectral crowding challenge. a) Single-ion spectroscopy performed
with short and low-power pulses. The ion’s initial state is set to either |↑i (left column) or |↓i (right
column). b) Spectral crowding observed with a single ion when the spectroscopy pulse has the same
length and power as the drive (A) c) Illustration of the fine-grained nature of the spectral crowding
when low excitation probability is required. Frequency is marked in white when the probability of
excitation is below 0.01 for both initial states in the plots b), and in black otherwise.
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simultaneously minimised, as the effective correlated bit-flip error p ≈ (p(↑) + p(↓))/2. If
no tilt setting creates sufficiently low p, we change ωstr and repeat the procedure.

Low-error
region

Figure 9.10: Bit-flip errors p(↓) and p(↑) measured for different settings of the radial mode tilt
curvature. At the tilt curvature is increased, the lower radial centre-of-mass mode decreases in
frequency from ≈ 2π × 4 MHz to ≈ 2π × 3.5 MHz, At the same time, the upper radial centre-of-mass
mode increases in frequency from ≈ 2π × 5 MHz to ≈ 2π × 5.4 MHz. Larger tilt curvatures also
correspond to mode orientations closer to ±45 deg from the trap normal/horizontal. Following a
low-resolution scan over a broad region of settings (left), the plot on the right shows a precise
measurement within the promising region (black rectangle). Following the scan, the tilt is set to the
low-error region (green rectangle). Individual measurements are connected with straight lines only
to guide the eye.

Fig. 9.10 illustrates the calibration procedure at ωstr = 2π × 2.4 MHz. We apply a tilt
curvature in the range of approximately (3 − 11) × 107 V/m2 , which corresponds to a
frequency span of ≈ 2π × (4 − 3.5) MHz and ≈ 2π × (5 − 5.4) MHz for the lower and the
upper radial COM mode respectively. Higher tilt curvatures correspond larger radial mode
splittings. A broad scan of the radial mode tilt (Fig. 9.10 left) reveals a narrow region of
settings (black rectange) where both p(↓) and p(↑) are low. We then perform a precise scan
in that narrow region (Fig. 9.10 right), finding the optimal tilt setting of ≈ 5.9 × 107 V/m2
(green rectangle). Typically, with the tilt optimised, we find that p(↓) ≈ 0.01, while p(↑) is
usually a few times lower, on the order of ≈ 0.003. This is expected, as p(↑) is limited only
by spectator mode excitation, while p(↓) is increased by both spectator mode coupling and
residual spin-motion entanglement of the drive (A).
Off-resonant mode excitation is one of the more challenging aspects of the experimental
implementation of the protocol. The radial mode tilt calibration, while largely reproducible,
is slow and needs to be repeated frequently, especially after any significant trap potential
drift events (e.g. ion loading or changing the laser duty cycle). While we usually assume
the error to be dominated by p(↓), sometimes p(↑) becomes significant, complicating the
error analysis. Furthermore, it is difficult to construct an a priori error model, since it is
challenging to estimate to what extent p(↓) is limited by the imperfections in the two-level
Hamiltonian, and to what extent by spectator mode couplings.
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Future implementations of the collective optical pumping protocol should anticipate
this error and take precautions at the experiment design stage. The density of spectator
transitions can be reduced in several ways. While our trap-integrated laser at λ = 729 nm
has significant overlap with all motional modes, aligning it orthogonal to a subset of modes
will reduce spectral crowding. Furthermore, while our EIT cooling only addresses the
axial modes (Sec. 5.6.3), a change in beam alignment could allow for multi-mode cooling
of all axial and radial modes. Alternatively, a different multi-mode cooling technique
could be used to cool all the modes with a significant Lamb-Dicke parameter close to the
motional ground state [Jos20]. This should decrease the number of spectator modes, and
reduce coupling to higher-order motional sidebands. Finally, higher B-fields result in a
larger spectral separation between different carrier transitions, in turn reducing the spectral
crowding.

9.3.3. Effective potential anharmonicity
The most striking difference between the laser-ion interactions observed in the trap #4
and #5 were the sideband oscillations. While the BSB trace of a ground-state cooled axial
stretch mode in the trap #4 was almost identical to the theoretical curve (Sec. 8.1.2), the
same experiment in the trap #5 revealed a large imbalance of the sideband Rabi frequencies
in the working-well, as shown in Fig. 9.11 (left).

Working-well

+0.04 MHz2 / um

Figure 9.11: BSB oscillations on the ground-state cooled axial stretch mode in the trap #5,
together with theoretical traces (solid lines) that include a Rabi frequency imbalance and finite
temperature (Left) BSB oscillations in the working-well. The rapid increase of P (01 + 10) indicate
effective anharmonicity (Right) BSB oscillations in the well with an additional cubic term added
to the potential. The increase in P (01 + 10) is now slower, indicating a decrease in the effective
anharmonicity.

The observed rise in the moving average of P (01 + 10) indicates that the two ions
experience different sideband Rabi frequencies. Since the carrier Rabi frequencies are still
equalised to within 1%, this must be caused by a difference of the Lamb-Dicke parameters.
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The theoretical trace in Fig. 9.11 (left) corresponds to
|1 − η1 /η2 | = 0.1,
where η1 and η2 are the Lamb-Dicke parameters of ion 1 and 2 respectively.
When we first observed this effect, we conjectured that the difference in η is caused
by trap anharmonicity, which changes the effective trap frequency already on the scale of
∼ 1 µm. Indeed, by adding additional cubic terms to the working-well potential, we could
reduce this imbalance to |1 − η1 /η2 | ≈ 0.06 (Fig. 9.11 right), beyond which we became
limited by the amplifiers. However, the calibration of the cubic term was gruesome due to a
cross-talk between the cubic, quadratic and linear terms, and we did not use it in other
experiments described in this chapter.
We conjectured that the strong anharmonicity must be caused by charges deposited on
the dielectrics nearby the ions. What did not occur to us at the time was that gradients
in η could also be caused by a complex tightly-focused beam profile (Sec. 4.6.3). Indeed,
simulations presented in the PhD thesis of C. Zhang suggest that the changes of the effective
laser k-vector along the trap axis could account for the significant fraction or even all of the
observed imbalance in η [Zha21]. This hypothesis could have been easily verified by driving
the BSB with the free-space λ = 729 nm “debug” beam, but unfortunately, we did not do
that at the time. I will henceforth remain agnostic about the source of the differential
sideband Rabi frequency, and refer to the effect as “effective anharmonicity”.
The effective anharmonicity does not increase the MS gate error, but causes coupling
between |Ψ− i and |Ψ+ i as follows. Consider the evolution of the state |ψ(0)i = |↓↑i during
the drive (A). Since only one of the particles participates in the interaction, the system
evolution is that of a single-ion state-dependent force acting on the qubit in |↓i (Sec. 2.4.1),
with the qubit in |↑i unaffected. Assuming α(t) = 0, the result from Eq. 2.31 implies that
the state of the ions at time t is given by:
|ψ(t)i = e−iΦ1 (t) |↓↑i

where

Φ1 (t) =

η12 Ω2 mπ
2δ 2

and η1 is the Lamb-Dicke parameter of ion 1. Likewise, for two ions prepared at t = 0 in
|ψ(0)i = |↑↓i we find
|ψ(t)i = e−iΦ2 (t) |↑↓i

where

Φ2 (t) =

η22 Ω2 mπ
2δ 2

where η2 is the Lamb-Dicke parameter of ion 1. Now consider an anharmonicity parameter
 such that η1 = η(1 − /2) and η2 = η(1 + /2). For   1, the evolution can be written as
|↓↑i −→ e−i(1−)Φ(t) |↓↑i
|↑↓i −→ e−i(1+)Φ(t) |↑↓i
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2

where Φ(t) = η Ω2δ2mπ . In other words, the system evolves as if these eigenstates were
non-degenerate.
√
Now suppose that the system is prepared in |Ψ− i = (|↓↑i − |↑↓i)/ 2. After a single cycle
of the drive (A), it evolves into
1
|Ψ− i −→ √ (e−i(1−)Φ(t) |↓↑i − e−i(1+)Φ(t) |↑↓i)
2
= cos(∆φ/2)|Ψ− i + i sin(∆φ/2)|Ψ+ i
where ∆φ = 2β(t). Using  = 0.1 as found above and Φ(t) = π/4 which is the optimal
setting of the drive (A), we find ∆φ = 9 deg and a corresponding probability of leakage out
|Ψ− i of given by
p = sin2 (∆φ/2) = 6 × 10−3 per cycle.

9.3.4. B-field gradient
The second source of coupling between |Ψ− i and |Ψ+ i are the B-field gradients. Due to
imperfect alignment between the B-field “coils” centre and the trap centre, we expect a
certain axial gradient ∂|B|/∂x of the total B-field magnitude (Sec. 3.4.3). This lifts the
degeneracy between |↓↑i and |↑↓i, causing a frequency difference of
∆ω = gJ µB

∂|B|
∆x + O(∆x2 )
∂x

where gJ = 2 is the Lande factor for the ground state manifold, µB is the Bohr magneton
ad ∆x is the ion spacing. As a result, a system prepared in |Ψ− i at time t = 0 evolves into
|Ψ− i −→ cos(∆φ/2)|Ψ− i + i sin(∆φ/2)|Ψ+ i,

(9.17)

where
∆φ = ∆ωt.
This coupling can be observed experimentally as follows. We prepare the ions in |↓↓i and
perform an MS gate on the optical qubit transition, followed by a π/2 “analysis” pulse with
√
its phase calibrated to create (|↓ ei + |e ↑i)/ 2. We then apply a carrier “shelve” π-pulse
on the |↑i ↔ |ei transition, which prepares |Ψ+ i. We let the system evolve freely for time t,
during which it transforms into a superposition of |Ψ+ i and |Ψ− i as described by Eq. (9.17).
Afterwards, we perform a π/2 “analysis” pulse on the Zeeman qubit, which maps |Ψ+ i into
√
(|↓↓i + eiφ |↑↑i)/ 2, but leaves |Ψ− i unaffected. We then perform Zeeman qubit readout
(Sec. 2.3.7). Any of the “even” outcomes (00 or 11) implies the ions were in |Ψ+ i before the
analysis pulse, while “odd” outcomes correspond to |Ψ− i.
Fig 9.12 (left) shows the observed coupling between |Ψ+ i and |Ψ− i in absence of any
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Figure 9.12: (Left) Oscillations between the odd and even populations after an analysis that reveal
a coupling between |Ψ+ i and |Ψ− i. Dashed lines show a sinusoidal fit (Eq. (9.17)). (Right) The
change in the |Ψ+ i population for short wait times with and without spin echo. For t ≈ 165 µs
(corresponding to a single cycle of the protocol), we record negligible population transfer in either
case.

control fields at the axial centre-of-mass frequency of ω = 2π × 1.37 MHz (ion spacing
∆x ≈ 4.5 µm). The population exchange rate fit implies a frequency splitting of
|∆ω| = 2π × 45.4(10) Hz
corresponding to a B-field gradient of
∂|B|
= 3.6(1) G/m
∂x
consistent with the expected coil misaligment. We also verified that increasing the ion
spacing ∆x increases the frequency splitting ∆ω.
While the gradient could be in principle decreased by better coil alignment, the singlettriplet coupling is slow enough to contribute little to the protocol error. For a single protocol
cycle of length t ≈ 165 µs, we find ∆φ = 2.7 deg and the corresponding leakage probability
of
p = sin2 (∆φ/2) = 6 × 10−4 per cycle.
We attempted to measure p experimentally for short evolution times t in Fig. 9.12 (right).
While the noise in |Ψ+ i preparation probability does allow to precisely measure p at
t ≈ 165 µs, we do find that the error can be effectively cancelled by adding a Zeeman
spin-echo pi-pulse in the middle of the free evolution. The adapted protocol discussed in
Sec. 9.3.6 includes this spin-echo, and thus the error associated with the B-field gradient is
expected to be negligible.
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9.3.5. Differential AC Stark shift
Combining the effects of the effective anharmonicity and the B-field gradient, we expected
the drive (A) to cause a population exchange between |Ψ+ i and |Ψ− i with probability
p / 7 × 10−3 at tA = 150 µs. However, upon repeating the singlet-triplet coupling rate
measurement from Sec. 9.3.4 with the drive (A) applied during the wait time, we found a
strikingly larger coupling rate, as shown in Fig. 9.13.
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Figure 9.13: The measured population exchange between |Ψ+ i and |Ψ− i when the drive (A) is
applied. Dashed lines indicate a sinusoidal fit with a Gaussian decay. The coupling rate significantly
exceeds the expectation given the observed anharmonicity and the B-field gradient.

The fit in Fig. 9.13 reveals that, during an MS interaction, the states |↓↑i and |↑↓i
experience an effective frequency splitting of
|∆ω| = 2π × 2.13(3) kHz.
For a single application of the drive (A) with length t = 155 µs, this causes a phase shift of
∆φ = 119(2) deg and a corresponding bit-flip error of
p = 0.74(1),
orders of magnitude higher than what would be expected given the anharmonicity and
the B-field gradients. Indeed, even after the problem with the spectator mode off-resonant
excitation was solved, this effect alone led to a complete failure of the protocol.
In investigating the origin of this coupling we found, to our surprise, that the degree
of carrier Rabi frequency imbalance differs significantly between different optical qubit
transitions. Most importantly, when the fractional carrier Rabi frequency imbalance on the
gate transition |↓i ↔ |ei is ≤ 0.01 (Sec. 8.1.3), we find a Rabi frequency difference of  ≈ 5%
on a carrier transition |↑i ↔ |D5/2 , mJ = +3/2i, which is detuned by ≈ 2π × 0.9 MHz from
the BSB pulse of the MS Hamiltonian. This is illustrated in Fig. 9.14.
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Figure 9.14: Measurements of the optical qubit carrier Rabi oscillations at the working-well. Solid
lines show theoretical traces that include a decay rate (identical to both traces) and a Rabi frequency
difference (different between the two traces). (Left) Carrier oscillations on the |↓i ↔ |ei transition.
The fit indicates a Rabi frequency imbalance  < 0.01, as the working-well was calibrated to
equalise the single-ion Rabi frequencies (Right) Carrier oscillations on the |↑i ↔ |D5/2 , mJ = +3/2i
transitions. The fit indicates a Rabi frequency imbalance  = 0.05. Other carrier transitions exhibit
different degrees of Rabi frequency difference.

The observed singlet-triplet coupling can then be explained as follows. The BSB drive
of the MS Hamiltonian changes the Zeeman qubit frequency by ∆ω 0 ≈ 2π × 20 kHz
due to an AC Stark shift of the |↑i → |D5/2 , mJ = +3/2i spectator transition. The
Rabi frequency imbalance  on that spectator transition leads to a frequency splitting of
|∆ω| = 2ω 0 ≈ 2π × 2 kHz of the nominally degenerate states |↓↑i and |↑↓i, causing the
observed singlet-triplet coupling.
As expected from this theory, we found that large |∆ω| could be induced already with
a single tone, and that it could be amplified by decreasing the detuning δ from the
|↑i → |D5/2 , mJ = +3/2i transition. Fig. 9.15 (red data) shows the result of preparing |Ψ+ i
and then applying a single pulse with detuning δ ≈ −2π × 0.35 MHz (and off-resonant from
all other transitions) and power comparable to that used in the MS interaction. This creates
a frequency splitting of |ω| ≈ 2π × 6 kHz. In the subsequent experiments, we also used these
pulse settings as a Zeeman qubit single-ion addressing drive. This allowed us to prepare
states with high overlap with |Ψ− i without translating the ions across the tightly-focused
λ = 729 nm beam.
We still do not fully understand all of these observations. First, while the observed Rabi
frequency imbalance  accounts for the measured singlet-triplet coupling rate, it is not fully
clear why  is different for different carrier transitions in the first place. Second, the fits in
Fig. 9.13 and Fig. 9.15 exhibit strong contrast decay. Assuming a Gaussian noise model, we
find a fractional standard deviation on ∆ω equal to
σ∆ω /∆ω = 0.18(2).
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Figure 9.15: The measured population exchange between |Ψ+ i and |Ψ− i with a single-tone
λ = 729 nm pulse near-detuned to the |↑i → |D5/2 , mJ = +3/2i transition. The dashed line shows a
sinusoidal fit with a Gaussian decay. The fitted decay rate indicates differential Rabi frequency noise
which significantly exceeds the noise measured on any of the carrier transitions. Blue points show
the population exchange with a Zeeman spin-echo pi-pulse inserted in the middle of the λ = 729 nm
pulse. At the length of the drive (A) t = 150 µs (solid line), we record no population transfer with
the spin echo, even though the triplet-singlet coupling rate exceeds that recorded for the drive (A).

To account for this noise solely by the AC Stark shift discussed above with  and δ held
constant, we would require a fractional error in the Rabi frequency of
σΩ /hΩi = 0.09(1).
However, that is incompatible with the fits to the two-ion carrier oscillations, which indicate
a noise level of σΩ /hΩi ≈ 0.015, comparable for different carrier transitions (Fig. 9.14)8 .
This indicates that the decay is dominated by fluctuations in the Rabi frequency difference,
not the average Rabi frequency! Nonetheless, introducing a Zeeman spin-echo pi-pulse in
the middle of the sequence effectively eliminates any observable singlet-triplet coupling for
t ≤ 200 µs (Fig 9.15), suggesting that the fluctuations in the Rabi frequency difference are
predominantly slow.
We have still not reached a satisfactory theory that explains both of these puzzles. Our
current best guess is that differences in  across different carrier transitions are caused
by secondary polarization components in the beam profile away from the beam centre
(Sec. 4.6.3). Detailed simulations of a single ion interacting with a tightly-focused laser
beam described in the PhD thesis of C. Zhang reveal that the Rabi frequencies of different
carrier transitions are indeed maximised at different locations [Zha21]. It is possible that
these simulations can reproduce the observed gradients, but this work is still in progress
8

In a separate experiment, we verified that the fractional noise in the total AC Stark shift experienced by
two ions in the ground state is ≈ 0.03, consistent with the carrier oscillation fits and significantly below
the noise on the differential AC Stark shift
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at the time of writing. The increased noise in the Rabi frequency difference could then be
explained by the ion sampling a region of space where the Rabi frequency gradient depends
strongly on the position. The sampling could be due to thermal wavepacket extent, residual
excess micromotion or fast stray field fluctuations.

9.3.6. Adapted protocol
As discussed in Sec. 9.3.5, the drive (A), while nominally leaving the singlet state |Ψ− i
unaffected, actually couples it to |Ψ+ i with probability p = 0.74 per cycle. Fortunately, this
coupling appears to be coherent and reversible with a spin-echo pulse.
We can introduce a spin-echo element to our protocol as follows. Instead of ending every
cycle with a symmetric ground-state drive (C) of optimal area θ ≈ 0.72π, we alternate
between two pulse area settings. Every odd cycle, we use θ = π, which implements a spin
echo. Every even cycle, we apply θ = π/2, which we calculated to be the optimal setting.
Simulations confirm that this modification cancels out the steady-state error caused by any
offsets in ∆ω which are constant within a pair of cycles. At the same time, the adapted
protocol converges at only a slightly slower rate of N0 = 8.0 cycles, assuming the branching
ratio is still set to the optimal value of γ ≈ 0.22π.
Experimentally, we verified that the singlet leakage probability reduces to p / 0.01 in the
adapted protocol. Below this number, it is difficult to distinguish this leakage channel from
other errors present in the protocol. Note that the spin-echo is effective at returning the
population from |Ψ+ i to |Ψ− i despite a repump process that changes the total population
in both states.

9.4. Experiment and results
In this section, we experimentally demonstrate optical pumping into a maximally entangled
state using the adapted protocol described in Sec. 9.3.6.

9.4.1. Experimental implementation
The data aquisition period begins by fixing the average power of the λ = 729 nm laser to
reduce trap potential fluctuations. After the mode frequencies are stabilised and calibrated,
the protocol operation can begin. Every experiment begins by Doppler cooling all motional
modes, EIT-cooling the axial modes and sideband-cooling the axial stretch mode (Sec. 8.1.2).
We then prepare different possible initial states of the ions. Following internal-state
preparation, we apply N individual cycles of the protocol. Afterwards, we measure the
fidelity of |Ψ− i, which requires only three separate measurement settings. In this section,
we explain in depth each of those steps.
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Laser power stabilisation
As discussed in Sec. 8.2.2, laser-induced frequency jumps can be eliminated by stabilising the
average optical power through trap integrated waveguides. This is particularly important
in the dissipative protocol, where changes in trap frequencies can to lead to spectator
mode excitation (Sec. 9.3.2). However, unlike the MS gate, the dissipative sequence is not
fixed in length, and increasing the number of cycles should in principle lead to continual
fidelity improvements. On the other hand, longer sequences correspond to larger average
λ = 729 nm power, causing drifts.
In order to make the data acquisition practical, we set the maximum length of high-power
λ = 729 nm light per experimental shot to 3 ms, limiting the maximum number of protocol
cycles to N = 16. This was measured to be sufficient to achieve a steady-state for a large
range of input states, and corresponds to ≈ 1/e2 time of the protocol. In order to avoid
frequency jumps, every calibration experiment running in the background also includes a
3 ms laser pulse at the same power. This slows down the protocol calibration and data
acquisition, but still maintains a manageable level. On the other hand, increasing the
number of cycles by an order of magnitude would result in impractically slow calibrations
given the 1 − 2 hour lifetime of a two-ion crystal recorded in trap #5.
Internal-state preparation
While the ideal dissipative protocol creates the same steady-state regardless of the input
state, we do explicitly initialise the input state for two reasons. First, in the initial
experiments, we vary the input state to verify whether it has any effect on the protocol
outcome. Second, in the later experiments, we prepare the system with initial singlet
fidelity of F (|Ψ− i) ≈ 70%. This allows us to guarantee that the protocol approximates its
steady-state within N = 16 cycles (Sec. 9.4.3).
In order to prepare the initial state with a given F (|Ψ− i), we first prepare |Ψ+ i as
described in Sec. 9.3.4. We then apply a single-ion addressing drive which exploits the
observed differential AC Stark shift to map |Ψ+ i into |Ψ− i. We can control the initial
singlet fidelity either by varying the the length of the single-ion addressing drive (which
affects the relative populations in |Ψ± i) or by changing the phase of the π/2 analysis pulse
used to prepare |Ψ+ i. The latter method redistributes some of the population into |↓↓i and
|↑↑i as well. The fidelity of this unitary preparation of |Ψ− i is limited to ≈ 88% due to
noise in the differential AC Stark shift (Sec. 9.3.5).
Single cycle
Each cycle of the protocol proceeds as follows. First, we apply the drive (A) using a phasemodulated MS sequence as described in Sec. 9.3.1, with a total duration of tA ≈ 150 µs
and Φ ≈ π/4. Then, the state |ei is repumped through a simultaneous application of
λ = 854 nm and λ = 866 nm drives for tB ≈ 5 µs. For this decay, we measure a branching
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ratio of pe→↓ ≈

2
3

and pe→↑ ≈ 13 , corresponding to
γ ≈ 0.3π.

This branching ratio can be understood as follows. Since the λ = 854 nm laser is primarily
π-polarized, the dominant excitation channel is |ei → |P3/2 , mj = −1/2i. This P3/2 state
decays with branching ratios 2/3 and 1/3 into |↓i and |↑i specified by the Clebsch-Gordon
coefficients (App. 11.1). After 5 µs, we measure a repump probability of > 0.9999, and no
detectable loss outside the {S1/2 , D5/2 } subspace. We sometimes record transient population
trapping in |D5/2 , mJ = −5/2i, which is not efficiently repumped by the predominantly
π-polarized λ = 854 nm laser. However, we typically find < 10−4 of the population in
|D5/2 , mJ = −5/2i at any given moment, making the repumping error negligible.
The symmetric drive (C) is implemented identically to single Zeeman qubit rotations
described in Sec. 5.5.3. To implement the adapted protocol, we alternate the drive time
between tC = 6.4 µs (θC = π) in odd cycles and tC = 3.2 µs (θC = π/2) in even cycles.
Because the distance between the ions and the PCB track through which the current is
passed (≈ 1 mm) vastly exceeds the ion spacing (≈ 5 µm), we expect a negligible difference
(1)
(2)
between the single-ion Rabi frequencies ΩC and ΩC . Indeed, we did not manage to
measure any differential Rabi frequency even for long drive times, allowing us to comfortably
(2)
(1)
constraint the the difference to |1 − ΩC /ΩC |  0.01. Therefore, Zeeman Rabi frequency
imbalance contributes   10−4 to the protocol error (Sec. 9.2.3). Each protocol cycle takes
≈ 165 µs, which includes gap times between pulses.
Fidelity measurement
As discussed in Sec. 2.4.4, Bell-state fidelities can be extracted from only three parity
measurements hσz σz i, hσx σx i and hσy σy i. Interestingly, measuring the fidelity of the odd
Bell states |Ψ± i is in practice significantly easier than for even Bell states |Φ± i. This is
because, while the latter demonstrate parity oscillations as a function of the analysis pulse
phase, the x/y parity is expected to be constant for the former (hσx σx i = hσy σy i).
This leads to a simple fidelity measurement method. Consider a parity measurement
after a global R(π/2, φ) ⊗ R(π/2, φ) “analysis” pulse with an outcome hσφ σφ i, and another
parity measurement after a global R(π/2, φ + π/2) ⊗ R(π/2, φ + π/2) “analysis” pulse with
an outcome hσφ+π/2 σφ+π/2 i. By direct calculation, it is possible to show that the sum of
these two average outcomes is independent of φ and therefore
hσx σx i + hσy σy i = hσφ σφ i + hσφ+π/2 σφ+π/2 i.
In other words, in order to estimate the fidelity of |Ψ± i, in addition to measuring hσz σz i, it
is sufficient to measure the parity following two analyses pulses with phases offset by π/2,
regardless of the actual pulse phase9 .
9

Alternatively, the analysis pulse can be applied with its phase randomised shot-to-shot. This is because
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Thanks to this insight, we measure the fidelities as follows. Following N cycles of the
collective optical pumping protocol, we either apply no analysis pulse (setting 1), or apply
a global Zeeman qubit π/2-rotation with the phase set to either φ = 0 (setting 2) or
φ = π/2 (setting 3). Afterwords, we perform two-ion Zeeman qubit readout, shelving the
populations into one or multiple D5/2 sublevels. We correct for readout and shelving errors
(Sec. 8.1.4) and extract the probabilities P (↓↓), P (↓↑ + ↑↓) and P (↑↑) corresponding to
zero, one, and two ions in |↓i respectively. For each setting, we estimate the parity as
hσi σi i = P (↓↓) + P (↑↑) − P (↓↑ + ↑↓), where i = z for setting 1, i = x for setting 2 and
i = y for setting 3. We then estimate the fidelities F (|Ψ± i) using Eq. (2.34).

9.4.2. Dynamical behaviour
Following the protocol turn-on, we begin to observe convergence dynamics superimposed
with strong population oscillations between |Ψ− i and |Ψ+ i, as illustrated in Fig 9.16a.
The oscillations are indeed expected given the differential AC Stark shift (Sec. 9.3.5), and
high-fidelity singlet states are only produced after even cycles in the adapted protocol
(Sec. 9.3.6). Since figures such as Fig 9.16a are visually hard to interpret, from now on I
only measure and plot the fidelities after even cycles.
To test the protocol, we vary the length of the single-ion addressing pulse to initialise
the ions in a superposition of |Ψ− i and |Ψ+ i. Then we apply up to N = 16 cycles of
the protocol. Fig. 9.16b shows how all the input states converge towards |Ψ− i. In this
dataset, all the input states converge towards the same final state with F (|Ψ− i) ≈ 0.9.
The states with lower initial fidelity have clearly not yet reached their steady-state at
N = 16. This is consistent with the convergence rate of N0 ≈ 8 cycles, where for an ideal
error-free protocol the state with F (|Ψ− i) = 0 at N = 0 is expected to have a fidelity
of F (|Ψ− i) = 1 − 1/e2 ≈ 0.86 at N = 16. On the other hand, the input state with the
largest initial fidelity F (|Ψ− i) ≈ 0.77 (yellow trace in Fig. 9.16b) is already at the quasi
steady-state at N = 16.

9.4.3. Steady-state fidelity
The dynamical measurements revealed that high singlet fidelity at N = 16, which is our
proxy for the steady-state fidelity, requires high singlet fidelity at N = 0. Therefore, to
estimate the steady-state fidelity, we unitarily prepare |Ψ− i with close-to-maximum fidelity,
and compare it to the fidelity after N = 16 cycles.
Fig. 9.17 shows the resulting input-output relation. We vary the initial fidelity by adding
a phase offset to the unitary preparation pulse, thus changing the population in |↓↓i and
|↑↑i. This changes the input singlet fidelity (green points and line) between a maximum
value of F (|Ψ− i) ≈ 0.88 and F (|Ψ− i) ≈ 0.72 for a ± 25 deg phase offset. At the same time,
the singlet fidelity at the protocol output (blue points) is approximately independent of
hσx σx i + hσy σy i = 2hσφ σφ i when φ is sampled from a uniform distribution.
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(a) Example measurement of ground-state fidelity vs number of protocol cycles. Following an initial transient,
the steady-state is an oscillation between |Ψ− i (after even cycles) and |Ψ+ i (after odd cycles). In this
measurement, the protocol was not yet well calibrated, and the steady-state singlet fidelity for even cycles is
below 0.9.

(b) Singlet fidelity F (|Ψ− i) versus the number of cycles N for different initial states. All the initial states
converge towards the same final state, with a large overlap with Ψ− . However, the input fidelity differences
remain resolvable even for N = 16. The points were connected only to guide the eye. Error bars are typically
smaller than the point size.

Figure 9.16: Measurements of dynamics of collective optical pumping.
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Figure 9.17: Singlet fidelity F (|Ψ− i) before (green) and after (blue) N = 16 cycles of the protocol.
Before the protocol is applied, the fidelity varies sinusoidally with the phase offset of the analysis
pulse, up to a maximum of F (|Ψ− i) ≈ 0.88 (the middle point at F (|Ψ− i) > 0.9 is an outlier
from the typical results and could not be reproduced). At N = 16, the fidelity F (|Ψ− i) ≈ 0.93 is
approximately independent for the initial fidelity.

the phase offset in the same range, averaging to F (|Ψ− i) = 0.93 (blue dashed line) with a
standard deviation of 0.01 over all data points. The only data point where we measured
reduced output fidelity was the left-most one, which could either indicate that convergence
has not yet occurred, or be due to an experimental drift.
In the remainder of this section, we prepare the input states with fidelity F (|Ψ− i) ≥ 0.75
in order to guarantee convergence. While the exact protocol fidelity drifts over time,
averaging over this and all the subsequent datasets, we find a steady-state fidelity of
F (|Ψ− i) = 0.93(1),
where the error bar is the standard deviation over all the datasets, and represents mainly
experimental drifts rather than measurement shot noise.
While the dissipative protocol is significantly slower at preparing entangled states than
unitary gates, the measurement described above highlights its potential as a practical
entanglement purification method. In our case, the fidelity of unitary preparation of |Ψ− i is
limited to ≈ 88% due to noise in single-ion addressing. The dissipative preparation of |Ψ− i
improves the fidelity to ≈ 93%, but takes over 40× longer. The best available method of
singlet preparation is therefore to combine the two, and append a small number of collective
optical pumping cycles at the end of the calibrated unitary operation. Beyond the potential
to improve the fidelity, this method has an added advantage of added resilience to certain
sources of miscalibrations, such as the phase offset discussed above.
When I first tested the protocol, I became convinced it is very good improving |Ψ− i
preparation fidelity in the presence of errors in the common-mode detuning δcom of the MS
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pulse. The data demonstrating that effect is shown in Fig. 9.18. However, I afterwards
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Figure 9.18: The measured singlet fidelity F (|Ψ− i) in the presence of an artificial common-mode
detuning error in the MS interaction. The fidelity at the end of the collective optical pumping
protocol (blue) exhibits significantly less error sensitivity then the fidelity after a unitary preparation
(red). However, it appears that the unitary preparation suffered from an avoidable calibration error
(see main text).

discovered that the strong dependence of the unitary preparation fidelity on δcom was not
expected in the simulations. As it turned out, the infidelity was predominantly caused by a
self-inflicted phase tracking error. Recall that, in order to prepare |Ψ− i, we first perform an
MS gate followed immediately by a π/2 “analysis” pulse (Sec. 9.3.4). The state preparation
error is influenced by the difference between the analysis pulse phase φ and the phase of
the Bell-state after an MS gate. However, part of this difference is caused by our phase
tracking method; while the phase of the analysis pulse is tracked in the frame rotating at
the bare qubit frequency ω0 , resulting in φ ∝ ω0 t, the spin phase of the MS drive (which
determines the phase of the Bell state in absence of other errors) is calculated in the frame
which includes the common-mode frequency offset, and thus φs ∝ (ω0 + δcom )t (Eq. (9.16)).
As a result, deliberate changes in δcom result in a phase offset of
∆φ = φ − φs = δcom (tMS + τ ),
where tMS is the MS pulse length and τ is the delay between the time when the phase
counters are set to zero and the beginning of the state initialisation sequence. When taking
the data, not only did I forget to correct for this phase offset, I did not even explicitly
keep track of the decay τ between the phase reset and the MS drive. Indeed, the data in
Fig. 9.18 implies a phase error of ∆φ ≈ 90 deg for δ ≈ 0.8 kHz and tMS = 75 µs, suggesting
τ ≈ 240 µs.
As a result, we both can and cannot claim that the protocol is beneficial in the presence
of common-mode detuning errors. On one hand, the data is insufficient to determine
whether the fidelity achieved with the dissipative sequence exceeds the fidelity of the unitary
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preparation when the latter is done without avoidable errors. On the other hand, the benefit
of the dissipative sequence is that there are no phase errors that have to be avoided in the
first place!

9.4.4. Understanding errors
As discussed in Sec.9.2.2, off-resonant excitations and residual spin-motion entanglement
both contribute to the protocol error. While their individual effects are difficult to distinguish,
we capture their combined influence through the bit-flip probability p. In the correlated
bit-flip model, the steady-state error  ≈ 3.2p. The bit-flip probability p can be measured
as discussed in Sec. 9.3.2.
We expect p to increase for larger motional mode temperatures (Sec. 2.5.1). This is the
case for both the MS drive errors - which increase with gate mode temperature and spectator
mode temperature - and for the spectator mode excitation. As a result, the protocol exhibits
no true steady-state for finite heating rates, and the “instantaneous steady-state fidelity”
always decreases over time.
In order to quantify this effect, we measure p following a gap time between laser cooling
and state initialisation. In the gap time, we either apply N cycles of the dissipative protocol,
or insert a wait time of the same length. In the measurement, we typically assume p = p(↓)
as defined in Sec. 9.3.2, i.e. that the mode frequencies are such that the excitation probability
of |↑i by the drive (A) is negligible.

Bit-flip probability
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Figure 9.19: The measured bit-flip error p after N cycles of the protocol. Different colors display
datasets collected at different periods of the day, and dashed lines indicate their individual linear
fits. All the datasets point to the same trend of p ≈ 0.01 at N = 0 increasing to p ≈ 0.02 for N = 16
cycles

Fig. 9.19 shows three such measurements collected during the data acquisition period,
together with linear fits. For each dataset, we find that p ≈ 0.01 for a ground-state cooled
system increases to p ≈ 0.02 for N = 16 cycles. The measured steady-state protocol error
 ≈ 0.07(1) is consistent with the prediction of  ≈ 3.2 × p. This implies that, while we
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cannot precisely explain what limits the drive (A), the observed bit-flip error is sufficient to
explain the protocol error.
Furthermore, we record no difference between p measured after N protocol cycles or
after a wait-time of the same length. This indicates that the errors are dominated by the
background heating rates and not by protocol-induced heating. In principle, the protocol
itself can increase the gate mode temperature as follows. Suppose that after the application
of the drive (A) the spin and motion are entangled (α 6= 0). The subsequent repump step
(B) resets the spin, thus changing motional state. Formally, for |α|  1, tracing out the
spin corresponds to applying an oscillator creation or anihilation operator with probability
p ∝ |α|2 , which is analogous to a jump operator used to model motional heating (Tab. 2.3).
As a result, the next cycle starts with a hotter motional state. Furthermore, a hotter initial
state generally leads to larger residual spin-motion entanglement at the end of the drive
(A), and thus this effective heating rate increases over time. However, simulations indicate
this to be a negligible effect when the drive (A) is phase-modulated, and we indeed record
no evidence of it in the experiment.
In order to verify the reach of the correlated bit-flip error model, we deliberately introduced
calibration errors into the protocol. For every parameter setting, we measured p after
N = 16 cycles of the protocol, and used it to compute the expected steady-state fidelity.
Simultaneously, we measured the steady-state fidelity as described above. Fig. 9.20 shows
the comparison between the measured and expected fidelities.
The measured fidelities (blue points) are indeed in very good qualitative agreement
with the correlated bit-flip model predictions (grey lines) for a wide range of experimental
settings. While systematic deviations remain, our data indicates that this single parameter
captures the essential physics of the protocol imperfections. The bit-flip errors and their
uncertainties were estimated by averaging multiple individual measurements conducted
throughout the day. These generally gave consistent results, with the exception of the
data presented in Fig. 9.20 c), where the Rabi frequency Ω of the drive (A) was varied.
In those experiments, the average power of the λ = 729 nm laser changed as well, causing
significant frequency fluctuations and erratic behaviour. Fig. 9.20 d) illustrates the effect of
the bit-flip error associated with varying the radial mode tilt curvature already discussed in
Sec. 9.3.2. Indeed, only a narrow range of radial mode orientations and frequency allows for
high-fidelity singlet state preparation.
While the measured errors are in agreement with the correlated bit-flip model, there are
two significant qualitative disagreements with the error simulations discussed in Sec.9.2.3.
First, while the ideal protocol exhibits little-to-no sensitivity to the Rabi frequency error,
we find the bit-flip probability increases when the Rabi frequency Ω is misset. Even in
the absence of trap charging, the experimental observations can be explained by the fact
that changing Ω changes the AC Stark shift of the drive (A), in turn affecting the bit-flip
error. This effect is not captured in a two-level simulation, but is present in the experiment
due to coupling to dipole transitions. In order for the protocol to achieve the nominal
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Figure 9.20: Experimentally measured values of F (|Ψ− i) (blue dots) compared to the prediction
(1−3.2p) of a correlated bit-flip error model (gray lines). Error bars show a to ±1σ confidence interval.
In d) the measured values of p are large, and we can no longer apply the linear approximation.
Instead, the steady-state error is evaluated numerically for the measured mean value of p(↓), p(↑)
and the area error of the drive (A). The error model predictions were connected with straight lines
to guide the eye.

insensitivity to errors in Ω, the AC Stark shift needs to be compensated in a different way,
for example with an additional tone of the qubit laser [Häf03]. Second, the fidelity loss
measured for non-zero optical qubit or motional frequency errors (Fig. 9.20 a and b) is
larger than expected in the simulation. The reason is the gap time between the two pulses
of the phase-modulated drive (A) (Sec. 9.3.1). Artificially varying the detunings of the MS
Hamiltonian affects the relative phases of the pulses, increasing the errors. Indeed, the
experimental results could be reproduced in simulations by adjusting the relative phases
of the individual pulses of the drive (A). This error could be eliminated by smarter phase
calibration or by smooth phase modulation.
While the protocol fidelity is currently limited to F (|Ψ− i) = 0.93(1), its limitations are
setup-specific and do not reflect a fundamental limitation of the method. Coupling to
spectator modes could be suppressed by increasing the magnetic field or narrowing the laser
spectrum (Sec. 4.4.8). Reducing the heating rates to levels more typical for cryogenic traps
with similar ion-electrode distance (Sec. 5.6.4), combined with better shielding of nearby
dielectrics, would suppress drifts in p within each collective pumping sequence and hence
allow the protocol to reach its true steady state. Alternatively, mode temperature could be
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stabilized throughout the protocol by sympathetic cooling [Kie00b]. Therefore, I hope that
the protocol can be a practically beneficial for high-fidelity entangled state preparation,
especially as a method of purifying lower-fidelity Bell states.
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This thesis described the design and operation of a cryogenic SET experiment. Building
upon an existing setup, we upgraded the vacuum system to allow for more modularity and
improved performance. The laser system also underwent significant changes, In particular,
we created a new narrow-linewidth λ = 729 nm beamline for qubit laser delivery via trapintegrated waveguides. This allowed us to generate two-qubit maximally-entangled states
with a fidelity of 99.45(13)%, with well-characterised error sources.
We also explored several applications of extending the Hilbert space beyond two levels.
Making use of multiple long-lived atomic states, we demonstrated a basic toolbox of singlequtrit control and applied it to violate two NC inequalities. We also demonstrated elements
of quantum control of a hybrid Zeeman-optical qubit. In particular, we implemented a novel
dissipative entanglement generation scheme, whereby Zeeman qubit entanglement is created
by a combination of global optical and radio-frequency fields. This allowed us to create
singlet Bell states with 93(1)% fidelity in the steady-state, regardless of the initial state.

10.1. Future plans and improvements
The work presented in this thesis opens the door to multiple research avenues. Here,
I highlight some ideas about possible improvements to the system, as well as the nextgeneration traps and experiments.

10.1.1. Experimental setup
The cryogenic setup, both due to its age and modifications, is showing signs of degradation.
Replacing it with a new unit that was designed for low vibrations and integration in atomic
physics experiments could help with improved performance and more robust assembly.
The ion lifetimes recorded in the setup fall short of the state-of-the-art, and are in
fact comparable to many experiments with room-temperature SETs (Sec. 8.1.1). Future
experiments should verify whether this is due to high residual vacuum pressure, for example
by measuring background-gas collision rates [Aik20; Cla21]. If so, it might be possible
to improve the vacuum by only using metal seals, instead of a combination of CF and
KF flanges. Alternatively, additional measures might be necessary to reduce outgassing
or improve cryopumping of hydrogen, whose peak pressure can occur at a temperature of
around 20 K [Bag20]. Finally, any new leaks between the vacuum system and the helium
dewar are of great concern, since helium is the least effectively cryopumped common gas.
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The 4K chamber was electron-beam welded out of OFE copper panels (Sec 3.2). This
method offers an easy way of creating low-conductivity joints and hence high B-field shielding
factors. However, the shielding should be verified, for example by injecting external B-field
noise along different directions [Bra16a]. Depending on the results, future experiments
might need to take more care in sourcing high-purity copper.
An effusive oven located at the room-temperature stage has proven to be a more robust
source of neutral atoms than either a cryogenic oven or an ablation target (Sec. 3.1.5).
As a result, during the writing of this thesis we removed the cryogenic oven altogether.
The current downside of the room-temperature oven is that it needs to be removed and
re-installed whenever the chamber is opened. This could be helped by using a smaller unit
with a fixed oven position. Additional possible improvements include oven temperature
control [Bal17] and a shutter [Bra16b] to block unnecessary atom flux into the 4K chamber.
This should simultaneously improve the loading rates and alleviate some worries about trap
contamination. We also started investigating the possibility of loading from a pre-cooled
atomic source [Bru16].
Light delivery through integrated waveguides led to an improvement in optical qubit
coherence (Sec. 5.4.3). This is because, while cryogenic vibrations remain significant, the
waveguides vibrate in phase with the ions. However, vibrations still appear to be the
limiting factor of the Zeeman qubit coherence (Sec. 5.4.4). There, differential oscillations
between the ion trap and the permanent magnets placed on the outer vacuum chamber lead
to B-field fluctuations. Future experiments can improve this by attaching the magnets to
the 4K chamber.
Future experiments could also benefit from simplified signal delivery, especially when
increasing the number of connections. High-density wiring based on flexible PCB technology
appears to be an attractive option for custom connections [Con16]. Shielding the DC
cables from electromagnetic pickup inside the chamber might lead to reductions in technical
noise. If the cryostat steel bellows are replaced with rubber ones, it might be possible to
decouple the cryostat body from the building earth. This would allow for more grounding
flexibility and ground-loop monitoring, potentially reducing the noise as well. However,
those improvements might only be beneficial once the trap heating rates are reduced, as
current evidence suggests that technical noise is not the limiting factor (Sec. 5.6.4). The
anomalously high heating rates observed in our traps with integrated optics have to be
addressed through experiments with the fabrication methods. It would be interesting to find
out whether the electric-field noise can be suppressed by increasing the trap ground-plane
conductivity, or by surface treatment [Hit13; Hit21; Ber21].

10.1.2. Optical setup
The dipole laser system, while reliable, could benefit from improved frequency stabilisation.
In particular, ion loss is frequently associated with slow drifts of the length of the low-finesse
cavity to which the λ = 397 nm laser is locked, with frequency changes of as much as
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10 MHz in 24 hours (Sec. 4.3.3). Unless those drifts can be reduced, we might benefit from
a robust and automated cavity length calibration routine. This is particularly important
as multiple experiments rely on the same lasers, with frequent disagreements about the
optimal settings. It might be beneficial to switch from using variable-length to fixed-length
cavities, which offer superior stability.
The spectral noise of the quadrupole laser is one of the dominant error sources for
entangling gates (Sec. 8.3.2). Despite significant achievements in spectral filtering of the
servo bumps, and injection-locking multiple laser sources, the locked laser linewidth and
noise remain to be fully investigated and optimised. The reason this did not happen so far
is that the λ = 729 nm spectrum was “good enough” for almost all users, and such tests
cannot be performed without disrupting multiple experiments. Nonetheless, as other errors
are eliminated, decreasing the laser linewidth becomes increasingly urgent. I hope that the
measurements shown in this thesis can guide the next users through this process. In order
to verify whether injection locking is a scalable method of amplifying the quadrupole laser
power, it is imperative to systematically compare the spectral properties of the parent and
child lasers (Sec. 4.4.8).
Robust and scalable laser delivery will require increased use of fibre-integrated components
instead of free-space routing. To that end, we recently designed test units of fully fiberized1
injection locking, and in-fibre FNC. These designs, laid out in App. 11.5, make use of
integrated photodetectors, laser diodes, AOMs and circulators to create integrated systems
that require no manual alignment and are robust to external noise. Preliminary tests of the
FNC unit at λ = 729 nm found a power transfer efficiency of ≈ 30% (corrected for the input
fibre coupling loss). For fibre input powers as low as 200 µW, the lock beat note was visible
with signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of > 30 dB. The design is now being tested by A. Mestre
and M. Marinelli for locking performance. The first tests of the in-fibre injection setup,
performed recently by A. Vasquez, demonstrated that stable in-fibre injection locking at
λ = 729 nm was possible with seed power above approximately 10 µW. While the use of
fibre components decreases the available output power from ≈ 40 mW to ≈ 10 mW, the
benefit of rapid assembly combined with (still unconfirmed) noise resilience may nonetheless
make it worthwhile. Furthermore, optical losses can be reduced by splicing fibre components
instead of relying on fibre connectors.

10.1.3. Hybrid qubit operation
In addition to the collective optical pumping into a maximally entangled state described in
this thesis, preliminary experiments described in the thesis of C. Zhang [Zha21] demonstrate
how the MS interaction can be combined with shelving pulses to perform two-qubit gates on
the Zeeman qubit. Future experiments should extend this toolbox to demonstrate practical
advantages of this “hybrid qubit” encoding and manipulation paradigm. One possible
research direction is to use a decoherence-free-subspace qubit encoding, where the logical
1

Even though this word is made up, I wonder what the British spelling would be. Fibreised?
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states are encoded into maximally entangled states of two Zeeman qubits:
√
|0iL = (|↓↑i + |↑↓i)/ 2
√
|1iL = (|↓↑i − |↑↓i)/ 2.
This would create a very robust quantum memory, beneficial for example for transport
sequences in the QCCD architecture. This encoding is also robust to global errors, and in
fact, single-ion addressing is necessary to perform single-qubit rotations between |0iL and
|1iL [Aol07; Mon09]. While we demonstrated such single-qubit gates indirectly by exploiting
the differential AC Stark shift in Sec. 9.3.5, that method is noisy and non-scalable. Thus,
we recently installed fast waveform generators that allow the trap potential to be flexibly
modified within one experimental sequence. We hope that this will allow us to implement
robust and low-noise single-ion addressing by translating the ions across the λ = 729 nm
laser beam. In addition, improved trap waveform control will hopefully allow for reliable
loading of multi-ion chains, following the method in Sec. 8.1.1.

10.1.4. Quantum computing with qudits
Using multi-dimensional quantum systems instead of qubits might decrease the number
of ions needed to implement certain quantum algorithms [Gok19]. Multi-level systems
also allow for an implementation of the Toffoli gate with fewer operations [Lan09] and
offer resource advantages for quantum error correction [Cam14]. However, while singlequdit operations are relatively straightforward to implement with a single ion, multi-qudit
entangling gates have not yet been implemented in a trapped-ion system2 . As proven in
[Low19], a two-qudit entangling gate for a pair of d-level systems can be created with a
Hamiltonian that generalises the MS interaction. Experimentally, this can be achieved by
applying 2 × d frequencies onto the laser field, each detuned from the motional sideband of a
different carrier transition. However, this implementation may eliminate certain advantages
of the enlarged Hilbert space, since the gate duration and error rates will both grow with
increasing dimension d. Furthermore, the qudit MS interaction does not by itself prepare
maximally entangled states [Low19], putting a question mark over the efficiency of the
universal gate set it is part of. Further work is therefore needed to establish whether there
are practical algorithmic advantages to multi-level operations with trapped ions. It would be
also extremely valuable for a trapped-ion experiment to perform and benchmark a two-qudit
entangling gate. This would help understand the true overheads and challenges of multi-level
control. Furthermore, it would clarify whether simultaneous multi-level interactions are
beneficial for qudit-based quantum logic, or whether it is better to implement multi-qudit
gates simply as sequences pulses addressing one transition at a time.
2

C. Senko et al demonstrated trapped-ion two-qutrit entanglement in [Sen15]. However, the Hamiltonian
they employed is only valid within a restricted subspace, and therefore cannot be used as part of a
universal gate set.
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10.1.5. Contextuality tests
The contextuality tests described in this thesis suffer from several drawbacks, notably the
lack of a clear way to address the compatibility loophole (Sec. 6.5). Future theoretical work
is needed to provide a clear interpretation of experimental contextuality tests. Nonetheless,
given that the Bell tests have firmly established that the universe is not governed by a
local deterministic theory, further contextuality tests lack a strong theoretical motivation
(Sec. 6.6.4). As discussed in Sec. 6.6.5, local contextuality tests cannot be used to certify
the security of a random number generator, and thus there is also no strong technological
motivation behind them either. My current assessment is that local contextuality tests
should not be performed until somebody proposes a plausible reason to do them. The
only exception is perhaps experimental tests performed within the Spekkens’s operation
framework of contextuality (Sec. 6.5.2), which is designed to experimentally address the
question of whether the known formalism of quantum mechanics is the ultimate description
of the correlations obtained in non-classical scenarios [Maz17].

10.1.6. Integrated optics
Following the successful demonstration of single and two-ion optical qubit operations through
integrated waveguides, a number of interesting research avenues await implementation.
While the work discussed in this thesis only delivered the qubit laser at λ = 729 nm through
the waveguides, it would be extremely beneficial to integrate all the lasers necessary for
trapping and qubit control. This is already possible in our experiment for the repump
lasers at λ = 854 nm and λ = 866 nm, and the traps discussed in this thesis already have
dedicated grating couplers for those wavelengths. However, in Si3 N4 , large absorption
at low wavelengths prohibited us from integrating waveguides for cooling and readout
at λ = 397 nm, as well as the photoionization light. While [Nif20] adapted the dielectric
deposition process and demonstrated light delivery through Si3 N4 waveguides at wavelengths
as short as λ = 405 nm, this occurred at a significant loss of 10 dB/cm. An alternative
solution is to use a different waveguide material to deliver light at blue and UV wavelengths.
G. West et al have shown in [Wes19] a fabrication process for alumina waveguides, with
propagation losses below 1.5 dB/cm at λ = 405 nm and 3 dB/cm at λ = 370 nm. Thus,
low-loss delivery of all the wavelengths necessary for 40 Ca+ can be achieved by combining
alumina and Si3 N4 waveguides on a single chip.
The ability to integrate UV-compatible waveguides into the trap chip would allow
for fluorescence collection through the waveguides as well. Unavoidable optical losses
necessarily imply that this method would reduce the photon flux compared to integrating
a photon detector into the trap directly underneath the ion. However, readout through
trap-integrated waveguides offers several advantages. High numerical aperture can be
achieved by trapping an ion directly above the waveguide and bringing it close to the surface.
By comparison, recent attempts at operating an SET with an integrated single-photon
avalanche photodetector revealed very large ion heating in the vicinity of the detector
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[Set21]. Integrated waveguides can be used to deliver photons to either an on-chip or an
off-chip detector. The increased distance between the ion and the detector could allow
the use of SNSPDs without the performance loss associated with the trap RF or the ion
excitation caused by the detector pulses [Tod20]. The readout light at λ = 397 nm could be
collected through a separate grating coupler, or with the same beam path that is to deliver
the light. In the latter case, the photons travelling in different directions could be separated
(with additional loss) by cross-polarization or using a circulator.
It remains to be demonstrated that SETs with integrated light delivery can operate at
cryogenic temperatures with low drifts and heating rates. We found this to be a major
issue, with significant light-induced charging, and electric-field noise strength one to two
orders of magnitude worse than the state-of-the-art. Encouragingly, Ivory et al [Ivo20]
recently characterised a room-temperature SET with integrated waveguides, finding that the
electric-field noise was on par with other room-temperature traps, and did not measurably
increase in the vicinity of the grating coupler. This was particularly encouraging as the
ion-electrode distance was only 20 µm, the lowest of any published experiment that I am
aware of. Next experiments should verify whether the electric-field noise observed at room
temperature decreases substantially in cryogenic environments.
Light-induced charging is an outstanding issue also in [Ivo20]. The most obvious method
of mitigating this noise is to deposit an ITO coating over the exposed dielectrics. This was
the approach used in [Nif20], which reported no observable charging from trap-integrated
light. However, we only recorded significant charging with milliwatt-level power emerging
out of the grating coupler, significantly exceeding the powers available in [Nif20] due to their
large optical losses. Thus, the degree of stray field suppression of metal coatings remains to
be verified. Future experiments should aim to find a thickness of the ITO layer that reduces
frequency fluctuations to negligible levels while minimising optical losses. ITO was already
demonstrated as a viable trap material in [Elt12], with 60% transmission measured for a
quartz block with a 400 nm-thick ITO coating. Alternatively, a thin semi-transparent layer
(a few nm) of a high-conductivity metal such as gold can be used instead of ITO [Sto03].
All the chip-integrated light delivery demonstrations to date involved on-chip routing
and off-chip modulation. In order to scale the approach to large multi-zone registers, it is
necessary to integrate active modulation onto the chip. This is challenging as the waveguide
material must allow for modulation in addition to the already discussed requirement of low
loss for a broad range of UV-to-IR wavelengths. Furthermore, trapped-ion experiments
require a modulator with high extinction ratio (Sec. 5.4.1), switching speeds of ∼ 1 MHz,
and cryogenic operation places additional constraints on power consumption. Many of
the promising methods of on-chip intensity modulation are based on the Mach-Zehnder
interferometer configuration [Ree10], where the refractive index of one of the arms is
modulated, affecting the relative phase of the interfering paths, and in turn the relative
intensities in the output ports. In lithium niobate, it is possible to change the refractive
index at high speed by electro-optic modulation. Recent work by B. Desiatov et al [Des19]
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demonstrated an intensity EOM based on thin-film lithium niobate with loss-loss operation
at visible wavelengths (here at λ = 636 nm) and an extinction ratio of ≈ 30 dB. While Si3 N4
does not allow for electro-optic modulation, the refractive index can be adjusted by changing
the local temperature or the waveguide strain. The former thermo-optic modulation of the
refractive index is likely insufficient for trapped-ion applications due to limited switching
rates (≈ 1 kHz) and large power consumption (≈ 40 mW per modulator in Si3 N4 ) [Arr21].
On the other hand, recent work from Dong et al [Don21] demonstrated high-speed Si3 N4
strain modulation using aluminium nitride piezoelectric actuators. This allowed them
to create an intensity modulator with up to 100 MHz switching rate and an extinction
ratio of 30 dB. At a switching rate of 1 MHz, the recorded power consumption was below
200 µW, with only 6 nW necessary to hold the state. However, the interferometer had a
relatively large footprint of ≈ 1 mm2 . An alternative approach to intensity modulation uses
micromechanical (MEMS) actuators. Recently S. Gyger et al [Gyg21] demonstrated a MEMS
coupler with over 100 kHz switching rate, 28 dB extinction ratio and power consumption
below 75 µW. While slower than the electro-optic and strain-based modulators discussed
above, this approach may be sufficient for trapped-ion applications, and has the advantage
of a small footprint (≈ 20 µm × 80 µm).
I am really looking forward to the first demonstration of ion trapping with fully integrated
light delivery and readout. Such a device has the potential to completely change how ion
traps are designed and tested. When optical access is not required, ions can be confined
inside fully enclosed structures, for example “sandwiched” between two planar chips [Rag20].
This can improve trap depths and provide shielding from external noise. Furthermore, with
fully integrated light delivery, it is possible to control ions trapped very close to the chip
surface without increasing laser scatter and cross-talk associated with free-space addressing.
Thus, the ion-electrode distance d can be reduced, with the minimum value set by the
maximum tolerable heating rate [Ste04]. This can be very advantageous for implementing
multi-ion microwave gates, where the sideband coupling strength achievable for a given
current scales as d−2 [Osp11]. Full integration also allows multiple ion traps to be operated
and tested in parallel. Thus, it might be possible to speed up the ion trap development
cycle by automating the testing process.

10.1.7. Dissipation engineering
The demonstration of collective optical pumping into a maximally entangled state described
in Chapter 9 is the first example of a dissipative process generating entangled states with
> 90% fidelity. I hope that due to its simplicity and noise resilience, the protocol can be
practically useful, and that next-generation experiments can implement it to obtain > 99%
Bell-state fidelities. This should be reasonably straightforward in a setup with reduced
spectral crowding and lower heating rates. While the analysis presented in this thesis was
focused on the trapped-ion implementation, the protocol is general and we anticipate it
might be applied in a wide range of platforms where suitable couplings are available. For
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example, in nitrogen-vacancy centres, the action of the MS gate may be replaced by direct
spin-spin interactions [Maz11]. In neutral atom platforms, Rydberg anti-blockade provides
a possible mechanism to implement the collective excitation [Mit20]. In superconductors,
suitable two-body interactions may be realised by parametric driving [Dou20].
Future dissipation engineering experiments should also aim to directly create entangled
states of more than two qubits. For example, D. Cole et al recently proposed in [Col21] a
method to create three-qubit “W states” [Häf05] based on symmetry engineering. In the
proposal, the target state can be created without the need for single-ion addressing, and at
competitive timescales. I hope that this proposal can be implemented in the nearby future,
and extended to larger qubit registers.
Finally, while the existing dissipative entanglement protocols can be beneficial in the
presence of certain errors, they have not been in practice. As a result, the fidelities of
entangled states prepared through dissipative methods have not been competitive with those
achieved using unitary control. The big outstanding challenge of dissipative engineering is
thus to achieve a “dissipative advantage” by demonstrating the preparation of a non-trivial
state with errors lower than other approaches. Alternatively, the benefit could be achieved
by demonstrating high-quality entanglement generation with high tolerance to relevant
sources of drifts [Bal20].
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11.1. Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in
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The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients describe the relative branching ratios of different sub-levels
of the same fine-structure state.
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11.2. Injection lock alignment
An injection lock is set up as follows. A child diode is placed in a temperature-controlled
mount and turned on. Its output is collimated by an aspherical lens to roughly match the
seed beam size. An optical isolator1 is placed at the centre of the beam, with the horizontal
cube facing away from the diode. A HWP between the diode and the isolator is adjusted to
maximise transmission through the isolator. Then, the seed parent beam can be aligned.
First, its angle should be roughly aligned until a clean beam reaches the diode. Then, its
polarization can be rotated to maximise the amount of power reaching the diode. The next,
finer adjustment, can be done by turning up the diode current above the lasing threshold.
Due to polarization impurity, a small fraction of the child diode output will exit the isolator
at the seed port. The seed beam should then be overlapped with this mode. By this point,
it should be possible to observe and fine-tune diode injection. The most straightforward
1

The isolator should be already aligned to maximise isolation at the desired wavelength
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signature of that is the amplification of the child diode output power close to the lasing
threshold (typically by many orders of magnitude). The beam overlap can be therefore
fine-tuned by maximising the diode output power close to its lasing threshold. Once the
modes are overlapped, the diode can be injected also above the lasing threshold whenever
the seed wavelength is resonant with the diode cavity. For any diode temperature, this
occurs at a series of discrete and approximately equally diode currents. We can find these
points by monitoring the output light on a scanning Fabry-Perot cavity. For AR-coated
diodes, it is also possible to optimise the injection by monitoring the output power alone.

11.3. Undesired FNC back-reflections
There are a few common FNC failure modes that can creep up on a unlucky student. The
most important one is a back-reflection from the (angled) fibre input. Since it is reflected at
an angle, it is easy to spot and aperture if necessary. The tricky ones originate from objects
after the retro-reflector. I have seen this happen in two circumstances:
1. The fiber output was used to injection-lock a laser diode. A fraction of the diode’s
output was leaking back into the fiber, and since it was aligned very well, the light
was well-coupled into the fibre. When the diode was turned off, or turned on but not
injected well, this only produced incoherent light and did not disturb the injection.
However, whenever the diode was injected, this leakage would overwhelm the correct
retro-reflection signal and de-stabilise the FNC lock
2. The fiber output was used in another FNC setup. From Fig. 4.11, one can easily
see that any FNC setup will reflect a significant fraction of the input light back
at the source, some at the incident frequency, and some shifted by 2fAOM . The
effect on daisy-chained FNCs could be two-fold. The light reflected at the incident
frequency will act as a second retro-reflector, and could thus de-stabilise the first lock
as described above. The light shifted in frequency will create a second beatnote at
the first photodiode, which will overlap in frequency with the first beat-note unless
the AOMs operate at different frequencies.
In the end, the safest choice is always to put an optical isolator after the retro-reflector.
Otherwise, one should measure the power and frequency of the additional reflections, and
align the optical elements to ensure there is one and only one strong retro-reflection present.
Furthermore, it is a good idea to run different FNCs at different AOM frequencies.

11.4. AOM extinction ratio
Fundamentally, the extinction ratio of an AOM is limited by the mode overlap between
the 0th and 1st order beam at the shutter. For Gaussian beams and aberration-free optics,
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this can be a minor correction2 . In practice, the extinction ratio is limited by undesired
reflections and scattering, as well as unavoidable beam profile distortions. Ideally, leakage
should be measured and corrected if necessary. However, the following design principles
minimise the risk of having a problem in the first place:
• Use an AOM with high centre frequency fRF and a lens with long focal length f to
obtain a large beam separation ∆x
• Place the shutter close to the mirror, where the beams are smallest
• Carefully align the shutter along x, blocking as large of a region as possible. If in
doubt, centre its edge closer to the diffracted spot.
• Use a black shutter, and angle it with respect to the optical axis to avoid backreflections
• Place the QWP after (and not before) the lens. Then, any reflections from the lens
will not have their polarization rotated, thus not coupling to the output port.

11.5. In-fibre modules for λ = 729 nm laser
Fig. 11.1 presents a schematic layout of the test modules for the in-fibre FNC and in-fibre
injection locking for λ = 729 nm. Unless otherwise specified, all the optical fibres are SM
SM600 pathcords with APC connectors on either end. The remaining components are listed
in Tab. 11.1, which serves as a legend for Fig. 11.1.

2

For example, a λ = 854 nm gaussian beam of φ = 1 mm diameter, pulsed by a double-pass setup with
fRF = 2π × 80 MHz, f = 7.5 cm, vS = 4260 m/s and shutter-mirror distance d = f /2 has its extinction
ratio limited to −2000 dB by the mode overlap.
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In-fibre fibre-noise cancellation
input from Poison
(A)

Pol. rot. (F)

(E)

(A)

AOM

(C)

out
(D)
(B)

(A)

(A)
(C)

in

beat-note to Poison

(G)

In-fibre diode injection lock
Pol. rot. (F)

(B)

(A)
in (parent)

(I)
(A)

G

(A)
out (child)

To TEC controller

(A)

To current controller

(A)
out (aux)
to OSA or PD

(H)

(A)
(B)
unused

Figure 11.1: Component layout for the in-fibre FNC unit (top) and in-fibre diode injection lock
(bottom). Tab. 11.1 gives a legend for the components described by letters (A) - (J) in the figure.
Fibre connectors are coloured following a standard convention, where green and blue denote APC
and PC connectors respectively.
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Table 11.1: List of components used in the test units of in-fibre FNC and in-fibre injection locking.

Letter

Component

Supplier / part number

A

Mating sleeve
(APC/APC)

Thorlabs ADAFC3

B

Fibre circulator

C
D

Fibre patchcord
APC/PC
Partially reflective
PC/PC connector

E

Fibre AOM

F

Fibre polarization
controller

G

Photodetector

H

Fibre splitter (99/1)
Pigtailed laser
diode mount
Pigtailed laser
diode

I
J

Ascennta VCIR-3-729
(custom order)
Thorlabs P5-630A-PCAPC-1
Thorabs ADAF1
(misaligned for ≈ 1 − 3% reflection)
Gooch&Housego fibre-Q
(729 nm, 150 MHz)
Thorlabs CPC900
Electro-Optics Technology Inc.
ET-2060
Thorlabs TW670R1A1
Thorlabs LDM9LP
Thorlabs LP730-SA15-SP
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